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Introduction to Volume 1, 
First Edition 

Welcome to the exciting new field of peak states of consciousness. 
As you read these words, new breakthroughs and discoveries are being 

made worldwide in this new and rapidly growing field. My name is Grant 
McFetridge, and l'm the research director and co-founder of the lnstitute 
for the Study of Peak States. Like many in this field, we've been working 
for nearly two decades, making progress that in the last few years has crys
tallized into new approaches and a new paradigm. 1 hope this book gives 
you a taste of the wonder of this time in his tory, with its camaraderie and 
excitement. More and more technique developers are making break
throughs and sharing their results in a selfless effort to improve the field 
for everyone. 

This book is a survey of the field for the inte res ted lay person, a more 
in-depth look at the some of the most significant approaches now avail
able, and a training manual for our own lnstitute projects. This tex t was 
originally written as a collec tion of !essons for students. We've rewritten it 
for publication in order to make it available for anyone who is interes ted in 
exploring this topic . ln particular, we hope that others will use this mate
rial to improve on our results, incorporate our findings into other pro
cesses , and significantly improve their own and their clients' lives. 

This text is both theoretical and experiential. We include our current 
processes and short examples from real people's experiences. Rather than 
making this just a dry list of facts and processes, we've also included our 
own persona! experiences as we slowly worked out how our experiments 
and discoveries fit together in a coherent whole. 

This volume explains the underlying mechanism for many peak states 
of consciousness. 

One of the most important contributions of this book is a simple model 
ofhow peak states, peak experiences, altered states, biology, religion, spir
ituality, shamanism, and psychology fit together into one simple underly
ing framework. Up to now, the various types of data and realms ofhuman 
experience have been treated as separate subjects, with information from 
other fields generally ignored as irrelevant by inves tigators. Our model has 
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numerous times allowed us to predict processes and phenomena that at 
the time we had not beard of or uncovered. W e cali our framework the 
'developmental events madel for peak states, experiences, and abilities', 
or the 'developmental events mode!' for brevity. ln this volume, we focus 
specifically on the developmental events for triune brain peak states of 
consciousness. 

This volume gives ali the current approaches for acquiring peak states 
that we know of. 

The other key contribution of this book is a world-wide survey of the 
new generation of techniques that have recently become available. We're 
very blessed to have chapters written by breakthrough process developers 
in this new field, describing their own work and the approach they used. 
As of this writing, we know of no other processes than the ones listed in 
this book, although doubtless we have missed some of them in a field that 
is so rapidly growing and changing. 

As this field is so new, our contributors foctts on their own processes 
and models without any integration with each other. This will change 
with rime, as we're ali tremendously excited to share our work with each 
other to develop new and better processes. 

Y ou do not need to know any particular therapy to understand this book. 
Although much of the material in this book cames out of break

throughs using the new power therapies, we have deliberately chosen to 
keep this a book about peak sta tes and not about therapy or therapeutic 
techniques. 

However, you might find it helpful to know something about the effec
tive yet simple meridian power therapy EFT (Emotional Freedom T ech
nique) . Two of the approaches for acquiring a peak state in this volume, 
PEA T and IPP (lnner Peace Process) use it in unique ways to ge t their re
sults. The EFT manual can be downloaded from www.emofree.com. 

Many of the processes given here are experimental and some may be 
potentially dangerous. 

This book is about the sta te-of-the-art in inducing and inves tigating 
peak states of consciousness. Thus, we've covered finished and tested ap
proaches such as the 15-Minute Miracle, PEAT, IPP , and so on thar are 
safe and effective. However, we've also included lnstitute processes that 
are still very experimental. As we are doing original research and these are 
our first generation tools, many are not ye t tested or optimized for the gen
eral public. W e've chosen to include them for the benefit of other investi
gators in this field of study in the hope that they will build and improve on 
our work. 

Thus, the experimental processes haven't been tested on large num
bers of people and so they should be considered potentially dangerous. 
W e've included them for educational purposes only. They should only be 
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attempted under trained supervision, with the understanding thar any
thing that happens is at your own risk and responsibility. 

There are currently three volumes in this series. 
Volume 2 covers extraordinary spiritual and shamanic states of con

sciousness. Among other phenomena, we examine fundamental ques
tions about God and the planetary consciousness we cali Gaia. This book 
covers many sta tes that rarely occur in the general population. We show 
how to use them to generate simple processes for healing and peak states 
that can be used by people in average consciousness. 

Volume 3 on advanced healing techniques covers relevant peak states 
of consciousness and how to use them effectively. This volume in this se 
ries is designed specifically for people who are using our discoveries to beai 
emotional and physical issues or discover the cause of severa! severe dis
ease processes. lt is intended to follow on to our book The Basic 
Whole-Hearted Healing Manual by Grant McFetridge and Mary Pellicer 
MD which can be downloaded from our site at www.PeakStates.com. 

Expect revisions in the future. 
This is a work in progress, and should be considered as such. These 

books describe cutting-edge research work that is still happening as you 
read this. W e fee! we've moved into an incredibly important area of re
search that bas never been seen before, so it will be in its teething stages 
for years to come. With this in mind, in the text we've tried to indicate 
when we are not sure about the meaning of some result, or give alternative 
hypotheses. However, we do expect that as time goes on we will find that 
we've made errors or find that what we thought was happening was ac tu
ally something else. Occasionally we're in the position of the storied blind 
men touching the elephant in different places and trying to come up with 
an accurate description of the animal. So, in the future expect to see new 
editions that update our findings, correct our errors, fill in unintentional 
omissions, and revise our nomenclature. 

Grant McFetridge 
Hornby Island, BC, Canada 

The lnstitute for the Study of Peak States 
5808A Summitview Ave# 120 
Yakima, W A 98908 USA 
250-413-3211 
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This book is dedicated to my father, John McFetridge MD, 
whose loving encouragement and financial support 

during the early stages of this work 
made it ali possible. 
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Naming conventions 

In a number of cases we've had to choose nam es for va rio us peak states. ln 
general, we've tried to pick names that reflect the most obvious or domi
nant charac teristic of the state. W e could have named the states based on 
what caused them, in cases where we knew, or we could have named them 
for the main ability that the state conferred. W e decided that it was more 
important to make the nomenclature accessible to the general public and 
recognizable from persona! experience , rather than create a jargon based 
on more abstract criteria. 

In cases where there was a difference in the characteristics between 
men and women for the same state, we arbitrarily chose the dominant 
characteristic that was found in men even if it wasn't as dominant in 
women. An example of this is the 'Underlying Happiness ' state, where 
both sexes have underlying happiness with a loving feeling, but in men the 
happiness dominates, while in women the loving feeling dominates . 

In cases where there are different charac teristics for the same state 
when combined with other states, we chose the characteristic that ap
peared the most often in the general population . An example of this is the 
'Brain Light' state which is perceived as if gentle sunlight were ins ide one's 
body for most people, but when combined with the 'Sacred' state, creates 
a bright fluorescent black internallight. 

Occasionally, the state already had an existing name that is generally 
recognized, for example the 'Beauty W ay' state from Native American 
tradition. Although it was tempting to use our own choice for the state 
name, we genera li y went with the older, more common na me if it was weil 
enough known. 
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Legal Liability Agreement 

IMPORTANT! 
READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE CONTINUING THE TEXT! 

The ma teri al in this book is experimental and in many cases has not been tested on 
large groups of people. lt is provided for educational purposes only, and is not in
tended to be used by the general public as a self-help aid. The processes in this 
book are included for the benefit of other professionals in the field investigating 
these phenomena, and are not meant to be used by lay people without competent 
and qualitied supervision. As thi s is a relatively new and specialized field of 
study, even most licensed professionals do not have adequate background and 
training in both prenatal and perinatal psychology and power therapies. 

It is possible, and in some cases probable that you will fee! extreme distress, 
both short and long term, if you use the processes in thi s book. As with any intense 
psychological process life-threatening problems might occur due to the poss ibility 
of stressing a weak heat1, from activating suicidai feelings, and other causes. Al
though we ' ve tried to indicate the more hazardous processes, and the ones that we 
consider rel atively sa fe, this does not mean th at y ou won ' t experience serious or 
life-threatening problems with any of the processes in this book. The possibility 
that you may die from using these processes does exist. 

Given what we've just said, the following common sense statements constitute 
a legal agreement between us. This applies to everyone, including licensed profes
sionals and lay people. Please read the following statements carefully: 

• 1, any people assoc iated with the Institute for the Study of Peak States, and 
the other authors in this text cannot and will not take responsibility for what 
you do with these techniques. 

• Y ou are required to take complete responsibility for your own emotional 
and physical well-being if y ou use these processes or any variations . 

• Y ou are required to instruct others whom you use these processes on, or use 
variations of these processes on, that they are completely responsible for 
their own emotional and physical well-being. 

• Use these techniques und er the supervision of a qualitïed therapist or physi
cian as appropriate. 

• Y ou must agree to hold hannless myself and anyone associated with this 
text or with the Institute for the Study of Peak States from any claims made 
by anyone who y ou use these or variations of these processes on, yourself 
included. 

Cont inuing on in this text constitutes a lega l agreement to these conditions. Thanks 
for your understanding. 

Chapter 1 

Current Paradigms in the Study of Exceptional 
Quality of Life and Mental Health 

Introduction 

The Institute for the Study of Peak States (ISPS) has accomplished a 
breakthrough into an entirely new field of knowledge. This field is the 
study of peak states of consciousness, a field that is virtually unknown and 
unsuspected in the dominant paradigm of our culture . As odd as it may 
seem to some of you, none of the current social and academie models of 
human psychology and behavior recognize that many people live their 
daily lives in quite different kinds of consciousness, far superior to those 
most of us live in. Our Institute calls these kinds of consciousness 'peak 
states ', and there are a number of different ones. This is one of the key 
conceptual breakthroughs we've made that allows many apparently unre
lated phenomena in psychology, spirituality, healing, and shamanism to 
be understood in a new way. 

W e will be covering background mate rial in this chapter. After years of 
working with laymen and healers, I've fou nd that it is absolutely necessary 
to do this. People have an amazing number of different and often conflict
ing beliefs about what we' ll be describing in this book. These beliefs, if not 
addressed, cause people to ignore, distort, or deny data and experiences 
that relate to this tapie. If these paradigm conflicts are not brought to 
awareness, the material that we teach is partially or complete ly blocked. 
Y ou might enjoy looking to see if your beliefs are listed. As the chapter 
progresses, l'li try to address these often unconscious belief conflicts. 
Some of these bel iefs are self-evidently incorrec t, but others are not so ob
via us and will require you to read the following chapters in a rder to under
stand the flaws. 

For example, a number of people walk out of my lectures because our 
material is in conflict with their religious training. Some are Christian, 
some are following gurus, but the reaction is the same. Others leave be
cause these concepts make them feel very deeply afraid for reasons that 
they can't even describe. Others are psychologists, who afte r years in the 
field had decided that this couldn't be true, apparently because it would 
have invalidated years of effort. Whatever the particular reason, this 
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problem occurs in the majority of our students. Very few people are able to 
absorb this information immediately. 

In this chapter, l'Il briefly describe a variety of tapies from very differ
ent traditions that relates to the existence of peak states. N ote, perh~ps 
from your own experience, that each of these groups ign~res con~tctmg 
data from the other groups, and no one is trying to put thts matenal m a 
comprehensive whole. 

Example: . . 
There are well over 30 distinct and often contradtctory psychologt
cal models taught in my gradua te psychology school. None of them 
can be used to successfully heal mental illness or explain the who le 
gamut of psychology. And none of them at.tet~1pts to inc~ude dat.a 
from shamanic or spiritual traditions. At thts tnne, there ts no um
fied theory in psychology. Stanislav Gro~'s mod~l is probab.ly the 
closest to a unifying model, but because tt contan~s shama~uc a~1d 
spiritual experiences, it is generally not included m the umvers1ty 
curricula. 

Definition- Paradigm 
The axioms, assumptions and preconceptions at the core of a given 
theory or world-view. A paradigm is a pattern or an ex~mple of some
thing. The ward also connotes the ideas of a mental ptcture and pat
tern of thought. Thomas Kuhn uses the ward to mean the m,odel that 
scientists hold about a particular area of knowledge. Kuhn s famous 
book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions describes his view .of the 
stages through which a science goes in getting from ?ne .P~~adtgm to 
the next. The process of seeing things wit~in a paradtgm 1s butlt mto 
the nature of the perceptual process itself, Kuhn says, refernng to the 
anomalous playing card experiment. ln this experimen,t, he ~wapped 
the colors of the playing card suites and people couldn t s.ee 1~ .. Kuhn 
says that "once it has achieved the status of paradig~1, a s~ tenttftc the
ory is declared invalid only if an alternate candtdate 1s avat la~le to ta~e 
its place." Internai psychological forces cause a persan to reJect or tg
nore data that doesn't fit their unconsoous paradtgm, and also estab
lishes the way that a persan tries to solve problems. 

_rtrrenl Paradigrns in tite Swdy of ExceJJtional Qzwlity of Life and Mental Health 

The Events Thal Shaped 
the Way Psychology looks at 

Exceptional Quality of life 

3 

ln this section, we briefly describe the events that have shaped the chang
ing paradigms about exceptional quality oflife and exceptionally mentally 
healthy people. Rather than a story of a smooth evolution from the domi
nant paradigm of the '50s, we see a series of new paradigms appearing as 
revolutionary new techniques and data become available. 

Before we go any further, it is important to understand the distinction 
between exceptional 'quality of life' and exceptional 'mental health' . ln 
years past the academie psychological community tended to view people's 
inner experience from the single perspective of poor, normal, or excep
tional 'mental health'. The idea was that a persan with exceptional men
tal health basically had everything going for them, and no other 
distinctions were emphasized. However, in the last few years this idea has 
been supplemented by the concept of an internai 'quality oflife' that is in
dependent of outside circumstances (for example, having continuo us feel
ings of joy, happiness, peace, optimism, and so on). ln essence, internai 
quality of life refers to how good people feel inside of themselves. This 
concept of life quality is something that people find mu ch more meaning
fu l and desirable for their own lives over abs trac t ideas abou t exceptional 
n}ental health. 

ln the chapters that follow, we will often use the historical convention 
of referring ta exceptional mental health as synonymous with, or the cause 
of, exceptional internai quality of !ife. However, in my opinion the two 
concepts as currently defined in the field of psychology are not necessarily 
the same, although they can be in some circumstances. A persan can ex
perience themselves as having an exceptional quality of li fe, ye t still have 
emotional, relationship or job related problems that need healing. Obvi
ously, an exceptional internai quality of life makes these sorts of issues 
much easier to deal with. Contrast this with a persan who has exceptional 
mental health characterized by a lack of emotional, relationship, or job is
sues, ye t lacks these previously mentioned inner feelings. They would still 
be subtly dissatisfied with their lives, as it's not the absence of pain that 
makes life worth living but rather the presence of these wonderful internai 
feelings . 
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Definition- Internai quality of life 

Refers to a persan who has one of a variety of inner feelings that are ex
perienced as pleasurable and make living fee! worthwhile. Happiness, 
peace, joy, and so on are examples of these types of feelings. Almost 
any of the peak states of consciousness (see Appendix A) make a per
san fe el they have an exceptional quality of li fe. 

The Origins of Humanistic Psychology 

Historically, psychology, like medicine, has held the underlying assump
tion that health is the absence of disease. This mode! is still dominant to 
this day, but during the 1960s another mode! started to come into 
existence-thar mental health should be unders tood by looking at excep
tionally healthy individuals. The re were many con tribu tors to this change, 
but for our purposes the best known was Dr. Abraham Maslow, one of the 
founders of Humanistic Psychology. He popularized a phenomenon he'd 
noticed and called 'peak experiences'. 

Have you ever had a moment in your !ife where you felt very, very dif
ferent and wonderful? Everything seemed to be exceptionally perfect, 
time slowed clown as if you were a child again, or some other aspect of 
what was going on was so remarkable and unique you've never forgotten 
it? Maslow defined these peak experiences as having some but not neces
sarily all of the following characteristics: 

• very strong or deep positive emotions akin to ecstasy, 
• a deep sense of peacefulness or tranquility, 
• feeling in tune, in harmony, or at one with the universe, 
• a feeling of deeper knowing or profound understanding, 
• ineffability, a sense that it is a very special experience that would be 

difficult or impossible to describe adequately in words. 
The experiences might spontaneously occur while being surrounded 

by exceptional beauty, or during a physical event like running a race, or 
for a variety of reasons or no particular reason at ali. Dr. Maslow found 
thar there were quite a large variety of different peak experiences, al
though al! made the persan involved feel better than normal, and usually 
much, much better. Generalizing broadly, Humanistic Psychology was 
formed to look at both this phenomenon and that of exceptional mental 
health, in arder to try and help people improve their lives . This was the 
start of the 'human potential movement', where the assumption was that 
people had incredible potential thar could be either developed, or un
blocked. 

Although an immense number of techniques, methods, practices, and 
therapies came out of this movement, the bottom line was that research-
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ers still did not understand what caused peak experiences, why some peo
ple experienced them and others not, or any way to rapidly and 
permanently have them for oneself. ln fact, the idea thar these experi
ences could be lived permanently as a state of being was doubted-and 
many felt that living in a permanent 'peak experience' would actually be a 
debilitating problem in day-to-day !ife. ln essence , the humanistic psy
chology approach to peak experiences was a failure, and did not resu lt in 
the hoped-for breakthroughs. 

Cultural Changes and Transpersonal Psychology 

The confusion about the experiences and states a healthy persan should 
expect grew worse as the years went on, as more data from various spiri
tual, religious, psychological, and shamanic groups accumulated . The 
concept of 'altered states' from isolation tanks and drug experimentation 
also came into our culture during this period, along with the implication 
that states outside that of average, waking consciousness were dysfunc
tional in daily life. In our work, we find that people still often confuse 
'peak states' with their ideas about 'altered states'. 

Outside of psychology, writers like Carlos Castenada and Michael 
Harner popularized shamanic traditions involving those types of unusual 
experiences. This was just one of the many other approaches to unusual 
states of consciousness that became available during this period. 

Example: 
Dr. Michael Harner uses drumming to put students into a trance, 
which he calls a 'shamanic state of consciousness'. From there, 
they can move their consciousness into other 'shamanic' worlds, 
or around this one. 

Example: 
Robert Monroe was a pioneer in the study of the out-of-body ex
perience. He used sound at slightly different frequencies in each 
ear in arder to put people into a state of consciousness where they 
could go out-of-body. These experiences allowed travel in this 
world and into other 'realms' of existence. 

Example: 
D. E. Harding, while hiking in the Himalaya mountains, had the 
experience of losing the sensation that he had a flesh-and-blood 
head. He lectured aboutit and described it in his book, On Having 
No Head. 

A huge variety of ancient and modern spiritual traditions became ac
cessible. New spiritual groups talked about spiritual experiences and 
states, but they often disagreed abou t what they were, if there was more 
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than one, or even whose were the best. The idea that everyone who fol
lowed different spiritual practices would ali come to the same state be
came a 'new age ' belief, although this is easily shown to be false when 
different spiritual practices are actually followed to their conclusion. T~~s 
conflict between traditions is hard to spot, as it's not common that spm
tual seekers go far enough in severa! traditions to encounter this problem. 
And in most if not ali of these traditions, the student is expected to take 
what is told to them without question or analysis. 

The problem of spiritual teachers abusing their students a lso ?ec~me 
very common, which was hard to understand or accept. Rattonahzat~ons 
for this phenomenon abounded, especially since many people had the tdea 
that spiritual growth involved a smooth progression from 'average' to 'en
lightened'. 

Example: 
Samadhi is a 'higher' state in some yogic lndian traditions. Al
though there is a perennial problem of isolating a description of 
what this or any 'spiritual' word means, in this case there is gen
eral agreement that samadhi is a state of exceptional peace, .time
lessness, and a radical decrease in the need to breathe. Y et, m the 
Zen tradition this state is considered a problem, and students are 
directed to avoid it. See Chapter 5 for a description of what causes 
this state. 

Example: 
Kundalini yoga espouses the virtues of raising the kundali~i. en
ergy in the base of the spine for spiritual grow~h. Oth.er. t~adtttons 
have no knowledge of this experience, and so tgnore tt tf tt occurs 
in their students. 

As techniques such as meditation for stress relief and persona! growth 
came into the popular culture, a number of people using them encoun
tered a whole variety of unusual spiritual and other strange expenences 
that didn't fit any of the models that people had, either in psychology or in 
traditional spiritual lineages. Because of ali this, another branch of psy
chology ca lied T ranspersonal Psychology was formed. to study thes: even 
more unbelievable experiences and states . Dr. Stamslav Graf, usmg re
sults from his LSD and breathwork experiments, was one of the driving 
forces behind this movement. 

The '70s and early '80s saw a huge burst of enthusiasm for this work in 
exceptional experiences, but by the '90s a change oc.curred. The in~tia l 
enthusiasm for understanding and having peak expenences was wamng, 
with the pioneers feeling they'd gone as far as was possible. The hoped-for 
results had not materialized. From our lnstitute's perspective, this was be
cause the early models that were developed or borrowed from various reli
gious traditions were fundamentally flawed and cou id not be used to solve 
the basic problems. 
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Conflicting beliefs: 
• A permanent 'peak experience' would be dysfunctional in one's !ife 

if acquired. 
• Humanistic and transpersonal techniques can induce peak experi

ences, but only temporarily. This is the best that can be expected . 
• The only alternatives to average consciousness are achieved with 

shamanic or chemical techniques, called 'altered states ' of con
sciousness. These states are not compatible with everyday !ife. 

• A healthy persan is in average consciousness, but with the ability to 
temporarily experience other kinds of consciousness. 

• People are basically ali the same, except for the mentally ill. 
• Spiritual states are reserved for enlightened beings. When they oc

cur, the average persan would 'ascend', or simply vanish from the 
earth. 

• Real spiritual teachers would never harm their students-or if they 
did, it would be to help the student evolve. 

The Development of 'Power Therapies' 

By the '90s a change outside of the areas of humanistic and trans persona! 
psychology was taking place, involving radically effective emotional and 
physical healing. A group of therapies, ali invented independently, was 
starting to become available. Dr. Charles Figley of Florida State Univer
sity (the originator of the term Post T rau matie Stress Disorder) forced the 
acceptance of some of these therapies into mainstream psychology in 
1995 and named them 'power therapies '. These originally included 
EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing), TIR (Trau
matic Incident Reduction), VKD (Vis ua! Kinesthetic Disassociation), 
and TFT (Thought Field Therapy). Since then a host of derivative tech
niques has become available, EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique) being 
the best known. The field is sti ll in turmoil around this topic, as conven
tionally trained therapists and academie psychologists resist these new 
processes-for the simple reason that they're too good to be true from a 
conventional perspective. 

These therapies also introduced a key change in the current paradigm 
of psychology. These therapies not only heal a tremendous number of 
conditions that had never been successfully treated before, but usually do 
it in time spans that can be measured in minutes to hours. The methods 
foCLts on healing traumas, which have been found empirically to be the 
cause for most of the mental and many physical problems that people suf
fer from. The importance of trauma is something that the dominant 
mode! almost completely ignores. In fact, in three years of grad uate and 
doctoral school psychology, I can recall the existence of trauma men
tioned only once or twice, and only in the limited context of post trau
matic stress disorder. 
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Thus, these power therapies have created a change in what therapists 
believe is possible in the professional field of physical and emotional heal
ing that humanistic and transpersonal psychology never did. These tools 
are unbelievably fas t, simple, and effective, and people are starting to 
question their cultural assumptions because of stunning persona! experi
ence. This change in expectations has also affected our lnstitute, as it has 
created a new climate with therapists and other healers who are willing to 
look at what our lnstitute's Whole-Hearted Healing technique can 
do- and who then fee! comfortable using it when it lives up to its d aims. 

Most healers using power therapies are not searching for a peak 
state-in fact, most probably don't believe it's possible. The dominant 
mode! in the profession at the present time is that people will fee! better as 
more and more traumatic material is healed, and usually there is truth to 
this . Y et, these techniques often cause people to fee! dramatically better 
for various lengths of time, more so than can be accounted for by remov
ing their current pain. Du ring or right after finishing the healing session, a 
significant percentage of clients also report having ali sorts of spiritual and 
shamanic experiences that they bad never beard of before or didn't be
lieve in . Still these wonderful moments almost always soon pass. 

Conflicting beliefs: 
• Therapists work to bring people back to average consciousness, 

which occurs when trauma is minimal or weil suppressed. 
• Average consciousness is the best that can be expected. 
• There is no way to help people fee! better other than eliminating 

traumas one at a time. 
• T rauma is irrelevant to most of people's problems. 
• Psychological healing is a slow and difficult process that usually is 

not successful. 

Data Relevant to 
Exceptional Quality of Life 

The assumptions that psychology makes towards mental health as de
scribed in the previous section have shaped the kind of questions that 
people ask about the phenomena that they see, the data that they're will
ing to look at, and the models that they propose. ln this section, I'm going 
to examine the relevant phenomena that are often ignored even in psy
chology, because they don't fit the patterns of belief that people have. 
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Spontaneous Peak Experiences 

Let's look more closely at Dr. Maslow's 'peak experiences '. We'll focus on 
those that occur spontaneously, rather than those induced by the variety 
of techniques popular in humanistic and transpersonal psychology. Gen
erally, these spontaneous experiences are brought on in moments of plea
sure, visual beauty in nature or the world, intense crisis, or occasionally for 
reasons that aren't immediately obvious. The fact that they apparently 
happen spontaneously turns out to be both a clue to their cause, and also a 
block to understanding. Why is it a block? Since many people have had 
these unasked-for moments, they tend to assume that they are either 
given to them by 'grace', or that some things in the universe are just not 
meant to be understood. Plus, it 's easy to make the assumption that since 
they bad a peak experience without doing anything in particular, this is 
how it's clone and 'working' to ge t it back is the wrong approach. These 
people generally fee! that effort and pain are incompatible wi th peak expe
riences. 

A lot of research went into trying to categorize these states , partly to 
try to ge t enough data to look for patterns and reason out the causes of 
them. This approach was unsuccessful. 

Although a buge varie ty of peak experience exists, there is one similar
ity common to ali these moments-they are charac terized by less tension 
than the person normally experiences. This turns out to be a major clue to 
understanding what causes them . 

Example: 
A woman in one of my workshops who had never had a peak expe
rience had absolutely no idea what l was talking about. l ran her 
through the lnner Peace Process induction (a technique to put 
people into a particular permanent 'peak experience'), and she 
had a hard time putting the drastic difference in how she felt into 
words. Note that she immediately slept deeply for the first time in 
years over the next few nights, as the tension in her body had van
ished. 

Conflicting bel iefs: 
• Peak experiences are not meant to be understood, and simply exist 

for some fortunate people. 
• Anything involving pain, discomfort, or effort is incompatible with 

peak experiences. 
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Peak Experiences as a Byproduct of Psychological 
Healing 

As l've mentioned, some therapists occasionally see people move into 
temporary peak experiences at the end of the ir work with the client. This 
occurs at times with some of the older intense experiential therapies, su ch 
as breathwork, deep bodywork, or regression therapies . However, it hap
pens much more frequently when using the new power therapies. For ex
ample, I regularly saw my clients have peak experiences, sometimes very 
dramatic ones, that lasted from minutes to days after sessions of 
Whole-Hearted Healing (WHH) therapy. Y et, almost without exception, 
the peak experiences do not last. This gave me a ve ry strange data point 
when 1 was trying to understand what was going on. Clearly, healing 
trauma can sometimes put people into peak experiences, but not predict
ably or for a long duration. For the moment let's just hold this observation 
in mind as raw data. 1 tried to take careful notes of what they' cl healed that 
did the trick, but 1 didn't find any obvious patterns at the time. 

As an aside to therapists, 1 would like to note that when using a power 
therapy to completion, the client should go into a peak experience that we 
cali lnner Peace at the end of the trauma sequence if you did your work 
correctly. Getting this experience is a way to verify that you've success
fully come to completion on a trauma. This experience is characterized by 
feelings of calm, peace, and lightness (CPL), the lightness being the feel
ing you get when you take off a heavy backpack. This is ac tually how the 
present really feels emotionally if you are in it. 

Oddly, researchers in the psychology field do not recognize or discuss 
the existence of peak experiences in clients even when these occur in 
front of their eyes l As l've mentioned, power therapists see them ali the 
time, yet ignore them as either incomprehensible or not meaningful. They 
consider them just part of the normal variability of the human condition, 
rather than seeing them as a distinct step into another state. 

Originally, I developed the Whole-Hearted Healing power therapy to 
investigate the mystery of peak states of consciousness. If you're inter
es ted, you can download the manuals from our website at 
www.PeakStates.com. Using WHH led to the initial breakthroughs, and 
now that we understand what we're trying to do, we use a variety of the 
power therapies for the work. These power therapies have allowed the 
breakthrough in solving the mys tery of peak states of consciousness. 

From our lnstitute's perspective, healing trauma is a lot like pulling 
pitchforks out of people who are in hell-when you're clone, they' re still in 
hell, they're just more comfortable there. Don't misunderstand-the 
work these paradigm pioneer therapists and healers are doing is vital and 
necessary to millions of people. But what we'd really like is a way to change 
people so that they're in a continuous peak experience, a state of higher 
functioning than normal. We'd like to put people up in a condo in heaven 
first, then deal with whatever is left over ... 
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Conflicting beliefs: 
• Healers using power therapies try to bring people to health, defin ed 

as 'average' consciousness. Experiences ou tside of 'average' are ig
nored as temporary aberrations. 

Religious Experiences and States 

ln the West, our thinking abou t peak states is dominated by our history 
with Christian religious beliefs mixed with a few of the other dominant 
world religions. Our upbringing tells us that people who live in peak states 
of consciousness are few and apparently quite unusual. Thus, we are 
taught about saints and other exceptional people whom God has appar
ently specifically chosen, who after years of struggle, apparently sent by 
Gad as a test to see if they're really worthy after ail, essentially win the 
'spiritual state' prize. Jesus spending forty days in the desert or Buddha sit
ting seven days under the Bodhi tree come to mind. Our persona! experi
ence and observation of other people generally supports the view that a 
'spiritual' state is difficult to achieve-in spite of our best efforts, some
times even heroic efforts, we don't normally get there ourselves, and in 
fact often fall short of our ideals of virtuous behavior. Often, we see that as 
people get a ider, they generally get more and more restricted internally 
and further and further away from exemplifying the religious virtues, so we 
tend to believe that's just the way !ife is, a curse of aging. 

Th us, from this bias in our religious and social conditioning, we uncon
sciously assume that these states are given to those who are intrinsically 
exceptionally worthy or sometimes make themselves worthy, or bath. 
Th us, if we work hard, are nice to people, pray a lot, get a clash of grace, 
and so on, we become happy, good and blessed people also. This uncon
scious bias makes seeing the truth of what causes peak states much, much 
harder. 

Our Western cultural background complicates matters. Mixing our re
ligious cultural background with a strong work ethic, we tend to believe 
that unusually positive states of consciousness, especially ones with a 'spir
itual' aspec t to them, can only be achieved by hard work. Or perhaps by 
direct intervention, 'grace' , from some higher source, usually because 
we've been rea lly good. Or, because we assume that we're intrinsically 
'bad', we don't believe we can have or even deserve to have any better 
states. These beliefs, although often contradictory, can often be found in 
the same persan. 

Example: 
One of my clients, a Mormon, when she developed unusual spiri
tual states under my training, wanted to black them because in her 
tradition women couldn't have this sort of thing and she feared 
she would be excommunicated if she was found out to be possess
ing them. 
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Example: 
A friend of mine, a woman who had been sexually abused as a 
child, followed Y ogananda' s teachings. She refused to do anything 
to heal her traumatic issue that involved pain or discomfort, be
cause of her religious belief that it would go away if she believed, 
prayed, chanted, and was devoted enough. The problems related 
to this early trauma did not leave her in the fifteen years l knew 
her. 

Conflicting beliefs: 
• Higher states result from grace, and nothing a persan can do canin

duce them-except, perhaps, by leading a virtuous life. 
• Most people, such as ourselves, should not hope to be touched by 

grace. In fact, it would be presumptuous towards the Deity. 

Spiritual Experiences and States 

One category of peak experiences that is often ignored by people in the 
psychological healing field can be class ified as 'spiritual' expe riences. (a ~1d 
states) . Spiritual experiences are ignored or rejected by the vas t maJonty 
of psychologists because most of this data is outside of the dominant para
digm, and because there is no adequate madel for understanding the phe
nomenon. Although the field of transpersonal psychology was founded to 
explore this area, its descriptions and classification schemes are difficult to 
understand, and no comprehensive madel arase . Dr. Stanislav Grof s 
work attempted to be a comprehensive madel of psychology and spiritual
ity, but, although a buge step forward, missed part of the solution. For ex
ample, it can't be used to deal with the dominant problems of mental 
illness. The biggest omission was in failing to recognize the importance of 
the triune brain, without which many underlying mechanisms canna t be 
understood. Classification schemes, such as that of Ken Wilber, have not 
proved useful in understanding underlying causes or assisted in develop
ing ways to acquire the states. 

Like many of you, when 1 was trying to understand the phenomena of 
peak states and exceptional mental and physical health, 1 did a lot of expe
riential work in a variety of classical and modern spiritual paths, such as 
Zen, yoga, Almaas 's work, etc . Repeatedly, 1 encountered blank looks 
from the teachers when 1 described experiences and states of conscious
ness that l'cl had. W orse, ail of my teachers rejected the importance of any 
experience they didn't recognize . Additionally, the states that each 
teacher from different traditions considered important were not the same. 
Finally, just finding out the characteristics of the states they desired was 
difficult. 1 could never tell if this was to increase the mystique of their 
teaching, or if they hadn't experienced them themselves, or what was go
ing on-and 1 still can't. However, from my persona! experience in a buge 
variety of spiritual states, they ail can be described to some degree or 
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other, if by no other means than by their effects on a person's actions. 
Some bring dras tic physiological changes, others have drastic psychologi-
al effects, and so on. For example, the wa rd 'enlightenment', although 

used in our culture quite often, has no identifying descriptors tied to it, 
and hence has no real meaning. Our culture assigns it a meaning based on 
our preconceptions about spirituality. 

Example: 
l can still recall my surprise when l went into samadhi for four 
straight days, while still teaching electrical engineering 
classes-and fou nd l would only take a slight breath of air every 10 
to 15 minutes when l wasn't needing air to talk! The state was sta
ble, but eventually l figured out a way to return to average con
sciousness. 

Ex ample: 
For the first 30 years of my life, when l would close my eyes at 
night, the inside of my head was completely filled with bright 
white/golden light. lt had the intensity of Hawaiian sunshine. ln 
fact, the light radiated from my body a few inches also. l assumed 
this was normal, and in fact didn't even notice it was there until it 
faded over a period of a few months during my thirties. The con
trast of change allowed me to recognize its existence. 

Conflicting beliefs: 
• Spiritual experiences are delusional. 
• Spiritual states canna t coexist with mental illness . 
• Spiritual teachers know ali about the meaningful spiritual states and 

experiences. 
• Ail spiritual practices are designed to bring us into as tate of enlight

enment. 

Spiritual Emergencies 

However, we can look at an area of study that bas direc t bearing on our 
work, and unlike spiritual states in general, is very weil documented from 
a descriptive and experiential viewpoint. This is the area of spiritual emer
gency that Graf pioneered in the early 1980s. In general, these experi
ences are outside the norms of our culture, and are either intrinsically a 
crisis (e.g. demonic possession), or crea te su ch a big change in the persan 
that they can become a crisis, bence the name 'spiritual emergency'. The 
internat distress can be as simple as a conflict with deeply held religious 
beliefs, to problems that are outside the dominant culture's belief system. 
Another reason spiritual experiences can become a crisis is when one 
leaves one of these spiritual 'peak' states and feels overwhelming loss and 
grief, feeling that average consciousness is like going to bell, and despair 
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that the state might not return . More graduai versions of many of these 
experiences also occur, but are often not distressing to the individual be
cause they have time to ad just. We recommend reading the books on spir
itual emergency listed at the end of the chapter for more information ~n 
this topic. O ur work in this area, which sometimes disagrees with others m 
the field can be fou nd in our book The Basic Wh ole-Hearted Healing Man
ua/, or on our website at www.PeakStates.com. 

Example: 
The 'Spiritual Emergence Network' started by the Grofs is a free 
phone referral service run by volunteers for people in these types 
of crisis. A huge variety of calls came. For example, one person 
called because she was hearing what people were thinking without 
being able to shut it out. Severa! classmates in my psychology pro
gram were spontaneous 'channels' but couldn't control or stop it. 

Example: 
The rate at which a positive spiritual experience occurs can be a 
problem. A man suddenly realized that we are ali one. H e then 
threw off his clothes and ran clown the main street proclaiming it, 
and was picked up by the police and delivered to a hospital. This 
awareness came too suddenly and overwhelmingly for him to han
die it properly. Fortunately, the psychiatrist involved recognized 
the state, did not drug him, and three days la ter he was fine, his ex
perience balanced against day- to-day life. 

Example: 
Kundalini awakening experiences are often very disruptive to the 
people involved. My own girlfriend developed it, and the symp
toms were so strange she feared that she had a major medical prob
lem. She also found it nearly impossible to sleep for almost six 
months. The experience was hellish for both her and myself, partly 
because we had no idea what was going on. 

For example, so many people were experiencing kundalini awakening 
that excellent diagnostic criteria were developed in the '80s. O ne caution 
on this particular experience, however-many of the writers on the topic 
tend to ignore the diagnostic criteria and throw virtually every state into 
the 'kundalini' pile. This tendency seems to be particularly a problem with 
writers that had experienced kundalini themselves, oddly enough. 
Kundalini, although unusual, in my experience shouldn't be considered a 
peak state as it is invoked unconsciously by people in an attempt to heal 
themselves. However, kundalini often evokes unusual temporary peak ex
periences. 

T o review, Grof's classification structure of spiritual emergency in
eludes many categories which we wouldn't remotely consider to be peak 
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states, such as demonic possession, channeling, alien abduction, past 
li ves, near death experiences, etc. One category called Psychic Opening 
overs psychic abilities which are probably a byproduct of peak states. 

T hey become a crisis if these abilities become uncontrollable. Other cate
gories are crises that directly involve peak states , such as shamanic crisis, 
psychological renewal through activation of the central archetype, and 
unitive consciousness . 

These 'spiritual emergency' states are generally the result of medita
tion, although there are other triggers such as life- threatening events, ex
treme physical exertion, sleep deprivation, childbirth, sex, loss, and !ife 
failure , to list the major causes. Rarely is one of these spiritual emergencies 
'spontaneous'. 

Conflicting beliefs: 
• Spiritual states are only for special people, not ourselves. 
• Spiritual states can only be received from God, at 'his' whim. Noth

ing we do matters. 
• Spiritual states are only given to us if we work hard at being virtuous. 
• We develop from average consciousness towards spiritual states and 

pe rfec ti on. 
• People are not born into spiri tual states. 

Definition- Spiritual emergency 

Spiritual emergencies are not crises of faith . lnstead, they in volve very 
disruptive and disturbing episodes of experiences that are outside of 
our cultural belief sys tems. O ften, people have these sorts of spiritual 
experiences without major upsets in their lives , but for some people the 
experience is too abrupt and extreme, particularly when it is com
pletely unknown and frightening. When these spiritual experiences 
become a crisis, they 're called a spiritual emergency. 

ln the early 1980s, Dr. Stanislav Grof wrote the primary book on 
spiritual emergencies, and gave a 12-part categorization that became 
standard to the field . A number of experiences are not covered in his 
categories, but it's still a very adequate map of the field . He and his wife 
Christina also started a free phone referral service in the US to put peo
ple who were experiencing one of these spiritual emergencies in touch 
with therapists who knew about them. 

ln the la te 1990s, this phone service was picked up by Dr. Brant 
Cortright at the California lnstitute for Integral Studies. Another or
ganization for Canadians was also started in the late 1990s. 
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Invulnerable Children 

H ave you ever noticed that sorne people just seem to be happier, health
ier, more successful, ab le to weather life's ups and clowns more easily than 
you do? I think we ali have, and of course there are a variety of reasons. In 
the current psychological paradigm, it's believed that these people had 
better childhoods, had fewer traumas, better genetic backgrounds, better 
friends, and so on. In this madel, it boils dawn to two factors-better 
genes or a better environment. And recently a third element has been 
added: better prenatal care. 

However, our cultural idea that nurture is the dominant influence on 
one's degree of mental health was discovered to be wrong when longitudi
nal studies of children 'at risk' because of traumatic early environments 
(poverty, neglect, abuse) were made. These studies in the '60s, '70s and 
'80s, qui te against expectations, fou nd that a small group of 'at risk' chil
dren lived through their terrible childhood experiences and yet flourished 
anyway. Although the statistics are hard to determine from the studies 
the group of flourishing children is somewhere between 1/10 to 1/3 of th~ 
studied 'at risk ' population. They became known as "invulnerable chi l
dren" (la ter termed "stress resistant" or "resilient" children). The exis
tence of these children caused a tremendous furor, because sorne people 
interpreted the data as saying that trying to help 'at risk' children was 
pointless, since apparently the environment didn 't make any difference. 
Of course, that argument was ridiculous since only a minority of children 
could be put in that category. 

One might suppose that these invulnerable children were just fortu
nate in life's genetic lottery, but even more puzzling was that occasionally 
sorne of these children as adults would suddenly stop being invulnerable, 
and have the same difficulties that the others who were not invulnerable 
were having. This invalidated the genetic explanation, since their genes 
hadn't changed. No explanation was discovered, although conventional 
theory guessed that there might be a threshold of accumulating trauma, 
different for different people-the straw that broke the camel's back idea. 
Y et, a number of these adults were living in pretty good situations by that 
time and no longer exposed to significant trauma, which invalidated that 
hypothesis. In the years since the initial discovery of the invulnerable chil
dren, a tremendous number of papers have been written trying to fit these 
children into the dominant madel, but a close look at the criteria they use 
and the results they ge t quickly shows that this just doesn't work. 

Oddly, this phenomenon of invulnerable children ge ts virtually no 
teaching time in psychology school, probably because it is completely out
side of the current paradigm. In that, it's a lot like the placebo effect, 
which is also ignored in medical schools because it tao is outside of the 
dominant paradigm. 

Experiments on 'learned helplessness' with animais bear a striking re
semblance to this phenomenon of invulnerable chi ldren. In the original 
experiments by Steve Maier, Bruce Overmier and Martin Seligman, dogs 
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w re ~iven inescapable electric shocks. After they learned that nothing 
1 h y dtd mattered, they no longer tried to escape the shocks even wh en i t 
h' ame .possible to do so. However, about a third of the rats and dogs 
1 ' ·ted dtd not become helpless but instead never gave up, no matter what 
wa clone to them. Are these simple shock tes ts on dogs and rats compara
ble to complex human 'at risk' situations? Perhaps, and in ba th cases the 
P rcentage of invulnerable children and optimistic animais is remarkably 
im ilar. 

nflicting beliefs: 
• B~d childhood environments will always create behavior or person

altty problems later in !ife. 
• The degree children are nurtured, have good genes, and have good 

prenatal care predetermines their degree of mental health and sta
bility. 

Key Points 

• P~ople live their lives with a group ofbeliefs that filter what they are 
wtllmg to look at and define acceptable activities. Even obvious con
tradictions are ignored. Each of these groups ofbeliefs is called a par
adigm. 

• Severa! paradigms about mental health have appeared over the last 
five decades due to the development of new techniques and the ac
ceptance of previously ignored data. 

• In the last twenty years , data on spiritual emergencies, resilient chil 
dren, peak experiences , and spiritual states has accumulated that 
canna t be explained by the current paradigms. 

Suggested Reading and Websites 

O n invulnerable children 
• E. ]. Anthony and B.J. Cohler (Eds. ), The Invulnerable Child 

Guilford, 1987. ' 
• E.E. Werner and R.S. Smith, Vulnerable but Invincible: A longitudinal 

study of resilient children and youth, McGraw-Hill, 1982. 

On peak experiences, peak abilities, and unusual states 
• The Exceptional Human Experience Network at www.ehe.org. 

They study out-of-the-ordinary experiences with reviews of relevant 
books. 

• Stanislav Graf MD, The Adventure of Self-Discovery, State Univer
sity of New York Press, 1988. Dimensions of consciousness and new 
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perspec tives in psyc hothe rapy and inner exploration. A g~od caver
age of his work o n birth trauma and transpe rsonal expenences, for 
lay people and professionals. 

• S tanislav Grof MD, The Cosmic Game: ExjJlorations of the frontiers of 
hurnan consciousness, State University of N ew York Press, 1998. An 
excellent look at fund amental issues from his years of work. 

• Stanislav G rof MD, LSD PsychotherajJy , Hunter H o use, 1980. For 
professionals, it covers in great depth unusual expe riences th at can 
be e ncountered in psychedelic therapy. 

• O. E. H arding, On Having No Head: Zen and the rediscovery of the ob
vious, revised edition, lime r Directions Foundatio n, 2002. Describes 
what it fee ls like whe n the sensatio n of the skin boundary vanishes. 

• Abraham M as low, Religions , Values, and Peak ExjJeriences, 1976. A 
classic in the field, one o f the books th at sta rted the Humanistic Psy
chology movement . 

• Dr. Raymo nd Moody Jr., The Light Beyond, Bantam, 1988. A sequel 
to Life after Life. Both are on the N ear Death Experience by the ma~1 
who first described the phenomenon. Written for a ge ne ral a udi 
ence . 

• Or. Raymond Moody, Jr., Reunions: Visionary Encounters with de
jJarted loved ones, lvy Books, 1994 . A very fascina ting account of his 
discovery and adaption to the prese nt of the G reek process fo r com
municating with the dead. 
Michael Murphy, The Future of the Body: ExJJlorations In to the Further 
Evolution of Human Nature, Jeremy P. T archer, 1992 . A survey col
lection of material from a va riety of sources o n unusual ab ilities and 
experiences c irca the 1980's. 

On power therapies 
• Power and ene rgy therapies articles at www.psychinnovat ions.com. 
• Les lie Bandlcr, Solutions: Practical and effective antidotes for sexual and 

relationshijJ /Jroblems , Real People Press, L 985. It cove rs the power 
therapy VKD from the N euro- Linguistic Programming approach. 

• Gerald French and C h rys Harris, Traumatic Incident Reduction (TIR), 
C RC Press, 1999. A weil written manual for the TIR power therapy. 

• Fred Gallo , Energy Psychology: ExjJlorations at the Interface of Energy, 
Cognition, Behavior, and 1-lealth, C RC Press , 1998. O ne of the first 
survey books in this fi e ld . 

• Grant McFetridge and Mary Pellicer MD, The Basic Whole-I-learted 
1-lealing Manual, The Inst itu te for the Study of Peak States Press, 
2000. Covers the WHH regress ion therapy. 

• Francis Shapiro and Margot Forres t, EMDR: The Brea f<.through 
Therapy for overcoming anxiety, stress, and trauma, Basic Books, 1998. 
Cove rs the EMDR power therapy. 
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n shamanic states 
• Foundation for Shamanic Stuclies, the o rganizatio n th at Michae l 

Harner founded at www. shamanism.org. 
• Tom Brown, Jr., Awalœning Spirits, Berkley, 1994. His only book so 

far on his shamanic techniques, based on his first leve! of training. 
Recommended . 

• Michael H arner, Way of the Shaman: Tenth anniversary edition, 
Harper, 1990. A class ic in the fi e ld, describes the shamanic journey 
approach to shamanism. 

• Sandra lngerman, Soul Retrieval: Mending the fragmented self thruugh 
shamanic jJrac tice, H arper, 199 1. W ritten by H arne r's colleague , an 
exce llent cove rage of the soul stealing and loss phenomenon . 

• H ank W esselm an, Spiritwallœr: Messages from the future, Bantam, 
1995. An very we il written accou nt of an anth ropo logist and mod 
ern shaman communicating with a future life time. 

n spiritual emergencies 
• Spiritual Emergence N etwork a t www.ciis.edu/comserv/sen.html. 

T reatment, refe rrals, and desc ri ptio ns of spiritual emerge ncies. 
• T rea tment, rcferra ls, and references for Canadians in spiritual emer

ge ncies can be founcl online at the Canacl ian Spiritual Emergence 
Se rvice at www.spiritua lemergence.ne t/pages/ho me. html . 

• Emma Bragdon, A Sourcebooi< for I-leljJing People in SjJiritual Emer
gency , Lighte ning Up Press, 1988. Focused o n procedures for help ing 
people in thesc c rises. 

• Stanislav G rof MD, SjJiritual Emergency: When jJersonal transforma
tion becomes a crisis, Je remy P. Tarcher, 1989. The fo rmative book in 
the fi e ld , with articles by a v;:t ri ety of key au thors . 

• Yvonne Kason MD, A Farther Shore: 1-low new-cleath and mher ex
traorclinary exjJeriences can change orclinary lives, H arpc rCollins, 1994. 
W eil wri tten book on spiritu al e merge ncy . 



Chapter 2 

Peak States of Consciousness as the Cause of 
Exceptional Quality of Life and Mental Health 

"You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change 
something, build a new mode! th at makes the existing mode! obsolete." 

- R. Bu.c/oninster Fuller 

Introduction 

In the last chapter, we looked at key data that is anomalous or contrad ict 
current beliefs. ln this chapte r, we'l! describe a simple conceptual break
th rough that explains that data in an elegantly simple and uscful way
the idea of peak states of consciousness. 

With this understanding, exceptional quality of life and mental hea lth 
occurs because the persan is in one or more pea k states of consciousness . 
T hese states have identical characte rist ics for eve ryone who has them, 
and people can be in them most or all of the time, even from birth. This 
concept may sound trivia l, but its lack is a huge stumbling bloc k to the 
field of psychology which has almost complctely stifled progress in the 
core objective of improving people's lives. 

Grant's story 
Why 1 lnvestigated Peak States 

Why did llook in this direction of peak states of consciousness? 
Because untill was 29 llived in one, a radically different kind of 
state from that of average people. Since l had always been in it, 1 
just considered it normal, and didn't think that l was much differ
ent from anyone else-rather, 1 was just as painfully aware of my 
own failings as most of us are. The ways l was different didn't re
ally stand out in childhood, but became more and more pro
nounced the older l got. For example, as the years went on, 1 
became extremely frustrated because l could not understand or 
predict how people were going to react to things-what people did 
just didn't make any sense to me. l tried to understand, and in a 
breakthrough moment at age 24, l suddenly realized people must 
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be afraid, and that this generalized fear was projected on whatever 
was going on in their lives, causing them to act in the ways that 
they did. lt was difficult for me to understand, as it was so outside 
of my own experience. 

As l got older, l tried to share the way l was, especially with my 
wife, but with no success. Not being able to help others live in the 
way l was living caused me great distress. Lacking any other mode!, 
l assumed the differences must be cultural, as l was a Canadian liv
ing in the US with an American wife, and on top of that l was part 
of the alternative lifestyle movement. 

Ali this changed when l was 29. During a divorce, l suddenly lost 
my state. The difference was dramatic, so much so that it felt like 
l'cl been kicked out of heaven and sent to bell. l now realized ex
actly how tormenting and painful average consciousness was. l'cl 
always assumed that a person could just 'let go' of their issues if 
they rea lly wanted to. l had no idea that this just wasn't an option 
for most people. Now l was like everyone else, and l couldn't get 
back to what l'cl had no matter what l did. 

The changes were obvious and dramatic. My past suddenly bad a 
lot of emotionally painful memories. I started to dream most every 
night, something that l had almost never clone. The sense ofbeing 
alive and feeling the aliveness in things around me vanished. Spir
itual truths, which had been so obvious l could never tell why peo
ple bothered to talk about them, suddenly became something l had 
to be told about and memorize. l could feel anxiety and a lack of 
safety in myself at ali times. l started to judge people, rather than 
just be curious as to what they were about. From my perspective 
now, l had lost the state we cali 'Walking in Beauty' or 'The 
Beauty Way' (the name is from the Native American cu lture). 

Over the next ten years, l tried to get back what l'cl lost. This was 
no mi nor loss, as l considered suicide a number of times-l felt li fe 
was not worth living in average consciousness. As part of my state 
bad involved intuitively knowing spiritual truths, l assumed vari
ous spiritual traditions must know about what l had lost and how 
to get it back. This turned out to be false, as none of the teachers l 
worked with recognized what l was ta lking about. ln fact, they 
tried to get me to say that what l was searching for was worthless 
and a distraction, that if it had had any value, it bad been just a 
stage and should be left behind. Eventually, l found out that sha
mans recognized the state, but that they didn't have any good ways 
of inducing or recovering it. 

l searched for years. Finally, l realized ifl was going to understand 
what l'cl lost, and get it back, l was going to have to doit myself. 
There was no one out there that l could buy it from. This was the 
genesis of the lnstitute for the Study of Peak States. 
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My own experience of living in a very radical peak state most of my 
life taught me severa! key things about them. This gave me a tre
mendous advantage in trying to understand them, and the ability 
to ignore the dominant paradigm, since l knew it was false from 
hard persona! experience. First, l knew that there were stable 
states of consciousness far outside the norm. Secondly, l knew you 
don't have to 'practice' or 'be nice' or 'pray' or 'be good' or do any
thing in particular to get or stay in peak states of consciousness. ln 
fact, as a child l fought with my brother and sister, wasn't nice to 
my parents, didn't go to church or believe in God, or anything else 
that could be considered as making me worthy of a peak state (es
pecially one which had considerable spiritual overtones, where l 
effortlessly knew spiritual truths that others spend their lifetimes 
studying!) Years later, during my experimental phase, l entered 
more and more different states of consciousness. To my surprise, l 
discovered that there were quite a number of them, ali radically 
different from each other. 

My intuition said that trauma was the key to understanding why 
people didn't have peak states. To better study this, l developed 
the Whole-Hearted Healing therapy. lused it both to understand 
and to eliminate trauma from my life. l figured that since l wasn't 
able to solve the problem with a flash of genius, l'cl just have to 
eliminate ali traumatic material out of my consciousness and 
hopefully the answer would eventually become obvious. This 
eventually worked and led to the material in Chapter 4. 

Natural Peak States 

Let's turn our attenti on to something in our own lives that might give us 
the answer to the question, "Why do some people have exceptional men
tal health?" Try to recall one of your peak experiences. W ouldn't it be 
amazing to be able to live your !ife like th at every day, not just for the short 
ti me you had it? What if many of those amazing ad ults you know or invul
nerable children you've read about were in just such a type of nea rly con
tinuous peak experience? That would surely cause them to seem more 
resilient and happier than the rest of us, although unl ess you had some 
sort of test for it this explanation might be easy to overlook. Rather than 
explaining away the data as some sort of dissociative disorder in these in 
vulnerable children, we propose that these kids are ac tu ally mentally 
healthier than the average persan. And sure enough, it turns out that a 
small percentage of the ge neral population, not just those put under ex
treme st ress as children, do live in a nearly continuous peak expe rience , 
something we ca li a 'peak state'. The existence of these peak states is one 
of the key discove ries we've made. The second part of this discovery is 
that there is a large number of distinctly different sta tes , and each kind of 
state bas characteristics th at are the same for everyone. Th ose in vu !nera ble 
kids were almost ce rtainly in a long-lasting (although maybe not lOO% of 
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the rime) peak state of consciousness, one in which trauma didn't affect 
them as it does 'average' people. 

Our culture predisposes us to assume the re is a devel opmental se
quence of peak states thar one can go through to reach the goal of excep
tion al mental health. Thus, one would give up previous states , or build on 
previous states like maste ring advanced mathematics. However, this 
hierarchal idea about peak states is in general incorrect, with the excep
tion of triune brain states as described in Chap ter 5. ln fact, there are a 
number of unrelated states of exceptional mental health that can be 
reached. This is because there are a variety of unrelated peak states of 
consciousness, and they are ali quite different from each other. These 
states can also be acquired in combina tian . lt's as if the poss ible states are 
like marbles, and although one can pick up a single marble, one can also 
collect an assortment of different ones. 

The existence of natural peak states often escapes our notice. A small 
percentage of the population is gifted with various peak states without 
having clone anything in particular, generally from the cradle ! These are 
the people who just seem to be happier, healthier, more functional; thcir 
life is simply better, they' re nice r than average ... I'm sure you can think of 
severa! exa mples from your life. Since they had these states from early 
childhood, clearly ali the models and beliefs involving 'inner growth' do 
not apply-they had them from be fore the time they cou Id talk, after a li! 
And it can't be genetic; this as shawn by the loss of 'invulnerability' in 
some adults. Wh at causes peak states will be covered in C hapter 4. 

lnteres tingly, we don't generally recognize thar these people are in a 
peak state, and often neither do the people in it. Since our culture doesn't 
recognize this phenomenon, we just chalk it up to a good early environ
ment, good gene tics, few !ife traum as, a good personality, and so on- es
sentially, the 'good nurturing' environment mode!. Or we might cali it 
deniai of reallife. 

Example: 
A woman in her fifties lived in a household with her husband and 
sister. The husband was happy ali the time, the sister was very ac
cepting and easygoing. The woman, who was plagued by painful 
feelings and memories, believed that the other two were in deniai 
about their lives, based on her own experience. ln fact, she tried to 
help them 'get in touch with their feelings', so that they would be 
more like her. We put her into the lnner Peace state, and she real
ized from ber own experience that they were not in deniai, but in 
fact were living life in a much more wonderful way than she bad 
ever bad. She spontaneously apologized to the others for her be
havior and attitude within hours of achieving her own peak state. 

Thus, one of the lnstitute paradigm's conflicts with our dominant cul
tural assumptions is due to our recognition that some people have peak 
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' X[ eriences that range from part to nearly ali of their daily expe rience. 
ddly, bath Humanistic Psychology and Transpersonal Psychology com

pl te ly overlook this phenomenon! (Conventional psychology denies the 
·xistence or possibility of peak experiences at ali, of course. ) 1 have abso
lu tcly no idea why, but the current paradigm says thar only peak 'expe ri
·nces' exist, and no work is clone at all to identify those people who live in 
·ontinuous peak states. 

Of co urse, a number of people have been described in the psychologi
'<ll literature who can do unusual, non-ordinary things- Jack Schwarz 
who can run a knitting needle through his arm without any injury jumps 
ro mind- but aside from doing brain wave tests , inves tigators have held 
rhe unspoken underlying assumption thar either these people are com
pletely unique , or they are just like anyone else but have some sort of Lll~ 
usual ability, perhaps like perfect pitch, and they only have tl1LS 
occasionally. Thar these people might be in a continuous type of peak 
·tate is not even considered. 

O nce you realize that peak states exist , and that people sometimes 
move in and out of them, you can usually eas ily identify individuals who 
have them most o r a li of the ti me. These people are usually unaware thar 
they have a peak state , it's just how their !ife is, although they are aware 
t·hat other people seem to be a lot more messed up than they are. 

Chap ter 13 gives a number of persona! accounts involving peak states 
of consciousness. Appendix A con tains a li st of peak states we've identi 
fied so far and our es timates of their occurrence . The two most obvious 
and significant of the naturally appearing peak states are called the 'Inner 
Peace' sta te and the 'Underlying Happiness ' state. The lnner Peace state 
has severa! charac teristics , but one of the most important for this discus
sion is thar people who have it experience their past without any emo
tional content. They experience the present with an underlying sense of 
calm, peace, and lightness that ex ists even when they fee! the ir feelings . 
Suc h astate does tend to make one 's life drastica lly bette r, no matter the 
past or present circumstances. The other sta te , 'Underlying H appiness ' is 
just thar, as the person in it fee ls a sense of happiness continu ously in the 
background . ln women, this state expresses itsel f with happiness com
bined with a strong loving feeling. 

Conflicting beliefs: 
• People who are usually happy or exceptional are ac tu ally in deniai 

about the problems in their lives. In psychological terms, they have 
dissociated from reallife. 

An Example of a Lifelong Beauty Way State 

Bruce bas had the Beauty W ay state (a composite sta te that include ln
ner Peace) as long as he can remember. lt gives a sense of peacefulness 
without any fee ling to past trauma, and a sensation of aliveness in oneself 
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and in the world. He also has some of the Underl ying H appiness state al
though he feels the Bea uty W ay part is stronger. We had the opportunity 
to work together for a number of yea rs, and from my perspect ive it was not 
only a pleasure but a r lief- he was calm and cheerful no matte r what was 
happening around him, unlike so many of our other colleagues in our high 
stress job situation. We used a ques tion and answer form at for his contri 
bution: 

"What is the state li/œ? 
Hard to describe, but it is an unshakeable serenity that does 

not depend on anything externat, or internai, fo r that matter. 

Why would peojJle want your state? 
lt enables one to fee! compass ion for real human challenges, 

yet not be stymied by them. Most of the ti me l'm able to fee! a con
cern, do wh at l canto remedy as appropriate (respond wholeheart
edly), and then move on to the current situation. 

1-low did you get it, or did you always have it? 
l fee! this state bas evolved over this lifetime and still "in pro

cess" but getting deeper a li the ti me, generally. 

What is the difference between yourself and someone else without the state? 
Nothing really; l just choose to fee! a peacefulness more and 

more in spite of ci rcumstances. 

What jJroblems are caused by lwving the state? 
Sometimes l can be perceived by others as being un feeling, yet 

in fact, I actually am free to feel more deeply. l just have been 
learning not to become attached to the feelings and let them flow 
through me somewhat spontaneously, while the "background se
renity" remains. 

Would you recommend the state to others, and how much? 
Definitely, and 100%. 

Does the state malœ you feel sJJecial, unique, isolated? 
Not really, although sometimes when l see fo lks get emotion

ally manipulated by events (without really feeling them) l can fee! 
a bit isolated, but not in any rea l sense, because l feel compassion, 
including for myse lf. 

/-Jas your state had any effect on your health, i. e. still ge t sic!< a lot, rarely 
sic!<, aging, etc.? 

l'm rarely sick, and see discomfort as a feedback mechanism 
from the creator as a divine blessing to be heeded immediately. l 
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used to procrastinate responding, and now when l geta momen
tary " twinge" l pay attention and change course appropriately." 

rhe Differences Between Peak Experiences, Peak 
tates, and Peak A bi 1 ities 

n ·fore wc go any furth er, l would likc to c lear up a potc ntial area of confu 
sion in our use of voca bul ary. ln this text, we differe ntia te betwcen peak 
·xpc riences, peak sta tes, and peak abilities . 

• A peak experience is a bricf experience that is cxtre mcly positive or 
uplifting, outside of the range of average expe rience, as dcta iled in 
the previous chapter. 

• A peak ability is an ability, e ither physical o r 'spiritual' , that is also 
outside the range of average experience. 

• A peak state is a long lasting peak experience in everyclay life, hence 
the use of the wa rd 'sta tc', implying something th at is stable and 
continuous. 

W hcn we speak about peak states, wc some times use th e modifie rs 'stable ' 
or \mstable '. 

• A stable peak statc is one that the pcrson kceps without any effort o r 
technique. If he loses it , usuall y clue to some outside stress, the loss is 
only temporary and the sta te re turns automatica ll y, usuall y when 
the stressor is rcmoved, without any effort on his part. 

• An unstable peak state is one that requires technique o r outside cir
cumstances to main ta in . lf the state is lost, somc sort o f intervention 
is required to rccovc r it . For cxample, an inte rven tion might be a 
time in nature, a foc us on love or the divine, and so on. The phrase 
also applies to a peak sta tc that was lost and not recovc rcd, the im 
plication being that the req uirecl in te rvention was no t known by the 
persan who !ost the statc . 

A lthough a li peak states can be consideree! peak expe ri ences if they don't 
last very long, no t a li peak expe ri ences can be peak sta tes. By this l mea n 
thcrc are a large numbe r of peak expe riences we can have th at are no t 
changes in our inner being, rather they are ac tions o r experiences of our 
inne r bcing. For example , you might have had an out-of-body experience 
that takes you to a non-phys ica l 'place ' that was simply overwh clmingly 
bcautiful. Afterwards, when you spoke aboutit you wou ld most likely say 
that you had an amazing peak experience. But it wouldn't be a peak sta tc 
as it d idn' t involve a long lasting change in your consc iousness hcre in the 
rea l world . Y our expe rie nce was about going somcwhcrc temporaril y, no t 
something that was now a continuous part of your !ife . Even if it were pos
sible to makc the expe rience permanent , you and your family would cali it 
a disas te r, no t a pea k state ! 
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H ow do peak abilities fit into this? Notice that in the previous exa m
ple, you probably necded to have a pea k state (even if only temporarily) to 
be able to have that specifie peak ability of consciously getting out of body. 
Particular peak abilities come with certain peak states . H owevc r, we sus
pect it 's possible in somc limited cases to have a peak ab ility without an ac
companying peak state. 

lt turns out there is a bcautifully simple explanat ion for how ali the 
transpersonal and spiritual experiences, states, and ab ilities fit together, 
which we'll explore in detail in C hapter 4. 

Mental Health and Peak States 

A key misundersta nding often cames up about mental health with people 
who are curious about our work with peak states of consciousness. lt has 
to do with our culture's assumptions about what mental hea lth is. Most 
people ass ume mental health is the absence of overt mental illness, and 
that 'o rdinary' or 'average' people are mentally healthy. Actually, from our 
model ordinary o r ave rage consciousness is also one of mental ill -hea lth . 
We will be going into great detail about this in C hapters 4 and 5, but for 
now we'll just say that peak states are not extra qualities added onto ordi
nary consc iousness. lnstead, peak states are our birthright. W e as a species 
are designed to have these states as our normal way of being. Unfortu
nately, since people with peak states are in the minority, our socicty's be
liefs about menta l health have bcen formee! by looking at a distorted 
pic ture. To cxaggeratc for clarity, the situation is a bit similar to inm ates of 
an asylum looking at each other to decide what mental health is. They 
thcn ass ign the labe l of exceptional mental health to the few staff mem
bcrs. 

ln this text, we use the word 'average' or 'o rdinary' to describe people 
without any peak states. We use the word 'normal' to describe someonc 
with some or ali poss ible peak states , as this is astate of health. W e use 
thcse te rms in the same way that your cyc doctor does-20/20 eyesight is 
considered to be 'normal' (i.e., your eycs are working properly), yet the av
e rage person neecls corrective lcnscs. 

Example: 
A woman had been spending years working on ber healing. When 
l offered her the option of going into a peak state wbere ber pain
fui emotional past would just vanisb, she refu sed. She felt that this 
was somehow cheating her inner work, and that a healthy person 
didn't need those states. 

Example : 
During a conference, a deeply religious woman had this reaction 
to the pea k states paradigm: "People have come to earth to suffer 
to learn a lesson. Even if you could put them in a painless, effort-
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less and peaceful state it would b 
t!1ough 1 shared this COJ~cern m : wrong." 1 told her that al-
I ve never fou nd any evid yself m the beginning of this work 
my grea t surprise instead efnlce to. support this idea. However t; 
to . l' h ' < o earnmg a less 1 r d ' accomp Is a purpose z, 1 < on, roun we are here 
t · · 1 severa c-15 1 l' s a te was necessary to even ha ' es t l a t ve seen, a peak 

Although 1 don't know tl ve a hope of fulfilling the purpose 
to think 1 gave her hop r1e oubtcome ? four conversation l'd lï . 

e lOr a etter l1fe. ' 1 <e 

Conflicting beliefs: 

• Average conscious1 · 
• A peak state is an a~esst a statfe of ~n enta l health. 

Oll ance o sprntual growth . 

Existing Appl' t. ICa lons of Peak State Theory 
Rather than trying to 1 . . ac 11eve peak exp _. 
mnovators have observee! peo le in eJiences and states dircctly, severa! 
tJ1cy ac t m ~rder to improve th~ !iv th?se s~ates and tried to codify how 

~~~~~1~~~~vrors. The clearest exan~l~ ;?t~~i~g~1~~~p~c by teaching them 
. . "" s proccss for succcssful . , - now of JS Marshall 

scnbed ll1 the book Nonviolent C mtc_r persona! conflict resolution d --
He found - 1 . 1 ommumcauon: A Lan r .re ' e peop e 111 t 1cse unusual s gLtage OJ omfJassion 
tcractcd, and derived rules tha t gui~~~cs l w_~tched, how they na turally in ~ 

. Another application in volves usiJ a t 1e l! states normal behavior. 
~ lr zmg that they exist. Gay and K 1Ï ~ta tes of co~1sc io usness without re-
10dy-centered therapy th at uses tl ~t 1 yn Hendncks have devclopcd a 
tate change in thcir clients. They ~~~e ~~~d~ rlyrng Happiness' state to facili
aj.y, wl:rch ca n be fou nd in the book A ai;etr of technrqucs in the ir ther
c lents mto the correct statc by teachinl t le . fJeed of Life. They gct their 
T hey do an exccptional job of e . _g them how to love thcmselvcs 
qucntly putting thcirclicnts into tlxplammg how to do this (and conse~ 
to Love Yourself and its co . 1C state they want) in the book L . 
Workbo 1 mpanJOn volume The L · eammg 

o <. eammg ta Love Yourself 
~nother app lication of peak states is . 

~h c J apy for healing trauma. The the ra >m -~l e Whole-Hearted Healing 
f: one by people in average consc iou s l~: ~~~~ s by usmg stcps that can be 
aster and casier healing proccss tha s. lese stcps srmula te a much 
~tat~ !he therapy is described in Thet~ls~s ~e~k sta te ca llcd the Hollow 
/ k Iant McFetridge and Mary P ~Tc - lO e-1-/.earted f-lealing Manual 

ca States.com. e reel' or on the website www. 
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Encountering Conflicts With a New Paradigm 

I recommend approac hing our work like we at the Institute for the Study 
of Pea k States did. W e' re a bunch of hard -core skeptics, but we were will
ing to look a t anything if it moved in the direction of solving the problem 
of unde rsta nding and acquiring peak states. The bottom linc is, does it 
work ? Anything else is just refineme nt. That is the only criterion we use. 
None of us are comfortab le with some of the resu lts we're ge tting-after 
ali , wc share the W este rn paradigm too-but they come up in our work 
whether we want them to o r not. Thus, be skeptical. But suspend your 
preconceptions and try it out. If it works, th cre must be something the re. 

This is the heart of a paracligm shift. A parad igm te lls you how to live 
!ife and solve problems, and it a Iso te ll s you wh at to ignore as being irrele
vant or false . This works fine as long as it sa lves the proble ms adequately. 
A new paradigm comes in to be ing when the olcl one fa ils to solve a signifi
cant problem, o r fa il s to a llow you to respond successfully to changing ex
te rnat conditions. Th us, we get examplcs like the Swiss watch makers who 
ac tually invented the batte ry-ope rated watch, but it didn't fit their para
cligm of a watch being a mechanical deviee . O nly ten years later the whole 
Swiss watch industry was virtually eliminated by the Japanese and US 
semiconductor firms who dicln't share their paradigm. 

H oweve r, when you'rc in a paradigm it's a lmost impossible to te ll, as it 
fee ls true. To give this idea visual impact, let me paint a word picture. 
Imagine th at you've gonc to the South Amcrican jungle beca use there are 
reports of cures of an inc urable disease by a native shaman . Y ou go thcre 
and sure enough, people arc ge tting cu reel, something you really were con
vinced was impossible . This is the first paradigm conflic t. After you re
caver from that, you watch wh at he does. Y ou pick out the parts, like the 
awful-smelling concoction, and since you r pa radigm says drugs c ure 
things, you find out how it's made and try it out . If it works, fine, it 
matched yo ur paradigm and you continue on your way. If it doesn't, then 
you're in another paracligm con fli c t. Y ou look a t what e lse he's do ing, and 
you no tice that he chants a lot. So in despc ration, you t ry that violation of 
your paradigm, and amazingly it works. After you get over that, you even
tually cl iscover a to tally unknown phenomcnon that you label 'hypnosis', 
and find that the concoction only relaxecl the patient. l'm obviously mak
ing up this example , but in the 1800s hypnosis was outside of the cu rrent 
paradigm, and l'm sure it bo the red people the n just as much as paradigm 
viol ations bo the r people now. Notice too that the explorer didn't have to 
give up his whole paradigm, just the parts that were blocking his ability to 
sec what was rca lly going on. The Swiss who !os t their jobs clidn't have to 
give up the parts of the ir paradigm that to ld them how to ea t, go to work, 
pay their bills- just the part that sa icl that the bes t way to makc watches 
was with machincry. 
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The l~stitute for the Study of Peak States (ISPS) 
Parad1gm 

So far, we 've identified many conflicted beliefs about peak experiences 
and states of consciousness. But wh at is our paradigm ? Briefly, it is: 

• Peak experiences ca n be had continuously. 

• Somc people can have a pea k state without having hea led anything. 
• ~eak sta.tes are not some thing you have to work toward achieving, 

ltke gettmg an advanced ~egree or some sort of prize for leading a 
v1rtuous ltfe. lnstead, they re your natural state. 

• Even though you may be in a peak sta te , you nced to lea rn how to 
use a li its qualitics effectively. 

• Any giv~n pea~ state doesn't make you perfcct. Other people don' t 
nccessa nly no tice th a t you arc in a peak sta tc. Y ou still have areas of 
dysfunction , un til a statc is achi cvcd with no more traum a of any 
type. 

• Ali the data in bio logy, psychology, and spiritu al/shamanic expe ri 
ence has to tic together pe rfcctly. Evcrything must be cxpl ain ablc 
from one undcrlying mode!. 

• The s~ i entifi c. method app lies perfec tly to this problcm. Hypothcsis, 
expenmenta tlon, mode ls, verification, predic tion, and a LOT of re
ality checking are req uired. 

• Virtu all y evcrything people say about the problcm is wrong. 

ln C hapter 4 we'll explain what ca uses pea k states in grea t deta il. But fo r 
comple tcncss, l'Il list the rest of our pa racligm now: 

• The rcason mo ·t people don't have peak sta tes is clu e to specifie 
kincls of trauma. 

• Anyone can have pea k states permanen t! y, it's just a matte r of elimi 
na ting th e correct type of trauma. 

• Eve1: correc tly healing the undcrl ying problems docs no t kecp you 
contmuously 111 peak sta tes. Y o ur re maining problems ki ck you out 
of them tcmpora rily wh ile they' re being stimul a tecl by the in te rn ai o r 
ex ternal environmen t. 

• You have already had mos t and probably a li peak sta tes in 
utero- you've just forgotten. 

Conflicts With the New Peak State Paradigm 

ln the section, I'd like to specifica lly aclclress some of the concc rns th at 
people have raised with our peak states paradigm whcn we clescri bc our 
work in workshops and confe re nces. Many of these concc rns are on cs that 
wc ourselves once sha recl , and onl y ove r ti me did we come to have a differ
en t vicwpoint. I hope you fi nd it useful to sce thcsc issues addrcsscd a li in 
one place when thinking about this new pa radigm. 
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Conflicts With General W estem Cultural AssumfJtions 
Because of the subject and content of our work at th ' Jn t itute , people 

sometimes assume that we don't share everyday cultural be li fs. N othing 
could be further from the truth! 1 did my graduate work at Stmford Uni
versity in electrical engineering before moving to psycho logy, and severa! 
of my associates are MDs. W e only came to the paradigm in this book 
slowly and I might add with grea t resistance . Y et we bad to look at ali of 
the data, no t just wh at felt comfortable to us in a rder to crea te practical, 
real-world models with prac tical solutions. On a pe rsona! no te , it's now 
hard fo r me to relate to mainstream assumptions about mental health any
more. They've been slowly eroded away by 15 years of work in this area of 
peak states and healing. 1 am still impressed that people who approach our 
work fo r the first ti me are able to suspend disbelief long enough to listen to 
us. 

What are some of the issues people encounter? O ne of the first is the 
very concept of pea k experiences-some people have never felt one , and 
have no idea what we 're talking about. Unless they have one themselves, 
they can find the whole concept difficult to accept- after ali, our culture 
doesn't do so. 

Another issue is around the specifies of our work. Fortunately, the de
velopmental events mode! for triune brain peak states is compatible with 
mainstrea m Western cultural beliefs. H owever, the details ca n be a prob
lem for some people. C utting-edge work being clone with tec hniques in
volving in utero , sperm or egg trauma is unknown to most people. The fac t 
that the fetus, sperm and egg are se lf-aware and can suffer is beyond what 
most people have been taught to believe. lnteres tingly, many people , es
pecially ones who work outside of medicine and psychiatry don't have as 
much difficulty accepting this as 1 would have expected. Apparently they 
assume we 're experts and leave it a t that. 

Probably the bigges t c redibility hw·dle we face is when we move to ma
terial tha t is generally only discussed in traditional spiritual o r 'new-age' 
contexts. l'm referring to experiences of past lives, chakras , meridians, the 
C reator as seen during a nea r dea th experience , ;:! nd Ga ia, just to name a 
few. The only way 1 know to ove rcome this hu rdle is to give people pe r
sona! experiences, which is why we include techniques to do so in these 
books. lt was tempting to de lete these concepts when we wrote fo r the 
ge neral public. Howeve r, the simple elega nce of our mode! and how it en
compasses a li of the unusual phenomena we know about in one simple 
framework is extremely important for people who are working in this field . 
Th us, 1 chose to include it a li and accept thar some people will decide not 
to explore this work because of this choice. 

Evaluating the Credibility of the N ew Paradigm 
How might a pe rsan judge our credibility ? Personally, if l've already 

beard about something from a lo t of people 1 already know and who can 
vouch for it, l'm much more inclined to actually pay attention . Unfortu -
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nate ly, this option isn't available to us as our work is too new and too 
ground -breaking- only a relatively few specialists in this field know about 
it. 

Another way to gain c redibili ty is by charging high priees . However, 
we 've chose n to make our work either avail able for free via the website o r 
inexpensively in book or workshop form . Unfortunate ly, our culture has a 
conviction that cos t and value are tied toge ther, even though intellec tu 
ally we know this isn't true. The unconscious assumption is "lt costs a lo t, 
it must be valu able" along with its opposite, "It's free, it must be worth
less. " 

An interes ting variation of this cultural assumption about money oc
curs when it's mixed with ideas about spirituality. A wo man at a confer
ence felt that our ideas about peak states must be wrong for what to her 
felt like an obvious reason- as we were not making large sums of money, 
our work was inval id. She felt that if we we re really able to bes tow ' instant 
spiritual states ', as she interpretee! our work, Deepa k C hopra's 'seven laws 
of spiritual success ' would immediately apply and we would ali be wealthy. 
W e have not found that people in peak states are typically affluent, al
though they tend to be successful in life in whatever way is important to 
them. Some states do appear to help people manifest what they want in 
!ife , whe ther it 's money or something else . (See C hapter 10 for a tech 
nique that often has an impac t in this area.) 

1 hold the hope that giving away fast, simple processes that actually 
work to put people in to pea k states with the reliability we 've measured 
might make cause people to rethink the whole issue. A number of such 
processes are covered in this book. 

Conflicts With S[Jecific S[Jiritual Paths 
At confe rences, we often mee t people who have already left th e main 

stream cultural assumptions behind and have chosen to follow one or 
more spiritual, re ligious, or shamanic traditions. Although l expected that 
our work would appeal to these people, this isn't always the case. 

A close fri end of mine wasn't inte res ted in hem·ing details of my 
work- as he said, from his perspec tive, our approach didn't have heart, 
and so he 'd stick with his Bhakti meditations. W e do take a W es tern sci
entific approach to our work, involving as it does statistics , measurcmcnt 
tools, and tes tabl e processes. Since we're bas ically doing research and dc
velopment, ve ry few people have the temperament or background to work 
with us. However, we're also working out simple ways to ge t the same re
sults without having to learn the details of our work, as the process in 
C hap ter 9 illustrates. O ur work is about love and compassion, but more 
th an love is required . Mothe r T eresa loved th e people she helped, but she 
also used practical skills to actually, physically help them. 

Another man 1 deeply respect fo r his contributions to the fi eld of heal
ing fe lt our work couldn't be true , because the idea of peak states was in 
conflict wi th his understanding of the Course in Miracles. He felt, from 
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our casual conversation on the topic mat if what we ai '.Vas nue a per
san in such peak states would simply Yani h om the eanh. Al though he 
had no way to know this, most of the peak rates thar people can have are 
ones thar they've already had in utero. T hi i forrunaœ, for if we had to 
study for peak states like learning calculus, how many people would be 
willing or able to do so? lnstead , we just have to recm·er what we've !ost , 
which is an entirely different kind of proce s. 

Conf!icts With rhe Concepts of Enlightenmenr and Self-Actualization 
Another more general obj ection to our mode! of peak rates has to do 

with the concepts of enlightenment and self-actualization. A number of 
people have said to me thar they had no interest in our work because those 
other aoals were all they were interested in. Our work feels m elevant to 
them. bH owever, what are their goals? Let's look at the word 'enlighten
ment' first. Our culture has a vague idea that there is an extremely valu
able goal represented by this word, but unfortunar7ly no one l ~now has a 
clear, verifiable definition . As it 's used today, it s a word wtthout real 
meaning. 

The situation ge ts even more confusing when severa! spiritual prac
tices are followed. Various groups thar teach spirituality disagree on what 
one should be working towards, and fail to acknowledge the validity of 
other traditional spiritual paths. From our perspective, we see a number of 
totally different and important states thar different spiritual traditions fa 
eus on ro the exclusion of others. For example, G urdj ieffs goal is different 
from thar of a N ative shaman which is different from thar of a Zen monk 
\vhich is different from thar of a T aoist healer. Thus, we ger yogis focusing 
on the their spiritual states, but dying of terrible diseases . We ge t shamans 
healina diseases and connected to the planetary consciousness, but igno
rant of the states the yogis work rowards. We have Buddhists focusing on 
the Buddha mind, but ignoring T aoist longevity and healing practices. 
A nd so on. 

H owever, reflect a moment on the amazing, unique times we live in. 
The twentieth century has brought great changes to the world 's spiritual 
paths by making their differences available for scrutiny. W e're no longer 
limited to one acceptable religion in a small geograph!Cal area. 

Our work shows thar people who are on a path of spiritual growth go 
through many peak states of consciousness . ln fac t, from our viewpoint 
rhese states should accumula te in a persa n. As of this writing, our idea of 
an ultimate state is not a state at all , but rather a simultaneous combina
rion of 'ultimate' states from many traditions. As far as we know, our view 
thar the goal of spirirual practice is to acquire a composite of many states is 
unique. 

The idea of enlightenment can cause another kind of confusion when 
we discuss the peak states paradigm. Many people continue to uncon
sciously assume thar there is really only one peak state, even though we 
emphasize that there are a variety of very different ones. They assume that 
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we' re talking about various degrees of inner sereni ty, a sereni ty that is in
dependent of the events in one 's !ife. Although there are states like this, 
there are also a huge varie ty of other peak states that don't give a feeling of 
serenity. I can point to people who are in a peak states where they fee! 
happy all the rime, ye t can still be angry, sad, or whatever simultaneously. 
Making this distinction conscious can really help when presenting this 
mate rial. 

As far as self-actualiza tion is concerned , this word has a little more of 
an objective definition. People in a variety of peak states exhibit the char
acteristics found in the literature on this concept. A pparently, our ap
proach of achieving it , sort of by the back door as it were, is difficult fo r 
people to grasp at first. The states exhibit these qualities- one doesn 't 
have to work to acquire the qualities of self-actualization directly if one 
maves in to certain peak states . 

Conflicts With the Paradigm of Spiritual Teachers 
Another group of people who have strong reactions to our work are 

those who follow teachers or gurus, be they alive or deceased, and are ac
tive ly doing spiritual practices or other self-improvement processes. 

Many people have spent years learning a process or spiritual path and 
making a persona! re lationship with a teacher. Others have never had a 
persona! relationship but rely on the writings of the teacher. These people 
can sometimes fee! thar if what we say is valid, then their teacher would 
have spoken aboutit to them already. For some, to even listen to our para
digm can feellike a betrayal of their teacher. And if they start to consider 
thar we might be correct, it can feel as if rhey've wasred years of hard work 
for nothing. After one has given trust to a teacher, one expects him or her 
to keep one's bes t interests at heart and be totally knowledgeable and 
compe tent. Particularly with traditional spiritual practices, to conside r 
the idea thar generations of teachers might not have known everything 
relevant can seem sacrilegious. 

Even the bes t spiritual teachers are like any specialists, and often can 't 
keep up with material outside of rheir area of expertise or lineage. lt 's simi
lar to seeing a medical specialist we like-if he can 't help us, we go to a th
ers who may know more or who have different training. For example, 
twenry years ago Stanislav and Christina Grof brought to the world 's at
tention the problem of 'spiritual emergencies' . Y et, even now, many medi
tation teachers are still unaware thar meditation can trigger these events 
in some people. New ways of solving problems and healing people are be
ing invented on a regular basis, ways that have never been seen before . A 
synthesis is happening on a world-wide basis thar simply was never possi
ble before and , as in the field of medicine, information overload has be
come a major problem. 

Many people have encountered this conflic t be tween teachers and 
their own experience. W hen we're looking for the truth, or the way, or 
whatever label we put on ir , we generally start with the traditional forms 
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thar are offered. 1 had a similar conflict between what 1 was discovering 
and what my teachers were saying. If you've found your elf in this di
lemma, 1 can only sugges t doing what worked for me, a sort of ca m
mon-sense approach to these issues. When 1 look at a teacher or a spiritual 
path, 1 look for inconsistencies with what l've learned el ewhere. 1 also 
look at the larger picture. H ave the teachers really got their act together 
spiritually, emotionally, and physically? Do they have amazing persona! 
relationships and marriages? Do they contribuee, work, play, have fun ? Do 
they ge t sick ? Can they heal themselves and others? A nd so on. 

A Loss of Hope for Deep Inner Change 
O ver the years, l 've met a number of motivated, dedicated people who 

have clone workshops, learned techniques, practiced a variety of spiritual 
paths, and yet continued to fee! thar nothing had worked for them. By the 
time they encounter our work, they may fee! rather hopeless and, reason
ably enough, this time they want to know how our work is any different. 
First of ali, it 's not just about 'our' techniques- rather, it's about a new 
way of loo king at what people are re ally searching for. This book covers a 
number of techniques, developed by different people following different 
approaches to accomplish a similar goal-living in peak states. As l 've 
said before, the new techniques have a much better track record for giving 
peak states in comparison to the previous generation of techniques. How
ever, even these amazing new processes are not going to work fo r every
one. This field is still in its infancy, and success is not assured. Perhaps the 
best way togo is to try a variety of peak states techniques and so increase 
your odds of success. Organizations are starting to appear thar plan on 
testing these and other processes for effectiveness so you can pick the pro
cesses thar give you the bes t chances, but this movement is still in its in
fancy. W e hope that in a few years you will be able to look up any given 
process in a 'consumer report ' for psychological processes, but for now you 
don 't have thar option. 

Let me address this issue in a different way, from just our perspective at 
the ISPS. What is totally diffe rent about our approach, the developmental 
events ma del, is thar we are deriving the underlying theory of peak 
states-how we !ose them and how to reclaim them. Y ou can read about 
this, learn it by yourself, and even in vent entirely new techniques on your 
own to solve the underlying problems we've discovered . W e didn' t start 
with a technique that worked, we started by exploring the problems that 
people have, derived underlying mechanisms, and then invented tech
niques to fix the problems we discovered. As rime goes on we expect that 
we and other motiva ted people will devise fas ter and simpler techniques. 
However, our work is rather analytical, and still in the research and devel
opment stage. People can be put off by this, as it's a bit like learning elec
trical engineering rather than just using what engineers have clone to 
throvv the light switch on. Fortunately, just like those engineers have 
made light switches that don 't require knowing calcul us, we and other de-
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~e lope rs are making simple processes thar can be used by the general pub
he. 

Our focus on underlying mechanisms has another benefit. People are 
complex, with a whole variety of reasons that might cause them difficul
ties in having peak states. Since we know what we are trying to accomplish 
and we understand many of the underlying mechanisms, we can sit clown 
and usually figure out a way around a person 's unique problem. Or people 
can do tt for themselves, which 1 fee! is very empowering. 

Key Points 

• ~ne of the most important points in this book is that there are peak 
states of consCtousness . The dominant paradigm in bath our W est

ern culture and in psychology causes people to not think of the idea 
of peak states of consciousness as the explanation for a variety of 
persona! and professional experiences . Generally, people's beliefs, 
regardless of da ta, would contradict this explanation if it were pre
sented to them. 

• Psychological, spiritual, and religious traditions focus on different 
aspects of enhanced mental health and ignore or reject conflicting 
data from each other. Most people come to accept this state of af
fairs as normal. No unifying theoretical explanation is publicly avail
able that encompasses ali known phenomena. 

• A peak state is a peak experience of long duration, although not 
necessarily continuous. 

• People can be in relative ly permanent peak states of consciousness 
from birth . 

• There are quite a large number of possible peak states with different 
characteristics. 

• Any given peak state has identical characteristics for everyone. 
• Peak states are states of increased mental health. 

Suggested Reading and Websites 

On current applications of peak states of consciousness 
• Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks, A t the Speed of Life: A New Appraach ta 

Persona! Change Thraugh Body-centered Therapy, Bantam, 1993. An 
excellent coverage of their body centered therapy techniques. Rec
ommended. 
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• Grant McFetridge and Mary Pellicer, ~1 .0. The Basic 
Whole-Hearted Healing Manual, third edition , In tirute for the Study 
of Peak States Press, 2003 . A training manual for profes ionals and 
laymen in the lnstitute for the Study of Peak rate regression pro
cess for healing trauma. 

• Marshall Rosenberg, Nonviolent Communication: A Language of 
Compassion, Puddledancer Press, 1999. T he best conflict resolution 
process that we know of. Their website for training and more mfor
mation is at www.cnvc.org. 

Introduction 

Chapter 3 

Current Techniques for Acquiring 
Peak States of Consciousness 

A quiet revolution is occurring as new approaches and techniques for giv
ing people peak states of consciousness are appearing from every part of 
the world . Many of these process developers already incorpora te the con
cept of peak states in their persona! paradigms. They build on trad itional 
approaches and the previous generation of breakthroughs, a ide r tech
niques that are in general unknown to most professionals and lay people. 
The techniques in this new generation are fas ter, more effective, more sta
ble, and work for a mu ch higher percentage of the ge neral population. Un
like aider techniques, many of the current generation of procedures can 
be finished in hours to days; others requ ire only occasional brief mainte
nance sessions. Some of the best in the current generation of processes are 
described by their creators in Chapters 8 through 12. 

This chap ter vvill briefly cover both the olde r and the newer techniques 
that we know about. This material is particularly importan t to profession
ais, as it gives a feeling fo r the current state of the art in this fi eld. It also al
lows technique developers to look at other approaches and the different 
phenomena they exploit so as to incorporate them into their work. We 
also expect interested readers to follow up on any technique that they find 
that looks intriguing. However, this field is in rapid change with ne>v 
methods being created and old ones being improved, so be sure to check 
with the process developer for any changes before relying on the info rma
tion in this chapter. 

ln years to come, we can imagine providing the name of the process, 
the contact information , the peak states that the technique confers, the 
percentage of the general population that it works on, and its degree of 
permanence. However, at this time the field is too new and changing too 
rapidly. Even basic issues like state names and their characteristics are still 
in flux. Methods for verifying what states a technique confers and how to 
measure technique effectiveness are still being derived. Even an under
standing of the underlying mechanisms is generally absent from these 
techniques. 
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In this chapte r we are grouping the techniques by the unde:lying ap
proach they use for their effect. This gives a hist~rical ~erspectlve to the 
lay persan , but our primary reason for doing thts ts to gtv~ techmque de
velopers an awareness of alternative approaches. lntere tmgly, although 
in many cases the approaches can be combined together to make them 
fas ter and more effective, this is generally not yet clone. We can roughly 
cateaorize the approaches used as: 1) the conscious choice (psychologt
cal) ~pproach ; 2) meditative (religious) practices;~3) induction (shaman
ic) techniques; 4) the mind/body approach; J ) the trauma-healmg 
approach; and 6) the resolving dualism approach. O ther ca tegon es could 
be formulated, but as of this writing we find these the most useful. 

Technique Selection Criteria 

1 chose to include peak state techniques for this chapter based on the ex
periences of our colleagues and srudents, and discussions with people from 
oraaniza tions doina consciousness work. Smce thts fi eld ts so new, thts ts 
ab~u t the only way"'to even find out what techniques are available! W here 
possible, 1 tried to find out if the techniqueworked fo r many of t~e partlct
pants, even if it didn't work for the persan mvolved. 1 rather arbttranly ex
cluded techniques thar didn't appear to work for at least an observable 
number of participants, unless the technique was designed for a rare state 
difficult to acquire. Clearly, this biased the list towards the newer genera
tion of processes, although 1 included older, less effecttve ones tfi felt they 
were historically important or contained a valuable ap_proach. If your fa
vorite approach was omitted or identified as less effecm_re, or a techmq:1e 
you detest was ide ntified as ve ry effec tive, please recogmze the ne cessanly 
limited nature of this data. As time passes, we expect thts sttuatton to tm-

prove. 
T echniques that are specifically designed to give peak states_ are very 

rare and aenerally easy to spot. H owever, a buge number of healmg tech
niques exis t and some of these can sometimes give peak states as a byprod
uct of their process . Because of the current dommant paradtgm, most 
healing therapy inventors don 't recognize the existence of peak states or 
the desirability of having them, and the ir techniques reflect thts btas. Be
cause of this, 1 had to omit almost all healing therapy processes as trrele
vant to this book. As this field matures, 1 expec t that some of these 
developers will shift their orientation to include peak states . 

1 excluded lists of aurus or teachers with whom a peak state can some
times be acquired sim~ly by being in their pr~sence, perhaps while doing a 
spiritual practice. Except in rare cases the effect ts temporary and leads to 
the problem of people needing to follow the guru around to mamtam the 

state . 
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Classifying States as Either 'Spiritual' or 'Shamanic' 

In general, the states that the methods try to achieve fall into two broad 
groups, which we might call fo r simplicity 'spiritual' (or re ligious) states 
and 'shamanic' states. We can generalize the two orientations by saying 
the states involved either foc us outward to God (the spiritual states) or in
ward to the body (the shamanic states). The spiritual states have to do 
with our undying 'spiritual' self and the realm thar it is from. For example, 
Yogic , Buddhist , Sufi, and Christian prac tices all tend to foc us on this type 
of state. ln contras t , shamanic states are involved with the body and the 
real living physical world. Examples of these states would be from T aoism, 
Native American traditions, practices focusing on being aware of the 
earth as a living being, and physical healing methods like Chilel Qigong. 
O f course, any given prac titioner may encounter the whole range of 
states, but the traditions tend to identify one group over the o ther as 
meaningful or significant. Also, any given tradition will usually specialize 
on a subset of the to tal number of states available in their orientation. 

lt should be clear that historical need drave the choice of states. A t the 
risk of oversimplifying, shamans were more focused on the health and sur
vival needs of their tribe. Spiritual practices focused more on issues that 
were no t directly tied to survival, coming as they were from societies 
where hunting and gathering bad been replaced by agriculture and se ttled 
communities. The states in each group reflect these needs. 

W hich group of states is more importan t? From our perspective at the 
ISPS, they are all important to one degree or another. Different states al
law us to feel diffe rently, to have different kinds of perceptions, or to do 
different things . Fortunately, states can be accumulated and so we don 't 
have to choose one at the expense of losing another. H owever, 1 recom
mend that both the general public and professionals first acquire the tri
une brain fusion states which are fo und in shamanic traditions. These 
states are described in Chapter 5. ln my opinion , even partial versions of 
these states have the bigges t impact on day to day quality of !ife, especially 
for client populations that psychologists and psychiatrists see. Triune 
brain fusion states are also the foundation for many advanced healing 
techniques as described in Volume 3 . 1 also recommend adding limited 
versions of the advanced spiritual and shamanic states described in Vol
ume 2 to greatly enhance the triune brain states. For example, Jacquelyn 
Aldana's 15 Minute Miracle technique in Chapter 10 gives a well bal
anced combination of sta tes that are particularly useful for manifes ting in 
the world. Full ve rsions of the states in Volume 2 can have such a major 
impact on a person's experience of self th at we generally don 't recommend 
people start with them. Even triune brain sta tes can be a buge step fo r 
many people and can take a considerable amou nt of time to ge t used to. 

The techniques in this chapter, although they tend to be specialized for 
either shamanic or spiritual states due to their historical roots, can often 
be adapted to bath orientations. Because of this, in this chapter I chose to 
categorize techniques by the phenomena they exploit to give peak states 
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rather than to categorize by the type of state they were originally in
tended to give. And realistically, determining the pecific rates the tech
niques can give is beyond our limited resources. 1 hope the classification 
scheme below will help technique developers and con umers combine dif
ferent approaches toge ther to increase effecrivene , efficiency, and 
sc ope. 

Classifying Peak State Techniques by Approach 

The following six categories caver the approaches that most peak state 
techniques use. As of this writing, we don 't know of any technique thar in
corporates two or more of the approaches, although we anticipate this 
happening in the future. 

The Conscious Choice (Psychological) Practices 
The conscious choice approach, sometimes called the psychological 

approach, has severa! variations and a number of techniques. ln its sim
plest form are techniques from individuals who have identified some char
acteristic , quality or attribute of the peak state they want , either from 
reading, observa tion of someone else, or from a momentary peak experi
ence of their own. Then they simply decide to make an effort to experi
ence the characteristic. In this approach, the characteristic is usually a 
feeling. Rather than getting a state and then experiencing its characteris
tics, they do the opposite. They delibera rely choose and emphas ize a char
acteristic from the state which in tum moves them further into the 
complete state. This approach can be very simple and useful for many peo
ple. 

From our perspective, the drawback to this type of technique is rhat it 
on! y works for people who are already close to having the particular target 
state and can recognize the characteristic from their own experience in 
the pas t. As the ability to fee! the characteristic depends on having had it 
enough to evoke it, for most people the more unusual states are not avail
able using this approach. Even with relatively minor states it may be diffi
cult to recall the sensation or feeling from it. The other drawback is thar 
for many people in general the state is not permanent, but needs to be 
maintained by practice. ln essence, you're fighting your tendency to re
turn to average consciousness. Additionally, we sometimes see this ap
proach backfire in people who are 'far' from the target state. They may 
instead try to repress contrary feeings, which can occassionally explosive! y 
erupr. 

Example: 
One man l knew decided thar he would just choose happiness 
(which is the peak state caused by body-heart fusion). Another 
man, after returning to the US after surviving Vietnam was so glad 
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to be alive he went into an almost continuous Beauty Way state 
(head-heart fusion) afterwards. 

Example: 
ln a more conventional 'psychological' approach, Mary Pellicer of 
our lnstitute decided to quit judging people, and after a number of 
months of practice went into the lnner Peace state. 

Example: 
Another woman, with help, decided to look at ali the reasons why 
she wasn't in the present, and this also brought her to the Beauty 
Way. Just bringing the reasons into consciousness did the trick for 
her, at !east for a number of months. 
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There are a variety of techniques in this category. We've listed the 
ones we know about here, but there are probably a number of others. 

From a classical religious orientation come techniques where the 
monk or lay persan will ge t instructions to embody the quality of the peak 
state desired. Examples include Tibe ran Buddhism and their meditations 
on the qualities of specifie deities , and C hristianity with its instruction to 
pray, medita te, and fee! God 's love. The problems of this approach are the 
same as described below in the section on meditative practices. 

The shaman T om Brown Jr. uses an interesting variation on this. He 
teaches a technique he calls "breath to heart". ln this technique, the sha
man deliberately moves his center of awareness (see Volume 2 for more on 
the center of awareness) into the solar plexus, which we believe forces a 
triune brain peak state. This technique uses a unique characteristic of the 
state , the location of the shaman's center of awareness, rather than a more 
typical emotional characteristic. 

Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks teach a method thar use the sensation of 
self-love to put their clients into the state we cali 'Underlying H appiness' . 
Gay does an excellent job of describing the technique in the books 
Learning to Love Yourself, and The Learning to Love Yourself W orkbook. As 
we've mentioned in the previous chapter, they use it primarily to facilita te 
their body-centered therapy healing techniques, and not as an end in ir
self. As far as 1 know they don 't realize happiness is a distinct state of con
sciousness. Although the effect is temporary, their approach is fairly 
effective , and they give good alternative techniques for people who can 't 
use their basic process. 

Martin Seligman, an inspiring process crea tor from an academie se t
ting is the author of Learned Optimism and Authentic Happiness . H e gives 
merhods for ge tting these qualities of optimism and happiness, although at 
this writing 1 don 't know how effective they are . His work is also valuable 
from our lnstitute perspective because it contains questionnaires to evalu
ate one's leve! of optimism and happiness . However, as far as I know he is 
unaware thar these qualities are the results of certain peak states, and sees 
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them throuah the current psychological lens of the normal variation in 
human em; tions. His work has started an entire approach in academie 
circles called 'positive psychology'. 

In the las t few years, Eckhart T olle has created qui te a stir with his 
book T he Power of ow. His work has in troduced the idea of an accessible 
and exceptional state of consciousness to the general public, and is doing a 
wonderful service in thar regard. However, according to the minimal feed
back l've gotten , his techniques fo r acquiring the state don' t appear to be 
very effective. 

The Avatar course by Harry Palmer is possibly the mos t well known of 
the processes in this category. His introduc tory book is Living Deliberately: 
The Discovery and Developmem of Avarar. The courses are fairly expensive, 
about $2500US fo r three levels of workshops, and their contents are kept 
confidential. We don 't have es timates on his method's degree of effective 
ness. From people who have taken the course, its primary foCLtS is around 
the idea that you crea te your experience by your beliefs. The processes you 
are taught can give peak states as a byproduct. According to our sources 
the states are not permanent, and the processes need to be used and prac
ticed on a regular basis. (Zivorad Slavinski has an equivalent process 
which he feels is more efficient and effective. The inexpensive manual can 
be purchased at www.spiritual-technology.com) 

The best of this approach that I know of is by J acquelyn Al dana, in her 
book The 15 Minute Miracle . Ir's fas t, easy, and pleasant to do. Her ap
proach is particularly good for manifes ting positive experiences in your 
life and I hiohly recommend what she teaches. Chapte r 10 ts wntten by 
he; and goes"'into dep th on her process . Lynn Grabhorn 's Excuse Me, Y our 
Life is Waiting has very similar material with enough of a diffe rent slant 
that some find it suits them better. 

Meditative (Religious) Practices 
The category that we cali meditative practices overlaps with the other 

categories, but in general I am referring to meditation , prayer, good works, 
blessings of a guru, and so on. These techniques are generally used by reh
gious or spiritual groups. One of the major drawbacks is thar relatively few 
people are able ro successfully use this approach. Even fo r people who can 
use them successfully, the techniques generally take a tremendous 
a mount of ti me and energy over long periods of time. Another drawbac k is 
the need to continue to 'practice' the techniques to keep oneself in what
ever state one has achieved. 

As most of these approaches come from religious traditions, another 
major problem exists. Although this is not often recognized , different 
groups fo CLts on different types of states as being important and tend to Ig
nore or denigra te orher states as distractions. This is a problem as the pro
cesses tend to invoke a variety of states, causing conflict between the 
practitioner and his organization. W orse, the criteria fo r the desired state 
are often not explicitly established or identified. Finally, these groups tend 
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to promote the idea rhat only the hard working or selec t few can have the 
states in question, and create a conflict inside the average person about 
acquiring the state. For example, most people would fee! it very egotistical 
or presumptuous to think about having exactly the state thatJesus or Bud
dha did. 

T he typical process for this approach tends to be a mixture of instruc
tions to med itate and pray. Essentially, this approach requires one to fee! 
relaxed and peaceful enough to ge t the state, which can be a problem for 
most people. The spiritual teachers teach based on their experience and 
the experience of their teachers, in ge neral-ir wasn 't hard for them to do, 
so why would it be hard for you to do? As we're well aware, this approach 
isn 't very useful for most people. 

The shaman typically does a meditative process to maintain his ability 
to use inductive processes successfully when he needs to. (See the next 
section .) This usually involves staying in one of the triune brain fusion 
states described la ter in this book. These meditations in my experience in
volve activities in nature, which makes sense given the origins of the tech
niques. For example, Tom Brown's core meditation is 'wide-angle vision ', 
a practice of using peripheral vision, combined with 'fox walking', a way of 
walking thar keeps the body from being harmed when moving through the 
fo res t (see his book Awakening Spirits for details) . Interestingly, Zen Bud
dhism also emphasizes non-directed seeing during walking meditations. 

Example: 
Wes Gietz, a West Coast shaman comments on this: "Although it 
is much easier to maintain these shamanic abilities by staying in a 
natural environment, they are not necessarily lost if one returns to 
the city. What seems to be more important is continuous practice; 
in this respect the techniques resemble others that achieve or 
maintain spiritual consciousness through practice. ln my persona! 
experience, however, an hour and a half of solitude in the woods 
without a destination puts me into a peak state." 

Another van atton of this approach is to use the influence of the 
teacher to ge t the peak state. Again, it 's pretty hit or miss, and once one is 
away from the teacher for any length of rime, in almost all cases in my ex
perience the state fades away. lnteres tingly enough, we believe that there 
is a way to put people into these states permanently, but I suspect this op
tion isn 't available to spiritual teachers because they don 't understand 
what they need to do to make it happen. 

A modern adaptation of meditation is the use of brain biofeedback to 
put oneself into peak states . After the training, this can be do ne at will. ln 
our opinion, the leader of this fie ld in the area of peak states and experi
ences is Dr. James Hardt. He does trainings through his company 
Biocybernaut, Inc. This approach overcomes most of the objections to 
this type of approach-it's fas t, easily accessible, and doesn 't have any 
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preconceptions or stigmas artached to ir . Or. Hardt ha wriuen Chapter 
12 which describes his work. 

Induction (Shamanic) Techniques 
This category of techniques uses processes to pu h the practitioner 

into as tate of consciousness, generally temporarily. Thts category of pro
cesses not only induces peak states, but often other experiences thar in the 
literature and in common usage are called 'altered' states. These tech
niques are generally not useful for the general public, bm are very useful 
for healers and researchers. Although examples exist of people who used 
this type of technique and acquired states permanently, this is uncommon 
and usually occurs only after a long and difficult apprenttceshtp. 

Shamanism in panicular contains the most well-known historical ex
ample of this class of techniques. The methods include drumming, drugs, 
vision quests, and other body-centered techniques. Br~athwork can. be 
considered to be in this camp, although it overlaps as a mmd/body healmg 
technique. Using a va riety of practices, shamans move into a variety of dif
ferent states of consciousness. The shaman and anthropologtst Mtchael 
Harner identifies these states by the single label of a 'shamanic state of 
consciousness'. After training, the states can be used fo r whatever purpose 
was intended. Shamanism in generalisa very practical approach, and its 
techniques were developed to solve practical, real-world problem~-find
ing hunting game or !os t items, learning survival informa non, healmg peo
ple's bodies and psyches. 

Shamanic practices also tend to be divided in to two typ~s, based on 
what they' re intended to accomplish . The targe t states are qutte dtfferent. 
The Michael Harner approach uses techniques to ger peak states whtch 
can be used to ge t 'power animais' or 'spirits' to assist. T om Brown Jr., an 
Apache-trained Caucasian shaman, is a good example of the other ap
proach. He teaches methods to move into states where one can do the 
work directly, from a recognition of one 's own essential self. The tech
niques of these two approaches overlap, bu t not as muchas might be sup
posed. 

Severa! problems exist with the shamanic approach. First, these tech
niques tend to only work for a small group of people. People who are ex
ceptional shamans are relatively rare . Generally, the best of the shamans 
already had the state they needed, or one close to it, and only reqlllred 
trainino in how to use it . Ac tu ally living in one of the more advanced peak 
states ; here you can do shamanic sorts of things at will is qui te unusual. 
Secondly, these techniques have the same drawback thar the consctous 
choice and meditative approaches do-for most people, contmuous prac
tice is almost always required. For example, as we mentioned above it 's 
typical among T om Brown Jr.'s students thar when they leave the woods 
for any significant period of rime, they find the inductton techmques be
come Jess effective, and they !ose their shamanic abilities or have them de
crease greatly. 
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Shamanic drumming has been used for thousands of years to induce 
peak abilities, experiences, and short-term states . Michael Harner puts 
ou t an excellent collection of shamanic drumming tapes to induce his 
'shamanic state of consciousness' . However, in our times of advanced 
technology, we find an approach called the binaural beat technique that 
gets similar results but •vorks fas ter and on a larger percentage of the gen
eral population. ln this process, they use audio tones on headphones that 
have a slight mismatch in frequency to create a 'beat tone ' that induces 
brainwave frequencies in the sub-audible range. The best known example 
of this technique is the Monroe lnstitute Hemisynch process. 

The Mind/body Approach 
This category of techniques involves an insight in to how the physical 

body and the peak states are related . 
One mind/body approach is taken by a particular Sufi sect thar uses 

body positions and motions to ger very rapid 'spiritual' development (i.e., 
peak states). lt's taught by Ad nan Sarhan of the Sufi Foundation of Amer
ica. 1 know thar it is successful for a lot of people, but 1 can't tell you if it 
needs to be practiced to keep the state , or what percentage of the general 
population is successful wi th it. However, it does work for the people that 
1 checked. 

Ooing mind/body practices as a lifesryle is a staple of severa! trad itions. 
Dan Millman who wrote Way of the Peaceful Warrior could be used as an 
example of this type of thinking. Athletes who go ' in to the zone ' while do
ing intense physical competition would be another. 

T an tric and T aoist practices with the ir emphasis on the body wou id 
also fit in this category. 

The Trauma-Healing Approach 
This group of techniques assu mes thar traumas are blocking people's 

peak states. There are two major mode ls in this trauma-healing approach . 
The older mode! assumes that the overall impact of ail a person's traumas 
summed toge ther is the main block to having peak states of consciousness. 
ln other words, the idea is thar the to tal trauma 'Joad' weighs clown a per
san and keeps them in a blocked or sub-functional state . The newer mode! 
assumes that only specifie kinds of trauma block people's peak states of 
consciousness. Severa! variations exist on this newer mode!, depending on 
what the creator of the technique considered was the key type of trau
matic material to heal. Some of the techniques that use this newer mode! 
are ge tting dramatic and rapid results. 

Most of these approaches used to get disappointing results because of 
slow and inadequate healing processes, bu t in the las t decade the new 
generation of 'power therapies' has radically changed this situation. The 
newes t generation of techniques takes ad van tage of this breakthrough in 
healing speed and effectiveness. Of course, not every technique has been 
updated to take advamage of these new breakthrough healing processes. 
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The older simple 'trauma load' mode! is severely flawed for severa! rea
sons. First, from a purely practical viewpoint the groups 1 know of thar use 
this mode! still use healing techniques that are re lative~) time-consuming 
and usually only moderately effective. Secondly, the sheer volu.me of 
trauma that a typical persan has is prohibitively time-consummg to 
heal-and some material is resistant to any method. Third, most of the 
important traumas are in utero , which most techniques don 't successfully 
address. H aving said all this, the simple madel can work for some peopl: tf 
they ge t lucky and accidentally heal the key material that was blockmg 
their peak state, especially if they use modern power theraptes. And of 
course they can fee! a lo t better as the number of painful issues they have 
decreases. However, based on statistical probability alone only a pretty 
dedicated persan with a lo t of spare time would have any hope of success. 
Probably the best known example of a process that uses this simple madel 
is the church of Scien tology, which l don't recommend for the reasons 
oiven and because of their emphasis on secrecy and money. 
"" Leavino the simple madel, we encounter techniques that work with 
persona! is~ues in a more focused >vay. An ex.ample.ofhisto:ical interest is 
from the followers of Gurdjieff. They mtx facmg one s tssues wtth 
mind/body approaches reminiscent ofS arhan 's technique . This approach 
is particularly interesting tome because they figured out the tri une nature 
of the brain. If you're interested , there are severa! books by students ofhts, 
or you might enjoy the movie "Meetings with Remarkable Men" about 
Gurdjieff s !ife. l don't recommend this approach in its current form. lt re
quires virtually a !ife commitment as the time required for ~ peak state ts 
pretty indefini te. There is also a degree of secrecy that l feelts counterpro
ductive. As far as 1 know they haven't updated their methods with the lat
es t generation of healing techniques. 

Another oroanization created by A. H . Almaas (a pen name for A. 
H ameed Ali) u~es what he calls the Diamond Approach. lt 's a combina
tia n of Sufi, Gurdjieff and older psychological healing techniques de
signed to heal blacks to particular emotions and qualities ~f bei~g. The 
key problem they foCLts on is the existence of expenenttal ha les m the 
body. Although this is a relatively unknown phenomenon, vtrtually all of 
the new effective healino techniques occas ionally bring this problem to 
consciousness by accide;t. Their approach is rather slow and expensive, 
requiring trained facilitators over many months with no guarantee of .suc
cess, and for this reason l don't recommend it. H owever, thetr maten alts 
freely available and we may see great improvement if they incorpora te the 
new healing processes. 

The approach taken by our lnstitute is included in this trauma-healing 
approach. We target specifie in utero traumas as the main block,s to peak 
states, as described in this series of books. W e cali our madel the develop
mental events madel for peak states' or for simplicity the 'developmental 
events madel'. See Chapters 4 through 9 for details. Although we started 
with reoression healino techniques which are slow and not useful for the 
generat'public , we've developed much simpler techniques using meridian 
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therapies that exploit key phrases ta heal in utero developmental event 
trauma. The process for the general public in this volume is called the ln
ner Peace Process and is in Chapter 9. lt is free, only takes a hour or sa, 
and is permanent for about 40% of the general population. An expanded 
version of the process that gives more triune brain peak states is in Vol
ume 2. 

The Resolving Dualism Approach 
This category of techniques heal the effec ts of contrast or polarity to 

achieve as tate. This concept is used in Yoga and Vedanta practices . H ow
ever, in recent years effective new techniques have appeared that use this 
concept in new ways. This approach is of grea t and unique significance, 
and we expect to see a lo t more clone in this area. 

An interes ting and simple technique is called the Ascension Process. lt 
uses foc us over a period of ti me on a series of words th at conta in great con
trast , like the words 'big' and 'small ' do, to change people's state of con
sciousness . W e've had good reports on the first stage of their process , 
although Jess so at the next levels. Like Avatar, their technique is not dis
closed ta the public and has a fee . Although it could be considered a 'med
itative' technique from the way it is implemented, its underlying approach 
uses the mode! of this caregory. 

Zivorad Slavinski 's PEAT and DP-3 processes are a new development 
in the field . They are derived from an understanding of the concept of du
alism. These state-of-the-art processes use meridian therapies to heal the 
conflicts that are at the heart of the loss of certain kinds of peak states. AI
though Zivorad uses a ' trauma healing' technique for his method, in this 
case EFT, l don 't classify it as a trauma healing approach because it is ex
ploiting what at !eas t for now looks like a different phenomenon , and is 
just using a meridian therapy to do so. l highly recommend these pro
cesses. They are very fas t , effective, and look to be permanent. Chapter 
11, written by Zivorad , is about the se techniques. 

Background Material and Other Miscellaneous 
Approaches 

ln this section l 'Il mention a few techniques that l don't know much 
about, or that don 't specifically target peak states, or are of background in
teres t. 

The approach started by Les ter Leve nson, creator of the Sedona 
method, is relatively weil known. Lester used a foc us on using love to heal 
and change the pas t. lt can be described as a mixture of a healing tech
nique and a peak state technique, although to my limited knowledge their 
technique doesn't explicitly focus on the peak state application of their 
work. lnteres tingly, from what l gather the technique taught by Les ter's 
fo llowers does not duplicate what Lester himself went through to ge t his 
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peak state. There are audio tapes, a book, and workshops which can be 
found at www.Sedona.com. 

Byron Katie has a healing technique that tend w put people tempo
rarily into astate of unconditionalloving. lt 's based on methods that heal 
neurotic projections onto other people. Her book, What Is describes her 
method. However, the technique is not designed specifically to give peak 
states, although it appears to make use of one . 

Neil Stade has written severa! books, Frontal Love Supercharge and Cos
mie Conversations, and can be found at www. eilSiade.com. I have no 
persona! experience with his work, but was told that his notion is that 
when you experience pleasure, especially with music, the three brains 
merge . His work is based on the ideas ofT.D. Lingo. I have no information 
on estimates of effectiveness. 

Laurel ellin in his book The Pathway: Follow the Road to Health and 
Happiness focuses on changing people who are in a depressed or difficult 
state, and his process tends to ge t peak states as a byproduct. There is a 
brief mention of the tri une nature of the brain and the effects of merging 
them, which is why we mention it here. H owever, I have no data on its ef
fectiveness. 

The books listed below are involved in one way or another with what 
we cali peak states of consciousness. Some of the au thors teach workshops 
but I don't know anything about their techniques if any exis t or their ef
fectiveness. Some of the books give background to the evolution of peak 
state techniques. As of this writing, none of these authors have 
well-known techniques or approaches ye t, although severa! appear very 
intriguing. 

Background material: 
• Thomas Cleary, Zen and the Art of Enlightenment. 
• Flora Courtois, An Experience of Enlightenment. 

Potential peak state processes: 
• Andrew Cohen, Embracing Heaven and Earth . 
• Lee Coit, Being: How to Increase Y our Awareness of Oneness . 
• Douglas H arding, On Having No Head. 
• David H awkins, Power Versus Force. 
• Leonard Jackobson, Words from Silence: An invitation to spiritual 

awakening. 
• T ony Parsons, As It Is. 
• T arthang T ulku, Hidden Mind of Freedom. 
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The Choice Between Psychological Healing and a 
Peak State Technique 
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When would you choose a healing technique over a peak state technique? 
Does one replace the other? The answer is a bit complex. 

Obviously, if things are going weil for you presently, choosing just a 
peak state process would make sense. lt would be like moving from a shack 
to a better home. Once there, something either physical or emotional can 
still come up in your life that needs healing, and at that point using a heal
ing therapy would make sense . This would be like calling a plumber for a 
stopped-up drain in your beautiful new home. And since this sort of issue 
might cause you to lose your state as we il as being personally painful, heal
ing is definitely a good idea. Continuing the analogy, it would be a bit like 
having to move out of your new home because a big chunk of the roof was 
leaking- ge t the repair man over right away! 

From my perspective, it makes sense to be prepared to do healing on 
yourself regardless of the peak state you may or may not be in. But 1 do rec
ommend using the la tes t generation of'power therapies' covered in Chap
ter 1 first if you need healing-using other techniques is on average far less 
efficient or effective, although in any given case there are exceptions. 
Some of you may not be aware that many of the power therapies are also 
'self-help'- you can do them on yourse lf at home, although for some resis
tant issues guidance is needed. 1 recommend EFT, BSFF, and T AT in par
ticular, although new ones are appearing ali the time. Returning to our 
previous analogy, it's wise for a home owner to at !east know how to use a 
hammer, saw, and screwdriver for easy repairs even if you don 't want to 
become a plumber or roofe r. 

But how about people who start with significant physical or psychologi
cal difficulties? By psychological difficulties 1 mean problems like phobias, 
abuse memories, relationship issues, or in fact anything that you don't feel 
a sense of calm, peace, and lightness abou t. The meaning of physical issues 
should be fairly clear. Note that in the las t few years the new genera tion of 
power therapy techniques can eliminate many problems that used to be 
considered purely physical. I recommend doing one or more of the newest 
generation of peak state techniques at the same time you're ge tting heal
ing work clone, and not waiting until the problem is gone-who knows 
when that might be? There are two main reasons- in many cases a peak 
state makes the problem vanish without any other work, giving you the 
dual benefit of the state without the problem. However, it 's just as ca m
mon to have the problem remain afte r acquiring a peak state, but with 
your overall life experience so improved the problem doesn't have the 
sa me impact that it did (depending on the peak state acquired, of course). 

Unfortunately, in some cases the problem that needs healing also 
blocks your ability to acquire a peak sta te . ln this case there is no getting 
around it- you need to ge t competent help to heal the problem. ote 
that some peak state processes that appear to not have clone anything will 
then automatically put the person in the peak state once their current is-
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sue is healed. This is certainly the case with our own Institute 's Inner 
Peace Process, for example. 

How about using the healing techniques that also give peak states as a 
byproduct? Wouldn't using them caver both bases? First, it would depend 
on ;vhich healing process you choose-some only give a temporary peak 
state at best. Secondly, as I've said, these healing/peak state techniques 
are in general not as effective as the power therapies for healing, so it still 
makes sense to learn a power therapy or have one accessible to yourse lf. 

My Recommendations on Techniques for the General 
Public 

I recommend you try the state-of-the-art current generation of techniques 
first, if possible. I characterize these techniques by their speed, effective
ness, and the relatively high percentage of people they work on. They ap
peal to folks who just want results in a minimum of time. Interestingly, the 
techniques al! work on different principles, which means to me that we'll 
probably see combination techniques in the near future. Note that by the 
time this book is published there will probably be new or improved pro
cesses available thar are not in this list. 

As of 2003 I recommend you try a mixture of processes. As none of 
them work on everyone, doing more than one increases the likelihood 
thar something will work for you . And since the techniques don't al! give 
the same states, using more than one technique may give you a larger se t 
of states. Although more peak states are in general a good thing, I don't 
recommend the general public jump into the major states described in 
Volume 2 until they're comfortable with the states in this volume. For ex
ample, I've vvorked with a few people from the general public who had no 
background in this work. They asked to stop the Hollow process in Vol
ume 2 midway so they could ge t used to the changes in how they experi
ence their emotions and the world around them. Similarly, severa! of my 
workshop participants have requested detailed descriptions of what to ex
peer from the Hollow state so they don 't ge t surprised when they acciden
tally discover new qualities. I suggest using some restraint-examples of 
this adj ustment problem when major new states are acquired too quickly 
can be found in books on spiritual emergencies. 

A little se lec tivity on which techniques to try may be required on your 
part. Some of the techniques in this chapter are designed to give special
ized states that in our opinion are probably not optimum for the general 
public to start with. For example, T om Brown Jr. 's work is specialized for 
shamanic or survival applications, bu t is no less valuable for this reason. 
Likewise, Harding's 'headlessness' (covered in depth in Volume 2) might 
be something that you might want to explore after you have adjus ted to 
less rad ical peak sta tes. 
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I recommend exploring the techniques in the list that follow in the or
der given. The list is biased towards inexpensive techniques thar can be 
clone easily and give useful states to the general public. 

• The Inner Peace Process described in Chapter 9. This process gives 
a relatt_vely mmor state that leaves one with a feeling of inner peace 
and. ehmmates ali emotional content from traumas in our past 
(whtc~ rs the ca~se of much of our daily suffering and the tendency 
to get tnggered m mterpersonal situations). It 's fast, simple, does 
not need to be repeated, free and can be clone by oneself at home. 
However, the current process only works completely on about 40% 
of the population. 

• The 15 Minute Miracle by Jacque lyn Aldana or an equivalent pro
cess. Chapter 10 is written by Jacque lyn abou t her work. Her 
method has the advantage of helping clarify people's desires and 
ability to experience more positive experiences in the world. Its mi
nor drawback is thar it needs to be clone every day for a brief time 
hence the title. It 's particularly des igned for the oeneral public. If it~ 

l d , ' k' "' sty e oesn t spea to you, there are other methods similar to this by 
other people that could be used instead, such as Lynn Grabhorn's. 

• Any or ali of the 'conscious choice' processes, such as: Gay 
Hend:icks' self- love technique; Seligman's optimism and happiness 
techmques; etc. Stan with the free self-help choices first-remem
ber, cost and value don't always go toge ther. 

• PEAT and DP-3 by Zivorad Slavinski. Chapter 11 is written by 
Zivorad abou t his work. It's fas t and looks to be permanent. How
~ver, the DP-3 stat?s might be a little too major for the general pub
he to stan wtth-I d recommend consultation with Zivorad or his 
instr~ctors to make that determination for any particular persan. At 
thts ttme, you need a trained facilita tor to run the process, which can 
take mmutes to hours. It 's especially interesting to professionals and 
consc10usness researchers. 

• Use the new power therapies to eliminate every issue in your !ife. I 
recommend therapies thar can be clone for free at home, such as the 
energy therapies EFT or BSFF. This will improve your !ife and can 
sometimes give the added bonus of one or more peak states. This is 
also a reasona,b le choice if other techniques are not working for you. 
In add ttton, I ve seen people accrden tally heal the issues that were 
blocking the success of peak state processes. 

• The brainwave biofeedback training process with Dr. James Hardt 
at the Biocybernau t Institute. Chapter 12 is written by James on his 
work. Unlike the other techniques, this one is relatively slower (i.e., 
a week with the training equipment) and much more expensive due 
to the staff time and equipment costs. However, it has the potential 
to w_ork for people who don't respond to other approaches . It 's also 
parttcular usefu l for people doing consciousness research. 
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Many of the other techniques in this chapter, at !east the ones developed 
in the last twenty or thirty years are usually reasonably fast and effective 
on a sionificant percentage of people when compared to well-known tradi
tional ~rocesses. As the point of all this is to improve your life dras tically 
by giving you one or more peak states, if the latest generation techniques 
do not work for you, or are not easy accessed, I recommend trymg ou t the 
older alternatives. And as we 've said, the field is in such flux thar any 
given technique might be dras tically improved by the time you try it. 

Other Organizations Evaluating Peak State 
Techniques 
I'm sarry to say thar at !east as of this writing I know of no book, magazine , 
vvebsite, or article thar does a summary of peak state techniques or at
tempts to evaluate rheir effectiveness. A few books do popularize small 
pieces of this peak state field, like Michael Hutchison's Megabrain Power 
which focuses on binaural beat and brain biofeedback methods. Along 
these lines, the magazine What is Enlightenment? is an enjoyable quarterly 
publication which discusses a few of these approaches, especially the older 
u aditional spiritual ones. 

However, this situation may soon change. In the las t fe w years, a num
ber of academie organizations have appeared that are focusing on "quality 
oflife." Much of their focus is not on peak states of consciousness, as many 
don't realize the possibility other than intuitively. One such organization 
is the International Society for Quality of Life Studies at the Virginia Poly
technic lnstitute and State University. Other groups with a similar agenda 
are also appearing worldwide, a development thar we find very exciting. 
Terminolooies and measurement tools are still being created and no par
ticular se t \ as ye t emerged from this nearly simultaneous worldwide 
movement. 

Another group thar deserves significant notice is Martin Seligman's 
"Positive Psychology," which is also focused on peak states of conscious
ness, although to my limited knowledge they haven't formulated their 
work in the way we do in this book. Their website is 
www.positivepsychology.org. Severa! books have been published along 
the !ines that he started. I recommend Seligman's books Leamed Optimism 
and Authentic Happiness in particular. Mihaly Csikszentmihaly, the au thor 
of Flow: The Psycho/ogy of Optimal Experience does studies on positive psy
chology at The Quality of Research Center at the C laremont Graduate 
University. 

Other organizations are still in the planning stages . For example, the 
"Life Quality Enhancement Organization" in Switzerland is in the process 
of forming. They plan to evalu a te healing techniques and peak state pro
cesses, and hope to become a "Consumer Reports" for this field. 

l wish them al! grea t success ! 
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Key Points 

• T wo types of peak states can be roughly identified: 'spiritual' states 
which spiritual or religious organizations foCLts on that have to do 
with fundamental existential phenomena like the Creator or the 
Void; and 'shamanic ' states that have to do with physical body phe
nomena like the triune brain sys tem and Gaia. 

• Peak sta te techniques can often be used to acquire either type of 
peak states, although generally they are not used in this way. 

• For this tex t, we've roughly classified peak state techniques into the 
following categories: conscious choice practices; meditative prac
tices; induction techniques; the mind/body approach; the trauma 
healing approach; and the resolving dualism approach. There is 
considerable overlap between the different categories, as different 
processes may incorporate more than one category of approaches. 

• Different approaches for acquiring peak states tend either to require 
continuous practice, as in meditation; or to be used only a few times 
to make the state fairly stable without regular maintenance, as with 
trauma-healing techniques. 

• A variety of organizations have recently appeared in this fi eld of 
peak states. T erminology and evaluation techniques are still in the 
early creation stages. ln academie circles this work has a variety of 
names, such as "quality of !ife" and "positive psychology". 

Suggested Reading and Websites 

Peak state processes 
• Jacquelyn Aldana, The 15 minute Miracle Revealed, lnner Wisdom 

Publications, 2003. See www.lSminutemiracle.com. Uses manifest
ing and foCLts on purpose to move into peak states. 

• A. H. Al maas, The Diamond Heart Book 1: Elements of the Real in 
Man, 1987. A numbLifeer of follow up books are available. Their 
school has a website at www.ridwan.org/almaas. html. 

• The Ascension process at www.ishaya.com. lt uses meditation on 
key words. 

• H ale Dwoskin and Lester Levenson, Happiness is Free: And It 's Easier 
Than You Think!, Sedona Press, 2002. Their website is 
www .sedona.com. 

• Lynn Grabhorn, Excuse Me, Your Life is Waiting, Hampton Roads, 
2000. 

• Dr. James H ardt at www.biocybernaut.com. Uses brain biofeedback. 
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• Gay Hendricks, Learning to Love Yourself: A Guide to Becoming Cen
tered, Simon & Schuster, 1982. 

• Gay Hendricks, The Learning to Love Younelf Workbook •. Simon & 
Schuster, 1990. Contains a simple method to temporanly expen-
ence a loving, happy state. . 

• Byron Katie and Stephen Mitchell, Loving What Is: Four Quesum:s 
that Can Change your Life , Crown Publishing Group, 2002. Thetr 
website is at www.ByronKatie.org. 

• David Lang, editor, Face to No Face: Rediscovering our Original Na 
ture, Inner Directions Foundation, 2000. A collectton of Douglas 
Harding's talks and method. 

• Adnan Sarhan at ;vww.sufifoundation. org. He uses music and body 
pos tures in a technique based on Sufi traditions. . . 

• Martin Seligman, Authemic Happiness: Using the New Posmve Psy
cho/ogy to Realize Your Potential for Lasting Fulfillment , Free Press, 
2002. His websites at www.psych.upenn.edu/selrgman and www. 
authenichappiness.org contain very good assessment tools for these 
peak states. 

• Martin Seligman, Learned Optimism, Knopf, 1991. 
• Zivorad Slavinski, PEA T and Neutralization of Primordial Polar

icies- Them-y and Practice, 2002, availab le from www.spiritual-tech
nology.com. His process is called PEA T and it uses energy theraptes 
on select core issues. 

• Eckhart T olle, The Power of Now: A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment, 
New W orld Library, 1999. 

• Eckhart T olle, Practicing the Power of Now: Essential Teachings, Med
itations, and Exercises for Living the Liberated Life , ew World Library, 
2001. 

Popularized books on brain induction technologies (such as binaural beat 
and brain biofeedback) 

• Michael Hutchison , Megabrain Power: Transform your Life with Mind 
Machines and Brain Nutrients, New York: Hyperion, 1994. 

• Robert Monroe, ]ourneys Out of the Body, Doubleday & Company, 
1973 . 

• Robert Monroe, Far ]oumeys, Doubleday & Company, 198 7. 

Life quality enhancement inves tiga tion & tes ting organizations 
• The International Society for Quality of Li fe Studies at http://mar

keting.cob .vt.edu/isqols/ 
• The Life Quality Enhancement Organization, at www.LQEO.org. 
• The Quality of Life Research Center at the Claremont Graduate 

University, http: //www.cgu.edu/qlrc/about.htm. 
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Positive Psychology 

• Martin Seligman Research Alliance, >vww.positivepsychology.org 
• Lisa G. Aspimvall and Ursula M. Staudinger, editors, A Ps)>clwlogy of 

Human Strengths, American Psychological Association, 2002. 
• Mihaly Csikszentmihaly, Flow: The Psycho/ogy of Optimal Experience, 

Harper Collins, 1991 . 

• Carey LM. Keyes and Jonathan H aidt, editors, Flourishing: Positive 
Psychology and the Life Well-Lived, American Psychological Associa
tion, 2003. 

• Karen Reivich and Andrew Shatté, The Res ilience Factor: ï Essential 
Skills for Overcoming Life 's Inevitable Obstacles, Broadway Books, 
2002. 

• C.R. Snyder and Shane ] . Lapez, editors, Handbook of Positive Psy
cho/ogy, Oxford University Press, 2001. 



Chapter 4 

The Developmental Events Model for 
Peak Experiences, Abilities and States 

"I believe that what we've worked on has never been clone before, and it 's 
both scary and exciting." 

- Wes Gietz about the Institute work 

Introduction 

In this chapter, we describe the ISPS developmental events mode! for 
peak states, experiences, and abilities. The next few chapters will then ex
pand on this simple, basic mode!. 

In essence, people who have been investiga ting exceptional mental 
and physical health have been asking the question, "What causes excep
tional health ?" and the corollary, "What can I do to get it !" The answer 
hasn 't been forthcoming parti y because the question itself has the flawed 
assumption that exceptional health is something that we have to work to 
acquire- so the problem cannat be solved. The correct question is , 
"What blacks exceptional health?" with its assumption that exceptional 
mental and phys ical health are our birthright and natural state. This 
seemingly minor change in the question turns out to be critical to the solu
tion of the problem. 

The answer to the question involves trauma and normal developmen
tal stages or events that occur before and during birth. In utero, we have 
most if not ali of our peak states of consciousness. As we go through cer
tain critical developmental events, if they occur >vith trauma the trauma 
response is retained, although not fully activated while we're still in utero. 
After birth, these traumas are 'turned on' or continuously stimulated, and 
we !ose the states and abilities that are our birthright. The implication is 
that healing these core developmental events would result in peak states 
of consciousness, and for the majority of people this turns out to be true. 
This mode! also implies another way to acquire peak states that also 
works- weaken or el iminate the ' trauma stimulation' mechanisms that 
are acquired at birth. These mechanisms are covered in Volume 2. 
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Finally, there are other mechanisms thar black peak states of con
sciousness in sorne people. This is the area of our current research, and is 
covered in Volume 3. 

Our understanding of peak states has been derived and tested in the 
best possible way- by seeing if processes based on the theory worked. I 
wanr to emphasize this-we derived the theory, then came up with meth
ods to apply it. I can't express my pleased surprise when they worked as 
predicted! T o demonstrate the validity of the theory in this book, we have 
included our fast, simple and effective "lnner Peace Process" in Chapter 9. 
Other applications of our mode! for acquiring peak states, experiences and 
abilities are scattered throughout ail the volumes. 

Grant's Story 
A New Approach to Understanding Peak States 

As you read in Chapter 2, 11ost my Beaury Way peak state when 1 
was 29. As the years went by, 1 also started to get very sick, to the 
point where 1 almost died. 1 had already been learning various spir
itual techniques to regain my peak state, and this illness pushed 
me into also learning physical and emotional healing techniques. l 
found that these spiritual practices had no effect on my illness, in 
spite of my teachers' beliefs to the contrary. l nearly died before a 
friend of mine healed me using a modified version of Holotropic 
Breathwork T" . lt turned out that the cause of my illness was the 
tremendous despair l'cl experienced at age 29, along with an un
conscious decision that 1 could never have what l wanted in life, 
and that there was no point in continuing to live. These feelings 
were completely outside of my conscious awareness, to my 
stunned surprise. Releasing them caused my illnesses to fall away 
in weeks. 

This experience made me realize that emotional healing was im
portant. Six months orso later, 1 started to lose my joy at being 
alive after nearly dying. 1 eventually realized 1 was unconsciously 
asking myself the question, "If 1 really loved myself, what would 1 
be doing?". About a month later, l realized the answer was that l 
would he al everything, not just what had been killing me. But how 
to do this? l started working with the healer and friend who had 
saved my life, Sheelo Bohm, and with Ron Mied, a healer l'cl met 
at a conference for shamans earlier that year. My intuition said 
that trauma was the key to healing, and both Ron and Sheelo had 
processes focused on trauma. 1 knew of no other techniques that 
were effective enough for what 1 wanted, so 1 used Ron's insight 
on the out-of-body trauma images and developed the Whole
Hearted Healing technique. 

My intuition told me that trauma was the key to the peak state l 
was trying to regain. Oddly, virtually everyone 1 knew tried to con-
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vince me that 1 was wrong about this. Even the data accumulated 
by groups working with trauma, like the Primai 1nstitute and 
Stanislav Grof's people, didn't seem to support the idea. lt was too 
hard to resist my own doubts and the emphatic friends who tried 
to put me on the paths that they had unsuccessfully taken- in 
many cases l had to end these friendships to follow my own inner 
knowing. As l healed myself, it became easier and easier to con
tinue. l started having more and more unusual spiritual experi
ences and states as l experimented. 1 moved into a state where 1 
became bright inside myself, and found that 1 could now access 
pre-birth memories at will. l soon left allmy teachers behind and 
entered new territory. 

One day, during the traumatic ending of another relationship, I 
lost my internai brightness and could no longer continue the ex
ploratory work. So 1 turned to others who had the ability 1 now 
lacked, and used them as experimental subjects to continue the in
vestigations. The work couldn't have been clone without the assis
tance of these very courageous volunteers, in particular Kate 
Sorensen, Wes Gietz, Dr. Deola Perry, and Dr. Marie Green. We 
finally cracked the core problem. This quickly led to realizing how 
everything l'cl ever experienced or read about fit together. This 
was one of the peak periods in my !ife! l finally understood what 
caused all those other states and experiences. 
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When we read books like this one, we often don't geta fee! for the pain 
and struggle that people wenr through to make their discoveries. Our 
work has had moments of triumph, and times of deep pain and suffering as 
we slowly worked our way into the unknown. Wes Gietz has offe red an ac-

. cou nt of his experience belovv. 

l first met Wes in Victoria, British Columbia in 1996. Because he had 
the lnner Brightness state , and a background in shamanism, I persuaded 
him to work with me exploring my ideas about peak states of conscious
ness and developmental events. He was the one who first discovered the 
significance of conception for the Beauty Way state, and we shared tre
mendous excitement as we made breakthrough after breakthrough. One 
of the highlights of our work toge ther was when Kate Sorensen, Dr. Perry, 
Dr. Green and l taught a workshop outside Salt Lake City, Utah, on the 
advanced healing techniques we were developing at the time. Finally, 
however, Wes had had enough. Our friendship remains unchanaed, but 
his time in doing exploratory work is over. This is his story: "' 
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Wes Gietz's Story 
"Dying in the Monolith" or "Why 1 Can't Do This Anymore" 

l was guinea pig number 2. We started at the earliest moments of 
the physical existence of a human being. There were two compo
nents to that exploration-the sperm and the egg. The !ife journey 
of a sperm is pretty short; it begins when a sperm cames into being 
in the father of the child, and ends with the death (that is the 
sperm's experience) of the sperm at conception. For the egg, exis
tence begins in the womb of the grandmother, when the fetus that 
will become the mother starts to develop the egg that will become 
y ou. 

l remember going back past the moment of physical formation of 
the egg, and finding myself in a place of luminous blackness, where 
there were long slow waves of something l couldn't identify. Now, 
as l write this, l realize that they were moving in the direction of 
physical manifestation. l rode one of those waves into physical re
ality, becoming the egg with the formation of the egg brains. 

ext, we worked on the traumas that were experienced by the 
sperm and the egg ( we worked on the se things separately). As you 
might imagine, the egg experienced many more traumas than the 
sperm because its lifetime, up to conception, is hundreds of times 
as long at the lifetime of the sperm, and because the egg goes 
through the gestation and birth traumas of its mother. 

We worked our way through a number of traumas associated with 
development, then up to the trauma of the death of the sperm. 
This event has an almost paradoxical power: for the sperm, that 
event is death, but for the egg, it is both completion and invasion. 
The trauma that is experienced by the sperm as death is trans
ferred to the egg when the brains of the sperm merge with the 
brains of the egg. (If it were just the absorption of the sperm by the 
egg, like something ingesting food, you wouldn't expect the trau
mas to last in the developing organism.) 

Conception was for me the biggest trauma to that point. lt was 
also the first time l died in the monolith ... About 25 years ago, l 
read a science fiction story whose theme was built around the dis
covery of a featureless monolith on the far side of the moon. The 
astronauts who discovered the thing eventually found that there 
was a way in, through a seemingly opaque wall. However, they also 
found that when they went inside, something killed them and re
turned them to a particular place on earth. 

Fortunately, these people could be resuscitated. 

Human nature being what it is, the explorers decided that they 
wanted to know what was inside the monolith; so they sent in vol
unteers to explore. The explorers discovered that certain moves 
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inside the monolith would get them killed, whereas other maves 
would enable them to continue moving. 

The purpose became to map the inside of the monolith. As each 
persan died and was sent back to earth, he or she was revived and 
asked to con tribu te whatever they could to the map of the inside of 
the monolith. 

l don't remember the outcome of the story, but l do recall clearly 
that no one could be persuaded to go into the monolith and be 
killed more than three or four times. The parallel between this 
story and my explorations of the developmental journey of a hu
man being should be clear, except that instead of being literally 
killed by the traumas experienced by the sperm, egg, and fetus, it 
felt like l was being torn to pieces in some emotional or spiritual 
fashion. The other parallel that holds true is that l can no lonaer 

" tolerate experiencing these traumas. However, like the volunteers 
who helped to map the monolith, l hope that the pain l experi
enced doesn't have to be repeated by everybody making the se jour
neys. 

There are severa! other traumatic experiences during the growth 
of the fertilized egg towards a viable infant. They include implan
tation, the first cell division, any insults to the fetus as a result of 
the mother's experiences, and the birth itself. The birth experi
ence comprises probably the worst traumas most human beinas 

" will endure in their lives-the moment they receive the message 
"Separate from the mother"; the first contraction; the delivery 
journey itself; the death of the placenta; and the first shock of the 
external world, including the existence of other human beings and 
cold. Those first two steps of delivery were for me the second and 
third times l died in the monolith. 

After those experiences, with the intense pain of some of them, l 
have found that l now know that l can survive any spiritual or 
traumatic event. At the same time, after getting killed so many 
times in the monolith, l find l can't continue this exploratory 
work. The value for me is now in what l can bring to other work. 
Currently this includes teaching and healing in the tradition of 
Tom Brown Jr, practicing and teaching EFT, and applying the 
concepts of mentoring as brought to our society by John Young 
and the Wilderness Awareness School. 

Had l known what it was going to be like, l don't know if l would 
have continued. But in retrospect, l consider this experience to 
have been of immense value tome personally. lt has tremendously 
deepened my understanding of !ife from a spiritual point of view, 
and has made me more powerful and compassionate for myself 
and ali humans. 

63 
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Understanding Theories and Models 

When someone generates a mode!, they hope to put what previously 
looked like a huge amount of unconnected data into a simple underlying 
structure. A good example is that of the Copernican revolution. Up to 
that time people looked at the night sky and saw very complex motions of 
stars, planets, and the moon. Historical illustrations of theoretical ma
chines that tried to mode! the motion of the heavens were ridiculously 
complex. The assumption (theory) was that the earth was at the center of 
the universe , and this resulted in the inabili ty to see simplicity in the struc
ture, or predict as ye t unobserved phenomena. But once the correct the
ory was deduced , with the sun in the center, it became a trivial problem to 
predict stellar motion and understand the difference benveen the plane
tary motions and those of the stars. The key concepts here are 1) the cor
rect mode! explains ali the data, and 2) the correct mode! allows one to 
predict the existence of undiscovered phenomena. 

Increasing the detail of the mode! allows one to incorpora te more and 
more subtle phenomena. For approximate results, the simple mode! is em
ployed- for more precise calculations, the subtle details are included. 
Choosing which leve! of the mode! to work with depends on how ace urate 
you want to be. In our previous example, the motion of the planets at the 
simples t mode! leve! is represented by balls moving in circles around the 
sun. If more exact results are required, the slight elliptical orbital motions 
are included. 

Another way to see this concept of modeling is by looking at arithme
tic. W e have a process mode! ofhow to add numbers- it would be much 
more difficult if we had to memorize every possible combination of sums 
(the raw data) that we were going to work with, wouldn 't it ? Instead, we 
have a simple mode! that allows us to do it in moments. 

The key to what we 're doing in this book is to assume that there is a rel
atively simple underlying mode! which explains ever)•thing thar is going on: 
one that incorpora tes the physical data, the spiritual experiences, the sha
manic results-everything. In fact, if there is some fact that can't be incor
porated into the mode!, it forces us to re-examine the mode! for errors or 
incomplete areas . If you know psychology or spirituality, you will realize 
that this is not what is currently clone in the fi eld- each of the models 
stakes out a little bit of the problem, then ignores the rest of the field . lt 's 
just like the blind men we spoke about in the introduction feeling the ele
phant and telling the others what an elephant is like- like a snake if 
tou ching the trunk, or a post if tou ching the leg, and so on. Worse ye t, the 
men ge t into an argument and then ignore each other! W e don 't want to 
be like others working in this field-sa as you read this book, what are the 
areas of your experience thar the peak states developmental events mode! 
doesn 't seem to explain ? 

New models are often accepted when they actually allow one to pre
dier phenomena that have not yet been discovered, or derive practical 
techniques that actually work. If a theory (mode!) allows one to explain ali 
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known data and additionally predicts something that hasn't yet been ob
served, and then it 's fou nd when people start looking for it, the theory is 
much more likely to be correct. For example, Einstein 's theory of relativity 
was eventually accepted because it actually predicted a phenomenon 
never seen before , in this case the bending of light as it passed the sun. A 
few years after he made the prediction the proof vvas discovered. It had 
never occurred to anyone to look for such a phenomenon before then be
cause none of the other models predicted such a thing could occur. 

Thus, we also tes t the mode! by looking for evidence of strange, unex
pected things that our mode! predicts and thar have never been observed 
before (bec a use no one suspects that the predicted phenomena exist) . For 
example, the simple W hole-Hearted Healing mode! predicts that blind 
people have 'vis ua!' images of trau ma, and sure enough psychologist Ken
neth Ring wro te about this a couple of years la ter. So, I encourage you to 
take the ISPS peak states mode! and think about the implications- what 
phenomena does this underlying mode! predict that have never been seen 
before because no one was looking? 

Understanding the Concept of Trauma 

From an experiential viewpoint, trauma is an event that isn 't fully experi
enced by the organism. This event 's response is then stored and replayed 
when sensations similar to the original trauma are evoked in the present. 
Although trauma usually feels painful , to many people's surprise some 
traumas can fee! pleasurable. This latter case occurs when a pleasurable 
feeling is too overwhelming, or when a pleasant feeling is being experi
enced just as a painful trau ma suddenly occurs and ge ts associated with it. 
Nevertheless, it 's a trauma when the response to a situation becomes 
stuck and future events evoke that earlier response, irrespective of the sit
uation in the current circumstances . 

For example, when a mouse sees the shadow of a hawk and jumps to 
the right, saving its !ife, most likely it 's been traumatized, in this case 
scared nearly to death. In the future, when a similar sensation occurs, per
haps the flicker of the shadow of a hawk, the mouse continues to jump to 
the right, regardless of whether it 's a good idea or not-because the 
trauma response tells it that this is what to do. From a biological view
point, this may on average have been a good strategy for mice, ensuring 
the majori ty would survive. But for humans rote trauma response is a di
saster in our much more complex lives. 

Although as laymen we tend to think of trauma as extending over 
time, in reali ty trauma is composed of discrete moments of time. These 
moments often fo rm a chain of traumatic moments linked by their similar 
sensation content. Severa! therapies take advantage of this fac t in healing, 
such as Body-Centered Therapy by Gay Hendricks, Traumatic Incident 
Reduction by Frank Gerbode, and my own Whole-Hearted Healing. An 
alternative definition of trauma is any moment in time when an 
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out-of-body image is stored by the organism. This defi~ition is used in the 
Whole-Hearted Healing therapy as its key to the healmg process. 

This trauma tic event can be due to in jury or other kinds of influences 
that don't appear to be obviously traumatic. Generational ~rauma, th.e 
personality 'shell', misunderstood Gaia instructions, and conf1Kts with tn
une brain self identities are examples of more subtle causes of trauma and 
are described in Volumes 2 and 3. Trauma can also cause even more 
trauma when it drives a persan to ge t into situations that in turn create 
trauma. Well-known examples of this are projection and repeating dys-
functional patterns. 

Trauma can be defined in an even more fundamental way. In as tate of 
consciousness we cali 'Spaciousness', trauma can be seen as a fo ld or dis
tortion in the medium that underlies physical existence. Volume 3 goes 
into details on how to use this for healing. 

When healed the trauma moment no longer has the power to affect 
the present, and in fact the trauma moment no longer has any negative or 
positive sensations left to it when recalled. 

The Developmental Events Madel for Peak States, 
Experiences, and Abilities 

There actually is a very simple mode! that explains all the data about ~eak 
states, peak experiences, and unusual abilities. Three elements come mto 
play: 1) the existence of trauma, 2), criti~a l de~e lopmental .events m utero, 
and 3) acquiring the 'false self or shell at bmh, which gives people the 
sensation of havina a skin boundary (described in Volume 2). For this 
analysis, we will ign~re other factors which are not as dominant, which are 
covered in Volumes 2 and 3. 

Simply put, at specifie moments during eve~y developmental event in 
our growth (primarily in the womb and parents ovary and testes), a sp~n
tual experience occurs and/or an ability and/or state mamfe~ ts. T o clan fy, 
examples of such developmental events are conception and Implantation. 
(Even though these events are often called "developmental stages" in the 
study of fetal growth, in this text we'll be calling them "developmental 
events" to emphasize that the key moments that initia te a new stage are 
very brief induration.) If the developmental milestone is completed with
out a trauma response, that particular spiritual expenence,state or abiiity 
is available to us after birth. Certain kinds of states and ab!lmes reqUire a 
number of developmental events to occur before they can manifest. 

If trauma occurs du ring a critical in utero developmental event , the fe
tus will for the most part still ge t the state or ability that is the result of the 
increase in organism complexity. However, during birth, certain kinds of 
expériences occur that continuously activa te the trauma responses of the 
ferus' his tory. In particular, trauma responses that occurred dunng the de
velopmental events thar were critical for the states/abilities ~ve're inter
ested in will now ac t to pull the baby from its natural function. Rather 
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than the baby's organism ac ting the way it was designed, the trauma re
sponses override the baby's natural actions and substitute the actions that 
occurred when the trauma happened. And the state/abili ty is !os t. The 
reason for this is covered in Volumes 2 and 3. 

This principle isn' t readily apparent because until recently there \Ve re 
no methods that could easily access those in utero experiences. Also, since 
the impact of these in utero developmental events was not realized by re
searchers, only the biologists were looking at these events. The few thera
pies that can access in utero experiences don't generally look at the 
developmental events unless they come up for some other reason. For 
more on the developmental events, I recommend the work of the psycho
therapist W illiam Emerson, who as far as I know hasn't ye t made the con
ceprual breakthrough with regards to peak states that we have, but he is 
very close to ir. 

The developmental events mode! explains why there are different 
peak states. Different developmental events confer different types of 
states because of the particular changes the organism made to itself. Sec
ondly, some states are buil t on earlier states as the organism became more 
complex. Thus, certain sta tes are commonly occurring or easily acquired 
because they only require one or two developmental events to be experi
enced with minimal trauma. Other states require a number of difficult de
velopmental events to be experienced without trauma, and bence are 
much rarer in the general population. And third, this is why some people 
have on! y partial states, or move in and out of them-the relevant deve l
opmental eve nts we re not complete! y trauma free. Current circumstances 
may ac tivate more or less trauma response, moving the individual away 
proportionally from the full state. 

Implications of the Peak State Developmental Events 
Madel: Acquiring Permanent States 

What might be the natural implications of such a mode!? The first one 
that leaps to mind is that if we go back and heal these developmental 
events, we should ge t the state that the event would have give n us. The 
second major implication of the mode! is that healing developmental 
events can give states or abilities that are permanent. And sure enough, 
for the majority of our clients this approach works! This is in contrast to 
other kinds of processes, which are mostly trying to relax the trauma re
sponses, and so must be continually 'prac ticed'. 

This is a stunning result, because it me ans that if you want a particular 
state, or ability, or spiritual experience , you can go to the relevant critical 
developmental moment and heal it- and these developmental moments 
are the same for everybody. Once you have a road map with ali the relevant 
developmental events, and a way to ge t there, and a way to heal them, in 
the majority of cases the clien t moves immediate ly into the desired result. 
It 's very, very simple. In the course of our work we've mapped a number of 
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these milestones, but 1 fully expect you will also be exploring and finding 
new ones. 

Traumas thar do not in volve those cri tic al in utero developmental 
events do not, in general, affect a person's state. The only exception thar 
we've seen is experiential- a minority of the people we put into peak 
states have something we cali a 'dominant trauma'. This is an issue in their 
lives thar has such a huge impact on them thar when we put them through 
a process to induce peak states, nothing happens until the dominant 
trauma is healed. Then they pop right into the targe t state. l'cl estimate 
thar this dominant trauma problem occurs in less than 10% of the people 
we see. 

An understanding of how traumas connect is important in making a 
technique thar gives peak states. For those of you not used to using regres
sion therapies like T rau matie Incident Reduction (TIR), or 
Whole-Hearted Healing (WHH), let me explain more fully. We know 
from using those techniques and others that traumas that have a theme 
involving certain similar sensations 'stack' together. These later traumas 
are generally only traumatic because the first trauma lends its 'punch ' to 
the current trauma experience. Any specifie traumatic material con
nected by a similarity of sensation theme is called a 'coex' by Dr. Stanislav 
Graf. Therapists use this principle in their practice to save time , since 
they've discovered that healing the earliest trauma makes the later ones 
dissolve without any time wasted on healing them separately. However, 
there is an exception to this rule. If the la ter trauma also involves physical 
injury, it generally needs to be healed as a separate trauma. Thus, for our 
method of inducing peak states, we would also have to be ab le to find and 
heal these la ter connected physical traumas. Forrunately, they are not too 
common-most post-birth traumas are emotional in nature, not physical. 

Example: 
Many spiritual paths use a variety of techniques to access what 
could be called God or the Creator. lt turns out that at certain de
velopmental moments, like conception and implantation, some of 
this 'Creator' awareness is incorporated into the suddenly more 
complex organism. Thus, it turns out that you can go to the Cre
ator anytime if you return to the developmental moments where 
more of the Creator 'stuff' is added to the being. Once there, if 
you've healed it fuily, you can access that spiritual experience/abil
ity. Once you've healed ail the related material, you don't even 
need to go into the past to that developmental moment to access 
the ability, as it will now be permanently available to you in the 
present. 

Example: 
One way to merge with and retain awareness of ail your past (and 
future) lives is to return to the moment when the egg is being cov-
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ered as it first leaves the ovary and heal the relevant trauma. This 
is covered in depth in Chapter 7. 
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Let me emphasize this again- we don't have to heal everything to get 
the desired abili ty/experience/state- we only have to heal a couple of the 
right traumas! And these traumas occ ur at particular developmental mile
stones that are the same for everybody. This is the basis for one of the ln
stitute for the Study of Peak States' methodologies. Of course, some 
people have complicating traumas la ter in !ife, like at birth, that act as ad
ditional blacks. However, there are not nearly as many of these as might 
be expected because if you eliminate the core trauma, the subsequent 
traumas dissolve automatically except for related ones involving physical 
in jury. 

How the Developmental Events Madel Explains the 
Observed Data 

First of ali, how does the mode! explain the number of people in natural 
peak states? Relatively simple states like the Beauty Way have only one or 
two developmental milestones, and so occur with some small frequency 
(about 8% we think) in the general population. However, more dras tically 
improved states require the successful completion of a number of deve lop
mental milestones. On a statistical basis, it's unlikely that a persan cor
rectly goes through any one particular developmental milestone without 
trauma. Y ou can assign a probability that each developmental event (for 
example, conception, implantation, etc.) occurs successfully in the aver
age population. The 'higher' the state, the more of these events that have 
to be clone successfuliy. When you multiply these probabilities toge ther 
(to ge t the overali probability), the average occurrence of people with 
these states rapidly falls to nearly zero. (See Appendix A on the estimated 
occurrence of these states.) 

This simplest mode! assumes any given developmental milestone oc 
curs either with or without trauma. From this, you could compu te what 
percentage of the population is in any given peak state. ln other words, 
you can determine how many people don't have traumas blocking peak 
states. This explains the relative scarcity of people who live in natural 
peak states ali the time. An analogy might make this clearer. It's a very 
rare pinbali (you) which makes it ali the way to the bottom without hitting 
one of the barriers (traumas at developmental milestones) . The more 
gares you hit, the less abilities and states you have, although which partic
ular gares you hit does matter-some of them give you a lot of penalty 
points and some much fewer .... 

Now, let 's complicate the simple probability mode! to make it more ac 
curare. The reality is that the persan might have not fully succeeded, but 
not fully failed either to get through any given developmental event with
out trauma. Thus, you find some people who during the course of their 
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week move in and out of any given peak state because the deve lopmental 
trauma event(s) was relatively minor, and/or because outer circumstances 
don't trigger the trauma response that blocks the state. Thus, we can com
plicate our simple mode! to make it more accurate by including the proba
bility thar the trauma was minor and won 't cause the person to !ose the 
state much of the time. Probability es timates can also be made to include 
this, and they're included in Appendix A. 

Example: 
ln my own case, ifl felt a woman's disapproval, l'cl lose the Beauty 
Way until that stopped, because it would trigger an underlying 
trauma response. 

Now let's examine how our mode! explains ali those temporary meth
ods for achieving shamanic or spiritual peak states or experiences I de
scribed in Chapter 3. How do those work ? Recall thar the block to these 
states or abilities is due to trauma. If you use a process thar relaxes the or
ganism so thar trauma responses are not stimulated, the state automati
cally occurs- because it is your natural state, your birthright! You are 
designed to have access to those experiences, and to live in the highest 
possible state. Th us, techniques that relax the appropriate parts of the or
ganism allow the person to have the state temporarily, until the relaxation 
ends and the stored trauma information (which tells the organism to not 
be in its natural tension-free state) is replayed back into the organism. 

This mode! also explains why some people find that certain spiritual or 
shamanic practices work for them, and for the rest of us they' re a pretty fu
tile endeavor. These folks can either relax their trauma responses ex
tremely weil , or the relevant trauma responses are pretty minor and they 
are at the edge of having the state anyway. lt 's a Iso wh y the vast majority 
of people aren't able to use those techniques successfully, as most people 
really mess up the deve lopmental events . If that's your case, no amount of 
meditation or what have you will do a dam bit of good. You're either a nat
mal shaman or spiritual teacher (i.e., little early trauma), or not-you' re 
already in the right state and only need to be educated in how to use it , or 
you can successfully use these techniques to stay in the right state. Thus 
the number of people who have or can ge t more 'advanced' states and 
abilities (i.e., a number of critical developmental events clone success
fu ll y) is rare. 

And how about those 'spiritual emergencies' I mentioned in Chapter 
1? From the perspective of the mode!, people can go through a hellish ex
perience on their way to a peak state because usually severe developmen
tal events are being triggered. As the general public doesn' t have the 
experience to recognize in utero or earlier traumas, most never take ad van
tage of the newer power therapies-they just try and endure, hoping it will 
go mvay. Another kind of spiritual emergency occurs when a person !oses 
a peak state. As l've said, this can feellike the person has been 'kicked out 
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of heaven ',. creating depression and suicida! feelings. This usually occurs 
when. prev10~s ly suppressed developmental event trauma is activated, 
blockmg the1r peak state. Other causes for this problem are covered in 
Volume 3. 

. Using our model.we can also explain how shamanic techniques like vi
SIOn quests, drummmg, or drugs work. They temporarily shut off some of 
the traum~ .response, and ~he organism settles into more of a peak state. 
The practltloner often isn t aware that he's clone this, because he often 
has a number of types of experience going on simultaneously at various 
levels of his being. In everyday terms, "ali hell can break loose," so the 
connect1on between less trauma and what he's experiencing is not obvi
ous. Examples of d1fferent levels of consciousness from your own experi
en~e m1gl;r be thar of the Creator or Void , as we il as a varie ty of others 
•:h1c~ ~e Il be cove:ing in Volume 2 such as the Sacred or Gaia. In addi
tiOn, 1t s co mm on Wlth these types of techniques to experience parts of the 
unhealed developmental traumas, wi th often difficult and painful results. 
T.hey are often chromcally re-experienced because they are not recog
mzed as m utero trauma and healed. 

Example : 

Hank Wesselman in his book Spiritwalker describes a sensation of 
pressure when his consciousness shifts forward in time. Although 
there are severa! ~ossible explanations, the most likely is that an in 
utero t~auma that IS relevant to this ability is being re-experienced 
each t1me. 

Other Generic Blacks to Peak States 

If we again complicate our mode! to increase its acc uracy even further we 
can look ~ t the types of trauma that occur at a developmental event. The 
trauma 1mght have been a more serious type, such as if a particular organ 
d1dn't grow properly, or a 'hole' is created, or a Buddha brain structure in
terferes, etc. (For an explanation of these latter terms, please refer to The 
Baszc Whole-Hearted Healing Manual.) For these individuals, a healing 
P.rocess ltke WHH, wh1ch 1s more directed to these types of problems than 
Simple processes like EFT or TA T , would probably be required. 

In add1t1o~, w~ know thar trauma in very early key developmental 
events (descnbed m Chapter 6) will predispose a person to fail in most of 
the subsequent developmental events. We discovered this with severa! of 
our volunteers, ~vho faile~ to successfully do nearly ali of rheir develop
mental events-lt was a miracle they survived. We've identified severa! of 
these sorts of trauma events, and healing them first make our processes 
much more effec tive. 

ln Volume 3 we' ll be describing how to heal another of the most impor
tant reasons why the egg, sperm, and fetus have trauma during develop-
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mental events-acquired generational traumas from the father and 
mother's lineage. 

Occasionally the father or mother unconsciously interfere with the de
velopmental stages of the sperm, egg, or fetus. This is in addition to gross 
mechanical damage like poisoning, attempted abortion, injury from sex 
during pregnancy, and so on. Our client base doesn't encounter this un
conscious interference nearly as often as the previously mentioned prob
lems. We go into depth on this in Volume 2 and 3. We have some 
evidence that the converse is also true-a mother and father in some peak 
states unconsciously ass ist the developing sperm, egg, and fetus to experi
ence developmental events withour trauma. lnterestingly, it appears that 
peak states and abilities often run in families. This mechanism, or a lack of 
interferina aenerational traumas would explain this observation. Clearly, 
this impli;s"rhat mothers can make pro-active changes by improving their 
own state to help their unborn children. 

Finally, one might note that in your non-traumatic fetal, sperm, or egg 
memories, you find yourself in peak states even though the underlying de
velopmental trauma moments were not healed. And then after birth you 
(like virtually every member of the mammalian group) !ose your peak 
states. There are severa! reasons for this: First, in utero the fetus generally 
feels fairly safe, and generally relaxes its trauma response except for mo
ments where it's traumatized again . Secondly, the 'shell ' acquired at birth 
activates earlier trauma. However, there is another fundamental reason, 
and just as the mode! predicts, it bas to do with a developmental event 
thar most people don't pass through correctly. This occurs at the ftrst mo
ment the fetus/mother starts the birth process, even before the first con
traction. In Volume 2 you 'lllearn much more about this , and why it 's so 
traumatic, but for now you can just tuck it into the back of your aware
ness. 

'Music' During the Developmental Events 

Each developmental event is accompanied by a certain kind of 'music' 
thar can be 'beard ' when some people do regression to pre-birth events. 
Although this music is not physically present, and could be described as 
beina at a 'spiritual' leve!, certain kinds of acoustic music mimic the spiri
tual ~11usic well. ln fact, developmental event 'music ' probably provides 
the inspiration for many musicians. 

We have incorpora red this observation into our processes. T o help the 
client access the particular in utero developmental event we want them to 
access, we choose music thar is similar to the particular 'spiritual' music 
thar occurs at that event. Fortunately, for any given developmental event, 
the 'music ' thar occurs during it is the same for everyone . 

Incidentally, there is something thar can be perfectly described as 'mu
sic of the spheres ' from the ancient Greek tradition, but it has to do with 
archetypes and isn 't related to the 'spiritual' music 1 describe above. The 
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music of the spheres bas no harmony, every tone being completely inde
pendent of all the others. 

Example: 
This observation about the developmental event music may also 
contribute to why techniques like Holotropic Breathwork require 
certain types of music in order to be effective. lt's either clone as a 
preselected rote choice of music, or a skilled practitioner will 
choose by intuition, or sometimes the client will just know what 
music will be helpful. 

Example : 
We have found in our practice therapy clients who suddenly find 
themselves attracted to a particular musical piece. This is often be
cause there is a developmental trauma that is trying to come into 
their consciousness- the music they are focused on is a close ana
log to the 'spiritual' music at that developmentalmoment. 

Practical Difficulties in Finding Relevant 
Developmental Events 

ln our research work, we regress to in utero and earlier developmental 
events to see what peak states or abilities or experiences they are involved 
with. Or we start with a target peak state and try and find the relevant de
velopmental moments. Obviously, the first major hurd le is to even find 
the moments that are relevant to the sta te we want to acquire. However, 
there other difficulties to identifying relevant developmental events that 
are not obvious. 

First, when you or your client regresses to a given event, you re-experi
ence what actually happened. At this point, most therapists assume that 
what happened to one 's early self was what was supposed to happen, with 
or without the trauma. However, in reality the full change at the deve lop
mental event is blocked with trauma. If you are using power therapies like 
WHH, when you heal these trauma tic moments you find thar your experi
ence of the past event ac tually changes. Often, the major changes during 
the event only happen as the las t of the trauma is dissolved. During our 
experiments we would go over and over the rime interval of the develop
mental event, healing it further each time. Each time more changes would 
happen. ln other words, each time we'd use a power therapy to heal the 
same trauma, something new would happen. After a number of repeats, 
occasionally it was hard to imagine it was the same developmental event! 
This changing of the experience is some thing that other inves tigators 
might not expect, and cou ld mislead them away from looking closely at 
given developmental events. 

The second problem is even stranger, and applies to peak states that 
build on a succession of developmental events. If earlier, critical develop-
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mental events are not clone correctly, the developmental event you're in
vestigating will only change so far, then stop. The potential outcome of 
the stage will not be fully experienced. Instead, a partial experience will 
occur no matter how much healing you do on it. Thus, doing the earlier 
developmental event first (if you know where they are) can allow the la ter 
events togo to a different kind of resolution . This can be witnessed by first 
healing the later stage, then the earlier, then returning to the late r stage, 
and having more or different changes happen without any further healing 
on the later event being clone. Of course, some peak states/experi
ences/abilities are due to only one developmental ("s tand-alone") event , 
and earlier developmental event trauma isn 't relevant. 

The bortom line is thar it 's tricky work finding the stages and realizing 
their full potential. H aving a map of the stages and what should happen 
saves a tremendous amount of rime, and we have often wished we could 
have purchased one from someone else! 

Using Different Types of Trauma Healing Therapies 

There are a number of 'power' and 'energy' therapies available now thar 
can be used to heal these developmental moments. We refer you to the 
reading list at the end of this chap ter for descriptions, or our own Basic 
Whole-Hearted Healing Manual which also covers them. In particular, the 
W HH manual emphasizes healing a variety of unusual experiences rele
vant to this work. 

Probably the biggest stumbling black to their use in this application is 
regressing the client to the correct developmental event. In Chapter 9 
we'll show a method thar bypasses this problem. The next biggest stum
bling black is thar, unless you know what is supposed to happen at the 
given stage, the therapist often stops the healing process too soon, before 
the more radical changes take place. 

A nother problem with some therapies to eliminate trauma response is 
that they can be reversed. Thar is, you can eliminate the trauma at a par
ticular moment, but later some circumstance in the person 's !ife will bring 
it back. It 's a bit like those therapies acted like whiteout on a library card, 
so thar the persan couldn't access the trauma anymore. However, the 
book was still in the stacks, and if the whiteout go t scratched off, the 
trauma book would become available again. In general, energy therapies 
like Thought Field Therapy (TFT) or Emotional Freedom T echnique 
(EFT) fa ll in this category. H mvever, these therapies are very useful , fast 
and simple, and don't often ge t reversed, so we use them in many of our 
processes. 

One of the reasons why some power therapies are not reversible is thar 
they actually change the pas t as the trauma is being healed. TIR and 
W HH are examples of this pas t-changing type of therapy. Fortunately, 
any healing modality thar eliminates the trauma response also gives the 
desired result, even if it doesn 't also change the pas t. EFT is an example of 
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the type of therapy that doesn' t change the pas t, ye t fo r our purposes 
works weil in most situations. This concept of changing the pastis ou tside 
the bounds of ~ur cu ltu re's cu rrent paradigm, of course, but cames up 
when expen encmg some of the advanced mate rial desc ribed in la ter chap
ters. A fu ller experiential understanding of this phenomenon of changing 
the pas t will have to wait till the chap ter describing the Realm of the Sha
man in Volume 2. 

Example: 
When experiencing a past !ife, occas ionally one finds that one can 
change the course of events, or communicate with the person in
volved to change the course of events. Although one might argue 
that there is no way to prove this is actually possible, the converse 
i ~ also true and does have an impact in our own lives- our past 
lives can also communicate with us, and influence our choices. 
This latter event can be quite a surprise when it happens. Hank 
Wesselman de scribes just such a situation is his books, and we see 
this sort of thing in some of our own clients. (Chapter 7 goes into 
this in depth.) 

As your state of consciousness improves, it becomes easier and easier 
to heal your traumas. Thus, in general, it 's to your advantage to acquire 
peak states as fas t as possible as you do your work, to make it easier to beai 
the harder traumas . 

W hen working with clients, we've discovered thar it 's difficult for 
them to heal a developmental event if you have any trauma in it yourself. 
Essentially, clients unconsciously look to you for safety around facing the 
trauma: If your trauma response at the developmental event is triggered , 
even tf tt ts suppressed out of your awareness, the client can sense this and 
will res ist facing the trauma. Thus, doing this work on yourself first is gen
erally requtred. If you have the peak ability or state you are trying to bring 
your citent to, chances are good thar you have little or no trauma at the 
re levant moment. O nce you have these peak states, you can brina others 
to them relative ly easily because you know what the right tra ut~as are, 
and you are no longer 'unconsciously' te !ling your client to a void the pain 
of the developmental event. 

However, there can be other reasons why you 'unconsciously' black 
your cltents from gomg into peak states, even when you have them your
self. Unfo rtunately, other traumas can make you want to bla ck other peo
ple's progress into these peak states, as I've discovered with a number of 
my students. 

~t is possible to heal the re levant traumas in another persan without 
thetr conscious part icipation, if you know what to heal and have the abil
ity. This is the fas test and most effi cient way for one-on-one sessions. 
However, this approach can 't be used on groups of people, doesn 't teach 
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underlying principles ta students, and does not provide methods thar a 
persan can use for self-help. 

What We Haven't Covered Yet 

All the basic elements of the madel are not ye t in place. If you want to 
think about these pieces thar will be covered in Volume 2, I'll give you a 
couple of questions thar point to these parts of the ma del: why do a~most 
all mammals and humans lose their peak states dunng btrth, what 1s the 
sac red how does it differ from the 'holy', wh at triggers the start of birth, 
what g'ives the sensation ofhaving a skin boundary, and what is the 'l' that 
experiences during a near-death ? 

Key Points 

• The key point of this book is thar the current paradigm causes u~ to 
approach the problem of peak states of consciousness w1th 1mpl~e1t 
assomptions that make the problem unsolvable. Rather than askmg 
"H ow does one acquire or learn peak states of consciousness?", the 
correct question is "What causes one ta !ose the peak states .rhat are 
one's birthright ?" This paradigm question leads ta a reahzat10n that 
individuals have all the peak sta tes in utero, and generally !ose them 
at birth. This in rurn leads ta solutions that have never been seen 

be fore . 
• The in utero baby has most if not all of the possible peak states and 

abilities. lts consciousness is qui te different from that of the baby af
ter birth. 

• The in utero baby !oses the majority of its states and abilities at birth. 
From birth on, developmental traumas that black peak states and 
abilities are activated relatively continuously. 

• Only certain kinds of trauma tic events are the root cause that keep 
people out of peak states, experiences and abilities. These traumas 
occur at particular developmental events in the person's life, and al
though trauma after birth contributes to the problem, most of the 
essential blacks occur during or before birth. These moments are 
identical for everyone, although the content of the traumas we ex
perience can vary drastically. 

• Different kinds of peak states occur because different developmen
tal events lead to them. In addition, more 'advanced ' peak states re
quire the persan ta successfully complete a number of ;he 
developmental events. An analogy might be a pmball table-lt s a 
rare ball thar misses all of the obstacles on its way to the bottam, JUSt 
as it 's a rare human who makes it through all the developmental 
events withou t damage. 
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• Peak abilities and 'spiritual' experiences can be recovered by regress
ing to the appropriate developmental events and healing the traum a 
that occurred then. Y ou can then have the experience again by just 
regressing back to that moment, although as you develop further 
you can go to those experiences at will without the need to regress. 

• Although we're not certain of this, we be lieve that if the parents, es
pecially the mother, were in a high enough peak state, the fetus 
would be born in at leas t as good a state , as she would see thar it 
made it through without trauma. We suspect that even if she can' t 
directly help her eggs and fetus, if she made it through correctly (or 
healed herse lf the re la ter) , the fetus will most likely make it also. 
The converse is also true, and we see in some clients the mother's 
unconscious ac tions during the developmental events can inhibit 
correct resolution of the events and cause trauma. 

• Even though you may be in a peak state, other traumas can black 
your abili ty or willingness to heal others in a rder ta put them in peak 
states. 

• There are many critical developmental moments in a person's pre
natal experience, and each one is accompanied by a spiritual experi
ence which includes the 'sound' of a kind of music at the spiritual 
levels. This music is identical for everyone. 

Suggested Reading and Websites 

On fetal, pre-, and perinatal events and trauma 
• Association for Pre- and Perinatal Psychology and Health, 

www.birthpsychology.com. Excellent material on the tapie of in 
utero regression. 

• Earl y Trauma T rearment and Trainings by T erry Larimore , 
www.terrylarimore.com. Her website also contains excellent mate
rial. 

• Emerson Training seminars, William Emerson, www. 
emersonbirthrx.com. He is one of the leaders in pre- and perinatal 
psychology in my opinion. 

• William Emerson , "The Vulnerable Prenate", paper presented to 
the APPPAH Congress, San Francisco, 1995, published in Pre- & 
Perinatal Psychology ]oumal, Vol 10(3), Spring 1996, 125-142. An 
online copy is at www.birthpsychology.com/healing/point2.html 

• Michael Gabriel and Marie Gabriel, Voices from the Womb: Adults 
Relive their Pre-birrh Experiences - a Hypnotherapist's Compelling Ac
count, Aslan Publishing, 1992. 

• Stanislav Grof, The Adventure of Self-Discovery, State University of 
ew York Press, 1988. Excellent coverage on the stages ofbirth and 

other spiritual and shamanic experiences. 
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• T erry Larimore and Graham Farram , "Uni versa! B,~dy Movements 
in Cellular Consciousness and W hat They Mean , ongmally pub
lished in Primai Renaissance, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1995. An online copy is at 
wvvw. terrylarimore.com/CellularPaper.html 

• Sheila Linn , William Emerson, Dennis Linn, and Matthew Linn, 
Remembering our Home: Healing Hurts and Receiving Gifts from Con
ception ta Birth , Paulist Press, 1999. 

• Elizabe th Noble, Primai Connections: How our Experiences from Con
ception ta Birth Infiuence our Emotions, Behavior, and Health, Simon 
and Schuster, 1993. 

• Bill Swartley, "Major Categories of ~arly Psy~hosomatic T raumas: 
From Conception to the End of the Fm t Hour from The Pnmal Psy
chotherapy Page. An online copy is at 
vvww.primal-page.com/bills-1 .htm. Excellen t with great references. 

Images of sperm, egg, and in utero developmental stages 
• ]ou me)' Into Life: The Triumph of Crea tion (a 30 minu te vide~), 1990, 

by Derek Bromhall , distributed by Questar Vtdeo, Inc . Thts ts an ex
ceptional video on the journey of the sperm,. egg, zy~ote, and fetus. 
The material is filmed with the same vtewpomt and tmage StZe that 
people recalling trauma around these events see. . 

• Lennart Nilsson, A Child is Born, Delacorte Press, Y, 1990. Sttll 
photos of the journey of the sperm, egg, zygote, and fe tus. The im
aaes are of scenes that people recalling trauma around these ma-o 

men ts see. Recommended. 

Regression techniques and therapies 
• Leslie Band ler, Solurions, Real People, 1985. About the VKD (Vi

suai Kinesthetic Dissociation) power therapy. 
• Gerald French and Chrys H arris, Traumatic Incident Reduction 

(TIR), CRC Press, 1999. See also the website www.tir.org. 
• W inafred Blake Lucas, Regression Therapy; A Handbook for Profes

sionals, Voll: Pas t-life Therapy, Deep Forest Press, 1993. 
• Winafred Blake Lucas, Regression Therap)'; A Handbook for Profes

sionals, Vol 2: Special Instances of Altered Sta te Work, Deep Fores t 
Press, 1993. 

• Grant McFetridge and Mary Pellicer, MD, T he Basic Whole-Hean ed 
Healing Manual, 3rd edition, The lnstitute for the Study of Peak 
States Press, 2003 . 

• Francis Shapiro and Margot Forres t, EMDR: The Breakthrough 
Therapy, H arperCollins, 1997. See also the website www.emdr. org. 

Specifie energy and meridian therapies 
• BSFF (Be Set Free Fas t) - A simple, effec tive, and even fas ter energy 

therapy than EFT at www.bese tfreefas t.com. 
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• EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique) - A simple and extremely ef
fect ive energy the rapy at www.emofree.com. Contains links to other 
meridian therapies. 

• T A T (T a pas Acupressure 
www. tat-intl.com. Specifica lly 

T echnique) power therapy: 
designed for allergies as weil as 

trauma. 

• TFT (Thought Field Therapy) power therapy at www.tftrx.com. 
The original energy/meridian therapy. 

Other effective therapies 

• Foundation fo r H uman Enrichment, the Samarie Experiencing 
therapy, www. traumahealing.com. 

• Eugene Gendlin, Focusing (revised edition), Bantam, 198 1. See also 
the Focusing Ins titute at www.focusing.org. 

• Gay Hendricks, Leaming ta Love Yourse lf: A Guide ta Becoming Cen
tered, Simon & Schus ter, 1982 . 

• Gay Hend ricks, T he Leaming to Love Yourself Workbook, Simon & 
Schus ter, 1990. Contains a simple method to temporarily experi
ence a loving, happy state. 

• Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks , A t The Speed of Life: A New Approach 
ta Persona/ Change T hrough Bod)•-Centered Therapy, Bantam, 1993 . 
See also the Hendricks Institute at www.hendricks.com. 

• Holotropic Breathwork, developed by Stanislav Graf, MD at 
www.breathwork.com. 

• Prima! Psychology Page (the International Primai Association plus 
others) at www.primals.org. Contains a variety of links. 



Chapter 5 

Perry Diagrams and Triune Brain 
States of Consciousness 

Introduction 

This chaprer inuoduces the Papez-Macl ean discovery of the triune struc
ture of the brain and shows how it is the basis for a large number of peak 
states of consciousness. We cali them as a group 'brain fusion states'. 
These states are of particular importance, because they have a tremen
dous impact on our quality of !ife and sense of health. Continuo us feelings 
of happiness, peace, aliveness, effortlessness and vvholeness are caused by 
these states. 

In this chapter we limit the tri une brain model to just its purely biologi
cal and psychological aspec ts. This is adequa te for understanding these 
brain fusion peak states as weil as a number of types of spiritual emergen
cies. In later chapters, especially in Volume 2, we add transpersonal ele
ments to the mode! to explain other types of triune brain related peak 
states. 

We also introduce Perry diagrams, which allows the depth ofbrain fu
sion states and their underlying structural causes to be shown pictorially. 
They both illustrate the principles of this chapter and allow clinicians to 
record their client's type and degree of triune brain state. 

States in this chapter: 
• Sub-average Consciousness 
• Average Consciousness 
• Mind Shutdown 
• Mind-Heart Shutdown 
• Samadhi 
• Heart Shutdown 
• Inner Peace 
• Underlying H appiness 
• Communicating Brains 
• Big Sky 
• Deep Peace 
• Hollow 
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• Wholeness 
• Beauty Way 

Grant's Story 
Discovering the Tri une Structure of the Brain 

As I continued to heal trauma, eventually I realized the impor
tance of trauma in the womb and birth. Aided by an unusual state 
of consciousness, one of the 'inner brightness' states which 
experientially fills one's body with clear white light, I healed the 
feeling that !ife in the womb had been wonderful, a sort of garden 
of Eden experience. Then I was then able to recall my entire womb 
experience with clarity and ease-and the high level of trauma in 
utero became clear tome. As well, I realized my state of conscious
ness in the womb was very peculiar, but at the time I didn't under
stand why it was so different. 

Day after day I continued to eliminate womb traumas. During a 
session of Holotropic Breathwork with Sheelo, I encountered an 
experience that was stunning as well as traumatic. While I was in 
utero during the last trimester, my mother had eaten something 
that was taxie to my fetal self. As the toxins poured into my belly 
through the umbilical cord, I felt my mind breaking away from my 
body and heart awareness. This was a stunning experience to me 
in the present, because up to this point l'cl never considered that 
my mind and body were self-aware, or in fact any different than 
'myself'. 

My mind consciousness found this new experience of separation a 
shock. The body consciousness, after dealing with the toxins, tried 
to reconnect with the mind consciousness, and could not. The 
body figured that it must have grown the mind brain incorrectly, 
and so tried to des troy it by cutting off blood to that section of the 
body. However, the pain that this caused in the entire organism 
quickly forced it to stop, and the situation of separation remained 
that way for quite a while. There were now two aware 'selves' in 
one body, but it wasn't like two people in one box. Even though 
much of the sensory and internai information is shared, the mind 
functions differently than the body consciousness and was aware 
of this. ln fact, l recall the mind taking a sort of naive pride in be
ing able to think much faster than the rest, and trying to doits best 
to help, like a child might. For example, it stored sequences of 
words that the fetal body beard in the womb in a sort of infinitely 
repeating loop, with unintentional negative consequences to its 
ability to think easily. One of the most emotionally painful trau
mas (outside of birth) that I can recall involved shame (in the 
mind) and anger (in the body) because the splitting allowed the 
mind to initia te defecation in the womb, contrary to what the body 
wanted. 
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A r:ew and even more serious problem developed shortly after the 
spht. My fetal self fo~nd itself unable to be always completely in 
the present, as ~rev1_ous tr.auma would occasionally disrupt its 
awareness. The first trme thrs happened, it felt like somethino was 
~us~ing into the mind from the side, making self-awareness"'van
rs~ m that area- quite a terrifying experience, and one the mind 
tned desperately to resist. 

The. next m~jor catastrophe occurred during the birth process. 
Durmg my b1r~h,. the body consciousness broke a part again into 
two selves. Th1s t1me the heart brain (also called the limbic brain 
or. the emotional consciousness) split away from the body con
scwusness . I can recall the heart splitting and going out-of-body to 
escape what was happening to my body. 

By the time I was taken to the crib in the hospital, my sense of self 
had ch~nge~ to what l'rn familiar with now as 'average' conscious
ness. 1t s as 1f sorne sort of amnesia took place when I lost the in
ternai brightness l'cl had in utero. 

Once I knew what to look for, I was able to return to those experi
enc~s repeat~dl~ to understand what had occurred. Eventually, I 
reahzed that msrde myself were three self-aware consciousnesses· 
the mind, the heart, and the body. In my adult 'average' conscious~ 
ness they were split apart and competing with each other for con
trol, while in utero they had been fused into one organism. I found 
that much of my dysfunctional behavior was due to this inner 
struggle between the brains, and in fact much of my outer world 
was a projection of this inner conflict. Each of the brains held an 
unconsc.ious se!f-ider~tity, like a child pretending it was a cowboy, 
along w1th an mn~r rmage of the other brains. For example, my 
hea:t was unconscwusly pretending that it was my mother, while 
feelmg that the body brain was an archetypal monster in the base
ment. Dysfunctional family dynamics accurately describe this in
ner power struggle and craving for acceptance. 

As the n:onths we~t on, I came to realize that the peak state I had 
been t.rymg to regam was due in a large part to the degree of union, 
or fusron, between these biological consciousnesses. I also found 
that my discovery about the multiple nature of the brain had al
ready been made by biologist Dr. Paul MacLean in the 1960s who 
called it the 'tri une brain mode!'. This was a great relief, sil~ce as 
far as I knew up to that point no one was aware of this fundamen
tal brain structure. This breakthrough in understandino the real 
underlyir:g biolo~ical dynamics in the psyche has only no~v started 
to make rts way mto the psychological profession. 

As an aside, it is possible to go into a peak state where the brains 
can communicate with each other. This state occurs when the 
brai~s are just peripherally merged together, but separate enough 
to strll have a separate sense of self in each one. lt's a bit hard to 

3 
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e:>..'Plain, but 'you' can ask a question about an issue and be aware 
of responses from the head, heart, and lower belly locations-and 
they don't always agree! For example, one time while in this state , 
1 asked myself ifl should work on healing my solar plexus next. My 
heart said yes, and my body and mind said no. The next day they' cl 
each reversed their decisions. 

1 also found I had the ability to shut the different brains 'off. This 
led to a number of states of consciousness that were actually sub
normal, although they felt quite wonderful. These states are de
scribed in literature on spiritual emergencies and on specifie types 
of mental illness. However, they were enticing because, although I 
would lose the abilities of the brains that were shut off, the inter
nai state was much more harmonious, as the separated brains 
stopped being in conflict. By analogy, it was a lot quieter in my 
dysfunctional family after l'cl shot the other family members. 

Y ears la ter, we also discovered the existence of more brain sys
tems, ones which are not normally recognized but had been identi
fied in early stages of the developing fetus. 

Dr. Maclean's Three-Part Madel of the Human Brain 

A very neglected breakthrough in understanding brain biology forms the 
basis of a rhree-part or 't ri une' mode! of the brain. In the 1960s Dr. Paul 
MacLean at the ational Instituee for Mental Health, expanding on the 
work of] ames Papez, described a three-part concentric layering structure 
to the human brain . The outermost layer is the neomammalian brain, the 
neocortex which is the seat of thought and most voluntary movement. 
The next layer imvard is the paleomammalian brain , composed of the 
limbic system, the seat of our emotions and autonomie nervous system. In 
the innermost portion is found the reptilian brain, composed of the brain 
stem, midbrain, basal ganglia and other structures. Each brain serves dif
ferent func tions with some overlap, but what Dr. MacLean postulates is 
thar the integration, or coordination between the brains is inadequate , a 
genetic problem in our species. 

For a complete biological description see Dr. MacLean's The Triune 
Brain in Evolution: Role in Paleocerebral Functions. For more informa tion, 
see Evolution's End by Joseph Pierce, Three Faces of the Mind by Elaine De 
Beauport , and for summary informat ion see Maps of the Mind by Charles 
H ampden-Turner. 

Triune Brain Structure and lnner Experience 

How does the triune structure of the brain apply to our inner experience? 
In everyday terms, we know these brains as the 'mind', 'he art ', and 'body'. 
Each brain has different biologie al functions and abilities. The 'mind', or 
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neocortex, is the part of ourselves we most often think of as who we are. It 
perceives itself in the head, and it is the part of ourselves that forms judg
ments, handles short-term memory, and does abstractions like mathemat
ics. One of its primai)' functions is handling and manipulating audible 
sounds and language. The 'heart' is the limbic sys tem in the brain, ye t per
ceives ttself m the ches t, probably because this is the are a of its primary bi
ological responsibility and sensory awareness. It allows us to fee ! emotions 
and be either positive ly or negatively emotionally aware of the presence of 
oth~rs. ~ne of i.ts primary f~ncti~~s is handlin~ visual imagery. Finally, 
the body consoousness (or hara m Japanese) IS composed of the tissues 
at the base of our skull , and probably other distributed sys tems in our 
body. It experiences itself in the 10\.ver belly, its area of major biolooical 
fu nction. This brain gives us a sense of time and our ability to fee ! se:ual
tty. We communicate with this brain when we do dowsino or muscle tes t
ing. One of its primary functions is handling physical ~ensa tions, and 
probably scent as weil. 

lndependent Self-Awareness m Each Brain 

The most difficult conceptual jump in Dr. MacLean's >vork is to realize 
that each of the brains is intellige ntly, independently self-aware. Because 
we tend to assume thinking requires words, it 's difficu lt for us to realize 
that each brain actually thinks. In fact, unlike the mind the heart thinks 
in sequences of f~e lings , and, the body ,thinks in ges talt s~quences of body 
sensations (descnbed as the fe lt sense m Eugene Gend lin 's Focusing) . By 
this, I don 't mean that it's as if there were three people inside of us. In
stead, since each brain is so diffe rent, we might compare this situation to 
that of a living stereo sys tem. Imagine if the speakers (mi nd), tape deck 
(he art), and receiver (body) were each self-aware, each trying to run the 
show and puzzled because the other parts won't do what it wants them to. 
It would be hard to imagine how a stereo like this would ever manaoe to 
play music ! And unfortunately, this is fairly close to the mark. Even 
though sharing much sensory data and awareness of each other 's actions 
each br.ain tends to be in deniai abou t the existence of the others. In fact: 
the brams often come into conflict, even to the point of overtly or uncon
sciOusly attempting to manipulate and control each other. A simple ex
ample to Iilustrate this occurs whe~ you're sexually attracted (the body 
consc10usness) to someone you dont even like (the emotional conscious
ness), and are confused about the situation (the mi nd consciousness), 

In most people, the brains interact like members of a dysfunctional 
famtly. Generally, one of the brains ends up domina ting the others. People 
tend to lead their lives and act in ways that reflect this dominance. We've 
al! seen extreme examples of people who are driven by their fee lings, orto
tally onented rowards satisfying body sensations, or complete! y analytical, 
although the pattern is present to some degree in most people. This brain 
dominance shows up in various branches of therapy and psychology, due 
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to the unconscious orientation of the originator of the therapy. Thus, dif
ferent ki nd of therapies will tend to pick out one of the brain types for their 
particular process, giving us cognitive, emotional, or body-centered the~a
pies. Brain dominance also shows up in career choices and preferred ~cttv
ities. It's likely that a combina tia n of brain dominance and trauma 1s the 
origin of preferred learning styles- auditory, visual, or kinesthetic. 

Current Applications of the Tri une Brain Mode! 

The triune brain rheory is putto practical use in two main fields: advertis
ina where they understand thar clients buy more readily if the heart 
(e~~otions / socialization) and the body (survival issues) brains are ad
dressed, rather than the mind; and educational programs, where people 
found thar addressing these two brains ge ts more information and knowl
edae into the students. Oddly, the field of psychology is almost completely 
ig1~orant of this brain biology, and no current mai~stream ~s);chological 
theories thar 1 know of incorpora te it. The current mterest m emottonal 
intelligence' does bring awareness of at !east part of Dr. MacLean's tri une 
brain madel to psychology. 

Trauma and the Triune Brain Mode! 

The final element of the basic madel in volves the phenomenon of trauma. 
For almost everyone, remembered or forgotten traumas drive most of our 
behavior and emotional \ife , completely outside of our conscious aware
ness . Trauma tic experiences are stored, and la ter 'played back' as outer 
circumstances trigger us. This playback is an entire bodily experience, as if 
our younger traumatized self is partially taking over our body. ~lrhough 
we habitually resist this process, this playback mechanism combmed wnh 
severe early trauma results in the psychological phenomenon of the 'inner 
child '. From a biological viewpoint storing and automatically using our re
sponses to traumatic experiences makes sense, since we survived the ex
perience by responding in those ways. Unfonunately, what m~y have been 
a good evolurionary strategy for our animal ancestors 1s a tragK problem m 
our complex sapient lives. 

Furrher, although the body selects the category of traumas retrieved 
via body sensations, it is the heart thar indexes these memories by the 
rrauma's initially experienced emotion (with an accompanymg v1sual1m
age) and performs the playback and record f~nction. T o continue the ste
reo analogy, it's a bit like we carry around a hbrary of trauma casse ttes and 
our hean is the tape deck. A variety of healing techniques discussed at the 
end of Chapter 4 use this basic understanding. For a more complete dis
cussion on indexing, triggering, and connections between traumas, see: 
our Whole Hem'ted Healing Mamwl on using connected traumas to regress 
earlier in ti me· The Adventure of Self-Oiscovery by Dr. Stanislav Graf on the 
'coex' phen01~1enon in H olotropic Breathwork, where multiple experi-
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ences are triggered simultaneously; and Beyond Psychology by Dr. Frank 
Gerbode on how traumas 's tack' and connect through time . (Note thar 
Graf and Gerbode do not include the triune brain mode! in their work.) 

This simple mode! of the psyche is compatible with Western cultural 
biases and explains many psychological phenomena. For another view
point on trau ma and the triune brain biological mode!, I refer you to Dr. 
Janov's The Anatom)' of Mental Illness or The New Prima! Scream. 

Body Consciousness Associations and the 
Developmental Events Mode! 

I want to emphasize here one of the most important points in this text
book, a point that can be eas ily overlooked or misunderstood. ln the pre 
vious section, we briefly described how the body consciousness ' thinks' as 
a series of body sensations. ln this section, we're going to explore this cri ti
cal facet of its consciousness and how it causes the peak state develop
mental events phenomenon to occur. 

As the body brain is often referred to as the reptilian brain, people of
ten ge t the impression that it is slow and stupid . The tru this just the oppo
site-it's not on ly self-aware, it is probably the smartest of the brains. 
However, it is severely limited by its biologically dictated thinking pro
cesses, and it is this ki nd of thinking thar causes ali of humanity as weil as 
other species severe and tragic problems. As we said, the body conscious
ness thinks in sequences of body sensations. Extending this concept, when 
the body learns, it does so by 'associa ting' two or more sensations together. 
lt does OT use judgment like our mind brain does . ln evolutionary 
terms, the ability to form judgments came much la ter after the mind brain 
evolved. These body brain associations that have no element of judgment 
are the cause of most of the problems in our lives, particu larly the severe or 
life-threatening problems. In an extreme example, early in utero associa
tions can be so inflexible that if they involve survival issues the persan will 
actually die trying to follow through with what his body fee ls he has to do 
to survive, even though it may be in reality killing him. Although there 
can be other causes, addictions are generally due to this type of prob
lem-the body is convinced from early association that it needs the ad
dicting substance to survive, no matter that in reality it is slmvly killing 
him and ruining his !ife. 

Example : 
lt was years before I realized l was sexually attracted to angry 
women. l had mistakenly thought l was attracted to them in spite 
of their anger. The reason turned out to be a series of in utero 
traumas. ln them, l was being physically hurt and struggling to sur
vive while my mom was feeling angry. My body consciousness had 
associated my survival with being surrounded by the emotion of 
anger. These women had exactly the same tone of anger as my 
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mom had had. ln fact, if they ever stopped being angry, l would 
unconsciously stimulate them again into anger, because to my 
body consciousness it felt like l might die if that emo.tion wasn't 
nearby. My body used the mechanism of sexual at:ractiO~ to make 
me behave in ways it desired. ln Volume 3 we go mto thts trauma 
type in much more depth. 

These body consciousness associations are the basis fo: a. whole range of 
issues includino the existence of'psychological reversai dtscovered 111 the 
use of energy a~1d meridian therapies. Those therapies don'twork if t~1e 
body brain feels it needs the problem because of some non-logtcal associa
tion. One of the major contributions of Roger Cali ahan (the developer of 
Thought Field Therapy) was his discovery of a method to shu t tl11S mecha
nism off temporarily so that healing can occur. 

How does this body consciousness learning mechanism of association 
apply to the developmental events mode! of peak st.ates? First, you must 
realize thar the body consciousness is the primary bram and tt has a dtspro
portionate influence on us. What it wants has much more impact on the 
oroanism than what any of the other brains do. T o illustrate, th111kmg that 
w;,re not afraid of public speaking with the mind brain doesn't t:1ean any
thing in comparison to the sweating, out-of-breath , gut-churn111g weak
ness the body brain induces vvhen we ge r up 111 front of an audtence . 
Secondly, because sensations are paired and learned in early d~ve lopmen
tal events, after birth anything thar feels similar ta the body tnggers these 
early trauma associations- even when the current circumstances are 
completely unrelated from a rational perspective. Thus, events thatwere 
purely biological in nature during these early events. cause our bodtes to 
apply what it ' learned' in seemingly irrattonal ways m the post-btrth pe
riod. Because the developmental events are genera lly related ta vario~s 
peak states, any sensations in the presen~ t~at a:e similar to th~ states ~~ 
question activate any event trauma assoctattons m the body bram-and tt 
responds by acting in ways thar fee! similar to how tt d td 111 those events, 
which generally means it blacks the state from occurnng 111 the present. 

Finding the developmental events relevant to peak states and peak ex
periences is tricky since the associations are generally not obvtous from a 
rational perspective. We' ll see in this and fo llow111g chapters many exam
ples ofhow a developmental event is reflected in the present's Joss of peak 
sta tes and experiences. 

Additional Brain Structures 

The triune brain mode! fits our persona! experiences of the mind, heart 
and body qui te weil. lt also is quite usefu l in explaining a lot of the differ
ent kinds of material that we as therapists and healers encounter 111 our 
work. H owever, as my colleagues and I became more experienced, we 
found there were some brain interactions that we didn't understand. 
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Eventually, we realized that although there were three primary brains, 
the re existed two more 'sub-brains', for a total of five distinct brain struc
tures in post-birth human beings. And our observations turned out tore
flect underlying brain biology-Or. MacLean, in his text on the triune 
brain, identifies five separa te brain structures forming on the earl y zygote's 
spinal cord. 

ISTHMUS 

Figure 5.1: The fetal neural tube at 6 weeks with five main subdivi
sions. The forebrain is composed of the telencephalon (lA - "Bud
dha") and diencephalon (lB - "mind"), the midbrain (2 - mesence
phalon, "heart"), and the hindbrain into the metencephalon (3A
pons and cerebellum, "solar plexus") and myelencephalon (3B- me
dulla, "body"). Drawing from The Tri une Brain in Evollltion by Dr. Paul 
MacLean, page 20, 1990. 

The Solar Plexus Brain 
The most important of these sub-brains experiences itself normally at the 
solar plexus, and so for simplicity we cali it the 'solar plexus brain '. Like 
the other triune brains, it also has its own self-awareness. It appears to 
have a role in our connection to the physical universe and the nature of 
persona! power. 

Normally, this brain is merged and somewhar indistinguishable from 
the body consciousness. 

The Buddha Brain 
The other sub-brain is one we cali the Buddha brain bec a use of its experi
ential charac teristics. Although it usually is merged with the mind brain, 
and hence indistinguishable, when it is split away it experiences itself cen
tered above the physical head. When it is separate, it can feellike a mas
sive Buddhist statue floa ting over one's head. One of the main functions 
of this brain is the creation of 'energetic' structures in the body. These 
structures, left over from trau ma, often cause physical problems in the 
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body. How to diagnose and heal this problem is covered in our Basic 
Whole-Hearted Healing Mamwl. 

The Placenta! and Spem1 T ail Brains 
Another two brains exist but since they die off in ~aero, we don't normally 
refer to them in our normal post-birth description of the tri une brain sys
tem. However, to our great surprise they are key to a very important tri une 
brain state called Wholeness, and are also very important to in utero 
trauma. Chapter 6 and 8 caver these 'brains ' in great detail. 

The first of these is the organelle 'brain' that dies off during concep
tion-ir is in the tai! portion of the sperm body. For simplicity, vve cali it 
the 'sperm tai! brain '. 

The second 'brain ' is in an organelle structure in the egg which later 
develops in to the placenta and dies during birth. Again for simplicity we 
cali it the 'placenta! brain'. (Note that the placenta is part of the baby, not 
part of the mother.) The placenta! brain is intimately related to the solar 
plexus brain, but as of this writing we haven 't ye t defined the relarionship. 

Fusion of Brain Awarenesses Causes Triune Brain 
Peak States 

Tri une brain peak state characteristics and their strength are caused by 
the degree of connection that the different brain self-awarenesses have 
with each other. In other words, the states are caused by the different pos
sible ways and amounts thar the brains give up their separate self-identi
ties to crea te new, composite identities . At one extreme are completely 
separate brain awarenesses, where the brains are unable to communicate 
directly with each other at ail. People with tri une brains separa red like this 
are usually considered to have poor to sub-average mental health. At the 
other extreme, we have ali the brain awarenesses completely fused to
gether into a single awareness. This best possible triune brain peak state 
causes, among orher things, an extreme feeling of effortlessness due to the 
Jack of any delay or conflict between the brains. 

T ota! fusion of the six brains (five in the body and the six th in the pla
centa) into one awareness is our normal state as we develop in the womb. 
However, by birth the majoriry of the population has experienced disasso
ciation of the brains, astate which we consider 'normal'. People spend the 
rest of their lives unconsciously searching for this internai fusion in their 
outer lives. They mistakenly search for this elusive 'something' in cultur
ally-directed pursuits like jobs, relationships, or possessions . 

A large number of other, qui te different intermediate peak states occur 
from the possible combinations berween the various brain awarenesses. 
We estimate about a third of the population has one or another of these 
intermediate triune brain peak states to some degree most of the rime. 
Since they depend on how the multiple brain sys tem is merged together, 
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the states build up to the most inclusive one where ali the brains are ro
rally fused. However, some of the experiential characteristics change dras
tically when different brains fuse together. Intermediate states do not 
represent perfect health or balance-even though any one of them is far 
superior to 'average' consciousness. In orher words, many of the states 
have unique characteristics thar are not always incorporated into more 
complete states, but rather are superseded by new ways of being. 

Many people have temporary or varying degrees of the state character
istics over time . This corresponds to the brain self-awarenesses changino 
their degree of communication or merging over rime, due to outsid~ 
trauma triggers or other factors. Of course, some people find that their 
state characteristics are unchanging, which means that the degree of un
derlying merging of brain self-awarenesses is fixed. 

In the sec tions below are al! of the significant triune brain fusion states 
that we know of. They re present groups of very different experiential state 
charac teristics, which correspond exactly to diffe rent underlying brain 
connections. We've also given estimates of their occurrence in the gen
eral population, but the difficulties in testing, defining the degree of the 
state, and our small sample sizes could make these numbers qui te a bit off. 
(Refer to Appendix A for a complete list of states and their es timated oc
currence in the general population.) 

The Perry Diagram 

As rhere are a number of brains, there are a huge number of possible ways 
and degrees that they can connect. T rying to analyze how the brain 
self-awareness interac tions relates to experiential state characteristics at 
first seems like an impossible task, impossible to quantify. Fortunately, 
there is a very simple way to visually see the underlying dynamics thar 
makes that task almost trivial. We cali this visual technique the 'Perry dia
gram'. 

This tool is derived from a perceptual ability that people have in the In
ner Brightness state of consciousness. In it, a persan can actually 'see' his 
own (or others') brains self-awarenesses as glowing balls oflight. The balls 
are brightest in the center and diffusely fade off at the periphery, without 
an abrupt edge. These balls are aligned along the vertical axis of the body. 
The body brain awareness in the lower belly, the heart brain awareness in 
the chest, and mind brain awareness in the head are typically the most vis
ible. Thus, for people in average consciousness there are three balls visi
ble, one at the lower belly, one at the heart, and one at the head. The balls 
that correspond to the solar plexus and Buddha brains are typically con
nected to or merged into the body and mind respectively, and so are not 
visible. Note that these balls of luminance are not Hindu chakras. Chakras 
'look' quite a bit different, having rather geometrical shapes and definite 
structure. 
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One can ex plain the underlying dynamics of what causes a tri une brain 
peak states by referring to how merged together these balls of light are. 
When we first tried to specify the states people undergoing our processes 
were in, and how much further the volunteers bad togo, we were at a loss 
for something easily understood and reliable. Fortunately, Dr. Deola Perry 
soon came up with the graphical tool of using overlapping circles to repre
sent the degree of fusion be tween the various brains' self-awarenesses, as 
one can approximate the edges reasonably well with an abrupt boundary. 
W e've named this tool a Perry diagram to honor ber contribu tion. 

The Perry diagram uses the first letter of the common brain name next 
to the circle to indicate which it is. For the Buddha, we use Bu to av01d 
confusion with the body's B. For most cases, putting the labels on the dia
aram isn't really necessary-the body, heart and mind circles are obvious 
by inspection, with the Buddha and solar plexus assumed to be inside the 
mind and body respective ly. A quick sketch just showing three circles in 
various degrees of overlap suffices in this case. 

Figure 5.2 gives a 'visual' sketch of what can be seen in the lnner 
Brightness state , along with its equivalent Perry diagram. ln this example, 
all of the brain awarenesses are complerely disconnected from each other. 

l"' ~, 

\..../ 

0 Bu 

0 M 

0 H 

0 s 

0 B 

(a) Brain awarenesses in client (b) Perry Diagram 

Figure 5.2: Part (a) gives an idea of what totally separated brain 
consciousnesses look like in the lnner Brightness state. The Perry dia
gram equivalent is on the right (b). ln this example none of the brain 
self-awarenesses are merged as shawn by the spacing between the circles. 
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To my surprise, we found out quite early thar people often only bad 
partial peak state characteris tics. Because in my own case I would go from 
average consciousness to a full state, I bad incorrec tly assumed it ;vorked 
this way fo r everyone. Partial states can be understood by looking at the 
underlying brain awarenesses. How weil the brains connect determines 
the degree of the sta te characteristics. O ne can 'see' this in the lnner 
Brightness state by noting how much the brain awareness spheres overlap 
and interpenetrate. W hen the spheres don 't touch, a persan has none of 
the peak state characteristics. The separation of the spheres gives a mea
sure of how traumatized the brains are, but increasing or decreasing dis
tance between spheres bas no other experiential effect. lt isn't until the 
spheres start to interpenetrate that peak state characteristics start to man
ifest. In terms of the Perry diagram, this is shown by partially overlapping 
the circles thar represented the centers of self-awareness of the relevant 
brains. During our peak state induction processes, we would make these 
diagrams for our clients to show them how much progress they had made. 
The diagrams we re also useful in keeping t rack of what additional degree 
and type of work our clients needed for full fu sion of al! their brains. 

O nce we saw how the proportion of interpenetration of the brain 
awarenesses de termined the degree of the state characteristics, we 
thought we'd completely understood the relationship between state char
acteristics and brain dynamics. W e now knew that we wanted, at this un
derlying leve!, to ge t the brain awarenesses to completely merge together. 
In terms of the Perry diagram, we wanted to ge t the circles to completely 
cover each other. H owever, in the course of inducing peak states, in some 
cases we could 'see' thar the brain awarenesses were comple tely superim
posed, yet people would not have the full characteristics of the state. This 
led to realizing thar the brains could be in very intimate communion, but 
not q uite to the point of releasing the las t of their separate self-identities . 
Upon d oser examination , we could see the resulting merged 'bal! of light' 
of brain awarenesses was not really homogeneous but rather swirled like 
two fl avors of ice cream mixed toge ther. W e cal! this intermediate step 
'merging'. The degree of overlap of the circles in a Perry diagram indicates 
the degree of merging. When the circles completely merge, only a single 
circle now shows, so we put a comma betvveen the brain labels to indicate 
which ones are there. 

We call it 'fusion' when the brains full y release their self-identities, fol
lowing T om Brown Jr.'s nomenclature convention. In tenns of our anal
ogy, the fl a vors of the ice cream now mix to becomes a uniform color. T o 
indicate fus ion on the Perry diagram, we still completely overlap the cir
cles, but now separa te the first letters of the fused brains by a slash (/). The 
degree of fus ion is indicated by putting a fraction or decimal beside the let
ters. ln practical terms, the difference be tween merged and fused charac
teristics is minimal fo r mos t triune brain states. Thus, we rare ly bother to 
include the percen tage of fus ion on the diagram. H owever, for some states 
fusion makes a big difference in the experienced characteristics . W hen 
working with a state where this degree of precision is relevant, the per-
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centage is easies t to determine by estimating how much of a person 's body 
has acquired the new characteristic thar results from fusion. 

Definition- Merged versus fused brain awarenesses 

We use the term 'merge' to describe the action of interpenetration be
tween the brain self-awarenesses , as shawn by overlapping circles in a 
Perry diagram. We cal! the brains fully or totally merged when the 
brain awarenesses are completely occupying the same space, but still 
have some degree of individ uality. This is shawn on a Perry diagram 
with circles that caver each other . 

Even though the self-awarenesses can be completely merged to
gether, there is a further, subtle degree of surrender of separate selves 
that can occur among the brains. We cal! this complete union of 
awarenesses 'fusion' , following the usage byTom Brown, Jr. Al though 
for most states there is little change in experiential charac teristics due 
to fusion, in some states the change is quite dramatic. 

For people who can 'see' the brain self-awarenesses, the two cases 
' look' nearly identical. 

Example: 
During one of our peak state processes, our volunteers can enter 
the Hollow triune brain peak state where al! their brains fuse to
gether into a balllocated near the solar plexus. As the brains over
lap and merge, the most obvious characteristic of the state, the 
feeling that one doesn't have any material body inside the skin 
starts to mani fest. As fusion takes place, various parts of the body 
become 'hollow' first, i.e . the arms, chest, and so on. Finally, at to
tal fusion, the body feels completely gone, as if there were only air, 
not flesh, inside the skin. 

Another advantage of the Perry diagram is the ease with which one 
can see how the triune brain states, if present, are combined in a persan. 
Since the states depend on which brains are combined, it becomes obvi
ous at a glanee what states a persan has by the arrangement of the Perry 
diagram circles. lt also becomes obvious what triune brain states are even 
possible! Instead of hunting for different groups of characteristics that 
identify potential new tri une brain states, one can simply check off the list 
of different ways the brain awarenesses can be combined to be sure one 
bas specified them al!. This was quite an advantage for our work. 

ln the sections thar follow, we'll be describing the various triune brain 
peak states wi rh Perry diagram illustrations to show how the brain 
consciousnesses interact. The illustrations show the range of connection 
in the brain awarenesses thar still give at !east some degree of the par ticu
lar state characteristics. 
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'Average ' and 'Sub-Average ' States of Consciousness 

We start our explanation for the class of peak states thar involve the tri
une brain structure with ones thar are relative ly familiar to us, so-called 
'average' and 'sub-average 'consciousness. The key defining characteristic 
for these two states is the degree of connection between the solar plexus 
and body brain consc iousnesses . In average consciousness, the two are at 
!eas t communicating (the circles touch in a Perry Diagram) or fully fused 
(the circles are superimposed). ln sub-average consciousness, the two are 
complete! y separated (the circ! es don' t touch in the Perry diagram). 

We also have some data thar strongly sugges ts that having a sqlar 
plexus brain awareness separated from the body brain awareness actually 
inhibits orher triune brain fusion states. Thus, people in a peak state 
whose solar plexus ge ts triggered into separation appear to !ose their cur
rent peak sta te completely, even though the brains involved in the peak 
state have nothing to do with the solar plexus. We're still investigating 
this. 

The reis a degree to the characteristics of the states, shown in the Perry 
diagrams as depending on the degree of the unde rlying connec tia n of the 
awarenesses. We've arbitrarily decided to separate the Average and 
Sub-average Consciousness states at the point where the underlying solar 
plexus and body self-awarenesses no longer communicate. ln the future, 
with more clinical experience we may decide to shift the line between the 
two categories if it proves usefu l for clin ica! psychologists doing diagnosis. 

'Average Consciousness ' State 
ln average consciousness, the persan does not have any peak states, 

tri une or otherwise . Experientially, the heart, mind, and body brains inter
act like a dysfunctional family of three (or four if the Buddha is separated), 
with their own purposes and issues. At the unde rlying brain self-aware
ness leve!, the three main brains are disconnected from each other, indi
cated in the Perry diagram by the distance between the circles. However, 
the solar plexus brain awareness is either fused with the body brain aware
ness or at !eas t still connected to it to some exte nt. We define the Average 
Consciousness state by this connection. ln terms of the Perry diagram, the 
solar plexus and body circles range from just touching to being fully over
lapped. 

ln this definition , we ignore any merging of the Buddha brain aware
ness ;vith the mind brain. Perhaps in the future it would be useful to isola te 
it as a separate state, but at the moment we haven 't clone so. 
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Figure 5. 3: Average Consciousness state Perry diagrams. (a) repre
sents the most common configuration, with the solar plexus aware
ness completely fu sed to the body. The state can range to (b), with the 
solar plexus barely connected to the body consciousness. Our cu~r~nt 
definition of Average Consciousness allows for the Buddha pos1t10n 
to independently range from separate to fused. 

'Sub-average Consciousness' State 
Sub-averaoe consciousness is characterized by the inability of the per

son involved ~o observe himself with any detachment. People in this state 
are often categorized as having some degree of mental illness. A person in 
this state believes and ac ts upon any trauma material thar comes mto con
sciousness without the awareness or ability to question it. This is an area 
thar we intend to inves tiga te further, but at !eas t fo r now we believe it 's 
caused by deep separation between the triune brains, especially the sepa
ration between the solar plexus and the body brain. 

Let me emphasize the implications of this definition. If our limited ob
servations in this area are correct, it implies that separation of the solar 
plexus and body brain awarenesses is the underlying cause of what we 
mioht cal! overall 'sub-average' mental health, albe1t not the cause of an 
g iv~n specifie mental illness. If so, and this looks to be very like ly~ it implies 
thar techniques to heal this split might have tremendous, rap1d Impact on 
the mental health of large number of people who are suffering from mod
erate to severe mental illness. 

The current definition allows the Buddha brain to be fused to the mind 
brain, separated, or in between these two extremes. Clearly; fusion o~ the 
Buddha is more desirable, but as of this writing we havent de termmed 
vvhat difference this makes . ln the future we might want to separate this 
out into two states, but for now we lump them together. 
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Figure 5.4: Sub-average state Perry diagrams. The body and solar 
plexus brain awarenesses don't touch. The degree of separation be
tween awarenesses can vary. By our definition, part (a) and (b) give 
the range of the sub-average state , since the Buddha's degree of fu
sion isn 't relevant to the definition. 

Dysfunctional Triune Brain Shutoff States 
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We now turn our attention to a se t of unusual states involving dysfunc
tional triune structures. This strange set of sta tes can occur because the 
individual brains have the seldom- used ability to shut themselves off. 
During these states, the persan !oses the abilities that are primary to those 
brains. These states generally occur due to what that individual experi
ences as extreme trauma, or sometimes due to spiritual prac tices. lnteres t
ingly, we don't !ose our ability to use language when these shu tdown states 
occur. 

The following three states generate calls to the spiritual emergence 
network as people wrestle with the conflict of losing key abilities that the 
brains have, weighed against the wonderful feelings of relief and 'spiritual' 
sensations the states give. These shutdovvn states fee! good because they 
allow escape from the cacophony of three independent brains. As a 
healer, it is useful to point out thar lobotomizing oneself to a void pain is 
probably not in one 's best interest. Explaining what causes the state, dis
cussing the new techniques to heal trauma and how to live with more 
self- love as an alternative usually causes the people to decide to end the 
state. Simply desiring the aspec ts of oneself that have been turned off is 
usually sufficient to end these shutdown states. 

We indicate this class of states on Perry diagrams by omitting the circle 
th at re presents the shutoffbrain. W e add the first letter of the name with a 
bar over it to indicate the brain consciousness is shut off or not present. 

'Mind Shutdown' State 
The state thar occurs when the mind (cortex) shuts clown has no par

ticular name thar I'm aware of, but it presents a very sed uc tive ye t prob
lem-filled situation. The persan experiences a sense of peace, calmness, 
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fee lings of simple joy in living and doing everyday tasks and connec tian ta 
spiritual writings thar is very profound. This occurs because internai con
fliers the persan experiences due ta the independent actions of the mind 
cease. However, the abilities thar the mind specializes in, short-term 
memory, mathematical abiliry, and the ability ta form judgments (such as 
choosing between similar items in a store, or making a menu choice) are 
also suspended or greatly impaired. This internallobotamy presents a real 
dilemma, as the individual wants the state ta continue, but finds himself 
unable ta work at most jobs. I've seen people stay this way for as long as a 
year. 

Example: 
While experimenting with this state, l went ta the local K-Mart ta 
buy a cheap day pack. As the re were about a dozen choices, l fou nd 
myself unable ta choose between them no matter how hard l tried. 
l stood there sa long struggling ta choose that the store detective 
came over to find out ifl was some sort of criminal. l had the same 
trouble making choices at restaurants , so much so that l wouldn't 
go to one while still in the state. l came out of this state with the to
tal appreciation of my ability to make judgments, in contrast to the 
new-age belief that judgments are a bad thing. 

'Mind-Hean Shutdown' State 
When we turn off bath the mind and the heart, we are left with as tate 

the Sufis call the 'Pearl Beyond Priee'. This odd state is similar ta the 'Ha l
law' state thar results when the mind, heart and body are fused, in that we 
experience ourselves as if our fl esh were made of air. In addition , we no 
longer feellike we have an edge or skin ta our body- our awareness has no 
boundary at the skin. This lack ofboundary is not due directly ta the shut
dovvn brains, bu t rather ta another state thar is triggered by the shutdown. 
It can also occur independently, as described in Volume 2. 

However, unlike the 'Hollow', in this state our lower belly feels as if ir 
\Vere full, a bit like we'd eaten a large meal or were pregnant. We also !ose 
the abilities of the heart and mind, such as being able to fee! emotions, be 
emotionally aware of others, think analytically, and so on. Spiritual prac
tice accompanied by feelings of dying and trying ta escape our lives can 
trigger this state. 

Example: 
While l was experimenting with this state, l found even the expe
rience of washing dishes was extremely pleasurable. However, l 
wondered if l had entered some profound spiritual state, as my 
body had no boundaries at the skin. My entire body felt like it was 
made of air, not flesh . lt wasn't till quite a while later l realized 
what l'cl clone, and that the boundaryless body state was a separate 
phenomenon. When l spoke to spiritual teachers aboutit, few rec-
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ognized it and fewer knew enough aboutit to realize I was in a dys
functional state- instead, they assumed 1 had made a 
breakthrough into a 'higher' state. 

'Samadhi' (Heart-Body Shutdown) State 
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When both the heart and the body consciousnesses turn themselves 
off, the state called Samadhi in the Zen Buddhist tradition occurs. One 
expenences a sense of peace and timelessness that is beyond anything pos
stble to expenence m normal consciousness. One finds oneself almost 
never breathing, probably because the need for oxygen metabolism ta sup
~ort t~e chemteally-based thinking processes of the two shutdown brains 
~~ elumnated. Unlike the Mind Shutdown state, the individual can con
tmue ta work at most jobs, and in fact the memory and IQ are extremely 
enhanced. (One odd problem with this state is the ability ta recall what we 
hear, such as music or conversation, so clearly it cannat be distinouished 
from the real thing. We can go into astate of continuous playba"'ck, but 
turnmg the playback off.can be difficult.) Unfortunately, the ability ta fee! 
emotiOns, ~r connect wtth people other than intellectually is eliminated. 
Once. m thts state, the persan can re main in it indefini tel y. The desire ta 
exper~ence feelings again will turn the heart brain back on, and the body 
consctousness saon turns on spontaneously afterwards. 

Example: 

l wen.t in~o this stat.e pl~ying an album by Sofia on my way to my 
teachmg JOb at a umverstty. There was a textbook in advanced en
gineering that l'cl had great difficulty in understandino and had 
quit at the fifth or sixth page. ln the state, l found my IQ,so greatly 
enhanced and my memory so nearly perfect that I could now read 
and understand the text at about the same speed as readino a 
novel. 1 also experienced that every moment in time was infinit~ly 
long, and that ~ had 1:10re than ~nough time to do everything that 1 
wanted to do, mcludmg spend ttme at the local cafe. This latter ef
fect ~a: quite puzzling tome, as l'cl always before been pushed to 
the lumt to get my !essons ready and homework graded in time. I 
also had almost no need to breathe-at rest, ten or fifteen minutes 
ben.veen slight chest breaths was typical. 

'Hearc Shutdown' State 

When just the heart brain is shut clown, the persan !oses the ability ta 
expenence other people as people. Instead, they fee! just like abjects, such 
as rocks. The expenence ofbemg able ta relate ra people as similar to one
self ts gone. This state might be responsible for the existence of 
soctopathtc personalities. One can imagine that if the heart were shut off 
at an early enough age, the persan would not develop the socializations 
that would make them interact appropriately vvith other people. 
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Example: 
I found this state very comfortable to be in, but intellectually it was 
disturbing, because other people had no importance tome, nor did 
I care about or have any empathy towards them. l experienced 
others as if they were just robots, not human beings. lt made me 
wonder if this was how a reptile, without the mammalian brain, 
experienced life. l could see how such a !izard would have no trou
ble eating its offspring, because the capacity to experience others' 
feelings, pain, or suffering as similar to one's own no longer ex
isted. Empathy and connection were completely absent. 

Triune Brain Peak States 

In this section we look at the tri une brain peak states. The states listed be
law have very different experiential characteristics. These different char
ac teristics arise from the very different ways individual brains 
self-awarenesses can merge together. We illustrate this underlying dy
namic with Perry diagrams, showing the range of brain merging that corre
sponds to the presence to some degree of the state charac teristics. 

These critically important peak states are generally not recognized as 
states at ali , but can sometimes be found described in books on spiritual 
emeroencies under the classification of unitive consciousness. These fu
sion s~ates are intrinsically positive and in themselves do not crea te a spiri
tual emergency. H owever, individuals who have !os t states sometimes 
contact the spiritual emergence network expressing confusion , grief and 
despair as they search for some way to regain what they've !ost. 

A li the states below that include mind-heart fusion confer the 'invul
nerability' that I spoke about in Chapter 1. This is because the persa n 
stays in the present, and past traumas don't have any emotional effect on 
them. lt 's quite possible that Underlying H appiness (heart-body fused) 
state also confers 'invulnerability' in a different \vay, but as of this writing 
we haven 't verified this. 

Althouah technically ali triune brain states that are less than the total, 
perfect fusion of ali brain awarenesses should be called 'sub-states', for 
brevity we decided to drop the 'sub-' part of the label. 

It turns out that the brains tend w merge themselves in certain pat
terns. Many of the possible brain awareness merging arrangements occur 
less frequently. When moving between states, the brains tend to follow 
certain merging choices. The reason for this is based on the sequence of 
events in the coalescence described in Chapter 6. Thus, in our Perry dia
orams we aenerally omit states where the two sub-brains, the solar plexus 
: nd the Buddha, are not fused into their respective primary body and 
heart brains. This is because in average consciousness or better, they are 
aenerally meraed toaether and for ali intents and purposes only the com
~osite mind, l~eart, =nd body consciousnesses need to be specified. 
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The 'Inner Peace' State 
This state resu lts when the mind and the heart fuse together, with the 

body consciousness remaining separate. lt is characterized by an unmis
takable, distinct underlying fee ling of peace even when experiencing 
other feelings , hence the name of the state. Even more importantly from a 
therapist 's point of view, the state brings the persan emotionally into the 
present. This means that when the persan thinks about a trauma in the 
past, it has no emotional content at al! for them. People exhibit reac tivity 
in proportion to the present circumstances, rather than being 'triggered' 
from past trauma. ote that it is fusion of the mind and heart that gives 
this characteristic that the past has no emotional content- any triune 
brain state that includes this mind and heart fusion also exhibits this char
ac teristic. Partial merging on! y redu ces the leve! of past emotional trauma 
content. 

We es timate 8% of the general population has this state or a be tter 
combination state called the "Beau ty Way" . Another 14% have experi
enced it enough to recognize it. 

The Inner Peace state is a very important state for psychology, because 
of its effect of turning off ali past emotional traumas. Since these mostly 
forgotten traumas drive most of the problems that people experience in 
daily !ife, having this state is a huge beneficiai change. One way oflooking 
at it, from everyday experience, is that we !ose our 'triggers', that would 
normal! y se t us off. Our reactions to events are now proportional to what's 
really happening in the present. Because this state has such an impact, 
and is relatively easy to acquire , we devote an entire chapter (Chapter 9) 
to this state and how to acquire it easily. 

Like the Beauty Way state described in the next section, we suspect 
that people in the Inner Peace state do not dream and also have their 
mind become silent , without any internai 'mind chatter'. However, as of 
this writing we haven 't ve rified this assumption. 

0 H/M/8u 

0 8/S 

(a) 0 8/S 

(b) 

Figure 5.5: lnner Peace state Perry diagrams. Note the range of brain 
fusion from (a) to (b). We show the body and solar plexus fused as 
this is the way it is typically in our clients. 
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The 'Underlying Happiness' Stace 
This state results when the body and heart consciousnesses merge. ln 

men, it is experienced as a feeling of happiness underlying everything they 
experience, no matter what it is. This is true for women also, but t~ey have 
a much stronoer feelino of love with it. Thus, the spectrum of feelmgs, !tke 
sadness or an~er, still ;ccur, but with a feeling ofhappiness still present si
multaneously to one degree or another. This brain state (or better) ts espe
cially useful for manifes ting in the world. 

We estimate 9% of the general population has this state, and another 
12% have had it enough to recognize it. 

Example: . 
After doing sorne healing on feelings of abandonment and loneh
ness one evening, l became filled with extreme happiness. lt was 
so intense that l cried actual te ars of happiness most of the night, 
an expression that up to then l thought to just be .figurati,~e. This 
state lasted for months. During it, l felt an underlymg happmess at 
the same time as I felt any other emotion, positive or negative. l 
could now tell that happiness was not an emotion in the way that 
l'cl always thought it to be, but rather the sensation was a byprod
uct of an interna! change in the connection between my triune 
brains. 

0 8 Bu 
M/Bu 

M 

0 H/B/S 

§ H 
(a) s 

B 

(b) 

Figllre 5.6: The Underlying Happiness state. Note that the state 
ranges from case (a) to case (b). As of this writing, we don't know if a 
fully separated mind and Buddha would have any effect on the state. 

The 'Big Sky' State 
We believe this state is caused by the mind and body merging withou t 

the heart althouoh we' re not totally sure yet that this is the true underly
ing cause: The w~rld feels buge, the sky and, the land ,gigantic. This sensa
tion results from being able to fee! a kmd of pressure sensation from near 
and far abjects, adding another dimension to sensory awareness. 

We don't know the frequency of occurrence. 
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The 'Communicating Brains' State 
ln this state, each of the brains awarenesses are touching each other. 

The brains can communicate back and forth on whatever issue is present. 
This does not mean they are in agreement, just that they can share their 
viewpoints and desires. Communication is not clone verbally. The brains 
still interact like a dysfunctional family. There is a feeling of being bal
anced, a sensation of evenness, with no internai irritation . 

We estimate about 12% of the general population has this state, and 
another 23% have experienced it enough to recognize it. 

Bu 

§ M/Bu M 

H H 

B/S s 

(a) B 

(b) 

Figure S.ï: The Communicating Brains state. Although l've shawn a 
range of merging from (a) to (b), we've never seen anything other 
than small variations on case (a) in practice. 

The 'Deep Peace ' State 

This state is characterized by a deeper peaceful feeling than in the 
Beauty Way. lt feels like the physical heart is lower in the body, and one 
feels more lightweight . Y ou don't qu ite fee! effortless in everything you do, 
but it isn 't nearly as effortful as average consciousness. The brains are 
aware of each other, can communicate directly, and you are aware of each 
simultaneously. Brains still tend to have some interactions like a dysfunc
tional family, but greatly reduced. This is an intermediate state that we 
don't specifically target for our techniques-they aim for a lesser or better 
triune brain states. 

In this state , ali the brain awarenesses range from fully to partially 
merged, represented by the circles in the Perry diagram superimposed on 
top of each other. However, the brains themselves haven't gone the full 
distance into full fusion. This state is a more merged version of the Com
municating Brains state. The point at which one changes to the other is 
somewhat arb itrarily chosen to be at 50% merged or be tter. The solar 
plexus and Buddha are fused with their respective body and mind brains. 

We have no es tima te of its occurrence in the general population at this 
time. 
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0 8/S,H,M/8 u 

(a) 
(b) 

Peak Sac es of Consciousness 

M/8u 
H 
8 /S 

Figure 5.8: Deep Peace state Perry Diagram. The state ranges from 
(a), typical for this state, to (b) which has a reduced leve! of the state 
characteristics. 

The "Hollow' State 
This state results from a merging and fusion of the minci, heart, and 

body. Experientially, the body feels like it's made of air, without muscle, 
bane, or flesh. Movement and most activities fee! effortless . The classical 
Zen phrase of being like a 'hollow bamboo' fits this, although Westerners 
who abruptly move into it describe it like being an empty tin can. Emo
tions seem more like thoughts, no longer a visceral experience. All parts of 
the body fee! 'continuous', as described by people in the state. At a certain 
leve! of consciousness, you can see the brain awarenesses merged into a 
large oblong or spherical white area from the belly to the lower chest. 

Estimated frequency is 7% of the population, with another 12% having 
experienced it enough to recognize it. 

0 8 /S/ H/M/8 u 

Figure 5.9: The Hollow state Perry diagram. Unlike many of the states, 
the full characteristics of this state don't appear until all the brain 
awarenesses fuse. 

The 'Wholeness' State 
Anyone who abruptly enters this state describes it with the same word, 

'wholeness'. Listening to music becomes an almost ecstatic experience. 
The state gives one a feeling of being totally al ive, and glad to be al ive. lt 
makes !ife much more vivid. lt 's caused by merging during the death expe
riences of the placenta! consciousness with the baby at birth, and the 
sperm tail consciousness during conception. As good as the Hollow state 
is, that state feels incomplete and unsatisfying in comparison to the 
Wholeness state. The state also appears central to some approaches to 
radical physical healing. 

At this time, we're classifying Wholeness as a triune brain state be
cause it involves the self-awareness of the placenta and its merging with 
the baby's triune brain system during birth, even though the placenta ac
tually dies at birth. lt looks like you can ge t the feeling of wholeness with
ou t having the other brains merged, but the experience of wholeness is 
strong as possible with the other brains fused. We don't know what a sepa-
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rated or unfused solar plexus and Buddha do to the state characteristics, 
so for now l've arbitrarily restricted the Perry diagram's range for the state 
in Figure 5.10. 

This state is indicated on the Perry diagram with a /P to indicate a fully 
healed placenta! brain death trauma- in other words, complete fusion of 
the dying awareness to the fetus at birth. The circle for the placenta is 
omitted in the other state drawings because we assume the Perry diagrams 
are for people after birth-the placenta has a self-awareness light in the 
Inn er Brightness state before birth only. T o indic a te the strength of the 
state, we type in a percentage for the completeness of the merging of the 
placenta! brain to the fetus during its death. However, for simplicity we 
typically draw in circles for the placenta! brain to make it easy to graphi
cally shm.v the client's degree of placenta! merging. T o a void confusion, 
we draw the circles to the left of the normal ones . (If in the future we de
termine that the sperm tai! brain contributes to the state, we'll include it 
with a 'T' symbol.) 

Estimated frequency of occurrence has not ye t been determined. 

0 B/S/H/M/Bu/P 0 M/Bu/P 0 M/Bu ,P CID M/Bu,P 

(a) 0 H/P 0 H,P CID H,P 

0 B/S/P 0 B/S,P CID B/S,P 
(b) (P=x%) 

(c) 
(d) 

Fig11re 5.10: Wholeness state Perry diagram. Note that normally we 
don't include a circle for the placenta in Perry diagrams as its aware
ness is gone after birth. The state ranges from (a) to (c). Drawings (c) 
and (d) are equivalent. 

Synergist ic States lnvo lving a Triu ne Brai n State 

Generally, other non-triune brain peak states of consciousness can be 
thought of as discrete packages whose specifie qualities add to those of 
whatever triune brain state the persan has. One might think of it like 
owning a bag of marbles, with each marble being astate. We generally de
scribe these states as just an accumulated list of component states, for ex
ample the "Hollow, Brain Light states." If it has a well -known name, we 
substitute it for the list . ln this case, we cal! the new, single name a 'combi
nation' state. However, some states combine synergistically-they have 
characteristics that differ from the individual component states. If the 
combination state has a new, synergistic dominant characteristic , we use 
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thar feature for the state name. We call this a 'synergistic' state to differen
tiate it from a combina rion state. An important example of this synergism 
can be found in the 'Beauty Way' state. 

The 'Beauty Way' (A liveness) Synergistic State 
The 'Beauty Way' state is a combination of the Inner Peace state with a 

limited connection to the Creator (Creator states are cove red in Volume 
2). This causes an interna!, unconscious decision to choose continuously 
positive perceptions. 

This combination of states has synergism between its component 
states that creates experiential charac teristics that do not exist in any of 
its components. There are two major new synergistic characteristics: a 
perception of beauty in everything in the physical world, even garbage; 
and a feeling of 'aliveness' in oneself and in the surrounding world . 

We chose to call the state 'The Beauty Way' because of its long tradi
tional place in the Native American culture and language. Clearly, the 
characteristic sense of beauty that occurs is emphasized in this label. How
ever, if we were to name this synergistic state from scratch, we would prob
ably choose to call it the 'Aliveness' state bec a use this characteristic is so 
pronounced. In fact, Harville Hendrix does call this state 'aliveness' in his 
book, Keeping the Love you Find. Eckhart T olle in his book The Power of 
Now does a wonderful job of describing this and other characteristics of 
the state , although he doesn't cal! it by either of these names. 

Besicles the hu ge impact of making al! past emotional trauma disappear 
from its Inner Peace sta te component, there are severa! other effects thar 
this state produces that deserve special mention. First of al! , a persan in 
this state does not dream, or at !east does not dream in the way we think of 
the tenn. They experience brief times in sleep when the events of the day 
are relived, apparently so that the memories can be sorted and filed appro
priately. Dreams as are experienced by most people no longer occur. Why 
is this? Because dreams are actually an artifact of the dysfunctional normal 
consciousness. The 'thought' processes of the heart brain and the mind 
brain during sleep feed into each other, and they create a dream 'story' to 
fit, based on the many past traumas they've experienced . When the mind 
and heart fuse, there is no longer this type of miscommunication, since 
they' re already one organism. Occasionally, there will be a dream-like ex
perience, but it will have a numinous quality because it's not a dream in 
the normal sense, but a communication from the planetary consciousness 
Gaia. (Gaia consciousness is covered in Volume 2.) 

Another defining characteristic of this state (as weil as with more com
plete brain fusion states) is the silence of the mind that occurs in it. 
Subvocalization can still be present, but the annoying mind chatter that is 
particularly noticeable during meditation is complerely gone. The reason 
for this is covered in depth in Volume 3, as it has a major influence in sev
era! kinds of mental illness . 
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The state also gives a persan the characteristic 'invulnerability' found 
in some children in 'at risk' situations because the mind-heart fusion. As 
we've said in the previous section, this fusion keeps a persan in the present 
moment withou t past emotional trauma affec ting them. 

We estimate that bath the Inner Peace state and the Beauty Way state 
together occur in about 8% of the general population, with an additional 
14% able to recognize it from previous peak experiences. 

Quick Reference List: The Beauty Way Synergistic State 
• Calm, peacefulness, and physical sense of lightness. 
• Past seems not traumatic- memories are without emotions. 
• Feel totally alive, and everything around you feels alive tao. 
• Everything has a sort of beauty, even garbage. 
• Spiritual truths are obvious. 
• No dreaming. 
• No underlying sense of fear . 
• Live entirely in the present. 
• No tension- like on summer vacation as a kid. 
• Bird sounds are more vivid. 
• Don't take on other people's emotional distress. 
• Don't obey 'experts' automatically by giving up your own knowing. 
• Can do many shamanic sorts of things with training. 
• Silent mind, i.e. , no inner charter or voices or background murmur. 

Key Points 

• In a peak state, one experiences particular fe elings and sensations 
that cannat be experienced withou t the state. The state causes the 
feelings. Happiness, peace, wholeness and alive ness are caused by 
tri une brain peak states . Their degree depends on how much of the 
sta te a persan bas. 

• The body consciousness acts in ways that it learned from assoc iating 
sensations toge ther, not through judgment. Its actions are often im
possible to understand from a rational perspective because the 
linked sensations are generally not rationally connected. 

• The body brain is the primary brain, and its influence generally dom
inates issues involving peak states and peak experiences . 

• The associations that the body consciousness makes during trauma 
involving in utero developmental events explain why those events 
are important to blocking peak states la ter on in !ife. The wonderful 
sensations of moving towards peak states or experiences generally 
restimulate these old developmental event trauma responses, caus
ing a black to any further movement into the state. 
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• The category of peak states we consider most important for well~be 
ino involves triune brain fusion states, that is, the internai umftca-

"' tion of the mind, heart, and body. 
• A varie ty of states exists depending on the degree and particular 

brain awarenesses that fuse together. In add ition, combina tion 
states exist that build on these brain fusion states. 

• T o give a graphical method to illustra te the type and degree of the 
triune brain states, we use Perry diagrams, which allow easy v1sual 
identification, and have the added bonus that they can be seen di
rectly by people who have the appropriate peak state. 

• The Sub-average state is primarily caused by a separation of the solar 
plexus brain from the body brain. If true, this implies techniques to 
reunite these brains could have tremendous usefulness for all kinds 
of client populations. 
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Introduction 

Chapter 6 

Developmental Events for 
Tri une Brain Fus ion States 

In this chapter, we apply the peak states developmental events madel to 
triune brain states of consciousness. We start by introducing the stunning 
empirical observation, from trauma work, that the triune brains deve lop 
from self-aware organelle structures. These structures and their traumatic 
interactions explain much of the dynamics of triune brain separation 
states. T hese extremely important , typically traumatic deve lopmental 
events are unknown to the field of prenatal psychology. We then move 
later in time to more familiar developmental events, such as conception , 
implantation, gesta tion, and birth for other critical triune brain develop
mental events. 

Chapter 8 applies this information in a detailed, step-by-step proce
dure for acquiring relatively permanent triune brain states. Appendix B 
gives a time-line summary of these developmental events. 

Interestingly, 16th century illustrations of the stages of alchemy turn 
out to be describing these key developmental events. We give some exam
ples in this chapter. 

States in this chapter: 
• Inner Peace 
• Beauty Way 
• Hollow 
• Wholeness 
• Inner Gold 

Grant' s Story 
Finding the Developmental Events 

I had first realized that there was a triune nature to the brain in the 
early '80s when I encountered in utero trauma where the triune 
brains first split apart. Up to that time, I had not realized that 
states I was looking for were based on the multibrain's degree of 
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fusion. Concurrently, l was also learning just how critically impor
tant remembered or forgotten trauma was to people's pres
ent-rime problems. l basically started to develop the 
Whole-Hearted Healing process to heal myself, once l realized 
how much l had to heal! From these experiences, it was a small 
step for me to hypothesize that trauma was the black to triune 
brain states, especially traumas that had their origins in pre-birth 
events. 

A few years later, l had acquired an lnner Brightness state where 
my body was filled with light. The state allowed me to access my 
pre-birth memories at will. However, knowing where to look was a 
problem. To my surprise, l abruptly lost the state a year later. To 
continue the exploration, l bad to try to find people who were in 
states of consciousness good enough for me to use them like labo
ratory instruments. This was a very difficult problem-l could not 
demonstrate or prove anything l was saying about peak states, as 
l' d lost my own; anyone with the required leve! of ability already 
felt so good that they had no interest in doing anything painful, 
which the exploratory work required; and my ideas were in con
flict with virtually everyone's beliefs about spirituality or shaman
ism. l couldn't find anyone to help, so over the course of time l 
finished developing the Whole-Hearted Healing process, and 
started to teach it. My real passion, peak states, was lagging be
hind. 

Another couple of years passed. l was extremely fortunate to meet 
Kate Sorensen of Trauma Relief Services, who was setting up the 
first conferences to explore the new power therapies. She became 
a friend, sharing my passion for understanding peak states (her 
story is in Chapter 13). Because she bad the lnner Brightness 
state, and her own insights into the problem, we collaborated in 
the research, sharing the excitement of discovery. She became 
"guinea pig number one" as Wes would put it. After she became 
comfortable with being aware of the tri une nature of her brain, she 
quickly realized that the brains were constantly in conflict with 
each other. We spent a great deal of time looking at the reasons 
why ber brains were unwilling to merge together. We would get 
temporary success in unifying one or more, but it was always short 
lived. Even with her excellent inner awareness and motivation, we 
couldn't see any way to improve on this process. And we couldn't 
see why, no matter what we did, something would al ways come up 
and cause her brains to split apart again. This approach was like 
doing basic family therapy on the conscious triune brains, but it 
didn't appear that this approach would result in a permanent peak 
state, or be very useful to the vast majority of people. 

With this experience and my intuition that trauma was a critical 
part of the puzzle, l formulated the hypothesis that developmental 
events were key to permanent peak states- but 1 didn't have any 
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proof. On top of that, at the time l couldn't figure out why people 
would lose these states at birth, which made my hypothesis even 
more suspect. During this period, Kate and l made a number of 
other breakthroughs in related areas, but eventually, to my disap
pointment, her life led her in a different direction. 

l then met Wes Gietz, who was offering workshops in outdoor sur
vival and native spirituality based on the work of Tom Brown, Jr. 
and his own native teachers in Ontario. Together, we were able to 
really look at the contrast between the paradigm l was developing 
and the traditional shamanic one- trying to understand why they 
were in such conflict. This was one of the most fun periods of my 
life, as he was a willing tool in the work, as weil as sharp as a tack 
and able to understand the concepts and contribute. Even better 
from my perspective, Wes lived in the Beauty Way and lnner 
Brightness states most of the time, and so could examine pre-birth 
events at will. 

T o back up a bit, l had originally entered the Beauty Way state 
when l was 11 months old, during a near-death experience due to a 
blow to my head. During that experience, my heart consciousness 
realized it could 'reach up' and pull the minci consciousness into ir
self. And it did. Suddenly, l was in the Beauty Way. From then un
till was 29, l had this state relatively continuously, except when l 
felt the disapproval of my mother. When her disapproval would 
stop, l'cl pop back into my state. 

We used Wes's abilities to try and find the origin of the Beauty 
Way state. We were also able to find the origin of his entry into 
the Beauty Way. Like my own, it happened in early childhood. He 
recalled looking at a bright white light on the Christmas tree. This 
triggered something inside himself, and his heart consciousness 
reached up and pulled the minci consciousness into itself. This put 
him into the Beauty Way state. His state wasn't as stable as mine 
had been, but he fou nd that if he spent regular time in nature, it 
would return and last for a while. His experience and mine shared 
some common characteristics, and it wasn't long before we real
ized that what we were doing to enter the state had its analog in an 
early developmental event-that of conception. This was an in
credible moment, when we saw the implications of what we'd 
found. We started looking for more of the developmental events 
to see what would occur. We made more breakthroughs, but soon 
afterwards he needed to back off from the pain he was experienc
ing from the work, to my regret. We had made a wonderful team, 
and had tremendous fun too. 

l turned my hopes onto Dr. Deola Perry, whom l'cl met previously 
at a Meridian Therapy conference. She was willing to continue the 
exploration, and became my next major investigative 
tool- "guinea pig number 3", as it were. l moved to her good 
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friend Dr. Marie Green's porch, and the three of us really started 
to work. Dr. Perry made severa! major breakthroughs, using the 
mode! we were developing. One of those breakthroughs was in 
finding the existence of the precellular traumas, and the specifie 
one that was key to the Hollow state. This seven month period 
with Deola and Marie was probably the most creative and amazing 
time of my life, as we made breakthrough after breakthrough." 

The Cellular (Organelle) Triune Brain Structure 

Ask yourself, why would the triune brains even have the ability to split 
apart ? What possible evolutionary advantage could there be in having less 
than a peak state of consciousness? C learly, there isn 't one . So what else 
could it be? We thought for a time that it must be some sort of evolution
ary problem, a holdover from our deve lopment from reptiles. Although 
there is some truth to this, the solution to this question wasn 't something 
thar we could have deduced from current information on human biology. 
The key turned out to involve phenomena that, as far as I know, is un
known in the field of prena tal psychology. This area is that of 
'multicellular', 'cellular', and 'precellular' developmental events applied 
to the multibrain system. 

Some of the assumptions we have in our culture tu rn out to be mislead
ing. First , when we speak about the triune brains, we ali automatically as
sume that we're talking about groups of cells located in the brain of the 
ferus, rhat later develop into the familiar body, heart , and mind brains. 
This mode! would tend to have us assume that at some early stage of de
velopment, there was not a triune brain structu re . (For the sake of sim
plicity, I'm using the phrase triune to include the other two brains, the 
solar plexus brain and the Buddha brain. The 'quintuple' brain label, al
beit more accurate, doesn' t fit common usage.) After ali , at some point we 
were just a single fertilized cell , with no brain matter at ail. With this 
mode!, as we were taught in grade school, we might assume that there was 
originally just some sort of a DNA programmed sequence of events in the 
fertilized egg that recapitulated evolution. The unaware, primitive brain 
would slowly grow in complexity, from fish to !izard to mammal to primate 
as ges tation continued. With this mode!, we would then look at early ges
tation for events that caused the developing multibrain sys tem to frag
ment apart . As likely as this sounds, this idea is incorrect. 

Instead, as \Ve go back in time to early ges tation, we see thar the 
multicellular structures that become the triune brain are already present 
from the beginning. The evolutionarily 'newer' brain structures do not de
velop from the older reptilian brain. Instead , the cells that later form the 
different brains are separate from each other, as illustrated in Dr. 
MacLean 's The Triune Bra in in Evolution and shown in Chapter 5. Instead 
of the fetal development repeating evolution, it is symbiosis of very differ
ent structures which develop simultaneously. 
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In fact, the origin of these brain structures is not in early cell differenti
ation. Instead , we find by doing regression or using a peak state that allows 
us to recall this period at will , that the structures that develop into the tri
une brains are present in the single-celled organism as integral, function
ing parts of the cell ! T hese subcellular structures, called organelles in 
biology, are also self-aware and very similar in consciousness and purpose 
to what they become later in the multicelled fetus and adult. When re
gressed to trauma during this period, a client is aware that he still has a 
body, heart, and mind consciousness even in the single-celled zygote. 
( o te that these physical traumas typically cause a temporary splitting of 
the subcellular tri une brains, which is why one can even become aware of 
the multiple awarenesses during this period). The mind still 'thinks', the 
heart still 'feels', and the body still has the 'felt sense' (using Gendlin's de
scription of the ges talt sensation of the body consciousness's thought pro
cess) . 

Continuing even earlier, the self-aware tri une 'brain' subcellular struc
ture is also repeated in the sperm and the egg. Each of these single cells 
also has the six-brain structure inside itself (the sixth being the sperm tai! 
or egg placenta brains respectively). These 'brains' are active in the sin
gle-cell experience just as they are active, in a more complex way, in the 
adult human. I want to emphas ize that during regression, the client expe
riences these cellular-leve! brains as being as active and aware as they are 
in the client's present, just not as experienced and knowledgeable as they 
late r become. They can get just as angry or puzzled or afraid as their more 
complex counterparts can in the adult. 

Definition- Multicellular (in utero) developmental 
events 

This phrase is just another way to describe any developmental event 
that includes the actions of the multiple-celled zygote and fetus. Thus, 
events or stages that occur after the first ce li division fall into this cate
gory, although experientially the consciousness of the organism feels 
pretty much the same before and after- the transition from organelle 
brain awareness to multiple cell brain avvareness occurs almost unno
ticeably, although it starts to happen during the initial cell divisions. 
This period ends shortly after birth, although key experiences still oc
cur shortly after the baby is delive red. 
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that the other preceliular brains are, before coalescence. Thus, giving 
them the label of' sub-brains' to the body and mind respectively is mislead
ing. They are fuliy independent brains in their own right. However, they 
act like sub-brains to the body and minci brains, preferentialiy merging 
with their partners independently of whatever else is happening in the tri
une brain sys tem. This occurs because their self-awarenesses mimic the 
very first step of phys ical coalescence, when these paired preceliular brains 
immediately joined toge ther before any other precellular brain bonding 
occurred. 

It is at this sequence of events we cali coalescence that the core blac ks 
to tri une brain fusion occur, as weli as problems involving the fusion of the 
chakras and the ir attachment to the meridians (covered in Chapter 7) . 
This developmental stage of combining the different self-aware 
preceliular 'brains' is generaliy not clone correctly, and this separation is 
re-evoked during the birth (or even earlier) and locked into place. In the 
case of the egg, ali this occurs while your mother is still in her mother's 
womb. A similar assembly of the brains occurs in the preceliular develop
mental stage of the sperm, although it 's only about eight vveeks before 
conception. 

Example: 
The coalescence event is occasionally mentioned in the literature. 
For example, Alan Watts in 1962 wrote about it in a session: "l 
trace myself through the labyrinth of my brain, through the innu
merable turns by which l have ringed myself off and, by perpetuai 
circling, obliterated the original trail whereby l entered this forest. 
( ... ) Down and back through ever-narrowing tubes to the point 
where the passage itself is the traveler- a thin string of molecules 
going through the trial and error of getting itself into the right or
der to be a unit of organic life. " (As quoted by Grof in The Adven
ture of Self-Discovel)', p. 100.) 

Figure 6. 1 shows the sequence of events that are critical to brain fusion 
in a schema tic form. Note thar fus ion of ali of the 12 preceliular brains re
quires five separate events to occur withou t trauma for bath the egg and 
the sperm, for a total of 10 events du ring the ir coalescence. Ad ding this to 
severa! required developmental events later on makes it quite surprising 
thar even 7% of the general public has the five brains fused fo r the Holiow 
state! As I've said, these physical bondings among the precellular brains 
are later mimicked by the multiceliular brain awarenesses as preferential 
triune brain peak states. Diffe rent ones tend ta occur depending on 
whether the events occurred with or without trauma. 

If you continue even earlier in ti me, your split brain awarenesses can be 
foliowed backwards intime ta individual matrixes thar fee! eternal, where 
they are fi rs t created . This is covered in Volume 2. 
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Figure 6. 1: Key tri une brain developmental events 

Definition - Precellular brains 
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These are physicaliy separate self-aware structures. They late r com
bine ta form a single-celied organism. They are the structures thar the 
organelle brains develop from. 

Experientialiy, clients in regression can experience them identically 
ta the more familiar multicelied brains, although acting separately in 
an unfamiliar environment. However, the brains usualiy have a very 
different kind of consciousness, the Realm of the Shaman state (cov
ered in Volume 2). 
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These are physicaliy separate self-aware structures. They late r com
bine ta form a single-celied organism. They are the structures thar the 
organelle brains develop from. 

Experientialiy, clients in regression can experience them identically 
ta the more familiar multicelied brains, although acting separately in 
an unfamiliar environment. However, the brains usualiy have a very 
different kind of consciousness, the Realm of the Shaman state (cov
ered in Volume 2). 
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Definition- Precellular developmental events 

These developmental events occur before the conventionally de
scribed egg or sperm cel! is formed. Images from this period don 't look 
biological, as the scale is far smaller than we're used to seeing with mi
crophotographs. 

Although the dividing line between these developmental events or 
stages and the cellular ones is the end of coalescence, as clinicians we 
tend to refer ro later events thar do not ' look' biological to our clients 
as also being 'precellular' . (This common usage may turn out to be 
more than just convenience - ir is possible that there is some kind of 
major change from the coalesced organism to the more familiar cel! 
that is more than just a change in size. If so, we will probably change 
the precise definition to make the label 'precellular' ex tend ro this later 
point.) 

Definition- Precellular brain coalescence 

This is the developmental stage in the egg or the sperm where the bio
logical components thar will la rer develop into the tri une brains are as
sembled into one package . This is qu i te a bit earlier than the single cel! 
thar we' re familiar wirh. W e generally refer to this sequence of event as 
just 'coalescence ' for brevity. 

Conception and the Male and Female Parts of the 
Brain 

The next relevant tri une brain fusion developmental event (thar we know 
of) after coalescence is conception. W e stan by addressing a key issue in 
understanding how this event relates to triune brain states-the male and 
female aspects of people. 

Although we typically assume thar after conception we're either male 
or female, the tru this more complex. Experientially during regression , the 
sperm feels male, like a young version of the fa ther, while the egg feels fe 
male, like a young version of the mother. When full y healed, conception 
feels like a royal wedding. The sperm feels like a 'royal' king, and the egg 
feels like a 'royal' queen. When the sperm enters the egg, its tai! detaches, 
and its head splits open, allowing the chromosomes (they look like little 
wires moving around inside the egg) and its cellular brains to leak or squirt 
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out and merge with the egg's . Unfortunately, for most people there is 
trauma at this moment, and so to the sperm this feels like real, traumatic, 
awful death ! The five cell ular organelle brain structures from the egg and 
the fi ve cellular organelle brain structures from the sperm combine to 
fo rm the fi ve new structures thar develop into the fe rai brain. Although 
the egg and sperm cellular brains unite, they don 't quite become five uni
fied structures . In larer development, there is still a 'left' and a 'right' side 
to each of the brains, left over from this developmental event. 

Severa! meridian-based therapies (and therapies like EMDR) note the 
facr that there is a left and right integration problem in many people dur
ing sorne traumas. Conception is the event thar creates this, if it occurs 
with trauma as ir usually does. This is compounded by the first cel! division 
which splits us right clown the center ax is from right to lefr . It's due ro the 
fact rhat the right side (left halfb rain) of a persan remains identified wirh 
the 'male' sperm, and the left side (right halfb rain) identified with the 'fe
male' egg. In fact, you can see this with clients who nore thar rheir pain or 
tension is on one side of rheir body \Vith an abrupt edge at the center line 
of their bodies. If the problem is on the righr , it's an egg trauma, and if on 
the lefr , a sperm trauma (assuming ir isn 't due to being hurt on only one 
side of the body later on in !ife, of course!) 

Example : 
A male client had pain across his chest that just stopped along the 
midline of his body. Unless the client had a very odd injury, this 
means that the symptom came from just an egg (or just a sperm) 
trauma before conception. ln his case, it was a sperm trauma in
volving being hit in the 'chest' by the whipping tai! of another 
sperm while moving in the father's reproductive organs. 

Example: 
When dealing with people undergoing a sensation of feeling fran
tic during Kundalini awakening, there is a fast, albeit temporary, 
fix. Holding the head motionless, you have them make severa! in
finity signs with their outstretched hand while they watch their 
hand move from one side of the head to the other. Crossing the vi
suai field from one eye to the other in this way causes the left and 
right hemispheres of the brain to reunite, making the frantic feel
ing vanish. 

Interestingly, men typically tend to identify ;vith sperm memories and 
actions, while women tend to identify with egg memories and actions, 
even though we're composed of both sperm and egg. For example, men 
are drawn to team sports (mimicking the team actions of the sperm in go
ing ro the egg) and warfare (blocking other men's sperm from the egg). 
Women tend ro interac t wirh each orher in a way similar to how they 
communicated to orher eggs in the ovary, and so on. 
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H ave you ever wondered about the patterns men and women play ou t 
thar are so weil described by John Gray in the book Men are From Mars, 
Women are from Venus? W hen the man feels a lo t of intimacy, he pulls 
away. This is because the conception trauma with the man identifying 
himself as the spe rm is being activa ted, and he 'knows' that deeper inti
macy will result in his death ! H ealing this trauma has a profound effect on 
this behavior. 

There is ye t another way in which conception affects our internai ex
perience ofbeing male or female. Afte r conception , the heart brain tends 
to experience itself as fe male regardless of whether one is a male or female. 
Similarly, the mind brain tends to experience itself as male, again irrespec
tive of the person 's real sex. This crea tes problems that show up in therapy 
and in interpersonal dynamics. lt 's also central in understanding how con
ception relates to mind-heart fusion, covered in the next section. The rea
son why the brains have these sort of 'pre tend ' self-identities is beyond the 
scope of this book, but is covered in Volume 2. 

Conception is Critical for the lnner Peace and the 
Beauty Way States 

We can now turn our attention to the triune brain peak states thar are in
volved with conception. For simplicity, I ignore until a later section the 
sperm tai! brain death and the placenta! brain during conception. I also ig
nore changes not relevant to the tri une brain peak states, such as changes 
to the chakras (see Chapter 7), and the interac tion with the Creator (See 
Volume 2). 

H ow does the experience of the ten precellular brains merging d uring 
conception relate to peak states? After ali , in the previous chapter we said 
peak states were caused by a 'vertical' fusion of mind, heart , and body, not 
a 'lateral' fusion of sperm and egg mind to mind, heart to heart , and body 
to body. Like many things, the peak state mechanism is indirect. Healing 
conception fully causes more than half of our clients to acquire 
mind-heart fusion. H ealing just a certain part of conception gives those 
people the lnner Peace state (mind-heart fus ion), and healing ali the con
ception gives them the Beauty \Vay state (mind-heart fusion with a lim
ited connec rion to the Creator) . 

T o understand this, let's look again at my description of my entry into 
the Beauty W ay when I was 11 months old. I was hit on the side of my 
head so hard thar my skull was crushed in and I had a near-death experi
ence. At about thar moment, my heart realized it could 'reach up' and fuse 
with my mind in my head. And after a moment of indecision, it did so. I 
would stay fused in my daily !ife unless I fe lt disapproval from my mom 
(and la ter on from other women I was involved with) , upon which I would 
split apart . I would fuse again when the disapproval stopped. Wes also 
went into the Beauty Way for the first rime as a young boy while he was 
looking up at a bright C hristmas tree light . His heart reached up to his 
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head at thar moment and fused . Like me, he would leave the state for vari
ous lengths of time. 

. So, how did YJes and I ge t in to the Beauty Way? We were bath replay
mg the conceptiOn trauma moment. The heart brain was taking the part 
of the egg/mother, and the mmd brain was ta king the part of the sperm/fa
ther. (VolUI;1e 2 covers why the brains assume 'pre tend' self-identities.) 
Although tt s not weil known, during conception the egg chooses the 
sperm Lt wants to be fe rtil ized by. lt recognizes the correct sperm because 
to the egg's 'vision ', the correct sperm is brightly lit, and ali the others are 
clark. This memory was ac tiva ted in W es with the Christmas tree lioht act
ing likeothe l.it-up spe rm. :Vhen th~ sperm arrives at the egg, the eg~ opens 
a passa~e m Lts,ches t: and reaches out wtth wh at feels like arms to pull the 
sperm mto Lts heart reg10n. After birth, the heart brain acts like it is the 
~gg: and the mind brain acts like it is the sperm , with the heart brain 'pull
mg the mmd bram's awareness into itself. That 's one reason you can 't use 
your mmd togo into the Beauty Way-it's an action the heart takes not 
the mind. ' 

As l 've said, to the spe n~1 conception fee ls like it really dies. That 's why 
my own near-dea th exp~ne nce allowed my mind-heart merge to hap
pen-the sperm conception death sensa tion and my near-death experi
ence had abou t the same leve! of trauma, and allowed me to revisit that 
earlier trauma and make a new choice. However, I don 't recommend this 
method- I was very, very lucky to have changed the outcome. 

The most straightforward way to acquire mind-heart fusion is to heal 
the conception trauma. C hapter 9 describes the Inner Peace Process 
which gives a very simple and fast me thod to do just that. A bit over half of 
our psychotherapy clients gain the state when they use it, often perma
nently. However, what abou t the other half? This is an important area 
that we 're still researching, but here is what we know so far. There are a 
variety of possible reasons the other half don 't move into a triune brain 
peak state when they heal conception : 

• The most common cause is coalescence trauma, especially du ring 
the sperm and egg precellular heart and mind brain coalescence. 

• T o m~ surprise, another cause can be tension in the sol ar plexus 
area. I ve had success returning people back to the Beauty W ay state 
after they've !ost it by sim ply ge tting their solar plexus/diaphragm ro 
relax. l be!teve coalescence trauma is involved with this effect. The 
solar plexus brain facilitates the connections between ali the other 
precellular brains during coalescence. It is reasonable to suppose 
that trauma to thts bram can un-facilitate mind-heart connection. 

• Other blacks to mind-heart fusion also black other triune brain 
states: umbilical poisoning and birth canal trauma. T hey are cov
ered m secttons below. Note, however, that trauma in general has 
no effect on the tri une brain fusion states. Only traumas chat are asso
czated with underlying key developmental events have the potential to acti
vate the sphttmg process between the triune brains. 
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• Finally, there are orher blacks to peak states thar are covered in Vol
ume 3, which only indirectly depe nd on the developmental events 
trauma. 

Finally, why does healing the fu ll conception trauma give the Beauty 
Way, not just the Inner Peace state ? Briefly, during conception a 'bali of 
light' cames into the suddenly more complex organism. It's a piece of the 
Creator that you experience as being 'you' . Healing any trauma as this oc
curs gives a partial connec rion to the Creator. (This is covered in depth in 
Volume 2.) This in combination with the Inner Peace state of mind-heart 
fusion causes one to acquire the Beauty W ay. 

Example: 
Recently, there has been great interest in Eckhart Tolle's The 
Power of Now. He went through intense trauma before moving 
into being completely in the present. From our experience with cli
ents healing conception, the trauma he describes is almost cer
tainly conception trauma, although he doesn't label it as such. 
Assuming this is true, and it probably is, this illustrates how peo
ple explain their experiences from what they know as adults. Very 
few people recognize long-forgotten cellular and precellular 
trauma when the symptoms just erupt into their lives without 
preparation or training. After his trauma passed he moved into 
the Beauty Way state-which usually occurs when conception 
trauma is healed. 

Implantation is Critical for the Underlying Happiness 
State 

Recently we discovered thar we could put our volunteers into the Under
lying Happiness state by healing the implantation event. As \Vith the con
ception, the reason is not directly obvious. We're still investigating this, 
but as of this writing we think it again has to do with the identifica tions 
that the triune brains have with the mother and father. It appears thar to 
the body brain, the heart brain and the mother are experienced as being 
synonymous. Thus, heart-body fus ion and implantation of the zygote to 
the mother's womb wall are linked by a similar sensation to the body con
sciousness. Of course, trauma in implantation is then also linked to any at
tempt by the body brain to fuse with the heart . 

Example: 
Scott McGee describes implantation: "Implantation feels like 
home, at the moment it feels like nothing can knock you from the 
center. The heart is happy, and the body just wants to fee! that.lt 's 
the same 'happy' as results from the body-heart fusion." 
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ln Utero Umbilical Poisoning Can Cause Triune Brain 
Fragmentation 

In this type of trauma, the mother eats, breathes, oris injecred with some
rh ing that the fetus fi nds toxic, thar goes through the womb/placental bar
rie r and into the fetus. In an attempt to pull away from the poison ente ring 
the belly but ton, the mind in particular, and possibly the heart, pull away 
from the triune brain fusion awareness centered around the belly burton. 
Essentially, the entire organism is t rying to escape the pain in the umbili
cal area, and this ge ts translated into the brains pulling away from fusion 
in rhat area of the body. Recall thar the body brain 'associates' events to
oether, even though such an association makes no sense from a logical 
perspective. The body can make an association berween safety and with
drawal from the location of the pain near the fused triune brain center of 
awareness. At !eas t in my own case, the separation be tween the mind and 
the hearr-body brain awarenesses stayed after the toxin stopped coming. 

This brings up an apparent contradiction-we've said thar it 's only at 
birth that a ider trauma material ge ts activared. And in general this sta te
ment is true. Y et in the previous paragraph we note that the poisoning 
trauma can stay ac tiva ted in the fetus. There are three main reasons why 
this occurs. First, pre -birrh phys ical injury leaves a kind of damage to the 
phys ical body that is seen as a black, deficient emptiness, or 'hole ' where 
the injury occurred. This hole does not go away after the trauma ends, and 
causes the body consciousness difficulties aftenvards as it tries to work 
around it , or avoid it . Secondly, generational traumas exist which can't be 
ionored by the pre-birth body consciousness and interfere with develop
ment. Third, and probably most important to peak states are trauma-in
duced triune brain self-identities and identity projections. These factors 
ali continuously affect the pre-birth sperm, egg, and fetus. Although it 
might seem thar these factors don't have much of an impact, remember 
rhat as clinicians we see a very biased sample of pre-birth trauma- ali of 
our clients encountered trauma thar they could handle in some way and 
till survive . The others simply perished . 

The brain self-identities and projections deserve special mention. Af
re r the trauma that creates one of these ends, these identities and projec
tions remain. Because of this, if the trauma was a key fusion event, it will 
till interfere with brain fusion even in the womb. Similar feeling traumas 

' rack' or connect together and create similar se lf-identities which accu
mulate in a brain. Clients who are healing a fus ion trauma wi ll sometimes 
experience the identity and/or projection that the brain unconsciously 
holds as the trauma dissolves. Th us, healing connec red fusion trauma also 
causes these variations of self-identity to arise multiple times. That's why 
when we originally worked on merging the brains by coaxing them into 
!etting go of their separate se lf-ident ities and projections about the other 
brains, the change would only be temporat-y, usually ending by the next 
morning. Although this material of self-identities is of major importance 
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to a number of peak states, we just don't have the space to cover it in this 
volume. Iris covered in depth in Volume 2. 

Birth Trauma Can Cause Triune Brain Fragmentation 

Birth is the las t significant event in our lives thar has a direct bearing on 
triune brain fusion states. As I've briefly mentioned, two unique events 
during the birth activate developmental event traumas, causing a Joss of 
triune peak states. Volume 2 goes into this in detail. But there is another 
type of trauma during birrh that can contribuee to a person's fragmenta
tion of the triune brain system. ln the birth canal, we often find tha t the 
individual brains pull out of the fusion state. Apparently, it's a survival 
struggle, with each brain trying to deal with the intolerable conditions of 
birth on its own. For those of you who don't already know this, birth 
trauma not only in volves severe physical in ju ry but is coupled with oxygen 
starvation when the oxygen supply iseut to the fetus due to uterine con
tractions, and cha rd compression. Instead of each brain staying focused 
on the body consciousness for overall direction during this trauma, the 
brains turn their 'a ttention ' outward, away from the body brain. This 
'turning away' tends to remain there permanently. Like other, later trau
mas, this situation is probably set up by earlier tri une brain developmental 
events. 

Example : 
l discovered the existence of the Buddha brain while working on 
this particular trauma.! was in the birth canal, feeling my mother's 
emotions, when l suddenly perceived what seemed like a huge, 
massive, immovable statue ofBuddha over my head. As l watched 
in amazement, this massive statue picked itself up and moved from 
facing outward to facing inward. Afterwards, l felt like l was con
stantly feeling the same feelings l used to get while sitting meditat
ing in a Buddhist temple. This eventually faded away after a few 
months, as at the time l had absolutely no idea what l had clone, or 
what had occurred. l hadn't completely healed the birthing 
trauma, as at the time l didn't know that this was an expected out
come, and the remaining trauma reasserted itself. 

Example: 
Paula Courreau writes about her healing work on this issue: "l 
went straight from conception trauma, where the sperm had seen 
its own tail rising to blissful death and realized it could merge with 
it and rise with it ... to an episode of my birth. l'm stuck with my 
head out and my body still wedged in the birth canal. My body and 
heart decide that my mind can do all the living, and they'll stay in 
the spirit world, still merged with the sperm's tail. Ali the bright
ness gets shoved into my head, as if l was a paint tube being 
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squeezed. l decide at this point not to ever allow anyone to touch 
my body or heart in a deep way, so that nobody will ever find out 
that l'm not there. " This injury didn't release fully and neither did 
the split that took place in conception. She had to go ali the >vay 
back to the egg and sperm coalescence to find the real source of 
this profound injury. 
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'1/.Je have found that in most people, after earlier developmental events 
are healed that in volve the fusion of the brain structures, this birth event 
doesn't appear to cause a significant problem. Apparently, this event can 
only cause problems in triune brain fusion because earlier developmental 
fusion events are still incomplete. However, even if the earlier fusion 
events are not healed, healing this event can still cause a degree of mero
ing in the brains. Occasionally, this physical trauma is so severe it has to be 
addressed separate ly. 

Example: 
A client healing the egg's coalescence found that when her mind 
awareness tried to take its place incorrectly, it felt a lot like having 
her head jamming sideways while coming clown the birth canal. 
The same client had a birthing injury that felt like someone was 
trying to push her head back into the birth canal at the crownino 
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stage; this injury hadn't released and she'd been unable to finish 
healing the birth traumas. She found it again in a later session of 
the same coalescence healing. lt involved the Buddha brain un
folding incorrectly; it felt like a balloon inside the top of her skull 
pushing the mind awareness clown, and causing pain clown the 
cervical and lumbar spine. 

The Placenta! Death Event and the Wholeness State 

Occasionally, clients doing trauma healing would temporarily go into a 
state where they would spontaneously say "I fe el whole! ". Interestingly, 
the first time I entered the state I just knew that the word 'whole' fit the 
experience I was having, withou t question or doubt, eve n though I had 
never consciously experienced it before. For years we searched for the de
velopmental event that was responsible for this state without any luck. 
One day Pres ton Howard of the Institute found the answer on a website in 
an article by Nemi Nath (www.breathconnection.com.au) at 
http: //www.i-breathe.com/thb42/placenta _ trauma. htm. Her persona! ex
perience ofbecoming 'whole' is in Chapter 13. My thanks toMs. Nath for 
her great work. 

T o sum up Ms. Nath's discovery, the key developmental event for the 
Wholeness state is the release and dea th of the placenta. T o our surprise, 
lt turns out that the placenta is a self-aware 'brain'. Our cultural assump
tions got in the way of recognizing the importance of the experience of the 
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placenta itself when healing trauma, let alone its impact on triune brain 
fusion states. Without our realizing it , the birth developmental stage was 
never completed in our work. Thus, because the placenta is one of the 
brains that has to fu se with the rest for a unified brain system, we classify 
Wholeness as a triune brain fusion state. Note too thar the Wholeness 
state does not require fusion of the other brains to manifes t itself-it only 
depe nds on how the placenta! brain is fused with the other brains, which 
in our limited experience occurs equally to ali of the orher brains. 

After birth, the Wholeness state is blocked when the placenta! brain 's 
awareness does not fuse correctly with the res t of the organism as the pla
centa dies. One might weil as k why should this matter? After ali , the pla
centa is dead, so a fusion of its consciousness with the other brain 
awarenesses shouldn 't make any difference in the present. Y et it does, and 
we suspect this occurs be cause of the nature of the brains' consciousnesses 
in a phenomenon called the 'Realm of the Shaman'. This tapie is beyond 
the scope of this book, but is covered in depth in Volume 2. 

The trauma around placenta! death involves bath the separation 
shock of the cord being eut from the baby's perspective, and the reac tion 
of the placenta's awareness itself as it detaches from the mother and dies. 
The symptoms in the adult include sensations in the stomach area of the 
belly, and separation trauma thar is usually and apparently mistakenly as
cribed to separation from the mother, when it is actually separation shock 
from the placenta. This separation often feels like a burning sensation on 
the entire back from both the placenta! and fetal perspectives. As adults, 
people use others in their lives as substitute placentas. The severi ty of the 
separation and death trauma is greatly increased by the way current medi
cal pracrices treat the baby during birth. They almost always eut the cord 
too soon, causing tremendous pain and shock in the baby. This also is ex
perienced as a life-threatening event to the baby, not only because of the 
abrupt loss of oxygen, but also because blood in the place nta doesn't have 
a chance to drain into the baby. 

WARNING: 
We've tracked suicidai feelings in severa! of our clients to this pe

riod of the birth. These can be so intense even well-integrated people 
who have never felt suicida! before can be overwhelmed by them. ln 
particular, we've seen these feelings in the moment thar the umbilical 
cord was eut, and during the birthing when the cord was wrapped 
around the baby's neck. See Chapter 8 for more details. 

Example: 
While healing the placenta! death trauma, Paula first did the heal
ing from the fetal perspective only. She then got the sensation of 
wholeness only at times when she was relaxing. After healing the 
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placenta! side, she felt whole all the time. The other brains were 
merged but not fused during this work. 
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ote thar the Wholeness state also requires the death trauma of the 
sperm tai! organelle 'brain' to be healed for stability. ln terms of trauma, 
this is an earlier trauma thar sets up the later placenta! death to be more 
traumatic than it is normally. lnterestingly, injuries during the sperm tai! 
death are reproduced in the placenta! body later. 

Alchemy, Developmental Events and the lnner Gold 
State 

Qui te to my surprise the principles of medieval alchemy apply to our work. 
Carl Jung's The Psycho/ogy of the Transference has illus trations from one of 
the early alchemy texts, the Rosarium Philosophorum of 1550. The wood
eut illustrations from it make sense once you see that each frame illus
trates critical in utero or earlier developmental events for acquiring peak 
states of consciousness. Recall that the alchemists who were undergoing 
these pre -birth experiences had no idea of the nature of cellular 
abjects- this was far, far before the invention of the microscope and our 
modern understanding of biology. Their drawings reflect their expe ri
ences, and give a raad map for the fetal, cellular, and precellular develop
mental events. 

If we let go of the idea that the alchemists were talking about transmut
ing metallic lead to metallic gold , and were instead talking about inner, 
spiritual development, the illustrations make perfect sense. From this per
spective, during the process of alchemical development (i .e. going 
through the developmental events without trauma) you become com
pletely golden inside (your ' lead' turns to 'gold') , and at the end you find 
the philosopher's stone, a golden bali at the belly which is what the brains 
look like in complete fusion . l've chosen a few of the alchemical stages to 
illustrate their connection to developmental events. 

Figure 6.2 shows a woodcut image of an alchemical stage of a fountain. 
How would this relate to developmental events? lt turns out thar there is a 
precellular developmental event (described in detail in Chapter 8) for 
bath the egg and the sperm involving >vhat 'looks' like a fountain. Of 
course, there isn't a fountain in everyday tenns, but rather a structure that 
'looks' like a fountain as seen from a precellular perspective. When the de
veloping precellular organism encounters the fountain, it goes into the 
flow of liquid, as if it were a shower, and absorbs the 'water '. This causes a 
major change in one's body in the present-when the inside of the body is 
viewed from the lnner Brightness state , it now has a rich, metallic golden 
color. We cali this the lnner Gold state. This change has been permanent 
in ali of our volunteers. Most of our volunteers doing deep work encoun
ter these events spontaneously in the course of their trauma healing. We 
suspect that this golden state has something to do with physical healing, 
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or equivalently a better connection to our species consciousness, although 
we are still investigating. Whatever the real purpose, we fee! thts state ts 
an important one for our persona! work, and apparently the alchemists 
agree with our conclusion. 

Example: 
Some time after l first encountered this event and absorbed the 
'water' , l was working on a severe physical trauma to my dia
phragm. ln it was a 'hole ', an a rea of wh at feels like bottomless de
ficient emptiness. Normally when healing holes, the black 
emptiness transitions to a smoky grayness, which finally fills with 
normal flesh. lnstead, this time and for every time afterwards, the 
hole filled with a golden, almost liquid substance before finally be
coming normal flesh. This golden material felt, in a very deep way, 
that it was what l really was made of, as if it were my true sub
stance. l noticed later that my lnner Brightness state also had 
changed to having a golden shade to it, instead of the clear white 
light it had been. 

• Figure 6.2 : Alchemical transformation stage from Plate 1 of the 
Rosarium Philosophorwn (Rosary of the Philosophers), 1550. 
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The woodcut in Figure 6.3 is one of a series that illustrates the develop
mental moment of conception. Recall that a healed conception feels ex
actly like a royal wedding. Experientially, the symbols fit the 
experience-the sperm is the King, and the Queen is the egg, and they 
merge into one body at that developmental event in the liquid medium of 
the fallopian tube. An additionallevel of symbolism is probably used, with 
the woman as the heart brain, the man as the mind brain, and the throne 
as the body brain. The crows likely represent the placenta! and the sperm 
tai! brains.The descending figure from the clouds probably represents a 
piece of the Creator that enters the organism during this event (see Vol
ume 2 for an explanation) . Figure 6.4 is a revised drawing a little further in 
the sequence clone 72 years later-note the inclusion of the 'Grim 
Reaper', Death, in the revised image. During conception , the sperm expe
riences itself as dying, a very traumatic experience which the artist obvi
ously felt was important to include. 

Figure 6.3: Alchemical transformation stage from the Plate 16 of the 
Rosarium Philosophorum (Rosary of the Philosophers) , 15 50. 
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Figllre 6. 4: Alchemical transformation stage from Illustration 6 of the 
Mylius Rosarium Philosophorum, 1622. ote the addition of the figure 
of 'Death' on the right in this version. 

I recognize severa! of the developmental events thar are illustra red in 
the original woodcuts, but there are severa! illustrations whose develop
mental event we haven't identified yet. Crosschecking our results with 
theirs might be very valuable for identifying missing developmental events 
in our own vvork. 

Practical Difficulties in Finding Developmental Events 

As we mentioned in a previous chapter, when as tate is the result of more 
than one developmental event , a very peculiar phenomenon can occur. If 
the earlier events are not clone correct! y (i.e. without trauma) , later 
events will not be experienced with the full developmental changes thar 
should occ ur. Thus in general during regressive healing, if you know 
where the earlier events are, you should start with them first. 

For example, how is conception affected by trauma in coalescence? If 
you heal conception before completely healing precellular coalescence, 
you will still eventually ger to the expe rience of a beautiful 'royal wedding'. 
However, the state of fusion of the egg and sperm brains remains at the 
leve! thar they came in with- if they were separa red, they generally stay 
separated during the conception. On the other band, if you come into 
conception having healed the precellular coalescence traumas, so that the 
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egg and sperm cells have the fused brains already as balls in their 'bellies', 
the balls in turn fuse into a larger single bail. The chakras also exhibit this 
effect. 

We suspect that there are severa! more developmental events that we 
have n't yet found. They are hard to find , because our inves tigarors have 
no trauma response around them, so they don 't stand out in any way. W e 
continue to investigate, but it 's a slow process . 

Triune Peak States and Permanence 

One of the more interesting discussions among technique developers is 
the ques tion of whether people can have peak states permanently, and if 
so, should they be permanent ? l'Il start by addressing just tri une brain peak 
states. However, the observations l 'Il make below appear to apply to ali of 
the peak states that I'm aware of. 

Can people have permanent peak states? As I've said in previous chap
ters, lots of people can and do have them permanently. So why is there de
bate on this issue? I suspect thar most spirirual teachers and researchers 
rarely if ever see examples of permanent peak states. People with good 
states fee! unusually weil for the most part , so don't generally have any in
teres t in seeking anyone's help. Instead, spiritual teachers and technique 
developers generally only see the people who are suffe ring in some way. 
The people who do use currently available techniques like meditation and 
so on don 't keep the states without continuous maintenance, since this 
approach only remporarily shuts off trauma responses thar black peak 
states. Thus, based on observa tion , teachers naturally conclude thar per
manent peak states are not the normal course of affairs. It becomes natu
ral, based on their experience, to argue thar average consciousness is the 
base from which peak states rise from and return to , instead of realizing 
that average consciousness is astate of ill-health. 

Another clinical observation can confuse the issue. I've seen many cli
ents ge t one of the lesse r fusion states, but then !ose it when trauma mate
rial that blacks a better triune state emerges into their lives . These people 
typically have a lot of pre-birth trauma tic material to heal. Thus, for some
one who is trying to achieve a be tter fusion state , we often see an improve
ment alternating with partial or complete loss of their state. Others who 
have been born with a state may !ose it temporarily, but have it return 
when the stressor that triggers other unhealed developmental events 
stops, and ends the t rauma response. 

On the other hand , just as many of my clients don 't !ose a previous 
state but instead make a brief, smooth transition into the new state by 
healing the new material that arises. As their state improves, it becomes 
easier and easier for them to move through any blocking material, which 
improves their state even further, and so on. Their biggest limitation is in 
knowing what to heal next! They typically have little pre-birth trauma to 
heal, the state they started with makes healing particularly easy, or they 
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don't have other complicating factors like interfering generational trauma 
to deal wirh. 

There is another observation thar is germane to this discussion. We 
know of a number of cases where people who have unusual states and abil
ities !ose them ;vhen people find our. Of course, it doesn't happen to ev
eryone, but I suspect a significant part of the general population is affected 
by this. For example , Jack Schwarz !ost his well-documented abilities later 
in !ife. For thar matter, it happened to me! Wes and I hypothesize this 
problem is at !eas t partially responsible for one of the primary raboos in 
shamanism-to not revealing unusual abilities. Volume 3 covers seve ra! 
of the bloc king mechanisms thar we've identified. These mechanisms are 
not directly related to trauma, and have nothing to do with any particular 
state or any issue around the use of the states. 

Next, should peak states be permanent? Many fee! thar even if it were 
possible, permanent states would be a black or hindrance to furrher spiri
tual growth, and so states should only be only temporary. As we've seen in 
previous chapters, full fusion of the tri une brains is our na tura! state, o~r 
birthright , and not something thar we have to evolve to acqutre. Thetr 
loss makes our lives unnecessarily miserable, and makes it much harder to 
grow spiritually, or in any other way for that matter. And as I've said , I've 
had a number of volunteers whose states just keep ge tting better and 
better- their current states help them acquire new ones. Th us, there is no 
spiritual or psychological ad van tage to moving out of our birrhright states, 
Hollow and W holeness. 

Having said that , there are some states in particular thar do act as a po
tential black to improved peak states : 

• First, I've seen examples of people with the Beauty W ay state (just 
the mind-hearr fusion with a limited connection to the Creator) 
who find it nearly impossible to access trauma deliberately in arder 
to improve their state , because they canna t fee! any trauma to speak 
of. In their case, the state does act as a black to furrher growth. Ir can 
still be clone, but it 's much more difficult than for someone in a lesser 
or better triune brain state. 

• Secondly, we've discovered thar a good connection to the Creator 
can cause people to have the feeling that "everything is OK and as it 
should be" no matter what. This attitude not only blacks their own 
growth but any motivation to help others in a focused way. (We go 
into this in depth in Volume 2.) Although it isn 't a triune brain peak 
state, a connection to the Creator often occurs as a byproduct in our 
work on triune states so I felt it was important to mention it. I can 
speak from the difficult persona! experience of losing many volun
teers who moved into this awareness and then left our work , before 
we understood what caused this and how to fix it. Zivorad Slavinski 
has also encountered this problem. l 'cl like to acknowledge Scott 
McGee of the Institute for find ing the solution to it. 
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• Third, and a more psychological problem, is the fact thar people in 
many triune brain peak states ger used to feeling great. ln fact, they 
ge r so used to it , they resist anything thar might cause them even 
momentary discomfort, even if it would improve their state. Others 
in our workshops have the legi timate concern that if they continue 
to heal, they might !ose their ne;v state and so tend to stop any heal
ing work at the place they're at. Most of these people who come to 
our workshops just want to fee! better, and having achieved thar, are 
perfec tly content to stop. At some later rime, circumstances or new 
motivation for something better may arise in them, and then it 
would be appropriate to continue. I know many of my best experi
mental subjects had such miserable lives thar they won't quit, be
cause they see a progression ofbetter and better states. Others who 
have always had a great state tend to fall by the wayside quickly in 
this work, as discomfort is so alien and distasteful to them. 

As far as other peak states are concerned, I be lieve the same arguments 
apply. Howeve r, since our way of approaching spiritual and shamanic 
states is so new, I won't commit myse lf to this position in every case. Per
haps there are some purely spiritual or shamanic peak states thar people 
should move in and our of-I just haven 't encountered them ye t. Future 
dialog on this issue with other technique developers should prove very 
fruitful. 

Summarizing These Key Developmental Events 

An analogy can help put this material in perspective. Imagine thar we're 
looking through a tunnel from one side of a mountain (our creation) to 
the other (our birth). If we're very lucky, the re are no cave-ins, and we can 
see clearly from one end to the other, and we have our advanced 'Hollow' 
peak state. How about people without that state? At places where the tun
nel was made larger (as we became a more complex organism), the roof 
suffered a bit of a collapse (a trauma). Th us, when we dig out the cave-in 
(heal a particular developmental event) thar we might have thought 
would give us some parricular state, such as lnner Peace , instead we ge t a 
much better state, for example full brain fusion and the Hollow state, be
cause this was the only cave-in (trauma) on the whole journey. In other 
words, healing any given key developmental trauma generally gives you 
the expected target state, but it might not because other key developmen
tal events either need to also be in place, or more are in place than you ex
pected. As it's more likely that other developmental events are trauma tic , 
it's more usual to get the target state or lesser. We see about 20% or so of 
our clients overshoot, in other words ge t better states than they were ex
pecting. 

T o repeat, the different tri une brain states we see after birrh are usually 
partial states due to the individual not going through ali the critical devel-
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opmental events without trauma. The intermediate states, like the 'Inner 
Peace' or 'Underlying Happiness' states, although much better than nor
mal, have charac teristics that are still distortions of the correctly, fully 
fused triune brain sys tem. Many of these charac te ristics disappear as more 
complete states are achieved because they were due to the partial or in
complete nature of the intermediate states. Thus, for example in the Ha l
law state, emotions themselves are no longer experienced as emotions, 
but almost as some sort of thought. Although this might sou nd disturbing 
from average consciousness, this is experienced as much more balanced, 
effortless, and pleasant. ln essence, you give up aspects of your experience 
thar shouldn' t have been there in the first place, were you totally heal thy 
from binh. 

Healing conception usually resu lts in the Beauty Way state or better. 
The Beauty Way state is a composite state thar includes the lnner Peace 
triune brain state with other aspects, described in the next chapter. 

Healing the precellular coalescence events usually resu lts in very pro
found peak states and abilities. Healing bath rhese, conception, implanta
tion , and the placenta! and sperm rail death usually results in the Hollow 
and Wholeness states. In Chapter 8 we' ll go rhrough a step-by-step pro
cess for healing these key traum as using regression. 'Visual' descriptions 
will be given to aid in localizing the specifie developmental events. 

We've emphasized in this chapter the idea of using healing techniques 
on developmental event traumas to acquire triune brain peak states. 
However, people can bypass or heal rhese traumas in a varie ty of ways . Of
ten, these traumas can spontaneously erupt in people 's lives, generating 
emotional and physical pain ranging from mild to devasta ting. This almost 
always happens without any recognition by the persan thar the symptoms 
are caused by long-forgotten traumatic experiences. Some people end up 
unconsciously healing these traumas, and gain a peak state. 

Example: 
Melissa Proulx is 19. She first moved into the Beauty Way when 
she was 17 wh en she started to practice not judging people ( what 
we cali the 'conscious choice approach for peak states'). "For ex
ample, I used to judge the people owning industrial farms. Now, I 
don 't judge them. I just understand that they are just not aware 
yet. They are not bad people. They just don 't know." She soon no
ticed that ber past traumas no longer bad any emotional feeling. 
She and the world around ber felt very alive. Then, during a 7 day 
'Arise and Shine' fast at age 19, she experienced extreme weak
ness, nausea, and soreness in ber arms and legs. Her legs wouldn't 
support her. She nearly quit the fast before the process was com
plete. On the sixth day, she suddenly felt very happy. Her physical 
symptoms either went away, or she no longer cared. The next day, 
she noticed that she felt hollow inside, without a body inside her 
skin (the Hollow state). "l feel really good. I feellike I have no 
problems. Anything that is a problem isn't a problem for me any-
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more. lt's great! I stay happy no matter what." Paula bad a chance 
to talk with Melissa the next day, and found that her symptoms 
matched Paula's own trauma around a coalescence event. Appar
ently, Melissa bad accidentally triggered this old trauma during 
her fast , and been lucky enough to heal it in her own way during 
the fast. 
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Unfortunately, we suspect we don't have all the developmental events 
·o r to tal fusion of the brains, although we think we have the most impor
::ant ones. This limits the success rate we have with people, as those who 
=et the target states are the ones who don't need the events we're srill 
missing. We'll be updating this book and our website www. 
- eakStates.com as new discoveries are made. 

Key Points 

• From an experiential viewpoint, developmental events important to 
peak states occur in three phases of biological development. The 
earliest we cali 'precell ular'. This occurs ins ide the parent that cre
ares the cell, but before a cell is ac tually made. The next is cellular, 
and includes the egg, sperm, and zygote. The next is the 
multicellular organism, often referred to as the in utero phase, and it 
ends shortly after the birth. 

• The organelle and in utero 'brains ' are conscious and self-aware. 
• The organelle 'brains' are constructed separately, and assembled in 

an eve nt we cali 'coalescence'. This is one of the key events for tri
une brain fusion. 

• Healing certain critical developmental events results, for most peo
ple, in peak states. 

• The rail of the sperm, and the placenta of the baby have their own 
'brain ' a>varenesses. Healing their death traumas is key to the 
Wholeness state. 

• Working in this area is potentially life threatening. Severa! of these 
events, such as birth , involve experiences thar can induce over
whelming suicidai feelings in the adult. 
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Suggested Reading and Websites 

On placenta! death trauma 
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Press, 1969. 
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utero regression. 

• Early Trauma Treatment and Trainings by Terry Larimore, 
www.terrylarimore .com. Her website also contains excellent mate
rial. 

• Emerson Training seminars, William Emerson, 
www.emersonbirthrx.com. H e is one of the leaders in pre- and 

perinatal psychology in my opinion . 
• William Emerson, "The Vulnerable Prenate", paper presemed to 
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Relive their Pre-birth Experiences - a Hypnotherapist's Compelling Ac
count, Aslan Publishing, 1992. 
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• Stanislav Graf, The Adventure of Self-Discovery, State University of 
New York Press, 1988. Excellent coverage on the stages ofbirth and 
other spiritual and shamanic experiences. 

• T erry Larimore and Graham Farram , "Universal Body Movements 
in Cellular Consciousness and What They Mean," originally pub
lished in Primai Renaissance , Vol. 1, No. 1, 1995. An online copy is at 
www.terrylarimore.com/CellularPaper.html 

• Sheila Linn, W illiam Emerson, Dennis Linn, and Matthew Linn, 
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• Elizabeth Noble, Primai Connections: How our Experiences from Con
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and Schuster, 1993. 
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From Conception to the End of the First Hour" from The Primai Psy
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Images of sperm, egg, and in utero developmental events 
• ]oumey Imo Life: The T riumph of Creation (a 30 minute video), 1990, 

by Derek Bromhall , distributed by Questar Video, lnc. This is an ex
ceptional video on the journey of the sperm, egg, zygote, and fetus. 
The material is filmed with the same viewpoint and image size that 
people recalling trau ma around these events see. 

• Lennart N ilsson, A Child is Born, Delacorte Press, NY, 1990. Still 
photos of the journey of the sperm, egg, zygote, and fetus. The im
ages are of scenes that people recalling trauma around these mo
ments see. Recommended. 



Chapter 7 

Applying the Model: Chakras, Meridians, 
Past Lives, Auras, Archetypes, Native 

lmagery and Aging 

Introduction 

ln this chapter we apply the developmental events mode! to some impor
tant peak experiences and abilities. ln particular, we foCLts on phenomena 
that are seen when using powerful therapies or spiritual practices, but 
which are outside of our conventional Wesrern belief system-chakras, 
meridians, past lives, aging, aura layers, and archetypes. Our work has 
given us surprising information on these phenomena that, as far as we 
know, is unique to the field. 

States in this chapter: 
• Pas t Life Access 
• Flow Awareness 

G rant's Story 
Collateral Discoveries 

When l first started the project to induce peak states and heal 
trauma, l fully subscribed to the dominant Western belief system. 
l admit l rolled my eyes when acquaintances who were into 'new 
age' concepts would talk about things like past lives, chakras, and 
aU the rest. l just assumed thar these things were vague, dreamlike 
impressions that were a product of people's vivid imaginations. 
Although this may be true of some, my students and l have a very 
different experience- we can see this material with the same clar
ity that you have when looking at this book. At the time , l didn't 
understand that one's state determines whether one can 'see ' 
these out-of-the-ordinary phenomena, and that the degree of the 
state determines the clarity. l can still recall my stunned surprise 
when l suddenly, completely, and in full 'surround-sound 
Technicolor' re-experienced a traumatic moment in a past life . lt 
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happened during a tantra workshop, when l sudde~ly .relived ~he 
gut-wrenching sadness at the recent death of my w1fe m that hfe. 
My tantra partner was that 'same' woman, and l realized l'cl been 
looking for her for my entire lifetime. Later, l found l could access 
that lifetime at will. 

But, being a skeptic, l figured that even though there was som~
thing to this 'past-life' stuff, it didn't mean that any of the resto! 1t 
was true. Sometime later, l was in bed when l saw what looked hke 
a silver old-time ship captain's wheel slowly spinning in my chest.l 
had no idea what this was, until l read up on the literature on 
chakras, and found out it was the classic description of the heart 
chakra. As time passed, more and more spiritual, shamanic, and 
transpersonal experiences occurred, often leaving me puzzled on 
exactly what they were about. 

So far, my story is no different th an that of many people who em
bark on a spiritual quest, who stan by using meditation or sha
manic techniques and grow into new levels of perception. What 
happened later is much more interesting and unique . My col
leagues and l started to apply the newly cre~ted developn:~r:tal 
events mode! to all of these non-ordinary expenences and ab1hties. 
That's when things really became exciting! We started to ask our
selves when we'd encounter something new, "OK, does the devel
opmental events mode! apply to this?"-and sure enough, it 
would. I think it was with these experiences that l really, really 
started to trust my own mode!. Of course, l expect that it will take 
many people years of more work to fully explore this new material. 

Y et our work hasn't made me a 'true believer' by any means. l still 
have a skeptical, practical engineer's viewpoint that needs measur
able, useful applications to test for validity. The need to delude 
oneself to avoid pain is a constant problem in this kind of work, 
one which I've encountered over and over in myself and my col
leagues. ln fact, going towards pain is probably the safest direction 
to travel to avoid this problem, although clearly not the most com
fortable. Delusional material can be so convincing, and get such 
consensual agreement that the only real test is objective physical 
reality-does it cause a change in the real world? 

The Chakras and Meridians 

1 ntroduction 

Many of my clients have come to me with symptoms that lead to pre-birth 
trauma involving a chakra. As we healed the trauma, they would usually 
be able to 'see' their own chakra. W hile still regressed to the in utero expe
rience, they would often learn the unconscious intern.al eue that con
trolled it by observing their mother when she unconsoously used them 
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herself. This material is covered in more depth in our Basic Whole-Hearted 
Healing Mamwl. Although of great practical significance in healing, this 
healing work didn't answer any of the theoretical questions about the 
chakras. Nor did it le ad to any global treatments for chakra-related issues. 

However, our vvork with fusion brain states and coalescence revealed 
the connection ben.veen chakras, meridians, and phys ical symptoms that 
we al most certain! y wou id never have discovered any other way. This is of 
great theoretical importance, particularly the material on the meridians. 
Meridian therapies like acupuncture and EFT make use of them wi thout a 
theoreticalunderstanding of exactly what they do and why. Not only is 
this due to a Jack of understanding of the material in this chapte r, but it's 
also likely that it has historical roots- the Chinese focus on the meridi
ans, but not the chakras, while the Hindus focus on the chakras but not 
the meridians. Th us, neither group sees the full pic ture of the re lationship 
between the two. 

We've found that a fu lly developed chakra system is one where they're 
fused into a disk located in the solar plexus area. This fusion crea tes an ex
perience we cali the 'Flow Awareness' sta te. We've also found that the in
dividual chakras are supposed to anchor into the meridians, and problems 
in this anchorage creates excessive tired ness or hyperactivity. Correctly 
anchored chakras results in a fully restfu l sleep which only las ts three or 
four hours. 

Chapter 8 gives specifie details to enable one to heal the relevant de
velopmental events. 

The Chakras- Shortcomings of the Traditional Madel 

Our work has shawn that the chakras as described in Hindu yogic texts 
and by groups such as the Berkeley Psychic Institute and in Barbara 
Brennan's Hands of Light exist and are key to a set of abilities that are our 
birthright. ln this conventional understanding, different chakras ac t dif
ferently and have different functions. For example, experientially the 
most commonly fe lt chakras at the heart and solar plexus are able to emit 
energy that feels like water flowing out of one 's body from those areas. 
T raditional illustrations show the seven major chakras are distributed in a 
line along the vertical axis of the body. These chakras are 'energy centers' 
that have distinct shapes which can be seen in the Inner Brightness state. 
These groups work with healing and learning how to use the abilities of 
each of the chakras for full health-each chakra has to be 'spinning' cor
rectly, in the right direction, at the right speed, be unblocked, and so on. 

However, the material on chakras that is commonly available has ma
jor shortcomings that are not obvious to even experienced prac titioners. 
The most obvious problem with the traditional mode! of chakras is due to 
ignorance about the tri une brain sys tem. Proponents of the classical chak
ra mode! don't realize that the chakras are 'deviees' run by their corre-
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sponding brain, so instead they develop a mode! that somehow the 
chakras are self-aware-essentially, putting too much into one basket. 

Another shortcoming involves not realizing that there is a layer with 
changeable permeability at the skin thar blacks chakra energy. lts impact 
on our lives extends far beyond the chakras, however. This material is 
covered in depth in Volume 2. 

The biooest fl aw in traditional models isn' t obvious . lt turns out that a 
00 

fully developed chakra system does not look as shawn in the literatu re. 
Rather, the chakras should al! fuse together into a single disk-like shape in 
the solar plexus area. The conventional mode! can be compared to the 
mode! a biologist might make of an adult tadpole if he had never seen a 
frog. Rather than showing it had legs to jump with, he would naturally ex
trapolate thar ir was simply a larger, more robust version of the tadpole, 
still with a tai!. The situation is quite paralle l. lt turns out that, just as our 
mode! says, there are a few, critical developmental events that very few 
people do withou t trauma. These traumas limit the chakra sys tem and re
suit in the commonly seen illustrations on the subject. We'll describe what 
a fully developed chakra sys tem looks like in the next sec tion. 

The Chakras - Developmental Events 
The key developmental events that we know of so far for the chakra sys
tem are the egg and sperm coalescence , and conception. H owever, the 
qualities that you ge t with brain fusion states are not the same as the quali
ties that a fully healed and developed chakra system from the same stages 
gives you. The chakra and brain systems can be healed independently, 
oivino different kinds of results. However, since so few people have gone 
~hroL~gh the necessary developmental stages without trauma, a fully func
tioning chakra sys tem and its impac t on physical well-being is not de
scribed in the Yogic literature that we know of. 

The key event is during precellular brain coalescence. Before coales
cence, each of the precellular brains brings with it one or more chakras 
that are inside the respective precellular brains. They 'look' like glowing 
balls of light inside, or superimposed on, the phys ical precellular brain. 
(Cioser examination of these chakras might give features, but we haven't 
ye t inves tigated this.) The brain awarenesses, the 'balls of light' that we've 
mentioned in previous chapters, have a different appearance from the 
chakras. 

ln the case of the egg coalescence, during the entry into the body brain 
container the seven chakras align themselves in a vertical pattern along 
the axis of the precellular body, in alignment with their respective brains. 
The chakras look just like the classical illustrations. As the events con
tinue, the chakras converge into a single smooth-edged chakra in the solar 
plexus area, abou t two thirds below the solar plexus and about one third 
above. 
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lnterestingly, there is a difference between the precellular and cellular 
egg and sperm chakras. The egg has just the seven major chakras that we 
are fami liar with from the literature, but the precellular sperm has some
thing quite different- the heart brain has a series of chakra balls that ex
tend upwards and downwards (in alignment with the precellular brains 
inside the body container) for as far as one can perceive. This was a total! y 
unexpected result. Although we are not yet certain why this is the case, 
we suspect that it bas something to do with a sperm's connection to al! of 
the other sperm that help it fertilize the egg. As coalescence progresses, 
they converge into what looks like a bal! of fog in the sa me are a of the sol ar 
plexus as the precellular egg. 

The next major developmental event is conception. During it, the 
chakra disks from the sperm and egg combine into a single chakra disk lo
cated in the solar plexus area of the zygote. This chakra disk has a regular 
pattern of indentations on the rim. (Of course, the zygote doesn't have a 
solar plexus area perse, but during regressions the clients experience the 
zygote as if it were their body in the present, with the zygote 's interna\ 
parts aligned with their bodily parts in the present.) 

Note that there are eight permutations in these events, if you assume 
that the events are clone with or without total trauma: the egg coalescence 
is fine, but the sperm is traumatized, while conception is fine; the egg co
alesees fine, but the sperm is traumatized, and the conception is trauma
tized; and so on . ln reality, partial trauma causes a great many 
intermediate states, causing imperfec tions in the final chakra fusion. 
Since the chances that ali of the chakra fusion events happening without 
trauma is so unlikely, we ge t the typical seven chakra pattern in mos t 
adults. 

During gestation , most people have separate chakra balls. The fetus 
learns how to use or control the individual chakras by watching the 
mother use hers. Since most mothers are not aware that they are using the 
chakras, the fetus learns by associating with the body sensation that the 
mother experiences while she uses them. The problem with this is that it is 
fairly indirect control, and if the morher didn't use the chakras while the 
fetus was ges tating, then the fetus wouldn't learn how to use them. This 
hasan interesting implication in our clients- if they heal and ge t a chakra 
disk, will they unconsciously know how to use it properly? After al! , their 
mother didn' t, so they have no associations to learn. At this time, we don't 
know the answer to this question. 

Example: 
My own mother would turn on ber crown chakra during sex, and 
ber heart chakra while bending over patients in the hospital she 
worked at. By feeling those sensations in my own adult body, 1 
would turn on the associated chakra. 
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How do we apply this mate rial to improving people's lives? lt is possible 
to actively heal these event traumas . At this time we only use methods 
that require regression. Chapter 8 goes into the steps in great detail. Itera
tion of the healing process is usually required. One goes through the rele
vant traumas severa! times since the later ones build on the earher ones. 
Note thar you often can't access the earlier ones until the later ones are 
clone as far as they can be, which is where the need to iterate cames from. 

The 'Flow Awareness' State 

(Although we're still investigating this, l've chosen to include in this text 
our current results. ote thar this may change in the future as more data 
cames in.) When the chakras combine into a single disk, it gives one what 
we've chosen to cali the 'Flow Awareness' state. ln this state, one feels a 
'flow' of water-like energy coming through the body from back to front. 
Hovv this flow is perceived depends on what one's triune brain state is_. If 
one does not have fusion of the brains, the fl ow direction feels hke tt ongt
nates from outside of oneself. Thus, conscious effort is required to align 
oneself with the external flow, which is perceived as being a better state of 
affairs than to not come into alignment. 

However, in the Hollovv state, the flow no longer feels like it 's directed 
by ou tside forces. lnstead, the persan is al ways aligned with the flow from 
back to front no matter what one does. 

Example: 
Scott McGee describes it like this: "Flow is like an ocean current. 
When you ge t it, it takes you somewhere. Y ou hav.e to ~e a:vare if 
it's a slow or quick flow to go with it, to synchromze w1th tt. Y ou 
can move to different parts of the flow that are quicker or slower. 

f 0 l 0 7 l ' How does one recoanize it rom our own vtscera expenence. t s 
like thick syrup out "'of a bottle, it just flows, not pours. lt feels like 
that in the body, pulling you along, in the back and out the front. If 
one gets in synchronization with the flow, there is no longer a feel
ing in back or front as one's whol~ body is,fiowing with it. Y ou ~an 
notice the flow around you but 1t doesn t affect you. There IS a 
kind of feedback-you can go with it or resist it, but you can sense 
it. Also, it makes things look more three dimensional." 

How is the chakra flow state experienced with different kinds of brain 
fusion? In the case of average consciousness but in the Flow Awareness 
state , you fee! the ' flow' as being either quick or slow, and this affects what 
you can accomplish. W ith the Hollow state, but without the Flow Aware
ness state, there is a sensation of effortlessness, but you sttll have to mtend 
your ac tions. With bath the Hollow and Flow Awareness states, every
thing feels effortless, and you don't have to think abou t it for it to be ef-

fortless. lt just is. 
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At this time, we believe thar the chakra flow state is not what athletes 
feel-that it isn' t the 'zone', as it's called. We suspect that they are ac tu
ally describing the Hollow state, which is characterized by effortlessness. 
And how does it compare to Mihaly Csikszentmihaly's work on 'flow'? We 
don't know at this time, but it is clearly a fascinating area to pursue. 

The Meridians and Their Relationship to Chakras 

Returning to the chakras in the egg and sperm coalescence, something oc
curs thar we never expected and which is even more dramatic than the 
changes in the chakras. The chakra balls anchor themselves into a matrix 
oflines that appear and expand, linking the brains and their chakras as the 
brains are incorporated into the body container. T o our amazement, this 
network of !ines is the meridians! 'Visually', one of our investigators de
scribed the chakra balls anchored into something that resembled a web
bing, or an electronic printed circuit board. The meridians continued to 
grow as the coalescence progressed, finally terminating into a completed 
webbing with the chakra balls embedded into it. 

Effects of Healing Meridian/Chakra Developmental 
Events Trauma 

As we've mentioned, one of the main problems in this work is continuing 
the healing long enough to ge t the full changes during the developmental 
stage. Coalescence is no exception. Potential problems can occur during 
this healing. The primary problem is in getting the chakra balls to be 
seated into the meridian webbing without trauma. There are many possi
ble combinations of problems that can occur since there are a lot of chak
ras that might or might not be anchored correctly, but one really obvious 
symptom can be either profound exhaustion or extreme manie energy. 

Example: 
The first time we experimented with anchoring the chakras, our 
'guinea pig' had the two extreme reactions in the present, repre
senting unhealed problems in the anchorage. ln the first case, she 
found herself completely exhausted, and could hardly stay awake 
enough to continue the healing. As she continued the healing, she 
did something else incorrectly, and instead became over-ener
gized, so much so that she had torun around the circular driveway 
to let off some of the energy while we continued the process! 

Warning-Potential Physical Reaction 
Working on the precellular coalescence trauma to heal the chakra 
systems can end up in one of two extreme experiences-com
pletely draining one of energy, or giving too much energy if not 
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clone to completion. Either case is a major physical problem for the 
experimenter. So beware when you do the process, and give your
self enough time to make mistakes and recover from them. 

Since we tend to heal the chakra traumas along with the meridian 
traumas, it's a bit hard to separate them out . Hmvever, we believe at this 
time that healing the anchorage of the chakras in the meridians alone has 
another unexpected effect in our experimenters. They have found them
selves only sleeping three or four hours a night, and feeling fully rested af
terwards. This is a dramatic, unmistakable and clear change in people. 
This showed to us that the people who work with chakras in traditional 
processes are missing the full potential of what is possible. We found this 
fascina ting, as differences in sleep amounts in the general population may 
reflect the distribution of these stages being clone withou t trauma. We'd 
beard about people who only slept a few hours per night, but we'd assumed 
that ali of them had some sort of major psychological problem causing 
sleeplessness. Instead, it looks like average people who need about 8 hours 
of sleep a night are actually the ones who are demonstrating a problem. 
(We differentiate here between insomniacs who are ah.vays tired, and peo
ple who hardly sleep bu t are "fresh as daisies".) 

Changes in visual perception can also occur from healing these merid
ian/chakra developmental events. That visual perception can be so radi
cally different is something that isn't realized in the dominant culture, but 
is stunningly obvious when you go quickly through these changes and ex
perience what is really possible. The changes range from vision that can 
see behind abjects to other, more common enhancements like the ability 
to see \.vith peripheral vision as clearly as with direct vision, or enhanced 
three -dimensional vision. Ba th Zen Buddhist walking meditation and 
T om Brown, Jr .'s shamanic \ vide-angle' vision try and ge t people to use 
their peripheral vision to improve their state of consciousness. From our 
results, trying to use peripheral vision would act to stimulate the traumas 
associated with the loss of these abilities, which are the same events whose 
trauma would block triune brain peak states. Essentially, healing the one 
gives the other because they bath occur in nearly the same time du ring the 
critical developmen tal events. 

For example, we've seen enhanced three-dimensional vision (i.e. the 
ability to see and know where exactly in three dimensional space oneself 
is) in one individual from birth. He also bad the Beauty Way state of con
sciousness . This makes us want to investiga te if a fully healed conception 
might give this to people , or does it require other stages also? The advan
taoe to this chanoe in vision is that it is relatively minor. More dramatic 0 0 

changes in vision can be experienced as frightening by some people. 

Example: 
One of our team, Frank Downey, was a fighter pilot who was in 
the Beauty Way his entire life, which means he had gone through 
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the conception event with little or no trauma. lt turns out that he 
also always had an experience of vision that is much more 
three-dimensional than that of an ordinary persan. This peak abil
ity is probably why he excelled as a pilot in the first place. 

Example: 

When one of our volunteers had finished healing the precellular 
egg developmental stage, she found she'd acquired a 'peak ability' 
in the present- she was now able to see through things or actually 
behind things. lt was very hard to put into words, but space be
came visually quite different-everything became very three-di
mensional, no longer like images seen by the eyes. Our 
experimenter found this to be quite disturbing, as it conflicted 
with her religious belief of what was acceptable among 'ordinary' 
people. 

Exceptional Strength and Ability 

How does healing the chakra stages apply to extremes of physical strength 
and endurance? From our work so far, we haven't seen sudden changes in 
this area with healed stages. Regardless of the chakras, you can easily 
imagine how important peak states (especially ones like Hollow with its 
aspect of effortlessness) are for sports performance. One of our investiga
tors who can 'see' the degree of brain fusion reported that the unexpected 
winner of the Olympie gold for skating had a solid fusion of the triune 
brains, while the favorite who !ost had her mind brain pull out of the fu
sion. We don't know what the sta te of her chakras were, but we might ex
peer that when the mind pulled out of fusion, it pulled out its associated 
chakras tao. 

Yet, what about 'superhuman' physical ability states, the class ic 
mother lifting a car off ber baby? Do levels of physical abilities far ou tside 
the norm really exist? The answer is yes. We have known people who ex
hibit these types of phenomena. One of our workshop participants shared 
an experience he had had a fe>v years previously- one day while he was 
pitching to his dad at a baseball camp, he clicked into a peak ability for 20 
minutes or so and repeatedly threw the bali at we il over the normal world 's 
record . The catcher, his father, asked him to slow clown as it was painful. 
He tried just lightly tossing the bali , and it was still moving in the 80-mph 
range. Along the se lin es, Tom Brown ] r. regularly teaches his advanced 
students how to run at full speed for days without tiring. 

Severa! of our volunteers report improved phys ical strength and en
durance as a byproduct of healing developmental events, but still within 
the 'normal' range. At this point in our work, we haven't seen exceptional 
physical abilities manifest. Are they involved with the chakras? We don't 
know. Given that our mode! is correct, there wi ll be a key, or multiple key 
developmental events that wou ld give this leve! of phys ical ability. The 
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application of our mode! to sports performance has huge potential, and 
someday we hope to explore this more fully. 

Past Lives 

Background 

For this discussion, we're going to assu me that you've encountered the 
phenomenon of past lives or have already recognized its existence for 
orher reasons and have gotten past the paradigm conflict in our society. A 
number of good books have been written on the subject, especially from a 
therapeutic standpoint , but I ;viii review some of the more unusual fea
tures of past lives thar are generally not known even among people who 
deal with them. 

Severa! religious trad itions say thar people in advanced spiritual states 
of consciousness recover memories of ali their past lives. As you will see 
shorrly, this is a reasonable statement based on our work. If you assume 
the mode! of this book is correct, an awareness of past lives is included in 
our na tura! state, th us certain kinds of developmental traumas must black 
the awareness of past lives. The development of the awareness of past lives 
probably goes hand in hand with the development of peak states using tra
dirional processes. It might also be thar certain peak sta tes unblock the 
traumas that make past lives inaccessible, perhaps in the same way that 
the Inner Peace state eliminates emotional trauma from the past. H ow
ever, if this is the case, we haven't noticed it yet in our experimental sub
jects. 

The Nature of Ti me 

The next difficult-to-accept part about past lives is regarding the nature of 
time. We'll be going into much greater detail in Volume 2, but for now l'Il 
just give an outline of what we've discovered. T o our surprise, we found 
that the present is not as our culture assumes it to be. There is no exclu
sive present , moving from past to future, as we have been taught. T o give a 
visual represe ntation, imagine rime as a river running from the past to the 
future. The present is totally arbirrary, and depends on where you choose 
to put your attention by stepping into the warer. Y ou can choose any par
ticular moment in the pas t or future, and when you put your attention 
there, it is 'in the present' just as it is right now. Every moment, past or fu
ture, is experienced by the observer as being 'in the present'. What this 
means for pas t lives is thar when one re-experiences a past !ife, or fo r thar 
matter a trauma in this lifetime using one of many regression processes, 
you are sharing the present moment of someone who is ac tually living it. 
They are not just static memories. And the events at thar moment can be 
changed. The future can go back to affect the past just as much as the past 
can affec t the future. This means rhat in certain peak states you can inter-
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act with people .in the past in exac tly the same way that you can interact, 
say by phone, wtth a netghbor dawn the stree t in the present. In fact, one 
can ac tually gtve oneself advice and gu idance from one lifetime to the 
nex t, the ultimate example of raising oneself by one's own bootstraps! 
. The other major implication of this madel of time is that you can also 
mte rac t Wtth ltves that have not ye t happened-in the future as we think 
of ~t. ~lthough of course, for someone in the future, it 's their present and 
we re m the past. The best example of this experience that I know of is 
wntten by H ank Wesselman in the book Spiritwalker. 

Another natura l ques tion arises at this point. Is there some sort of 
oversoul or being outs ide of time thar is experiencing each of these lives si
multaneously? T o answer th at question, we need to look at a relevant de
velopmental event. 

Past Lives and Developmental Events 

Usin~ the mode! of this book, we can hypothesize that people don 't recall 
p'as t hves because of some sort of developmental event trauma. Secondly, 
v\ e wou id expect a dtstnbutton m awareness of past lives in the general 
popu la~10n due to the varymg amount of trauma in critical developmental 
stages, m the same way as there is a distribution of peak sta tes in the aen
eral population. Thus, we would expect to see some who could recaU ali 
thetr ltves, some who could on occasion, and the majority who could not 
access them at ali. A nd sure enough, this appears to be the case. 
. Wes Gietz decided to see if this hypothesis was true. From his excep

ttOnal peak state , he was able to regress to the moment where he could fee! 
the block to his awareness of past lives occurring. Before thar moment he 
had f~ll awareness of al! his past lives , although it turns out thar he had to 
expen ence them from the perspec tive of an egg in the ovary. He found 
thar thts awareness was !ost when the egg was being ejected from the 
ovary. As thts was happening, there was some sort of protecrive coatina 
forming over the egg. It started from his 'head' and as it came downwarl 
he could fee! the awareness of past lives being reduced, until as the coatin~ 
was complete there was no more access to other lives. He healed this 
event, and to our surprise, he found that in the present he had full aware
ness of both his pas t and his future lives . Wes described this abou t the 
same as having memories of his own !ife, no more intrusive than that- al
though he spent some time noticing thar people he knew in the present 
were people he'd known in the pas t. 

Example: 

Paula Co~rteau went further into this event, looking for the rea
son why tt was relevant to past lives. She found that at a certain 
leve! of consciousness, she could 'see' a relatively flat webbing ex
tending infinitely through space. She encountered this by healina 
egg coalescence, at the moment when the heart awareness come~ 
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into the body container. She feels that it is related to the Creator 
leve! of awareness in some way, although exactly how she isn't yet 
sure. After she induced the Wholeness state into one of her past 
lives, she noticed the webbing became bright in patches. These ar
eas were her past lives. Her own lifetime was just another one of 
these areas. 

After more healing, the web grew a brighter golden color and she 
could view her past lives as either brighter patches of webbing or as 
dim silhouettes, as if they were people seen at dusk. lnterestingly, 
the lit up patches closest to herself were not necessarily recent 
lives-rather, they had similar issues to her in the present. With 
further experimentation, she found there was a chronological or
der, however- the ones on her left were past, on her right were 
the future. Behind her were lives that died before birth. Directly in 
front were only shadows, constantly shifting. She felt that they 
were 'possible Paulas'-the lives she would have lead if she had 
taken a different path. There was a lot of fear associated with 
merging with those lives. l find this account fascinating, as both 
myself and Zivorad Slavinski in our healing work have clients ac
cess these types of 'alternative' lives. After more healing, Paula's 
entire mesh became golden and the past and future lives partially 
merged with her. Since then, she repeatedly had the impression 
that ali her lives are getting the benefit of her healing. 

With more coalescence and other healing, she now sees the 
webbed plane as a continuous sheet of orange-gold light. She men
tions this because other investigators who are less traumatized 
might not see the intermediate webbed stage. 

Paula writes: "lt \vas David Burnet who put words to the way lac
cess special abilities and different 'ways of seeing': to work from 
the Creator state, he said he regresses to the moment where he 
first became aware of Creator. l realized this morning that regres
sion is what l do also, but not entirely consciously. When l want to 
see past lives l surround myself with a certain atmosphere. l realise 
now that it 's the atmosphere of the in utero events l healed when l 
first discovered my past lives. If l want to feel the planetary con
sciousness, l surround myself with a different atmosphere- that of 
the moment just before l took my first breath. l've forgotten what 
most of the developmental moments were, but l don't need tore
member the time; alli have to remember is the feeling of that par
ticular moment. lt's a shortcut, but strictly speaking it's definitely 
regression to the moment the phenomenon was first seen." 
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Figure 7-1: Paula sketched her observations. The pattern on this draw
ing resembles the pattern in the webbing that con tains past lives. The 
largest patch is the present life, with past and future lives around it. 

How does this relate to the developmental event of ovulation ? In the 
ovary, the egg is tied to its 'sis ter' eggs via a webbing that feels and looks 
very similar to >vhat Paula saw as a webbing that con tains past lives. The 
eggs al! communicate to each other, like girls and women do in groups, 
sharing information between each other. Recall thar it is assoc iation not 
logic or reason thar the body uses to learn with. In the case of ovulatio~. as 
the coating comes over the egg, it cuts the communication channels ro 
the other eggs. This loss of communication ro the other eggs is carried 
over to the similar fee ling loss of communication with past lives simulta
neously. 

Is there an equivalent developmental stage in the sperm thar blocks 
past lives? The sperm is also coated with a protective layer of cells, but at 
l~ast as of this >~riting it doesn't appear to have the same effect on past 
hves as the coatmg on the egg does. As you might guess, developmental 
stages thar are not experienced with trauma are hard to find , asto the ob
server they are non-events. Only people in good enough states thar they 
can access and heal the traumatic material, and who yet have event 
trauma thar interferes with what we're looking for, can notice the relevant 
events. lt 's been a slow and hit-or-miss process so far. 

Are there other developmental traumas relevant to past lives? We sus
pect there are, as not everyone who heals the ovulation trauma recovers 
their past-life memories. But again , more work needs to be clone. 
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The 'Past Life Awareness' State 

As we've mentioned, when relevant traumas are fully healed, the indiv id
ual experiences the merging of all of their past and future lives into their 
present. Obviously, there are degrees of this merging, from no abili ty to ac
cess pas t lives, to complete awareness . ln this book, we've chosen to cali 
this state the 'Pas t Life Awareness state'. As one can access future lives 
also, the label is a bit incomplete , but as the concept of pas t lives has al
ready taken roo t in popular culture, we chose to label the state with the 
common name. 

Healing Past Lives En Masse 

After a fevv years, we'd come to realize thar there were so many past lives 
thar it was both futile and pointless to try to heal their relevant trauma. 
Given so many lives, virrually everything thar could be traumatic had 
been experienced at !eas t once at some rime. Empirically, we'd fo und thar 
issues thar clients had thar were traceable to pas t !i fe trauma were actually 
triggered by more fundamental trauma in this life time. T he client would 
go to the past !ife first, because the pas t-life experience is less traumatic to 
the persan as it 's happening to somebody else and doesn 't feel persona!. 
We could force the client togo to the originating cause of the problem in 
this lifetime, and the past-life material would become irrelevant to them. 

Dr. Perry made another amazing discovery. She found thar she could 
indu ce the Wholeness state in one of her pas t lives, and then thar persan 
in thar life time would induce it into another of her pas t-life !ife times, and 
so on in an expanding chain reaction. As she watched, her entire pas t and 
future his tory of her other lives was revvritten. This was an amazing res ult 
and helped us fee ! better about ignoring all those lifetimes of misery we've 
all had. 

Implication for the Future of Our Civilization 

One of the most fascina ting implications from this work is again about the 
nature of rime. W e find thar after going into the right peak state, Inner 
Brightness, people can then experience their own futures to varying de
grees . This is because from thar peak state perspective, the future has al
ready happened. With frightening uniformi ty these people see the end of 
our civilization and the virtual extinction of our species in their own !ife
times. Hank Wesselman, T om Brown , Jr. , and Christopher Bache all do a 
good albeit disturbing job of describing this catastrophe. Even Dr. Ray
mond Moody's psychomanteum work, which is designed for a completely 
different purpose, thar of communicating with the dead , is causing people 
to see these events. 

Is this real? Weil , it doesn 't take an unusual state to see thar our society 
is destroying the biosphere thar sustains our own species at a frightening 
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rate, so we can expect such a result to be rather realistic. However, the 
same results offer hope-the pas t and the future can change. In fact, one 
can ascribe a probability to future events based on this mode! of constant 
change. Unfortu nately, the probability of global catas trophe appears to be 
nearly a certainty at this rime . Yet, perhaps the outcome will change if 
enough people heal. 

A Developmental Event for 
Native American Art and Music 

While exploring developmental events of the sperm in the tes tes, I came 
across one of the most numinously beau tiful and awesome experiences 
I've ever had. I found myself flying rapidly th rough a series of gigantic in
terrwined tunnels, which felt like they were hundreds of yards wide. There 
was the sound of native American chanting music thar l knew was in 
praise of the Creator. The walls of the tunnels were covered with angular 
patte rns, the same ones found in Plains and Southwes t Native American 
artwork. O f course, these tunnels, artwork, and music were ali from the 
perspective of the sperm, so the dimensions are quite tiny, but from my 
sperm perspective, it was stunning! 

This event has no particular use thar I'm aware of, bu t I mention it 
here because of its striking beauty. 

The Developmental Event for 
Old Age and Death 

Growing Old 

T o our great surprise, one of our contributors fou nd a developmental 
event where we choose to grow old, and choose the time at which we will 
die of old age. This occurs during the birthing trauma, right after the first 
birrh contraction. (The label of the first contraction assumes a simple de
live ry.) She found the experience quite frightening, and ended up choos
ing not to try and change the ourcome. 

Example: 
"During a session l encountered a decision l'cl made to age and 
grow old. l was focusing on a Jack of wholeness, opening my heart, 
really !etting go to my heart energy, then l started to fee! myself dy
ing, as in aging dying. Then l realized aging was a constriction, and 
l saw it didn't have to be that way. ln order togo there, l had tolet 
the internai wave go and expand outward. l'cl have to give/surren
der myself to the universe, to this giving/receiving. Membrane-Jess 
in that giving and receiving, not invested in anything. A death, 
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who knows were l'cl end up. I decided to wait on the decision tolet 
go of aging, to put it off tilllater! (There was a lot of fear around 
making that decision to not age.)" 

Later, Scott McGee was able to verify her findings. He went through 
the trauma of the event, and changed the outcome. As this is ail experi
mental work, we didn't know what to expect. He reported suddenly need
ing to eat tremendous amounts of protein over a period of weeks, and 
sleeping qui te a bit. His body spontaneously regained the musculature and 
shape of a younger man's. We don't know how far this can go, or if other 
developmental events are involved, but we watch the progression of the 
changes with extreme interest. 

Is it possible to actually stop or reverse the aging process by healing this 
developmental stage trauma? We just don't know. 

As an aside, the babies born via Caesarean section also go through the 
same developmental stages as the normally born baby, but the events are 
compressed into just a few moments as the baby is being removed from the 
mother. It 's actually harder to deal with than regular birth, as it's experi
enced as a terrible shock with ali the stages crammed into just a brief inter
val. Thus, empirically we've found that Caesarean babies are no more 
fortunate than normal births, and may in fact be more impaired around 
stages involving birth than children born normally. 

Archetypes and the Music 
of the Spheres 

As our mode! predicts, there is a developmental event for every possible 
peak experience, and an awareness of archetypes is another example of 
this principle. The event is accessed just after the birth. As you move for
ward in rime after leaving the birth canal, there is a short moment in time 
that has a strong archetypal feeling to it. It 's quite a unique experi
ence-yom awareness goes to a 'place ' where you become aware of differ
ently-sized spheres that appear to be almost planetary sized, that move 
forward and back in a sort of dance. Each sphere is an 'archetype', and 
emits a musical nore, or tone. T ogether, al! the spheres make a harmoni
ous cacophony that shouldn't sound pleasing, but does . On the other side 
of the 'space' one finds oneself in is Gaia consciousness , made up of what 
looks like an apartment building with the wall removed-each room be
ing a species consciousness. Humans as a species are in one of those 
spaces. 

I've tested this event on other volunteers. It 's fairly easy to have them 
slovvly re-experience the birthing sequence to find the moment when they 
need to access this experience. Like so many even ts , healing the trauma 
around it doesn't mean that you automatically knmv how to use it in any 
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way. This experience is used in certain kinds of shamanic activities be
yond the scope of this book. 

I can only assume that the Greeks were aware of this peak experience 
based on their languaging that fits it so weil. As far as I can tell, rhese ar
chetypes are not related to ones that are referred to in psychology 
books-these are much more fundamental. I suspect they are related to 
transit astrology, however. 

The Layers of the Aura and Their 
Biological Counterparts 

Introduction 

One of the key purposes of the work in this book is to define a mode! that 
ties al! psychic and spiritual experiences into an underlying mechanism. 
One such experience is the layers of aura described by a number of people, 
most n.otably Barbara Bren nan in her Hands of Light. This phenomenon is 
usefulm understanding and healing certain kinds of emotional and physi
cal problems. See Volume 3 for specifies on this topic. 

Our mode! suggests that these sorts of phenomena exist due to bioloai
cal events, and that's exactly what we've found in the cases we've look~d 
at. Ev~n though the laye rs of the aura are non-physical, these laye rs have a 
sensatton to the body that mimics an underlyina pre-birth bioloaical expe
rience. As far as we know, these layers are nor"'formed by developmental 
b10logy, but the body experiences them as being identical to the biological 
layers and handles them in the same way. The biologicallayers come into 
existence during early developmental stages in utero, during the single or 
few cel! period. The non-phys ical layers have a characteristic egg shape to 
them, even thought the adult does not look egg shaped, because their ori
gins are during biological developmental stages when the body was eaa 

shaped, as during conception or implantation. Interestingly, the orioina~~ 
ing developmental stages general! y have to be healed for the non-ph;sical 
layers to function or be used properly. 

The 'Egg Shell' Barrier 

There is a non-physical membrane that surrounds the hu man body. It can 
be 'seen' as an off-white, hard layer that looks like and is shaped like an 
egg shell. Although its dimensions can be changed or even extended to 
surround another persan at will, it normally assumes this egg shape about 
a foot orso from the body, completely enclosing it. 

Damage to this layer usually looks like a burned, blackened area. 
This layer functions more as a barrier. Its origin is during conception, 

when the newly fertilized egg solidifies its outer membrane to keep any 
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other sperm from entering. This is why the non-physical barrier has the 
characteristic shape of a human egg cel!. There is a possibility that this 
barrier has its prototype in coalesce nce. 

This barrier is particularly important for healing and diagnosing cer
tain kinds of emotional and physical problems. This is covered in more de
tail in Volume 3, and in Volume 2 with reference to 'cords'. 

The 'Siippery Surface' Barrier 

This layer of the non-physical aura is experienced as a boundary layer that 
has a slippery or greasy surface. One person describes it as feeling like egg 
white. It also hasan egg shape to it, and it lies inside of the previously men
tioned egg shell barrier. Unlike the egg shell barrier, its surface can also 
have a rotational effect, as if a wind or dust devi! were surrounding the 
body at the barrier. If this wind effect is not happening, it can look patchy 
and porous. 

Figure 7.2 : An approxi
mate visual impression 
of the coating applied to 
the egg or sperm as they 
leave the ovary and tes
tes respectively. lt looks 
the same after concep
tion. The impression of 
it persists to the present. 
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This layer is important in certain kinds of physical problems, and is usefu l 
and relevant to phenomena that occur in the spaciousness state of con
sciousness. This is covered in depth in Volume 3. 

lts developmental stage origin is in three different events. The egg re
ceives a coating as it leaves the ovary. The slippery surface is formed un
derneath that new layer of cells. The sperm also receives a coating as it 
leaves the testes. Likewise, it also creates a slippery layer when the cells 
cover it . The tvvo layers are merged during conception. Finally, the slip
pery coating is activated during the time just before implantation when 
the zygote sheds the layer of nutrient cells thar surrounds it. The zygote 
makes its ou ter boundary slippery to disengage the surrounding cells. 

Key Points 

• Chakras and meridians exist. The same developmental stages that 
are key to tri une brain fusion states are also key to the correct devel
opment and utilization of the chakras and the meridian system in 
our bodies. Trauma a round the ir development needs to be ad
dressed, else many of our natural abilities are impaired. Conse
quences of he a led developmental stages are changes in vision and a 
radical decrease in the need for sleep. 

• Having a peak state or potential ability doesn't al ways mean that you 
know how to use it effectively. Training is often required. If your 
mother didn't unconsciously use it while you were in utera, your fetal 
self doesn't learn how to use it . Using the chakras is a good case in 
point. 

• Blocks to awareness of one's past (and future) lives is also due to 
trauma in at !east one developmental stage . This stage occurs right 
after ovulation when the egg is coated with a protective covering. 

Suggested Reading and Websites 

On the near-death experience 
• Dr. Raymond Moody MD, The Light Beyond, Bantam, 1989. 

On past lives 
• Grant McFetridge and Mary Pellicer, The Basic Whole- Hearced 

Healing Manual (third edition), Institute for the Study of Peak States 
Press, 2003 . 

• Winafred Lucas, Regression Therapy: A Handbook for Profess ionals, 
Volume 1: Past-life therapy, Deep Forest Press, 1993. 
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• Dr. Stanislav Graf, The Cosmic Game: Explorations of the Frontiers of 
Human Consciousness, State Universiry of ew York Press, 1998. 

Communication with the dead 
• Dr. Raymond Moody and Paul Perry, Reunions: Visionary Encounters 

with Departed Loved Ones, lvy Books, 1994. 

Chakras and the layers of the aura 
• Barbara Brennan, Hands of Light: A Guide to HealingThrough the Hu

man Energy Field, Bantam, 1993. 
• Karla McLaren, Y our Aura and Y our Chakras: The Owner's Manual, 

Red Wheel/Weiser, 1998. 

Descriptions of out of the ordinary abilities and experiences 
• www.ehe.org, the Exceprional Human Experience Nerwork 

On the possible future 
• Christopher Bache, Dark N ight, Early Dawn, State University of 

New York Press, 2000 . 
• T om Brown, Jr., The Vision, Berkley, 1988. on-fiction. 
• H ank Wesselman, Spiritwalker: Messages from the Future, Bantam, 

1995. An account of a future !ife, excellently written. Non-fiction. 

Chapter 8 

A 'Trauma' Approach: Regressing to 
Developmental Events for T riune Brain 

and Associated Peak States 

Introduction 

This chapter is included in this book specifically for professionals and peo
ple who are taking training from the Institute. This chapter is for educa
tional purposes on! y, and is not intended for use by the general public. The 
process in this chapter is designed to be used only with trained and qualified 
supervision because there is a possibili ry oflong term emotional and physi
cal pain as weil as life-threatening suicida! feelings. If you are a layman 
reading this book, we refer you to Chapters 3, 9, 10, 11, and 12 for pro
cesses for acquiring peak states that have already been tested on large 
groups of people and are relatively quick, simple, safe, and effective. 

The process covered in this chapter is our core regression process for 
acquiring triune brain peak states and related states of consciousness. 
Specifically, the peak states it is designed for are the Hollow state, the 
Wholeness state, the Inner Gold state, and the Flow Awareness state, all 
of which are explained elsewhere in this volume. As of this writing, the 
steps in this process are still under development, and we fully anticipate 
that they wi ll be changed and improved by the next edition. We include it 
in this book because the process below is central to our work in discover
ing the origin of new states and thus improving our Gaia instruction pro
cesses (see Chapter 9 for an example of a Gaia instruction process). 

We also hope that other technique developers will take this informa
tion, improve on it, and incorporate our findings into their own work. 

States in this chapter: 
• Wholeness 
• Hollow 
• limer Gold 
• Underlying Happiness 
• Beaury Way 
• Flow Awareness 
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About This Regression Process 

Essentially, the process in this chapter is just a list of detailed descriptions 
of key developmental stages thar we've found are critical for tmme bram 
and related peak states, along with the solutions to some other speofic 
problems thar need to be dealt with. ln essence, thts process ts JUSt an ex
panded version of mate rial described in Chapter 6 and 7. Heahng these 
stages has the effect of giving the states listed above to many, bu t not ali , 
of the people doing the healing. T o do the process steps, we have assumed 
rhat you are already in astate of consciousness thar allow.s you to regress at 
will, or that you can ge t help in doing so. The prerequtstte state for bemg 
able to regress at will is an lnner Brighmess state and ts covered m ~olume 
2. For people who can't regress at will , we've had some success usmg the 
imaoes and music we will be describing. W e also assume that you know a 
heaÏing technique rhat can heal any relevant trauma. Any process that 
works quickly, effectively, and completely to heal trauma such as a mend
ian therapy or Whole-Hearted H ealing would be fme. 

What Y ou Can Expect to Achieve 

Most people who finish this process will perceive big internai changes. 

They include: 
• A deep and wonderful feeling of being 'whole' as you enter the 

Wholeness state. 
• Y ou enter the Hollow state or one of the lesser triune brain states 

such as the Beauty Way or Underlying Happiness. If you go into the 
full Hollow state, you feellike your body turns to air with a skin cov
ering, and everything becomes effortless. If you already have the ln
ner Brighmess state , you are likely to be able to percetve thar your 
five brains coalesce into a bali around your belly button. ln terms of 
the Perry diagram, ali the circles superimpose as the brain 
awarenesses fuse together . 

• Y ou become a golden color inside your body. However, we believe 
this change is only visible with the lnner Brightness state , or whtle 
healing physical injuries using the W HH method. . 

• The chakras will coalesce in to a bali just above and supenmposed on 
the brain fusion bali , giving the Flow Awareness state. T o see this 
chakra bali also requires the lnner Brighmess state, although it can 
be felt as a fe eling of flow going through the body from the back to 
the front. 

• Assumino you heal the meridian-chakra connections during the co
alescenc: stages , you can expect to only need about three or four 
hours sleep to fee! weil res ted. 
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The Effectiveness of the Process 

We can say for certain that most people will not find this process as it's 
writ ten effective in giving them the desired peak states . This is because 
people in average consciousness need a fa irly rare peak state, the lnner 
Brightness state, to easily regress to the correct moments intime. W e be
lieve that other approaches for doing regression might bypass this prob
lem, but as of this writing we rarely do the process with people in average 
consciousness and so we haven 't optimized it for them. 

Even among people with the lnner Brightness state, vve know that not 
everyone is successful in ge tting the states listed . At this time we don't 
have good statistics on how effective this process is for acquiring states 
even among this unusual group. We generally do this process one on one 
and so tailor it to people's individual needs, dealing with any unusual 
problem on the spot. This gives us better results than just a rote following 
of printed steps wou Id. 

As we suspect that some of the required developmental stages are not 
ye t identified, we don 't expect that this process will give the Hollow state 
to everyone. However, it is quite likely that it will at !east give one of the 
other lesser triune brain peak states, which you may recall build up to the 
Hollow state. 

Even taking all of this into account, not everyone with the lnner 
Brightness state is able to acquire the targe t states. We don 't knmv why 
this is, but we have severa! hypotheses: missing developmental stages in 
our process; incomplete healing of any given stage, perhaps due to inade
quate mas tery of the power therapies; inadequate healing of related pre
or post traumas that relate to the developmental stages for the particular 
persan ; generational traumas interfering with the healing (covered in de
tail in Volume 3); unresolved earlier traumas described in Volume 2; the 
trauma that can occur at the start of birth , desc ribed in Volume 2; other 
unusual phenomena covered in Volumes 3; and reasons unknown. 

Choosing to Acquire a Subset of the Listed States 

lt is possible to just heal some of the developmental stages to acquire spe
cifie states. Howeve r, since the stages build on each other, skipping steps, 
especially the coalescence stages may black the effect that healing later 
stages can give. 

• The W holeness state: Placenta! death trauma is key for this state. 
Do Steps 2, 7a, 9, 10, and 11. This seems to work fairly well on its 
0\Vn. 

• The Underlying Happiness state: Healing implantation is key for 
this state. Do Steps 2, 8, 10, and 11. However, as this is a recent dis
covery, we don't have data yet on how effective these steps are by 
themselves. 
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• The Beauty Way state: Healing conception often gives the Beauty 
Way (or Inner Peace) state. Do Steps 2, 7, 10, and 11. 

• Flow Awareness state: It is possible to just heal the chakra and me
ridian parts of the coalescence and conception to reduce the need 
fo r sleep or ge t the Flow Awareness state. Do Steps 2, 3e, Se, 7b, 10, 
and 11. 

• The Inner Gold state: Do Steps 2, 4, and 6, 10, and 11. 

POTENTIAL RISKS 

Do not use this process unless you are fully and completely willing 
to accept anything that happens to you as a result of proceeding. Do 
not use this process if you've had the previous experience of sui
cidai feelings. 

W e've used this process (excluding steps 8 and 9) on about 50 people 
with no ill effects. However, these were not randomly chosen subjects, so 
we make no predictions on what will happen if large groups of people use 
this process. It is still VERY experimental. We have OT tested Step 9, 
the dea th of the placenta on more than a handful of people as of this writ
ing, and we suspect this step may induce suicidai fee lings in some people. 
The stage occurs during a period of rime thar sometimes holds extreme 
suicidai feelings. When this material ge ts triggered by going to the stage, 
the suicidai feelings can overwhelm a persan . W e sugges t that you do not 
do Step 9 unless you are with competent assistance, and do not already 
have a problem with suicidai feelings to start with. 

W e recommend at the minimum doing the process with a trained and 
licensed therapist who is fa miliar with healing in utero trauma and, if you 
add Steps 7 and 9 into the process, is also familiar with suicidai clients. We 
are not liab le for your use of this process if you chose to use it. Do OT use 
this process unless you are prepared for the potentia l consequences. This 
process is not safe, and can be very dangerous to even well-adjusted indi
viduals. It is given in this book only as a research tool for professionals who 
are familiar with and prepared for what can happen. A much safer, faste r, 
and simpler process for just the Inner Peace state is in C hapter 9, and an 
expanded version of thar process for the Hollow state is in Volume 2. If 
you are not a professional accustomed to this kind of work we recommend 
you use those other processes instead. 

A nother problem with this regression process is that it puts you very 
close to a major se t of traumas thar involve intense and often terrify ing 
feelings of annihilation. For most people, these traumas occur earlier in 
rime, so we note in the steps where to avoid going earlier. For more on 
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these traumas and the states they confe r, see Volume 2 on the Sacred and 
the Realm of the Shaman states. 

The potential risks or problems in using this regression process are : 
• Suicidai feelings arising thar may cause you to kill yourself. 
• Y ou might find as you work with your chakras that you either be

come physically manie or completely exhausted. Continue to heal 
the relevant t raumas until this disappears. 

• Y ou might experience extreme phys ical pain, and become nauseous 
and vomit vvhile healing some of these stages (especially during 
birth). Prepare for this! 

• If you don 't fu lly heal the traumas, you might find thar you have 
'new' physical and emotional symproms and problems in your !ife 
until you finish the healing. Persistence may be required. 

• Y ou may encounter the terror ofbeing annihilated before or during 
the coalescence stages. Persevering will cause extreme changes in 
consciousness as you move into states that you were not expecting. 
Do not continue healing these annihilation events before reading 
about the Realm of the Shaman state in Volume 2. Y ou need to be 
ab le to make an informed choice on whether you want these very 
dramatic states now or not. 

The Choice of Therapeutic Healing Techniques 

In this book, we make the assumption that you've already been exposed to 
the leading edge in healing techniques, especially the power therapies, as 
used for bath pos t-birth and pre-birth trauma. W e also assume you are al
ready aware of modern prenatal information, such as : the conscious 
awareness of the fe tus, sperm , and egg; the tremendous impact prenatal 
injury has in people's lives; etc . If this is news to you, we recommend you 
review some of the journals or books at the end of this chap ter. 

W e derived the process in this chapte r using the basic W hole-Hearted 
Healing (WHH) technique, and so it is optimized for use with W HH. This 
therapy is available from the website www. PeakStates.com, or from The 
Bas ic Whole-Hearted Healing Manual by Grant McFetridge and Mary 
Pellicer. But any technique that can totally heal a trauma should work. 
Examples of su ch therapies are T rau matie Incident Reduction (TIR), Eye 
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) , T a pas Acupres
sure Technique (T AT), Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) , any of the 
other meridian therapy techniques, etc. Regardless of the technique used , 
the end point of the trauma healing should be a feeling of calm, peace and 
lightness, with a sense of bright inner light in every part of your body and a 
sensation that you're very large. If you can' t ge t to this type of endpoint 
with the therapy that you are using, switch to one of the others. 
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We recommend Terry Larimore's and William Emerson's work, espe
cially the use of body motions for particular developmental stages. As 
precellular stages are still virtually unknmvn even in the field of pre- and 
perinatal psychology, we hope to see new techniques and data evolve 
saon . See Chapters 4 and 6 for more on this subject. 

Although this fac t is not weil known, due to the kind of consciousness 
you have in the womb (or earlier) the only events that are experienced as 
traumatic always involve physical injury. The injury can sometimes be 
easy to miss, so don't forge t to stay with the trauma until the injury is 
found and completely healed. Y ou will know that the injury is fully healed 
when you fee! very large and bright everywhere in your body in that past 
moment. Since the process involves only pre-birth developmental stages, 
all traumas in them will have a physical injury component. 

Changing the Past 
Some healing therapies have the ability to actually change the client's 
past. This statement is completely outside of our cultural beliefs, but this 
phenomenon is encountered in almost all of the powerful therapies. We 
mention it here because you will see this when doing this process. What 
do l mean? Our cultural belief about trauma is that it 's just a memory, and 
when the healing is clone , the memory is still exactly the same, but the 
emotional charge is gone. Although this is an adequate mode! for most 
processes, this idea would cause the client doing this regression process to 
quit too saon before the fusion state changes come in to effect. ln particu
lar, as you go through the healing, iterating to completion, you' ll find that 
totally new experiences that were not there when you started will arise. 
Y ou have to continue the healing process un til these changes no longer 

occur. 
For example, most people who heal the conception trauma take the 

events that happened and simply take the emotional pain off it. However, 
if it is full y healed, the actions of the sperm and egg can change, and the 
experience becomes almost a dance between a royal couple , an egg that 
feels now like a queen, and a sperm that feels like a king. 

H aving experiences that are outside the dominant paradigm are not al
ways comfortable. Y ou can choose to ignore our interpretation of events 
(i.e. changing the past), but you still need to incorpora te the observed 
phenomena. This means that the final events sometimes bear little or no 
resemblance to what was first experienced. 
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The Developmental Events Regression Process for 
Triune Brain and Associated Peak States 

Revision 1.0, August 2003 

• O utcome: The Hollow, Wholeness , and lnner Gold peak states, or 
lesser tnune bram fusion states. 

• Required state : lnner Brightness, although it can sometimes be clone 
from ordinary consciousness. 

• Dangers: Evokes major trauma in many people that may take weeks 
or even months to heal. ln some cases, it may evoke suicida! feelings. 
Should not be attempted \Vtthout qualified support and guidance. 

• Success rate: Probably 50% of the people using this approach are 
successful. 

• Comments: The process is probably still missing key developmental 
events. 

The re.are five main deve lopmental events that have to be clone correc tly 
for fu slOn of the brains and fusion of the chakras. Two occur before the eaa 
and sperm become single-celled organisms, during stages called coale~~ 
cene~. The t~md happens at conception, the fourth at implantation, and 
the ftfth at btrth. lterating on each of these developmental staaes will al
n:os t certainly be required to heal them completely. ln addition~ there is a 
btrth developmental moment that can sometimes interfere with the pro
cess. ~hts ts the moment where birth is initiated by the fetus. We're putt
mg thts off untd the chapter on Gaia consciousness in Volume 2 because 
more background is needed to understand what the problem is and how to 
deal with it. 

We've included a step that causes one to become a ao!den color inside 
th.e body. We're not totally sure why it's important , b~t bath the alche
mtsts and people doing extensive inner work ge t to the point where this 
state occurs, so we've included it below. The step is primarily from a sin ale 
developmental moment in the egg and sperm's precellular existence. o 

We sugges t using music at each of the developmental stages, but you'll 
have to deode tf thts ts an atd or a hindrance. Using our music selections 
Imght be more of a problem than a help, because the auditory music only 
bears a relattvely shght resemblance to the ac tual 'spiritual' non-audible 
mus ~c. This spiritual music also usually changes as the stage progresses, 
makmg our music se lection sometimes inappropriate for the entire course 
of the stage. Y ou might want to experiment with and without music. 

Although the process is s~own in steps with the implication that they 
can be clone fully one at a tlme, many people find they have to iterate 
through the steps due to the interactions the stage traumas have with 
each other. Some people do al! the steps in a day- others take many 
mon~hs togo through them al!. lt is preferable to heal the earliest material 
fm t tf at all possible, as it makes doing the later stages easier, and so we've 
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laid the steps out in that sequence. However, not everyone can do
0 
t~is . 

Many people find they need to work with later trauma fmt before oomg 

earlier. 

Step 1: Record Y our Experience 

Use a tape recorder, or take notes while doing the pr?~ess, or have some
one with you who will record what you have to say. It s Important that you 
take notes for severa! reasons. First, you need to hav~ them so you can re
cali what happened when you write up all the detmls of the work after
wards. ln particular, healed issues often fade away by the next mornmg. If 
you put it off, the details become impossible to recall. , . 

These notes have severa! uses. Material that wasn t healed the fmt 
time can be located as you go over your notes. For_ some people, strong 
emotions or physical sensations will arise from rev1ewmg unftmshed IS
sues. Y ou will also want this material for your work w1th other pe_ople m 
the future. Unusual events may happen that you want to study Wlt~ co_l
leagues later, and so a written record is essential. And as tl11S work 1s s ~ill 
under development, we'd appreciate hearing about any new d1scovenes 

thar you might make! 

Step 2: Clear Out Blocking Issues 

Heal any 'big issue' that you have first. This allows your attention to be 
fully on the developmental traumas. If you ne7d_ s~veral sessLOns t? com
plete the process, you might have to heal the b1g 1ssue of the day at the 
beoinnino of each session. ln most cases, you will probably fmd that what
ev:r the ~sue is today, it is related to one of the developmenral stages c~v
ered in this process- although not necessarily the one you were workmg 
on at the end of the last session . This principle that you need to work on 
the material that's at the top of your attention list before be111g able to 
move to new areas successfully is something that 1s also recogmzed 111 TIR 

processing. . . 
Usina Gaia command peak state processes (descnbed 111 the next chap-

ter) on l~rge numbers of people uncovered an odd pher~omenon. Some of 
clients won't ao into a peak state even though they ve ehm111ated th~ 

our o l 1 1 · 'b" · ' f developmental traumas UNTIL they also 1ea t 1e~r 1g 1s~ue -even 1 
they heal it after the peak state process! Then they JUSt po~ mto the peak 
state automatically and stay the re . This problem occurs 111 about 10 to 
20% of the studied people. Oddly, in most of these people there generally 
is just one particular issue . We suspect that this sm;1e phenomenon occurs 
with the process in this chapte r, although we dont know for certa111. 
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~xample : 
Paula Courreau describes her experience doing this process: "My 
healing was not straightforward at ali. .. For one thing, l'cl already 
clone the placenta's death. BUT I had a whole pile of very severe 
traumas that took place before the egg and sperm fusion, while the 
individual awarenesses were still in their timeless 'rings'. Ovary 
and sperm formation traumas and serious implantation and birth 
problems were also in the way. These traumas were not in neat, 
consequential 's tacks', but in untidy, interdependent piles, with 
physical injuries at each stage . The entire process took months. If 
this is your case, just keep picking at it ... Find someone you can 
consult with on a regular basis. The transitional peak states you'll 
get on the way will give you good incentives for continuing." 

tep 3: Heal the Precellular Egg Coalescence 

-:-o se t yourself up for the right trauma, l recommend playing the music 
·-red below. We've tried to fit real music to the 'spiritual' music that oc
-urs during the stage, but of course the match is not perfect. For simplic
. ·, we picked common tunes that most people know. Each one applies to 
a particular moment in the trauma, and so there are severa! tunes for the 
same developmental experience. Choices are Somewhere Over the Rain-

w, Clair De Lune, I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now, Rustle of Spring Pi
ano, or Roger Williams' Autumn Leaves Coming Down. I like Somewhere 
Over the Rainbow the most for this part of the process, although it isn't re
ally the best choice for every moment in time to be healed. It's just simpler 
· om a practical perspective. 

Follow the egg backwards in time to when it is in your mother's womb 
in her mother's womb. (ln case you didn 't know, the eggs are formed when 
me mother is still growing in utero.) T o make regression into the egg eas
ie r, it's sometimes helpful to use the feeling that you as the egg are a young 
version of your mother. Other people find it helpful to stay aware of their 
mother's body surrounding them so they don't accidentally move into 
meir sperm memories as they regress. Move pas t ripening and ejection out 
of the ovary, then a long regression while in the ovary, past the contrac
tion event that your mom goes through while being born. When you re
!!Tess far enough, there is a sudden sensation of your mind , he art, and body 
brains splitting up and apart. 

For the steps thar follow, to heal any particular brain consciousness 
•ou need to put your center of awareness (CoA) into the physical location 

of the brain you wish to follow backwards in time. Y our CoA is where you 
would point your finger if you had to tell someone else where 'you' were lo
cated in your body. (See Volume 2 for more on this phenomenon.) With 
practice, you can maintain your awareness inside more than one brain at 
once even though they become physically separated. Beginners usually 
have to foc us on one brain at a time, and shift back and forth to the others, 
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movina fonvard and backwards in time over and over to complete the 
healin~. It's a bit like doing a slow motion replay of a sp? rting event, first 
\.V ith the camera on one player, then repeating the play w1th the camera on 
a different player. 

Step 3a: Heal the Mind, Heart, and Body Fusion 

You've come to a precellular memory that looks like a large fl at space wirh 
a sort of long fl at table. The precellular 'body' brain looks like a clear flexi
ble distended polyester bag with wrinkles. Ne ar the body bag . are the 
precellular mind and heart brains which look someth1~g hke t ~rmps , WLth 
a roo t sticking out at the bottom. The mmd and heart turmps touch and 
stan becoming circular, sliding roge ther and through :ach other. They 
haven't completed moving roge ther as they stan movmg mto the body 
bag. The mind and heart piece maves in to the body bag at what feels hke 
the appendix region , and pain can occur there as they en.ter. Now, you 
h ave a body bag with two rounded turnip strucwres verncally stacked. 
The heart turnip continues to change shape into a more rounded struc
ture as does the mind turnip, and the heart enfolds and encloses the 
mind. The outer body becomes rounded also. It 's a bit like they transform 
into three concenuic spheres. The solar plexus brain becomes elongated 
like a long skinny egg or a rounded obelisk, and main tains ~n attachment 
to the body brain as it goes into and through the other bram~, tymg rh: m 
roge ther. At this point , they become one organism and thetr separauon 

ends. 
For people who can' t get an outside image of these events, from the in-

side the brains feellike balloons made of soft leather. 

Step 3b: Heal the Precellular Egg Body Brain and 
Solar Plexus Brain Fusion 
Put your CoA into the the lower abdomen and solar plexus region. From 
the body, heart and mind fusion moment contmue g01~g backwards m 
rime as the body and solar plexus (SP) brain .. As you contmue bac~wards, 
the body and solar plexus brains suddenly spin apart . (CAUTION· Av01d 
aoina any earlier in rime until you've read the matenal m Volume 2. 
Ïw oi'd the separation of the brains from the 'infinite ring' where tl~ey are 
first crea red.) These precellular brains have just separated from rhe1r adJ a
cent source matrixes , which look like large rings. The rings are very close 
toge ther, and the precellular brains come together almost instantly hke 
maonets atuacting each other. 

Run throuoh their fu sion into one physical precellular organism until 
this stage is h~al ed. The body brain will look like a jiggly ~ack . The solar 
plexus brain looks similar, made of the same kmd of matenal but a darker 
color and smaller. They both look translucent. When they come together 
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and unite, the precellular walls between them dissolve and they then form 
a continuous wall that surrounds them both. The body and the SP 
precellular brains remain separate in their own areas. Where they touch, 
the body sends hundreds of finger-like connections towards the SP, and 
the SP sends si mil ar fingers that have more of a charcoal co lor towards the 
body brain. The thin area between the two brains is filled with these con
nections. 

Step 3c: Heal the Egg Precellular Mind and Buddha 
Brains Fusion 

Move back towards the present to where the mind, heart, and body co
alesee. Put your CoA into your head. Go backwards in time as the mind 
maves out of the body bag, then further to the time where the Buddha 
brain suddenly separates from the mind. (CAUTION! Avoid going any 
earlier intime until you've read the material in Volume 2. A void the sepa
ration of the brains from the 'infinite ring' where they are first created .) 
The precellular brains have just separated from their source matrixes, 
which look like rings . The precellular brains detach from the rings and 
then floa t toge ther. The mind looks like a big donut, and the Buddha 
looks like a smaller donut. The mind donut has slots in its center. The 
Buddha donut has protrusions on its outer surface . The Buddha maves 
into the mind , connecting the protrusions and slots toge ther. It's like a lit
tle donut inside the opening of a large donut. Repeatedly run through 
these events until they are fully healed . 

Step 3d: Heal the Egg Precellular Placenta! Brain 
Fusion 

Move backwards in time from the mind , heart, and body coalescence . Go 
back in time in to the placenta! brain awareness before it merged with the 
other precellular brains. This regression is a bit tricky as there is no easy 
place to put your CoA in the present as in the previous steps. Since this 
brain dies at birth, usually with considerable trauma, the 'sense ' of this 
brain can be a bit unfamiliar. It 's helpful to already have had some experi
ence in merging with this brain while it is attached to the fetus. However, 
it 's not necessary- you can deliberately move your a;vareness in to the 
precellular placenta! brain once you can perceive it using the description 
that follows. 

The time zone we want to heal is just after the precellular placenta! 
brain has just left its ' infinite ring' . (CAUTION! A void going any earlier 
intime until you've read the material in Volume 2. A void the separation 
of the brains from the 'infinite ring' where they are first created. Unlike 
the other brains, this one cames off the ring with a sort of slow, rolling, de
liberate 'spin' to it. )The infinite ring that the placenta! brains come from 
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bas a very 'etheric' quality toit, and can be hard to notice. The placenta! 
precellular brain is also hard to perceive- i_r also has a very ethe;lC qualtty 
ro it. In fact, it has the same sort of qualtty thar the chddren s cartoon 
'Casper the Friendly Ghost' portrays. Y ou can see, thin~s behind it , and 
you can notice it more because of the dtsruptton on ltght bendmg around 
it, not because you're easily 'seeing' it like the other brains. 

The precellular placenta! brain looks like a transparent bag, like the 
body ba a but bi ocre r. The other brains come into the body bag and then the 

0 00 d ' , l 
placenta! bag comes into the body bag and surroun s or go~s over t 1e 
other five brains while they are merging, with the sense of be mg a sort of 
protection. When the orher brains finish merging, the placenta! bag then 
meroes with all of them simultaneously. Ir has no chakras of tts own. 

0 

Example: 
Paula continues; "At first, the placenta! bag failed to open. ln
stead, it wrapped itself like a closed plastic bag, snaking between 
each brain and isolating them from each other. After l healed the 
placenta! brain's trauma, l also had togo heal the physica~ injuries 
sustained by each brain. l burt at the top of the head, dtagonally 
across the head from the bridge of the nose to the nape of the neck; 
across the neck; along the diaphragm to the back; and across the 
belly at umbilicallevel." 

Step 3e: (Optional) Heal the Meridians and Chakras 

This is an optional step to ger the Flow Awareness state and radically de
crease the need for sleep. If used, it needs to be clone in conJunctton wtth 
Step Se and Step 7a for full effect. (CAUTION! ~his step has the P?ten
tial problem of hyperac tivity or complete exhausnon tf the healmg ts not 
clone correctly. Do not do this step without quahfted supervtston. See 
Chapter 7 for more information.) Each of the ' turnip' brains_ has severa! 
olowino balls (chakras) associated with it, and they move wtth thetr re
~pectiv~ precellular brains. As the chakras come in to the body baga web
bing forms (the meridians from Chinese medicine) that anchors thes_e 
alowino balls in place. This anchorage is quite physKal. The webbmg ts 
like thi~k silver-white silken or woven co rd. It looks like a webbing as soon 
as it appears. Healing the anchorage of the chakras inra the webbing cor
rectly is what reduces the need for sleep. 

As we've said previously, the brain awarenesses fuse rogether into a 
bali as the precellular brains physically merge toge ther in the body bag. As 
the brain awarenesses fuse rogerher, the chakras also start to move to
oe ther. The chakra balls then fuse together into one bal! inside the 
~recellular egg. It looks like a white silvery colored bal! with a distin~t 
edge. T o the persan doing the regression, about 2/3 of the bal! feel_s hke ~t 
is located below the SP, and about l /3 is located above the SP m thm 
body in the present. Note thar for most people, on the first pass through 
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· event the chakras do not forma bal!. This occurs only after trauma tic 
terial is healed. However, some people can will the chakras into a bal! 
spite of traumatic material. The problem with this is that the chakras 

· come apart as soon as the effort is released. Be sure to heal this staoe 0 , 

[ force it to be ;vhat you want. 

-=xample: 
Paula continues: "At times I found it very hard to tell which 
precellular coalescence I was in, since I kept jumping from stage to 
tage. lnternally, both felt like the individual parts were soft 

leather balloons with tails on them. A couple of times I saw myself 
as transparent, vaguely cubic blocks. I always felt like myself, not 
my mother or father. My main landmark was checking who was on 
the outside of me: if I was in sperm fusion, I would fe el my father, 
young, and as I healed further l' d often fe el him intensely loving 
my mother. In egg fusion I'd fee! my mother, often as a baby or a 
fetus, and my grandmother around her. There were severe genera
tional traumas on both sides, and I needed to heal those before I 
could proceed. My grandmother had a bad leg injury, and after I'd 
healed her l felt her legs like two strong pillars, a solid and safe 
base to grow up on. 

The main injury in the egg fusion was a split at mid-body. My 
mind and heart had joined outside of the body container, and my 
olar plexus was painfully holding on to the heart awareness from 

within the container, as through a bag. Also, my heart was on 
backwards, possibly in both fusions, which may have caused oddi
ties at later stages: as a sperm, I happily swam on my back; l also 
tried to implant on my back. 

I saw a young version of me, standing defiantly, holding a gun 
and surrounded by war paraphernalia. l merged with 'her' and dis
covered she was to be the oldest sis ter in my family ... and had died 
at this egg fusion stage, due to a terrible emotional trauma to my 
!rrandmother. .. and she was me! A very recent past !ife, and a 
good example of the non-linear quality of time: my present self, 
the youngest sister, still had to run through the terrible constric
tion of my grandmother's emotional shock. 

Each brain pretended to be something else: my solar plexus 
pretended to be my heart, since my heart was outside the con
tainer, and felt harried by the extra work and unable to doits own. 
My Buddha brain tried to be useful and built a crude version of the 
mesh of meridians, something the solar plexus was supposed to 
do. My body brain looked like a swamp monster. ln the sperm fu
sion my Buddha brain pretended to be a baby. 

ln the earlier stages of healing, it felt like a lot of injuries were 
analogs of birthing traumas: my head feeling stuck and cru shed as 
it tried to force its way clown a narrow passage, that sort of thing ... 
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ln later repetitions of the sequence this was replaced by wonderful 
impressions of my heart awareness being massaged and squeezed 
lovingly and infused with physical sensuality as it passed through 
the body container, and my mind receiving the same treatment 
plus a strong dose of emotional love as it made its way through 
both." 

Step 4: Complete the Alchemical Gold Precellular Egg 
'Fountain' Stage 

From the precellular fu sion moment in the egg, go fonvard in rime, and 
you will come to a place thar looks like a fountain. The precellular egg 
goes into what looks a bit like a basin that collecrs the fountain 'warer ', 
and turns a bright golden coloras it 'absorbs' the 'water'. (Anorher of our 
experimental subjects found herself also becoming the fountain. Some ex
perimentation may be required. ) 

We know this stage is important, as afterwards healed areas fil! with a 
golden substance thar we recognize as ourselves . Apparently, the alche
mists agreed, as there is a woodcut print showing this developmental stage 
from the 1500s. H owever, we' re just not really sure why it 's important ye t. 
One of our experimental subjecrs felt the golden color was a permanent 
reconnection to the Creator energy (see Volume 2), rather than a mo
mentary experience as occurs in previous developmenral stages. 

Step S: Heal the Precellular Sperm Coalescence 

The music for this developmental stage is "76 T rombones". I don 't h ave 
any alternatives, although there are probably many. 

Go back in rime , pas t conception , to when the sperm is still in the fa
ther's resricles. The event rhat we're searching for occurs about eigh t 
weeks before conception. As an aid to telling the egg stages from the 
sperm stages, you might try regressing pas t conception with the sensation 
thar you've become a young version of your father. Others report they 
don ' t feellike their father, but can ge t there by fee ling the ir fa ther around 
them. Go back in the sperm's !ife toits prece llular existence. The sperm, 
like the egg, is assembled from precellular body, solar plexus, heart, mind, 
and Buddha precellular brains thar are all grown separately. As you reach 
the right rime, the mind, heart and body suddenly feellike they split apart . 

l'li repeat the relevant instructions from Step 3 on using your center of 
awareness (CoA ). T o heal any parricular brain consciousness you need to 
put your CoA into the phys icallocation of the brain you wish to follow 
backwards in rime. Y our CoA is where you would point your finger if you 
had to tell someone else where 'you' were located in your body. (See Vol
ume 2 for more on this phenomenon. ) With practice, you can maintain 
your awareness inside more than one brain at once eve n though they be-
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come physically separated. Beginners usually have to focus on one brain at 
a ttme ~ and shtft back and fo rth to the o thers, moving forward and back
wards m ttme over and over to complete the healing. 

Step Sa: ~eal the Precellular Body, Heart, and Mind 
Bra1n Fus1on 

Th~ precellular sperm brains look differently than the precellular egg 
b:ams. Ail the precellular sperm brains look like rounded boxes and are 
?tffe rent stzes . The mind brain is a box with the Buddha brain inside look
mg ltke a smaller box. The body brain also looks like a box with the solar 
plexus (SP) brain looking like anorher much smaller box attached to the 
ou tstde. The body box is the bigges t, the mind the next largest, and the 
hean t~e smallest box . During this part of the coalescence, the mind and 
heart flrSt touch and start connecting, before they touch the body. Then 
t~e he art end of the bram boxes co mes toge th er with the body brain box, a 
btt !tke a totem pole, wtth the body, heart, and mind stacking on top of 
each other, with the SP a small box attached to the body at the side. This 
sen es of events happens at almost the same time. 

The boxes then move inside each other, with the mind in the middle 
the hearr ~ urrounding it , and the body surrounding everything. The SP 
floa ts free m the outermost body brain box. The SP then becomes an elon
?ated rectangular shape, and hooks ali the boxes together by stretching 
m to the o ther boxes while remaining attached to the body container. 

W es Gietz described the start of the sperm coalescence as follows: "] ust 
before coalescence, the precellular brains are each in their own compart
menrs but very a~J ac~nt to each o ther, and recognize their relationship to 
each other. They re !tke clear plas tic boxes thar are side by side and lumi
nous." I have als? heard this scene described severa! times by clients heal
mg trau ma at thts moment as side-by-side blobs quive ring in fear. 

The orher major difference from the egg stage is thar there are what 
looks !tke an infinite number of chakra balls going up and clown into the 
dtstance. 

Repeatedly run through rhese events until they are full y healed. 

Step Sb: Heal the Precellular Sperm Body and Solar 
Plexus Brain Fusion 

The steps and scene for this stage are similar to the correspondina eaa 
stage . Put your CoA into the the lower abdomen and solar plexus re~io71~ 
From the heart , mmd and body fusion , continue going backwards in rime 
as the body and solar plexus (SP) brain. As you continue backwards the 
body and solar plexus brains suddenly split apart. (CAUTION! A void ao
mg any earlier intime until you've read the material in Volume 2. Av~id 
the separation of the brains from the 'infinite ring' where they are first cre-
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ated.) The precellular brains have just separated from their adjacent 
source matrixes which look like large rings. The rings are very close to
gether. The brains come off as rings, and change to baggy looking struc
tures. They almost instantly snap together like magnets attractmg each 
other. Run through their fusion into one physical precellular orgamsm un
til this staoe is healed. As the body and SP quickly snap together, the walls 
benveen tl1em dissolve. The baggy shape squares up, and like the equiva
lent egg stage, the rwo brains send interpenetrating 'fingers' into each 
other at rheir mu tuai boundary. Repeatedly run through these events un
til they are fully healed. 

Step Sc: Heal the Precellular Sperm Mind and Buddha 
Brain Fusion 
Move back towards the present to where the precellular sperm mind, 
heart, and body coalesce. Put your CoA into your head. Go backwards in 
time as the mind maves out of the body box, then earlter to where the 
mi nd box separa tes from the others, to the . even earlier time

1 
where the 

Buddha brain suddenly separares from the mmd. (CAUTION. Av01d go
ina any earlier intime until you've read the material in Volume 2. Avoid 
th~ separation of the brains from the 'infinite ring' vvhere they are first cre
ated.) The precellular brains have just separated from thetr source ma
trixes which look like rings . The precellular brains, looking like donuts, 
detach from the rings and then float toge ther. The mind looks like a do
nut and the Buddha brains looks like a smaller donut. They hook to
gether and become boxy looking, with the Buddha inside the mind box. 
Repearedly run through these events until they are fully healed . 

Step Sd: Heal the Precellular Sperm Tail Brain Fusion 

Go to the fusion of the precellular sperm brains again . This time, put your 
CoA into the sperm tai! brain. lt doesn 't quite feellike a brain ~s the a th
ers do, but still feels like an intelligence . This probably reqlllres you to 
have the lnner Briohtness state to have enough awareness to do so, but 
we' ll give a desc ri~tion for people in average consciousness as an aid. 
(CAUTION! A void going any earlier intime u~til you've re~d ~he m~te ~ 
rial in Volume 2. A void the separanon of the brams from the mfmtte nng 
where they are first created.) Like the other brains, the precellular sperm 
tai! brain is formed and detaches from its own infinite ring of other sperm 
rail precellular brains. 

The precellular sperm tai! brain floats outside in the fluid surrounding 
the other brains after they coalesce. As this progresses, the tati bram atta
ches to the outer surface of the newly coalesced sperm. lt looks like a long 
squiggly snake that's qui re small in comparison to rh7 res ~ . \ o the persan 
doing the regression, it feels like the rad bram hooks behmd the body on 
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the spinal column. Repearedly run through these events until they are 
fu lly healed. 

Step Se: (Optional) Heal the Meridians and Chakras 

This is an optional step to ge t the Flow Awareness state and radically de
crease the need for sleep. If used, it must be clone in conjunction with Step 
3d and Step 7a for fu ll effect. (CAUTION! This step has the potential 
problem of hyperactivity or complete exhaustion if the healing is not clone 
correctly. Do not do this step without qualified supervision. See Chapter 7 
for more information.) Each of the boxy-looking precellular sperm brains 
brains bas severa! glowing balls (chakras) associated with it. Unlike the 
precellular egg brains, the precellular sperm heart brain has a series of 
chakra balls going up and clown apparently to infinity. As of this writing, 
we believe these balls have something to do with the other sperm, as the 
sperm act like a group intelligence later on in development. 

This part of the coalescence happens just as the fusion of the brains 
into a bail is ending. The meridians (from Chinese medicine) first appear 
as very fine, white-silver looking threads just as the chakra balls first start 
coming toge ther. As coalescence proceeds the threads form a webbing. 
Unlike the egg coalescence, the chakras do not anchor in physically, but 
do energetically and quite solidly. Healing this anchorage is what changes 
the need for sleep. 

The chakra balls then fuse together into one bali inside the precellular 
sperm. lt looks like a white bali of fog without a distinct edge. To the per
san doing the regression, about 2/3 of the bali feels like it is located below 
the SP, and about 1/3 is located above the SP referenced to their body in 
the present. Repearedly run through these events until they are fully 
healed. 

Example: 
Paula continues: "In sperm fusion, once origin traumas were out 
of the way, I saon felt the chakras lined up and continuing above 
and below me. I got the impression that sorne of the extras were re
lated to the consciousnesses of the other sperm." 

Step 6: Complete the Alchemical Gold Precellular 
Sperm 'Fountain ' Stage 

Like the precellular egg, the precellular sperm bas a nearly identical 'al
chemical fountain' developmental stage. From the precellular fus ion mo
ment in the sperm , go forward in time, and you will come to a place that 
looks like a fountain. The precellular sperm goes into what looks a bit like 
a basin that collects the fountain 'water', and turns a bright golden color 
as it 'absorbs' the 'water'. (Another of our volunteers found himself ab-
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sorbing the 'water' as if flowed out of the basin, in what seemed like a nar
row trickle. Sorne experimentation may be required.) 

Step 7: Heal the Conception Stage 
As of this wri tino we've found that many people get the Beauty Way state 
by healing a sit~~ l e developmental stage trauma- conception. If this is 
your purpose, just doing Steps 7, 10 and 11 will often suffice. However, the 
Hollow state requires the healing of a variety of developmental stages and 
conception is just one of them. 

The music to assist in healing this event stan s with "When you Wish 
Upon a Star". 

Y ou can cre t to this trauma by imagining your parents are ge tting mar
ried (with a~ extreme sexual charge), and your sperm self feels ~ike a 
young version of your dad , and your egg self feels like a young verston of 
your mom. Y ou can heal them either individually or simulraneously. The 
egg can see the sperm as a bright light approaching. The egg knows to 
choose the sperm that 's brighdy lit up like a white Christmas tree orna-

ment. 
A lot of people be lieve that the first sperm to dig through the egg:s cov,

ering wins, but this is not correct-the egg chooses the one thar has hght . 
The egg opens a passage in the center of irs chesr. The egg pulls the 
sperm's head in, the rail detaches from the sperm in what feels hke your 
upper back, and rhen the sperm head opens along a line splitting the left 
from the right side, and folds back. 

As the sperm head splits open, your sperm self feels like it 's dyin~, and 
it can be very intense the first few times! Most people have great dtfftculty 
in facino this event without assistance. The first movement of Beerho
ven 's Fifth Symphony is a good choice for the sperm dea th event. T o lo
cate the moment, imagine your dad dying just as your parents marry. 
Around this rime, the egg seals its shell around itself. The leftover 
sperm-covering then maves out to the egg wall and adheres there . Then 
what fee ls like wires move arou nd inside 'you' as the chromosomes move, 
and the chakras coalesce. Ar this point conception is finished . 

Repeat it over and over, as you will almost certainly miss subtleties at 
first. This developmental stage needs to be healed until the egg and the 
sperm each feel like a king and queen having a royal marriage, without any 
trauma. The first few times, you probably won 't ge t the royal weddmg part , 
but as you heal the physical damage and change the pas t it evolves into 
what it was supposed to have been. 
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Step 7a: Heal the Sperm Tail Detachment and Death 
Trauma 

Healing this event is often required so that the placenta! death trauma 
can be fully healed in Step 10 . Music to help evoke the sperm rail death 
experience is Robert Gass's Gate Gate, and Beyond che Beyond. For the 
sperm side of the experience, use those sangs and Gass's A Sufi Song of 
Love. 

Stay at the initial part of the conception as the tai! detaches from the 
sperm. T o stay with the sperm, recall it feels like a young version of the fa
ther. Keep your awareness in the sperm tai! and in the sperm at the same 
rime if possible. If not, move your CoA alternately be tween them until 
they are both completely healed . The tai! detaches from the area around 
the bottom of the shoulder blades, and often detachment injuries occur. 
The tai! is self-aware and as ir dies, its trauma has to be healed. At its 
death, an experience of its essential self reabsorbed by the remaining 
sperm body thar is inside the egg has to occur. It appears to give people an 
ease wirh using different visual orientations, such as when looking a t engi
neering drawings that are reversed or mirror imaged. 

There may also be trauma from the egg's point of view as the tai! de
taches and dies. 

Step 7b: (Optional) Join the Sperm and Egg Chakras 
Together 

We recommend healing any conception chakra trauma. For most people, 
doing this with Step 3d and Step Se reduces the amount of sleep they need 
and gives them the Flow Awareness state. The chakras from the sperm 
and the egg come together and form a disk with indentations just above 
your nave!. T o locate this event in ti me, we go to wh en the sperm opens its 
head and the material starts mixing into the egg, and both brain awareness 
balls come together. (There are only brain balls if you've clone coales
cence, otherwise there are fi ve separate brains coming toge ther.) Borh of 
the brain balls slightly misalign within themselves, like circles in a bu llseye 
becoming off center, bu t they don 't unfuse or come apart. This misalign
ment allows the egg and sperm brains to slide toge ther. Then the sperm 
and egg brains merge together, heart to heart , mind to mind, etc. Next, as 
the brains are almost finished merging, the chakra balls come together 
and fl atten ou t to become more dise like. The indentations form simulta
neously as they come together. As the dise starts forming, the merid ians 
sort of wobble or shimmer together, as if they were tying to fig ure out how 
to come together properly. This happens almost simultaneously with the 
fo rmation of the chakra dise. 

As the disk fonns the scalloped edges, the disk cements into the merid
ians so that the energy inside the meridians maves in synch with the rota
tion of the dise , a bit like water being pumped by a water wheel. Some of 
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our experimental subjec ts have reported suddenly being able to see be
hind abjects in the present immediate ly after this disk is fo rmed when they 
fully heal this material. 

If you haven' t already he a led the cha kra mate rial in step 3d and Se, you 
will see separate chakras merge rogether from the egg and sperm (assum
ing you have the lnner Brightness state and can see them) . Although the 
seven chakras come together they are not perfectly fused. The other chak
ras from the sperm re main, loo king like a series of balls thar continue up 
and clown to infinity. The seven chakras are a little bit brighter rhan the 
ones from the sperm thar go to up and clown to infinity. Staying in these 
moments until everything is fully headed causes the chakras to come to
ge ther into a dise temporarily, but any unhealed chakra trauma in the co
alescence events causes this dise to fall apart late r once attention is 
removed from it. The remaining coalescence chakra trau ma keeps this 
process from completing fully and correctly. 

Example: 
Paula continues: "At first the egg felt like it had been raped. The 
sperm entered it through the throat chakra, feeling like a solid ab
ject that choked me. 

I was quite surprised, then, to experience the sperm, not as an ag
gressive bully, but as a happy, loving being, full of pale-blue light, 
headed to his big date with the cellular equivalent of flowers and 
chocolate .. . and swimming on its back. 

The egg is analytical and has a clear, long-range view of causes and 
consequences . While still in the ovary it can see its whole future 
like a tubular movie screen, where any event you focus on jumps 
into the foreground. The sperm, by contrast, is very emotional, 
loving and romantic. Rather than general egg/sperm characteris
tics, I wonder if this isn't simply a reflection of my parents' quali
ties . Certainly you can find both these sides in me. 

Conception itself is a case of mistaken identity. I see a beautiful, 
dim structural sphere, like a geodesie dome. I think l've popped 
out of body, and try merging with it. lt is uncommonly difficult. 
After three tries l find myself embracing it in a way that can ' t be 
reversed: l am in fact the sperm, and a completely bizarre trick of 
time has caused me tomate with this cold lifeless sphere. l'rn com
mitted, and dammit l haven't even had any fun. 

I feel an emptiness in my jaw. Then it seems like my jaw's been 
shot to pieces. 

I'm the sperm aga in . .. but just the sperm's tai!. lts head is happily 
merging, and meanwhile with excruciating slowness the tail is get
ting ripped out. Later on l will find out that this is due to a prema
ture hardening of the egg's outside caver. 
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l retive the time when someone tried to kill me by throwing me 
into a large window.l want this pain now, to liberate me from the 
slowness of this death. l am full of destructive, and self-destruc
tive, rage. 

Finally l fill with brilliant blue light. Then the light dims, to a 
beautiful transparent slate-blue shot through with white flecks. l 
ascend, darkened, ecstatic, to what specifically seems to be the 
feminine aspect of the Creator. (Go figure.) 

The next trauma is very difficult to attribute at first, because l still 
feel female, and what turns out to be the egg feels male. (For al
most all of this healing l've felt sort of genderless.) As the sperm 
opens up inside the egg, it originally feels like it is being attacked. 
lt is overwhelmed by self-destructive feelings (in the present I very 
much want to bang my head on the wall until it is a bloody pulp) 
and thinks that if it throws those feelings out it will harm the egg. 
If it doesn't, it will certainly die. ln the end it does both. lts aware
ness ends up sprayed ail over the walls of the egg. lt 's like a murder 
scene. Actually, it' s very easy to imagine that sorne really grue
sorne murders and suicides are a reenactment of this trauma. 

ln a la ter repetition of this, l realize the stuff on the walls is in fact 
just my outer covering. My 'self' is a bunch of wiry bits inside this. 
ln yet another version l sim ply swell to a huge size and feel my own 
bone structure as bits of wire. 

A yet la ter repetition sees all this as a loving dance ... but it is my 
parents doing this, and l'rn excluded. 

Y et later, the sperm is swimming the right way up, again feeling 
loaded with gifts. The egg feels like a beautiful bride with flowers 
in her hair. They recognize each other easily. Both of them are me. 
There is a happy and very 'ornate ' feel to the whole scene. 

Later, l was cleaning up the conception trauma. l got to a place 
where the sperm's brains blew apart due to a collision with the fal
lopian tube wall. l was already in the Underlying Happiness state 
after healing the implantation. After healing the body brain, I had 
my first experience of a 'state dependent response'. Now, when I 
ask myself "Wh at is the rea son for living?," it' s obvious that the 
answer is "To love."" 

Step 8: Heal Implantation 

This developmental stage is critical for the Underlying H appiness state 
wi th its body-heart fusion, and can be healed by itself to acquire just that 
state. Of course , this particular brain fusion builds on the preceding 
precellular egg and sperm coalescence stages, so preexisting trauma may 
block Underlying Happiness if you only heal implan tation. Healing this 
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stage is also required for the H ollow state as al! the developmental stages 
involving brain fusion need to be trauma free for it. 

Implantation stans as the zygote approaches the womb wall. Ir 'sees' a 
spot of brightness on the womb wall, and that's where the zygote will im
plant. From close up, thar section of the womb wall looks like roots or fin
gers of light, a bit like the exposed root base of a toppled tree. As you move 
towards implantation, the coating of protec tive cells from the mother on 
the zygote loosens. Y ou approach implantation from the front of your 
body- of course, a zygote looks like a round bundle of cells, but from the 
experiential viewpoint of an adult doing the regression, it feels like it's the 
front of your present body. As you implant, facing the implant area , the 
coating splits in front of your body and slides off. Ir's like taking a long coat 
off thar opens from the front. The coating comes off like a snake shedding 
its skin just as you touch the womb. 1 ote thar many people have trauma 
at this point due to not being able to anchor into the womb wall the first 
rime they touch it. 

Y our face touches the womb wall first. Y ou anchor on with the sensa
tion you ger when you lay face dmvn on a soft, comfortable mattress. Ir 
then feels like a coi! of tubing uncoils from the lower belly, and the end of 
the tube inserts into the womb wall. Then there is a release of fluid 
through the tube , which feels just like talking a pee. The end of the hose 
feels like it is merging with the uni verse, not just the mother, as it anchors 
into the womb wall. From the placenta! brain perspective, it feels like you 
are connecting to the mother from your back, although from the zygote 
perspective it 's like laying on your stomach. These sensations happen si
multaneously. 

A combination of material from the zygote and the mother form to 
grow the placenta. The placenta's growth occurs rapidly. The hose ex
pands to form the placenta yet the front of the body is involved also. lt 
feels like placenta! 'energy' and biology expand outward from the hose, ex
pand clown the hose. At the same rime, the placenta! 'energy' is also ex
panding from the front of the body to the outside layer of the body through 
the protective layers of the zygote. Al! the front of the body is involved in 
what feels like exchanging energy between the zygote and the mother. 
This energy flow is at !east partly a flow of nutrients. 

The amniotic sac is forming ail around the outside of the body ar the 
same rime. The sac is also part of the placenta's awareness. 

It 's critical to heal the adhesion of the placenta to the womb wall. ln
correct growrh at this point makes miscarriages and placenta! separation 
problems more likely to occur later in development. As this event pro
gresses, you heal it by smoothing the layers as the placenta expanded out
wardly, making sure thar everyrhing is connected without any 
imperfections . It's a lot like taking out the bubbles on a piece of scotch 
tape thar was pressed on something. It feels like the zygote and the womb 
and the placenta become one, even though biologically they are separate 
pieces. 
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Fear around roo little or loss of financial income ofren come from 
trauma at this stage. 

Example: 

Paula c~ntinues: "Implantation was no picnic. I tried implanting 
on my s1de and got hcked off of the uterine wall twice. First the 
endometrium seemed too thin, like a cheap foam mattress with a 
~1ard plank ur:derneath. The second time l was the one holding off 
m. fear. lmagme lying on a thick carpet but somehow holding off 
W1th every cel! of your body so you just touch the fibers' ends in
stead of sinking in. Pretty awful. 

l had a twin who died in implantation. Elizabeth Noble, in her 
b~ok Prima! Connections, noted that undiagnosed twins are a 
fmrly common occurrence. ln my case there were awful dilemmas. 
l feared that my su~cessful implantation would spell my twin's 
de~th. At the s.ame tune there was an intense jealousy and fear: if 
he 1mplanted firSt, then l would die. 

ln a later healing l saw the root-like fibers described in the text 
but they were unlit and looked jagged and threatening. I found ~ 
spot between them and implanted ... on my back. In further ses
Sions l healed traumas involving the placenta! brain. The placenta! 
awareness finally turned around and faced my zygote self: I was 
facin~ me. Now l implanted on my back, from the placenta! per
spective, and on my front, from the body's point of view. An nu tri
ent layer. pee led o_ff cleanly for the first time. There was a deep, 
deep fee.lmg of umon. Something uncoiled from my abdomen; the 
conne~t10n f~lt se.xual and reached way out into the universe. My 
chest fllled With hght. The world filled with light. 

l felt my hands and legs sink into the mattress as the placenta! con
necti~ns formed themselves. My soul expanded. I saw my mother 
as a S!Ster-soul, an equal. "Are we part of God? Are we that sa
cred?" l screamed in surprise because, by waves I encompassed 
everything." ' 

Step 9: Heal the Placenta! Death Trauma 

Healing this developmental stage usually gives the Wholeness state re
gard less of the degree of fusion in the other triune brains. Music to help 
evoke the placenta! death experience is Robert Gass's Gate Gate and Be
yond the Be)•ond. For the ferai side of the experience use those son as and 
Gass's A Sufi Song of Love. ' "' 
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WARNING 

This is a major trauma for nearly everyone, and assistance shoul.d 
be used if it becomes necessary to do this step. Be sure to do this 
only with qualified supervision. THIS TRAUMA CAN 
POTENTIALLY EVOKE EXTREME SUICIDAL FEELINGS. 
CONTINUE HEALING WITHOUT STOPPING UNTIL THEY 
ARE GONE. THEN LOOK FOR ANY EARLIER TRAUMAS 
WITH SUICIDAL FEELINGS THAT ARISE AND HEAL 
THEM UNTIL THEY ARE ALSO GONE. Don't stop healing un
til you are completely free of the emotion, as this feeling can be so 
strona as to cause a persan to kill himself. 

TÏlis birth stage can evoke suicidai feelings even in clients in 
whom everything went well duri~g the deliver~. ln ab~ut 20% of 
births the cord is around the baby s neck. Hospital routme has the 
doctor eut it while the body of the baby is still in the mother's body. 

As this cuts off oxygen to the baby, this crea tes major, severe ad
ditional trauma. ln my experience with many clients, regressing to 
a cord around the neck trauma (in midwifery, a wrapped-cord 
trauma) usually evokes very strong suicidai feelings. Suicides by 
hanging are usually related to this trauma. 

Come fonvard in time to the birth , after you've left the mother. Heal 
rhe cutting of the cord which usually involving tremendous pain in the 
umbilical reaion. There is also the feeling of having the eut cord wavmg 
around afre r~vards , rrying to reattach to someone. Stay with this till it feels 
like the cord withdraws back into the abdomen. 

Next, put your attention into the placenta. Ir is experiencing death 
shock as it leaves the attachment to the womb wall. Clients report there ts 
usually a very bitter tas te as they work on this trauma. As it detaches from 
the womb, the placenta feels a bit like it flips itself instde out as tts concave 
shape becomes convex. When this trauma is h~a~ed, there wtll be the sen
sation that the placenta's essence maves from tt mto the baby body. ote 
that this trauma may activate earlier related trauma such as unplantatton 
that will also need to be healed. 

Chapter 13 has a detailed story by emi ath about her experience on 
healing this trauma. 

Example: 
Paula continues: "l started healing this developmental stage by ac
cident. l was working on issues of abandonment by men, and rela
tionships that didn't work. lt led to an image of my !ife being made 
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up of salvaged scraps, a rickety vesse II ca lied my 'ship of fools'. Af
ter healing trauma related to getting insufficient nourishment in 
utero and having to 'steal' my own body cell by cell, l found myself 
on a beach, newborn by the wreck of my old !ife. Beside me was my 
placenta, with its amniotic sac, like a dying jellyfish. The grief was 
extreme. lt had been like a lover to me, a traveling companion, 
protector, source of warmth and nourishment, panner in crime. lt 
felt genderless, but then l felt genderless too. From triggers in the 
present having to do with relationships to other people, and over a 
period of a week, l grieved aspects one after the other. l also went 
through anger, and rejecting the placenta. At a key point, l had the 
feeling of music coming as a gift from the placenta. lt also gave me 
a 'blue mesh' or 'blue shroud', which seemed rather useless at first, 
like a deceased friend's favorite sweater that comforts, but makes 
one grieve even more. The mesh and the music seemed to stream 
out of the placenta and into my he art. As l completed the healing, 
the blue mesh took permanent residence, and with it came a feel
ing of safety, a feeling that l would never be homeless again.ln my 
heart was a big white light, and the placenta later merged with it, 
its essence was there. lt was incredibly bright and beautiful. This 
led to a series of healings about being able to handle and accept 
this new material, especially from a spiritual standpoint. 

Later, l still had birthing injuries to my neck, back, upper sternum 
and chin that were not healing; alli felt was fear and "l can't" and 
"Don't!" l found the injuries were actually in the placenta itself, 
and that the placenta was self-aware. The neck in jury was the cord 
being eut, the back injury was the placenta tearing from the uter
ine wall, the heart injury was the placenta being worried because it 
knew it was going to die and that the baby wouldn't be weil taken 
care of. The sternum was about the placenta losing its 
'personhood'; the placenta was becoming a thing, a piece of meat 
being thrown in the trash, whereas it used to be a part of a person. 
My 'solar plexus' felt like the place where the cord exits from the 
placenta. After the cord was eut, the cord felt huge and empty. At 
this point l felt an extremely strong urge to eut my neck for real, to 
end the excruciating and ghostly pain of the injury. l dealt with 
this by absolutely forbidding myself to rise from the couch until 
the injury had healed. Resisting the urge to harm myself was very 
difficult, even though l had lots of experience in dealing with sui
cidai feelings. 

After detaching from the uterine wall, the placenta suddenly went 
from a convex shape matching the wall, to concave, as if it were 
tlipping itself inside out. Meanwhile, it was full of light and wis
dom having to do with divinity. Because the cord was eut, it didn 't 
have a way to pass this on. When the placenta died, it felt really 
peaceful. l saw my father's death during the same healing. The 
music that evoked and matched my experience of the placenta dy-
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ing was 'Beyond the Beyond' by Robert Gass. The music for solv
ing ali the issues the placenta had was 'Gate Gate' also by Robert 
Gas s. 

There was some sort of correspondence bet\veen the baby and pla
centa. After healing the placenta, l now could heal those injuries 
sites in the baby. The baby had the cord wrapped around its neck, 
and was willing and wanting to die because the only way to save ir
self (the baby) was to eut the cord, killing the placenta. The com
plete phrases turned out to be "l can't do this", and "Please god 
don't ask me to do this". The co rd is eut, the placenta dies, and the 
baby feels responsible. A lot of grief and guilt, ending up with an 
exhausted baby that doesn't want to live. 

l had also found suicidai feelings during an in utero trauma where 
l was experiencing severe pain that seemed unending but wasn't 
enough to kill me. lt was from my mom drinking coffee. One of the 
ways l tired to kill myself was detaching my placenta from the 
womb, which didn't work, like trying to choke oneself. (Although 
it sure makes me wonder about the causes of placenta! 
abruption . . . ) l then found myself trying to tear at my face and 
head to kill myself. And l tried to harm my mom in anger." 

Step 10: Bring the Changes Forward to the Present 

The process in this chapter is a good example of'trolling' thar I discuss in 
The Basic Whole-Hearted Healing Manual, where you go into the pas t 
without starting the healing from symptoms in the present. If you are using 
the WHH regress ion technique to heal this material, in many cases it will 
not heal completely unless the way thar the trauma was affecting you in 
the present is brought to consciousness. Let me emphasize this point 
aoain- it is critical to become aware of how these early stage traumas 
h~ve been affec ting you in the present. This is a vital and required step, 
otherwise healing the past may have little or no effect on you in the pres
ent moment. 

This may also be true if you are using other healing modalities, but this 
is something we haven' t checked on ye t. If you are using orher modalities, 
ir would probably be a good idea to do this anyway just as a precaution. 

For those of you using WHH, you will need to follow the na rural flow 
of rime forward from each stage you've bee n working on after you've fin
ished the healing. You'll find thar as you move forward in rime, towards 
the present, traumas rhat >vere relared to these earl ier stages will sequen
tially and spontaneously come into your awareness and then dissolve. 
Others, especially ones involving significant physical injuries may need to 
be intentionally healed. This step wi ll probably have to be iterared a num
ber of times un til nothing else changes as you come forward in rime. The 
traumatic events that will arise after healing a developmental stage vary 
from person to person. For example, after healing conception, Wes had 
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the first cell division spontaneously come into awareness. After he healed 
it, implantation then arase in his awareness, which also required de liber
ate healing. 

Alterna rely, some people find that as they heal pas t traumas, brief im
ages of the more recent related traumas will spontaneously appear, often 
with an 'updated' version of the phrase attached to the originating 
trauma. T ake a moment to consider these images and their relationship to 
the developmental stage trauma, and then let them go. 

Many people report that healing these very early and fund amental de
velopmenral stage traumas causes them to suddenly remember their !ife 
occurring very differently than it actually did. This new lifetime is what 
would have been the resu lt if they'd been born without the traumas that 
had such a major effect on their lives. (Incidentally, this effec t of having a 
new past also occurs wirh completely different peak state processes like 
the PEAT Pasr/Furure Rundown process.) Be aware of the new pas t as 
weil as the original past, and stay with it until there is a sense of the two 
rime streams converging into the prese nt. The two will eventually merge 
together like a 'V' into this present moment of rime. 

Step 11: Check for Any Other Blocks 

If after the above steps you are not in the Hollow state , follow yourself as 
you grow and develop from the earlies t developmental stages we've listed 
to birth, making sure that you don't !ose fusion of the brains. If you do, 
stop intime, like a freeze frame on a TV show, and heal these traumas as 
you go. Iteration might be required, so be sure to record the trauma, in
cluding a 'vis ua!' description, a sense of where in the time sequence it 's Io
cated, the emotional and physical pains involved, and any other details 
that you can notice so you can return to it later as required. 

Generational traumas also appear to play a part in blocking not only 
the complete healing of a given stage but acquiring peak states in general. 
Volume 3 covers in detail methods to heal this type of problem. 

We wou ld appreciate your contributing to more understanding of po
tential blocks in the process, so sending us an e-mail of your experience 
wou ld be greatly appreciated. Our email address can be found at our 
website, www.PeakStates.com. 

Example: 

Paula summarizes her new states of consciousness: "After healing 
the placenta's death, l could see glowing, overlapping disks where 
the triune brains are. At first they were pale-gold, with a definite 
boundary of short light rays . The feeling was of happiness and 
wholeness ; there was a slightly 'jangly' overtone, as if l'cl drunk 
too much coffee. On the second day the lights softened to cloudy 
white balls, without definite edges, and l became very calm. The 
blue mesh l had received from the placenta turned golden, wider 
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and brighter. At first l was timid about going out: l felt lit up like a 
Christmas tree and couldn't believe this wouldn't be visible from 
the outside! 

The placenta's loving had been altruistic to a fault: it gave and 
gave until nothing was left of it. The baby's loving, in contrast, had 
been about grabbing and holding and wanting to consume. For
merly l had embodied these two extremes, but after the healing l 
started loving in a much more genuine and balanced way. 

Next l tackled the conception, coalescences and implantation, all 
mixed together. \Vholeness disappeared as severe traumas sur
faced in my consciousness. The first weeks brought out a variety of 
fascinating inner-light pyrotechnies: gold and red rays around 
parts of my body, clouds of soft-colored light, a feeling that each of 
my cells was individually alive and lit up in green and white; shim
mery multicolored rays extending severa! feet outwards from my 
body. Some of these patterns were similar to the 'layers' of the 
aura as described by Barbara Brennan in her book Hands of Light 
(col or plates 7-7 to 7-13). 

Each state was unstable, lasting a few hours to a few days, but 
overall my sense of peace increased. A few times l woke up du ring 
the night feeling completely hollow, as if my body was made of air. 

l healed trauma to the egg as it exited the ovary and felt my skin 
peel away! Now my body feels boundaryless, and other people's 
behavior doesn't affect me personally anymore.lnstead ofjudging, 
l've become curious and compassionate about my own problems 
and other people's. This change seems permanent. [Editors note: 
This state is covered in Volume 2.] 

One morning, after a week's hiatus, l returned to my or
chard-pruning job. Something important was missing ... lt took 
me half an hour to figure out what it was. My fear of heights was 
gone! l'cl healed severa! things in the interim, but l suspect the 
'falling' into the uterus, just before implantation, was the key 
trauma. This change also has been permanent. 

l healed the stages where the egg and sperm get coated with a pro
tective substance as they leave the ovary and the testes. This coat
ing is translucent and seems to spin around the egg and sperm's 
bodies. When l brought the changes forward to the present, they 
greatly influenced the conception and the implantation. The feel
ing of 'spinning' remained and l came away from the healing feel
ing very happy. l have my usual range of emotions, but in the 
background is an underlying happiness that is constant. The 'spin
ning' fe el came forward to the present and makes me fe el. .. well ... 
ornamental. Like an Art Nouveau print, maybe. If l focus on it, it 
adds an excitement to the happiness. 
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l di? a _,strange session where l tried incorporating Zivorad 
Slavmskt s concepts to Whole-Hearted Healing (see Chapter 11).1 
~ad beco~e aware of one big set of polarities in my life: 'alone' vs. 
together . So l used \VHH but focused on this dilemma instead of 

on a.single. traum.a. l rapidly moved through developmental stages, 
healmg thts parttcular aspect in each of them. Althouoh l didn't 
elimin.ate the dilemma, l greatly diminished the gulfbet~een these 
o~posttes and reduced the emotional charge. l ended up even hap
pter and very, very peaceful. My predominant emotions now have 
to do with love and compassion. This change also seems penna
nent. " 

Key Points 

• It is possible to use regression to acquire peak states by healing par
ttcular m utero and earl ier developmental stages. 

• The Inner Brightness state allows easy access to the in urero develop
mental stages, makmg healmg fairly straightforward. People without 
tt fmd the regressions much harder or impossible to do. 

• A variety of effective therapies that heal trauma now exist and can 
be used to heal developmental stages. As a group, they' re called 
'powe r therapies' in the psychological literature. 

• During the healing of a developmental stage, the experience of what 
happened can change to incorpora te events that didn't originally · 
occur. 

• As early stages are he~led, la ter traumas will sometimes heal sponta
neously, unless srgmftcant physical injury was involved in the later 
traumas. 

Suggested Reading and Websites 

On the fetal, pre-, and perinatal events and trauma 
• Association for Pre- and Perinatal Psychology and Health, 

www.bmhpsychology.com. Excellent material on the tapie of in 
u tero regressron. 

• Earl y Trauma T rearment and Trainings by Terry Larimore, 
www.terrylarimore.com. Her website also contains excellent mate 
rial. 

• Emerson Training seminars, William Emerson, 
www.emersonbirthrx.com. He is one of the leaders in pre- and 

perinatal psychology in my opinion. 
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• William Emerson, "The Vulnerable Prenate", paper presented to 
the APPPAH Congress, San Francisco, 1995, published in Pre- & 
Perinatal Psycho/ogy ]oumal, Vol. 10(3), Spring 1996, 125-142. An 
online copy is at www.birthpsychology.com/healing/point2.html. 

• Michael Gabriel and Marie Gabriel, Voices from the Womb: Adults 
Relive their Pre-birth Experiences - a Hypnotherapist 's Compelling Ac
count, Aslan Publishing, 1992. 

• Stanislav Graf, The Advemure of Self Discovery, State University of 
New York Press, 1988. Excellent coverage on the stages ofbirth and 
other spiritual and shamanic experiences. 

• Terry Larimore and Graham Farrant, "Uni versai Body Movements 
in Cellular Consciousness and What They Mean," originally pub
lished in Primai Renaissance, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1995. An online copy is at 
www. terry larimore.com/Cell ular Paper. h tm! 

• Sheila Linn, William Emerson, Dennis Linn, and Matthew Linn, 
Remembering our Home: Healing Hures and Receiving Gifcs from Con
ception ta Bir th, Pau list Press, 1999. 

• Elizabe th Noble, Primai Connections: How our Experiences from Con
ception ta Birth Influence our Emotions, Behavior, and Health, Simon 
and Schuster, 1993. 

• Bill Swartley, "Major Categories of Earl y Psychosomatic Traumas: 
From Conception to the End of the First Hour" from The Primai Ps)'
chotherapy Page. An on line copy is at 
www.primal-page.com/bi lls-1 .htm. Excellent with great references. 

Images of sperm, egg, and in utero developmental stages 
• ]oumey Into Life: The Triumph of Creation (a 30 minute video), 1990, 

by Derek Bromhall, disuibuted by Questar Video, lnc. T his excep
tional video on the journey of the sperm, egg, zygote, and fetus. The 
material is filmed >vith the same viewpoint and image size that peo
ple recalling trauma around these events see . 

• Lennart Nilsson, A Child is Bom, Delacorte Press, NY, 1990. Still 
photos of the journey of the sperm, egg, zygote, and fetus. The im
ages are of scenes that people recalling trauma around these mo
ments see. Recommended. 

Regression techniques and therapies 
• Les lie Bandler, Solutions, Real People, 1985. About the VKD (Vi

suai Kinesthetic Dissociation) power therapy . 
• Gerald French and Chrys Harris, Traumatic Incident Reduction 

(TIR), CRC Press, 1999. See also the website www.tir.org. 
• W inafred Blake Lucas, Regression Therapy; A Handbook for Profes

sionals, Voll: Past-life Therapy, Deep Forest Press, 1993. 
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• Winafred Blake Lucas, Regression Th erapy; A Handbook for Profes
swnals, Vol 2: Specwl Instances of Altered State Work, Deep Fores t 
Press, 1993. 

• Grant McFetridge and Mary Pellicer MD, The Basic Whole-Hearted 
Healing Manual, 3rd edition, 2003. 

• Franc is Shapiro and Margot Forres t, EMDR: The Breakthrough 
Therapy, HarperCollms, 1997. See also the website www.emdr.org 



Chapter 9 

A 'Trauma' Approach: Using Gaia 
Instructions in the lnner Peace Process 

Introduction 

In Chapter 8, we described a regression process for acquiring peak states . 
Clearly there are major drawbacks to that approach: 1) most people Jack 
the ability to easily access the proper in utero moments ; 2) it can take an 
immense amount of rime to heal the traumas; 3) there is a risk of suicidai 
feelings erupting; and 4) it is impossible to run the process on large groups 
of people because of the need for trained facilita tors and clients vvorking 
one-on-one . In this chap ter , we introduce a method that heals specifie de
velopmental events without any of the drawbacks of regression. lt uses a 
virtually unknown phenomenon called 'Gaia instructions' to accomplish 
this goal. 

T o int roduce this approach to the general public, we offer in this chap
ter a detailed, step-by-step procedure to put oneself or one 's clients into 
the lnner Peace State. W e include the entire process in the form we give 
to clients to make it a 's tand-alone ' handout that doesn 't need any other 
explanation. Y ou are free to copy and distribute it to friends, clients, or 
students. The only conditions are that you do not se ll it, that you ac 
knowledge our copyright , and thar you reproduce it in its entirety. This 
las t condition is to make sure thar people who receive the document are 
informed of the process's potential difficulties . 

We chose to limit the process in this chapter to just one extremely use
fu i ye t non-disruptive state, the lnner Peace state. The process is fas t, sim
ple, relatively safe and side effect free. It puts around 55% of the 
psychotherapy client population into the lnner Peace state of conscious
ness, and is permanent for most of that group. The process takes ben.veen 
30 minutes and two hours and can be run on large groups of people simul
taneously with laymen facilitators. We've minimized the complexity of 
the process in this chapter to make it simpler to apply- the tradeoffbeing 
the number of people the process works on. 

The lnner Peace state puts people completely in the present, causing 
ali pas t traumas !ose any emotional content. Clearly, this process has great 
utility for both psychotherapy clients and ordinary work and home situa
tions. For the clients, it eliminates most post-traumatic stress disorder 
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symptoms sim ultaneously, regard less of the number of traumas involved. 
For the general working popula tion, it eliminates most of the emotional 
over-reaction known as 'getting your buttons pushed'. 

The process does not use regression, but rather the commonly avail
able Emotional Freedom T echnique (EFT ). The process can be clone by 
simply reading this chapter and following the written instructions, or we 
have made a video available that can be used as if it were an exercise tape. 
lt can be purchased if desired via our website at www. PeakStates.com. 

We explain in Volume 2 how the method is derived, which requires 
the use of an unusual state of consciousness . Fortunate ly, once someone 
does the development anyone can apply the results, in the same way we 
can throw a light switch without having to learn electrical engineering. 
The method we used for the 'lnner Peace Process' (IPP) can be extended 
ta a variety of other states of consciousness and disease processes as de
scribed in Volume 2. 

States in this chapter: 
• Inner Peace 

G rant's Story 
Creating the lnner Peace Process 

The fir st application of the process was to my Aunt Elaine. l'cl de
rived the idea totally from theory, so l was stunned when it actu
ally worked- not only that, but because she already had the 
Underlying Happiness state with its body-heart fusion, this added 
lnner Peace state with its mind-heart fusion popped her into the 
Hollow statel 

One of the big problems in this work is getting enough people to 
experiment on. l had severa! ideas on how to improve the process, 
but when it worked on someone l'cl !ose my experimental subject 
as they would now be in the state all the time. Then l'cl have to 
wait till someone else showed up to try changes on. And l didn't 
see any way to get large enough numbers of subjects to have statis
tically valid results . We knew it worked, but the theory said it 
wouldn't work on everyone-but was our ratio of success to fail
ure the result of this theoreticallimitation, due to poor technique, 
or from an inadequate process? 

As with so many things , help came out of the blue. Harold McCay 
from the O zark Research lnstitute had heard about what we were 
doing, and asked me to come and teach for a week at his biannual 
school. l ' cl never heard of him before, but he 's a very likable guy 
and after l got over my surprise at the cali, said "Y es!". During that 
week, 1 ran exactly 100 people through four different versions of 
that process, which was much more complex than it is today.l also 
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had the volunteers sign a non-disclosure and liability form , as at 
that time l was concerned that the process might induce severe 
suicidai reactions in some people, and I certainly didn't want them 
taking it home to try on their friends and relatives! To my great 
surprise, this cautionary agreement turned out to be a real hot po
tata and the subject of a lot of mealtime criticism. To this day l 
~a:e no i?ea why people felt that way, as I felt l'cl explained my po
sttton qmte clearly. Ail I can guess is that very few of them under
stand the research and development process, and also that they 
have the mistaken belief that powerful inner work processes are 
in.trinsically ~~rm~ess . l knew better-l 'd already !ost two of my 
fnends to smctde 111 the course of this work, so l was being very, 
very cautious. 

Because l hadn 't ye t quite figured out how to write a foolproof 
questionnaire for the state, the resulting data was a bit sloppy. Al! 
l knew was that about a third to half the people had entered the 
state. This was weil below my target of 80 to 90%. l also decided 
I'd made the process too complex, so l drastically simplified it. 
Over the course of the next few months, Dr. Mary Pellicer MD 
tried this new version on her clients. Eventually, she figured out 
~..,hat we'd been doing wrong, and those changes are incorporated 
111 the current process. It was great fun to listen to her describe her 
results, as the clients often had experiences that could only be con
sidered outside our cultural assumptions of reality. 

Again, serendipity took a hand. Dr. Pellicer and l were presenting 
our work at a conference for physicians on spirituality and medi
cine at a Toronto medical school. One of the attendees, Dr. David 
MacQuarrie MD, was fascinated. He purchased our lPP trainina 
video, took it home, and tried it on his group psychotherapy clt 
ents without any one-on-one sessions. His SJ,lccess rate is included 
in this chapter. We should be able to improve it in the future but 
it' s adequate for now- especially as a demonstration of the princi
ples. 

l'm going to end this section by painting out that the IPP approach 
can be modified to acquire any state. Dr. Deola Perry was not only 
instrumental in formulating these changes, but had the ability to 
monitor the client's brain states so we could get immediate , accu
rate feedback to improve the process. lt was one of the most cre
ative, exciting periods of my !ife as we tried out the new processes 
on our workshop participants. Her version of the process is in
cluded in Volume 2. 

195 
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The IPP 1s Important For Bath Laymen and Therapy 
Clients 

The Inner Peace process purs many people into the lnner Peace state. 
This state eliminates any emotional feelings thar occur when a persan re
calls pas t traumatic events. Ir purs a persan completely in the present, 
with enhanced ability ro plan for the future. Clearly, using the lnner Peace 
Process to acquire this state has huge value for psychotherapy clients. O b
viously, people suffering from overt pos t-traumatic stress symptoms, espe
cially people who have numerous traumas in their past, would benefit 
grea tly by having ali their emotional pain and symptoms just vanish . W hat 
many lay people, and even professionals in psychology don 't realize is that 
most of the problems we see in our practices are due to this post-traumatic 
stress problem in one degree or another. These pas t traumas surface in 
ways thar conceal their origins. Howeve r, this problem also occ urs in the 
non-therapeutic population- most of our emotional responses to situa
tions in the present are driven by feelings thar occurred during pas t, for
gotten traumas . W e cali it "having one's buttons pushed," and ir is the 
direct cause of most of the suffering thar we generally consider to be our 
normal lo t in !ife. This book isn 't the place to prove th is statement, but it 's 
been demonstrated empirically- a variety of power therapies use this in
sight to permanently and complere ly heal a broad range of what in the 
past were considered normal human responses to !ife situations. 

The problem with these new power therapies, fas t and effective as they 
are for everyday situations or the kind of problems clinical psychological 
patients have, is thar rhere is so much to heal! The IPP eliminates these 
' land mine' feelings wholesale in a brief amount of rime, and gives the 
added bonus of a sensation of peace du ring our day and even during diffi
cult moments. Of course, if one !oses the state, the problems come back, 
but fortunately for most people the IPP is relative ly permanent. 

Testing the Effectiveness of the lnner Peace Process 

So, just how effective is the current version of the lnner Peace process? 
The answer is a bit complex. First , how effective is iton psychotherapy cli
ent populations? Using the rote version vvithout any other intervention , 
we see about 55% of the group enter the state fully. There is also a number 
of people who only partially enter the state. The percentage who full y en
ter the state can be improved by working individually with the clients who 
don 't respond fully to the process. How about the lay population ? We 're 
not exactly sure, but it 's a higher percentage offse t by the fac t thar some 
people have the state to start with. 

W hat other effects does it have on a person's problems? lnteres tingly, 
it has no effect on issues thar are due to body brain responses . For exam
ple, the cravings of addictions don 't change. H owever, we are often sur
prised by what it does affect- a woman who was suicida i found thar this 
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ompletely vanished after the process, even thouah she late r left the full 
tate. o 

l though t it wou id be in teres ting to give the statistics on our first larae 
-cale tes t of a_n earlier, more complex and Jess effective version of the pr~ 
e s b=cause 1t gtves some :esults fo : the general public as opposed to psy
holootcal citent populatiOns. Thts also illustrates the nature of the 

research and development cycle, which is ongoing for this process. The 
IPP was tes ted on a hundred people at the O zark Research Institute in 
-: 01. These ~eople were close to an average cross section of the popula
o~n. W e ran ft ve gro~ps of about 20 people each for roughly one hour and 
lJ mmutes_ each. Thts state has a fearu re thar is unmistakable and simple 
o tes t fo r m groups-the state must eliminate ali emotional content ro 
ev~ry past traumattc memory. We had them list two major traumas wi th a 
ranng of the Subjective Units of Distress (SUDS) from 0 with no distress 
~? 10 Wtth maxim um possible distress . (ln later tes ts, we expanded this to 
nve traumas to avoid any mistakes .) 

Since we were working with l a r~e groups of people, we made the pro-
~ s totally genenc wtthout any mdtvtdual instruction or support. We pre

dtcted that abou t a third of the volumeers would achieve the tarae t state 
.-\nd in fact, of the 100 volumeers, we got 31 % confirmed into ~he stat~ 
_ the tr traumas wen,t to 0), another 6% al most got inro the state (one of 
Lhetr traumas wasn t qu i te to a 0), another 21% had better than 50% re
du~tlOn m their trauma scale, another 23% didn 't fill out the ques tion
n~ tr~ prope_:~y so we don 't have any idea if they made it or not, and we 
eltmmated ) 36 because they were already in a peak state of one type or an
othe r before the process started . Thus, for an hour and 15 minutes effort 
::ome~here between 31 % and 54% of the volunteers went in to the state . ' 

Thts ftrs ~ l a r~e-sc a le tes t was encouraging, but demonstrated that we 
~ee_ded to s tm~ lt fy the pro~ess and do a better job of measuring the tes t 
ubjects. We dtd so, but sttll were not ge tting the success rates I consid

ered acceptable. A bit later Dr. Mary Pellicer, while using the current pro-
e on tes t subjects, realtzed that we had not been doing the process long 

enough on many of the tes t subjects. As they had had traumas blockina 
0 e s ta t~ the ir \vh~le lives, they considered the symptoms of that traum~ 
normal and dtdn t realtze thar they had to continue the process to elimi
na~e them also. _Wi th this change, we started roger be tter results, in the 
6 36 ran~e on citent populations. Note that these people are in general not 
~ we il adjusted, normal group of people. Howeve r as clinicians we are par
ocularly mterested m the success rate with this group, as these are the 

op_le who nee~ ~he state the most. As l 've said, we geta higher success 
:-ate tf we do mdtvtdual sess i01~s with p eople, in particular by going longer 
and by healmg thetr current maJor presenting problem usina a power 
r:herapy before or after the process is run. b 

For the new version 1.0 of the IPP, we were unexpected ly fo rtunate to 
:un mto Davtd MacQuarne MD. David runs a we il ness center near T 0 .. 

:-onto, Canada, and was willing to run the ro te process on groups of psy-
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chotherapy clients. From our perspective this was a wonderfu l test as he 
had no trainino on our theories or processes and would run the process to
tally rote. This"was a wonderful test of the clarity and simplicity of the pro
cess with the added bonus that as he was not associated with our 
Instltute, he had no biases. He also had access to a large client base to test 
the process with. For this book, I asked David t;? ~rite up a short summary 
of his results below. In summary, he reported )5 Yo success rate wtth on a 
test group of about 80 people. 

Results of a Test on the lnner Peace Proce~s by ~ave 
MacQuarrie, MD, a Therapist Doing Fuii -T1me Pnvate 

Practice Group Psychotherapy. 

Enthusiastic after attending a brief workshop by Grant and Mary 
on the work of the lnstitute for the Study of Peak States, and after 
reviewing their videotape on the lnner Peace Process , l decided it 
would be useful to test the process with my ongoing groups. Fol
lowing the instructions of the videotape (and with time co.n
straints because of the nature of my groups), l gave a bnef 
introduction of the basic premises and then facilitated the process 
for about 40 minutes to each of the five groups. 

Thirty-three people attended and 28 gave feedback 1-2 weeks later 
(5 didn't respond). Of the 28, 21 people reported a major shift in 
peacefulness for at !east two days, 9 con~ide:ing the sh.ift. to ~e. ma
jor. 3 people reported side-effects (2 wtth mcreased untabthty, 1 
too peaceful). 

At a later date, a second test was initiated (with a more detailed in
troduction and a 90 minute process), open to anyone who wanted 
to come. Thirty-eight people attended, 19 of whom gave feedback 
at 2 weeks (some repeaters from the original groups). Fourteen 
people reported positive effects, 13 of major impact; .4 p.eople re
ported side-effects (ranging from apathy to severe agttatwn). 

Although difficult to evaluate because of the shifting terrain of 
therapy, 11 people have reported a sustained (3-4 months) 
life-changing shi ft which they attribute to the Inn er Peace Process. 
One persan describes it as "l'm no longer peaceful but l am calm 
and in control· l wasn't before." Another says "For the first time 
in my \ife, I h;ve a focus and am not in such a hurry .. .. " 

Individuals reporting side-effects ali responded to individual pro
cessing of their issues. 

Overalll know of no other process that could have given these re
sults and I shall continue to use the process as part of my arma
mentarium. 
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Long-Term Stability of the lnner Peace Process 

As we've said, we expect about 55% of the client population to move in to 
the Inner Peace (or better) state with one application of the process when 
clone in group. However, what is the long-term stability of the process? 
We suspect that the percentage of the total client population that will 
move into the state and keep it without maintenance is cl oser to 40%. This is 
just a guess based on very minimal data, however. We find it difficult to 
fo llow our test subjects over time. Unfortunately, Dr. MacQuarrie also has 
the same problem fo llowing his client population, and can't offer any more 
information on long-term stability than he has above . We do know for a 
fact that our first test subjects have maintained the state since we first in
vented the process four years ago withou t any maintenance whatsoever. 
There is a tendency to find the IP state so commonplace after a few weeks 
that they no longer realize they are in the state, \ovhich can skew the 
self-reporting. 

However, we've also seen some of our clients leave the state. Interest
ingly, of this group that we've tested, almos t ali regain the state once their 
current 'major crisis' is healed using a power therapy. The Inner Peace 
state becomes their fa ll-back state-they don't return to average con
sciousness after the current issue is dealt with. 

Bath Dr. MacQuarrie's and our own clients were instructed to contact 
us if any unexpected problems showed up after the IPP- and so far, none 
have. There are what I consider relatively minor problems that can occur 
in some people during the process . These consist of previously suppressed 
traumas becoming activated and showing up as physical or emotional 
symptoms during the process. Although they should fade with time if un
treated, we recommend that clinicians heal them on an individual basis 
with the client, usually wi th fast-acting EFT. 

A Persona! Story of Wh at Happened After the Process 

As I've said, when we were first creating the Inner Peace process, we had 
the wonderfu l opportunity to try iton a hundred volunteers at the Ozark 
Research Institute (ORI). Although this first vers ion only had abou t a 
30% success rate, Patricia was one of those and she sent us an emai l de
scribing her experience. Note that for most people, this new state is al most 
unnoticeable since it 's mostly a Jack of past emotional material. But I 
thought this account might be useful as an example of a more extreme re
action from a persan who never had an Inner Peace experience , and 
couldn' t recognize it from our description. 

"Dear Grant: 

Greetings! l was in your ORI class on day 4, one of the frustrated 
ones "spitting nickels" in the morning and a "bliss bunny" in the 
afternoon after the experimental session you gave us. l had to 
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sleep in the corner of the classroom for nearly 11/4 hours and could 
not ao out and face the light of day. That evening l had one of the 
dee;est, calmest periods of sleep in memory, that l had not experi
enced in years and particularly profound considering l have chem
ical sensitivity and regularly get up 2 or 3 times a night and sleep 
and breathe on the shimmery surface of life. 

The next morning l awoke utterly calm, quiet, centered and peace
ful, such a contrast to the anxiety and fear that usually sculpts my 
conscious waking moments. l felt happy in a silly light kind of way, 
as if l had be en high on something. Re ally a contrast a gain because 
l did not know what a peak state was and could really not under
stand all morning what you were talking about. ln fact l had been 
so agitated that it was showing, and the evangelical young man 
had asked me at break ifl had ever experienced joy, to which l re
plied l wasn't sure l had and l didn't know what these peak experi
ences were. 

The following evening l also slept qui te peacefully and awoke feel
ing qui te refreshed and managed the air flight home without much 
problem. 

The 3rd day after the treatment in your class to address the core 
traumas of conception, l went to Sylvia for a shamanic journey. 
When she asked for me to set an intention for the journey l told 
her a little about ORI and the kind of experiences l had been hav
ing there and l asked to address the core trauma which l identified 
as fear and abandonment which underlies my chemical sensitivity. 
Sylvia and l lay on the floor with the drumming and rattles and 
deep breathing .... 

The next day l had an oil massage and a steam using sandalwood 
and rose oil for cooling. On the way back home l noticed that l 
could see all the details of the leaves on the trees, and the color of 
the flowers seemed brighter and my perspective widening while 
driving back and forth to Concord. 

These are my experiences the 3/4 days following your session 'at 
ORI. lt seems to have catapulted me into a deeper healing of my 
chemical sensitivity and a clearer wider presence in the process of 
life. l want to thank you very much for this, as l believe that your 
session was pivotai for me. lt is very powerful work that you are 
developing and l can certainly testify to that. l hope that you con
tinue on with it full speed ahead. lt will be of great benefit to many 
people. 

Thank you very very much. 
Best wishes, 
Patricia Vanderberg" 
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lntroducing the lnner Peace Process Handout 

We follow this introduction with a stand-alone handout form of the pro
cess. Please bear with the repetition in the handout of material elsewhere. 
It is provided for people who haven't had the opportunity to read this 
book. 

Is there anything that a facilitator should know about ? First of ail, a 
video of the process actua lly being used on volunteers is available from our 
website www.PeakStates. com. Secondly, I recommend that people plan
ning to run the process on others learn how to use EFT on people- you 
might need it to help someone who has unusual symptoms arise. Third , it 
is always possible that new techniques like this one can cause unforeseen 
problems in a few individuals. I recommend having people who want to 
run the process under your supervision fill out a release of liability form; 
and, if you are a layperson, make sure that you know someone you can 
send them to who is trained in these sorts of trauma issues. Other than 
these normal precautions, the process is pretty self-explanatory and, based 
on our tests so far, safe. Fourth, be sure to explain that it doesn't work for 
everyone-don't set up false expectations, because someday we plan on 
having a more effective version to use, and we want them to try it again! 

As I've said, fee! fre e to copy it and hand it out with the proviso that I 
stated in the introduction. Good luck ! 
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Welcome to our work at the Institute for the Study of Peak States! 
We'Il briefly cave r in this manual the theory and application of the 

process. We've designed this process to be as simple as possible. However, 
to do this we had to accept that it wouldn't work for everyone. At the 
present time, the procedure you have in your hands is somewhere between 
1/2 and 2/3 effective. By this, we mean that in any 100 people, you can ex
peer rh at from 50 to 66 people will actually acquire the full state of 'Inner 
Peace'. Folks who don't may need more rime with the process, or individ
ual attention, or in some cases we can't help them at this time with this 
simple procedure. 

A video on the Inner Peace Process is available. Ir covers what is in this 
handout. The first 30 minutes covers the theory of the process, and the 
las t hour and thirty minutes ac tu ally shows an audience in a group se tting 
using the process. It 's designed to be used at home like an exercise video
you just follow along, making it more convenient for many people. It can 
be purchased via our website at www. PeakStates.com. 

Potential Risks 

After three years of testing with large groups of people, we haven' t found 
any unusual problems with the process. H aving said that, there is always a 
risk in using a new procedure, and if you are unwilling to accept any and 
al! of the consequences to using this process, then you must stop and not 
use this process. By using this process, you are accepting this risk, and we 
are not legal! y liable for your chai ce to do so or any consequences thar may 
arise. 

We have identified three difficult experiences that you should be 
avvare of: 
1. By the nature of the process, it brings up uncomfortable feelings and 

body sensations during the process. This is to be expected, and they 
should go away with the use of the Emotional Freedom Technique 
(EFT) procedure as you proceed. If you have trouble making the feel
ings go away, we sugges t you either study the EFT process at 
www.emofree.com, or find a the rapist who knows the EFT process. In 
any case, these feelings thar have come up during the process and 
couldn 't be eliminated with EFT will eventually subside without treat
ment, although you won't get the benefit of the process or enter the In
ner Peace sta te . 
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2. Rare! y,. by using this process you may acquire even better and more 
dramattC sta tes of consciousness. These states are ones of increased 
health a~d we llbeing, bu t they may give you experiences and abilities 
thar you ve never had before. T ypically, in a few da ys you will become 
comfortable wtth these new states of being. 

3. Some percentage of the public who successfully enter the Inner Peace 
state may !ose the state later. Returning to 'average' consciousness can 
be expe.nenc~d as somewhat difficult and unpleasant until they ge t 
used to tt agam. These people may fee! depressed or upset returning to 
the kmd of consc10usness they always had before. Rerunning the pro
cedure or usmg the other suggestions in this man ua! will usually res tore 
the state. As we create improvements, we'Il make them available via 
our website at www.PeakStates.com. 

For More Information: 

For more in-depth information, please go to our website 
www.PeakStates .com. When we publish or create new procedures we'Il 
keep you updated via our website. 

Thanks for participating in our work ! 
Ail our best to you, 

Grant McFetridge and the staff at the Institute for the Study of Peak 
ta tes 
ovember 2002 

Hornby Island, British Columbia, Canada 
www. PeakS tates .com 

Peak States of Consciousness 

Understanding Peak States of Consciousness 

!""fave you ever noticed that some people just seem to be happier, health
te r, more successful, able to weather life's ups and clowns more easily? In 
the current psychologtCal paradigm, it 's believed these people had better 
chtldhoods, had fewer traumas, better gene tic backgrounds, nicer friends, 
and so on. In thts mode!, it boils clown to two factors- better aenes or a 
bet ter environment. And recently a third element has been added, better 
prenatal care. Although these elements are important , the main reason 
why some people live an amazing !ife independent of ou tside circum
stances is ou tside of psychology's current paradigm. 

In the 1960s, Dr. Abraham Maslow identified moments where people 
fee ! remarkably better. He called these moments 'peak experiences'. It 
turns out that one can have these peak experiences continuously. We re-
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fer to these long-lasting wonderful experiences as 'peak states ' of con
sciousness. People who live in these wonderful states most or ali of the 
rime are exceptional people. It 's not their personality thar makes the dif
ference, it 's the srare rhey' re in! We've identified 15 major states so far, 
with a variety of substates and combination states. Any one of them is re
markably better rhan average consciousness. Without them, people deep 
clown inside don't really feellike !ife is worth living, and they spend their 
lives in culturally approved ways thar don 't ger them what they really 
want , since our culture doesn't even recognize the existence of these 
states. Each of the states has different fundamental characteristics thar 
are the same for everyone. 

Peak States and Psychological Healing 

In the last few years , a number of very powerful and fas t healing modalities 
have been invented, called as a group "power therapies". These processes 
are transforming the way thar psychological healing is clone worldwide. 
Usina these or other therapies can remove specifie, identifiable problems 
thar oyou (or your client) have. The basic Whole-Hearted Healing 
(WHH) process is one of chose very powerful therapies, and can be 
learned for free from our website, w>vw. PeakSrates.com. However, \VHH 
was actually developed for a very different purpose. We were working on 
the problem of how to achieve permanent peak states of consciousness. 
Instead of trying to heal people so they could function normally, what we 
really want to do as healers and therapists is to bring people into states of 
consciousness where they not only are free of most of the issues people suf
fer from but are li vina a !ife thar is exceptional. T o use an analogy, it's like 
most pe~ple are in hcll with a bunch of pitchforks in them. They've been 
there so Jona it feels normal. Power therapies can rake the pitchforks out, 
which is go;d, but leave them still in hel!. What we wanted to dois find 
easy ways to move them out of hel! and into heaven on earrh. 

If you decide you want to learn more about our Institute's work, and 
perhaps contribute to improving and discovering new processes, we rec
ommend you le a rn a variery of the se 'power therapies', especially the basic 
WHH process, so thar you can gain an understanding of the psyche and a 
fundamenta l research tool th;n we use to work on the peak states project. 
Most of our work in the area of peak states of consciousness builds on this 
material. More advanced material not ye t available on the website is in 
our book Peak States of Consciousness, Volumes 1 to 3. 

Types of Peak States 

There are two distinct groups of peak states. The group that 's the most rel
evant for this pamphlet involves fusion between the multiple brains in the 
triune brain sys tem. T o explain, the brain is divided into three distinct bi
ological parts-in everyday terms, the mind, heart , and body. What isn't 
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commonly known is thar for most people, the brains are separated and in
dividually self-aware. T o illustra te this from an everyday experience, you 
might re cali being attrac ted to someone (the body brain's reaction) , 
whom you didn 't like (the heart brain 's reaction), and feeling very con
fused about the situation (the mind brain's reaction). 

For a certain class of peak sta tes, these awarenesses can 'fuse' or 
'merge' together, which means the brains involved !ose their individuality 
and become a single awareness. Which brains merge and to what degree 
determines a number of different states. A 'Perry Oiagram' can be used to 
explain the different types of brain states. Ir 's drawn as a vertical row of 
circles whose overlap and distance from each other indicate the degree of 
fusion of awarenesses among the brains. Below is a very brief description of 
severa! of these brain fusion states . The first state on the list is the one the 
Inner Peace Process is designed to give you, but in rare occasions one or 
more of the orhers can occur from doing this procedure. Thus, we've in
cluded a description of ones thar might occur vvhen you use our process: 

1. Inner Peace (Mind-heart fusion) - Y ou have an underlying feeling of 
calm no matter what you're feeling, hence its name of 'Itmer Peace '. 
This stare causes past traumas to no longer fee! emotionally traumatic. 
Y our emotional reactions are dictated by present circumstances and 
not by past trauma. Interestingly, when you do healing and ge t a tem
porary sensation of calm, peace, and lightness (CPL) afterwards, it's 
ac tually a momentary experience of this or an even better state. 

2. The Beauty Way (Aliveness) - This combination state includes the 
Inner Peace state, and add itionally gives a feeling of 'aliveness' and a 
Jack of nega tive judgment about people as weil as an automatic knowl
edge of spiritual truths. Everything has a sort of beauty to it, hence the 
state's name. The 'noise' of'mind charter' in the head goes away. 

3. Underlying Happiness/loving (Body-heart fusion)-This state gives a 
permanent feeling of happiness that doesn't go away no matter what 
else you fee!. In men, it 's mostly happiness, in women it mostly feels 
ve ry loving. 

4. Brains Communicate-Y ou can communicate between your mind, 
he art and body just as if the re were three children tai king to each other 
inside of you. 

5. Hollow (Mind-heart-body fusion) - The interior of your body sud
denly feels like it's made of air but still surrounded by skin. Activities 
ger very effortless. In some cases, the skin boundary feels like it also dis
appears (which is ye t another state not related to the fusion of the 
brains). 

6. Inn er Brightness- Y ou experience the interior of your body and head 
as filled with bright, white or golden light. 
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Peak states that don't have anything to do with brain fusion are cov
ered in Volume 2 of the textbook Peak States of Consciousness . If you' re c.u
rious, you can also check the www.PeakSta tes.com webstte for bnef 

descriptions of these other states . 

The lnner Peace State 
Induction Process 

Benefits of the ' lnner Peace' State 
ln the lnner Peace state, the client cames emotionally into the present 
moment. This means that all your past trauma suddenly stops feelmg rrau
matic, no matter how hard you try to evoke feelings from the past . Y ou 
now have an underlying sense of peace and calmness, and your emot10ns 
are in proportion to wharever is happening to you- you've lost your emo
tional 'buttons'. Since the vast majoriry of people 's datly problems are cre
ated by pas t emotional traumatic material surfac ing into ~he present, you 
can imaoine how mu ch better they would feeltf they were m thts state. ~1-
though ~his is true of everyone, it' s particularly rrue of people s:tffenng 
from a number of emotionally-based issues. Rather than try to ftx mdtvtd
ual emotional issues one at a time, this process just turns all of them off all 
at once. Y ou can imagine that applicability to a therapy practtce. We sus
pect that certain rrauma-based physical problems would also go away 
while the client is in the state . This is an area we're just now explonng. 
Please let us know of any of your results, and we'll post this informatton on 

the www.PeakStates.com website. 
Clients don't find the change disturbing or unusual when they enter 

the lnner Peace state , as it 's characterized more by an absence of prob
lems, rather than an addition of new experiences and abilities as can hap
pen with other states. We've also had enough expenence wtth tt now to 
consider it relatively free of side-effects. 

Why the Process Works 
What causes the Inner Peace peak state to occur? ln the lnner Peace 
state, the mind and the heart are fused roge ther into one consoousness. lt 
turns ou t that the lnner Peace state will generally be present m people 
continuously from birth if they experienced conception without traum.a. 
Unfortunarely, regressing someone to this developmental event trauma m 
order to give them the sta te is relatively difficult and ttme~consummg, 
making it rao difficult for the average therapist to do in an office semng m 
a reasonable time. Instead , we've come up with a shortcut that sttll gtves a 
great many people the lnner Peace state. The tradeoff here is speed and 
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ease of use versus the number of people who will achieve the state. Since 
energy therapies are used to release the conception trauma with this pro
cess, another disadvantage to this fas t and simple process is the small 
chance that the process may come undone sometime in the future. 

The shortcut works by taking a critical moment in this developmental 
event, and describing the biological activity at that moment as a phrase in 
English. (Translations into other languages work, but the wording is cri ti
cal and just using a translation dictionary may or may not be successful.) 
ln this case, the phrase is "Join forces in Glory." l know that the phrase 
sounds strange and rather religious-but it is the best fit to the underlying 
biological process. We also include a visualiza tion and music in the pro
cess to make it work more quickly and thoroughly. The music is similar to 
something that can be 'heard ' at a spirituallevel during conception. Like
wise, the visualization is similar to a process thar actually occurs during 
conception. Some people ac tually hear the 'real' music and see the 'real' 
experience the visualization is t rying to portray du ring the process. Under
standing what causes peak states, and how we derived the particular de
velopmental event, phrase, music, and visualization is beyond the scope of 
this manual, but is part of the advanced Whole-Hearted Healing training 
available through the lnstitute for the Study of Peak States. We have the 
client repeat the phrase, or listen to it, while they visualize and listen to 
music . This purs the client back to the trauma at the correct moment, 
generally without their conscious awareness, and emotional and physical 
symptoms thar occurred during their conception start coming into their 
bodies. As this happens, we have them use meridian therapies like EFT 
(Emotional Freedom T echnique) to eliminate the trauma symptoms. 

The ln ner Peace Process Steps: 

Liability : 
If you are reading this manual and use this process on yourself, by doing so 
you have implicitly agreed to these liability and responsibility conditions 
below. If you are working with clients, \.Ve sugges t you start the process by 
get ting a written liability agreement. Y ou must make totally clear to your 
client that this is a new, experimental process, and has no historical basis 
upon which to determine long-term effects or consequences. The client 
must be willing to take complete responsibiliry for whatever effects might 
happen, even though we have no idea what they might be, or how to fi x 
them. Again, they need to understand that you and by extension the Insti
tute are not responsible for consequences from the use of this process. Al
though we've been testing the process and have encountered no unusual 
problems, this doesn't mean that you or your client won't have something 
unexpected happen. 
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Step 1: Choose Past Emotional 'Indicator' Traumas . . 
Pick rhree or four major past emotional traumas, ones the citent can easlly 
fee!. WRITE THEM DOW , else ir is likely thar you' ll forget what they 
were. Rare rhe pain you fee! in the present wher: you t~ink about them on 
a scale ofO (no pain) ro 10 (the maximum posstble pam). These a.re your 
indicators ofhow complerely you are entering the stare. When you re full y 
into rhe state, these 'indicator' traumas will have a rating of . Gen~rally 
what happens is that people gradually move into the state, and thts ts r~ 
flected by the trauma ratings going clown as you work. 1 o te thar we don t 
want you ro use EFT or TA T on the trauma tic me mories themselves- we 
just want ro have you pick traumas to use as measurement rools to see tf 
you've entered rhe state . The pain will go away on rhese and ali the orher 
traumas thar you didn't pick roughly stmultaneously. 

Step 2: Play the Required Music 
The music is Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, first movement, (alrhough 
we' re working on a better choice of music). This particular piece of mustc 
is important, don't substitute. U nless you're incredibly lucky, choosmg 
orher music will not help and will probably interfere wtth the process. The 
music is played continuously during the process, and greatly helps evoke 
feelings and speed things up. Occasionally, a client may say that th~ mustc 
is disturbing ro them, but this generally means the traumanc m~renal from 
the conception experience is coming to consciousness and ts to be ex
pecred in some people. Occasionally, due ro neganve cul rural expenences 
such as with forcible assimilation of mmonty groups mto the Western cul
ture, clients might reject the music. Explaining how the music was cha
se n, and rhat other choices from different cultures could be used tf 
someone knew how, can help here. 

Srep 3: Do a Visualization . . . 
As the process is run, you should try to visualize a cham wtth large lmks 
about a foot in diameter , running vertically though the body. H ave the c~l
ent imagine the chain is linking and unlinking in their body. The cham 
looks a bit like the large rings thar a magician links and unlmks dunng a 
magic trick. It turns out thar this visualizarion is what is actually occurnng 
at a certain leve! of consciousness, and a good percentage of che ms wlll be 
able ro perceive this as ir happens. When the process is clone, the cham 
will be linked up and the client who could see the nngs wtll fmd. th~t they 
can no lonoer imaoine ir unlinking. This part of the procedure tsn t crm
cal; if you forge t t~ do the visualization the process should still work rea-

sonably weil. 

Srep 4: Say the Required Phrase . 
While you are doing the procedure, you will repeat over a~1d ove~ thestm
ple phrase "Join forces in glory." Don 't change the wordmg-tt s cnncal 
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thar you repeat it just as it 's written. We realize thar after a while, it gets 
really boring, bu t the phrase and music are critical parts of the process. 

Step 5: Use EFT 
Y ou will be using the Emotional Freedom T echnique (EFT) process on 
yourself to heal the feelings and sensations thar will arise as you do the 
process (although any meridian therapy would probably work ade
quately). Y ou will sim ply repeat the phrase over and over while you tapon 
meridian points while lis rening to the music , and if you can, do the visual
ization. The tapping process is shawn on the video, or can be learned by 
getting the EFT manual from www.emofree .com. In a group se tting, have 
everyone tap and repeat the phrase in unison. For this process, wegener
ally omit the psychological reversai step of EFT. However, we have found 
thar the psychological reversai step using the phrase "even though ir feels 
like I will die ifl heal this, I deeply and completely love and accept myself' 
is necessary fo r some people. We recommend using it at !east at the start of 
a new rou nd of music. If you don't experience any change in sensations or 
feelings while the process is running, you may need to include ali of the 
EFT steps. If you don't know them, review the manual or seek out an EFT 
practitioner. We've found that having someone tap on you as you do the 
process can increase your chance of having the EFT process work-re
membering ;vhere to tap can distract you from feeling the sensations and 
emotions that should arise. For those of you who are working alone, prac
tice EFT on yourse lf beforehand with other issues un til the process itself 
doesn 't distract you from what you're trying to heal. 

Step 6: Run the Process 
The procedure will almost certainly cause you to fee! discomfort, bath 
emotionally and physically. Rather than this being a problem, it's a sign 
thar the process is working! Y ou need to deliberately foCLts on and fee! the 
discomforts, pains, and emotions, rather than try to avoid them. The EFT 
is used to eliminate the feelings, new ones arise, are eliminated, and so on 
un til no more arise. The process won't work if you successfully ignore any 
symptoms thar arise. Note that a number of people try to explain the aris
ing sensations as due to what's going on in the classroom. For example , 
you might fee! the choice of music is bad , or too la ud, or thar you need to 
leave to take care of some business, and so on. This can fool you and black 
the process from working, because you are not focusing on your feelings 
while you're doing the process. 

Step 7: Check Your Progress 
At the end of every few rounds of the music, check to see if your ra ting of 
your indicator traumas has gone to zero. (Remember, DONT think abou t 
your indicator traumas while doing the process, or you might find that 
you've healed those few traumas accidentally. If you're not in the Inner 
Peace state ali your other life's traumas will still be painful.) 
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Step 8: Continue Umil There Are No Addirional Changes 
General! y, the process takes a minimum of 30 minutes, and can take up to 
4 hours. Y ou will need to continue the process even after your indicator 
traumas al! go to zero. For most people, change will continue to happen. 
Y ou continue the EFT for at !eas t a couple of rounds of tapping pas t any 
additional changes in your body sensations, and preferably go an entire 
round of music with no additional changes. Not going long enough is the 
single biggest mistake people make. Since you've had the traumatic feeling 
from conception for your en tire !ife, you consider the trauma sensations in 
your body to be normal. Th us you general! y don 't real ize that you do have 
symptoms that you need to continue tapping on until they go away. Sev
era! hours of tapping spread over a couple of sessions works fine , and in 
fact can be required to get the full change that can happen. Continuing in 
this \vay also makes you Jess likely to fa ll out of the state. 

If the Process Doesn't Work 

What happens when you (or your client) rhought it over, got excited by 
the possibilities, was willing to try this process, and it didn't work ? Gen
erally, you (or they) may fee! like they are intrinsically defective, or 
doomed never to aet what so many other people have . THIS IS 1 OT 
THE CASE! Thes~ and other peak states are actually everyone's birth
right, and the reason why a particular individual does or does not have the 
state has nothing to do with their intrinsic abili ty or worthiness to have it. 
Y ou (they) have just be en unlucky in accumulating !ife experiences thar 
black the state , and it will require more detective work to find out what 
else needs to be healed. Or you will have to wait until we come up with 
better procedures. H owever, there are other reasons why some people 
don't have peak states, and the Institute is currently inves tigating this 
problem. 

For improvements and updates on this technique, please check in on 
the www.PeakStates.com website occasionally. W e also sugges t thar you 
sign up for our very infrequent newsletter to be notified of new material. 
Additionally, if you are interested, there is an email group for people usmg 
the basic Whole-Hearted H ealing (WHH) process which is particularly 
useful for healing pre-birth traumas like conception, and you can sign up 
by going to the website section on the WHH process . H ere are some spe
cifie things to try: 

• T ry put ting a combination of the essential oils spearmint and juniper 
berry on your 'karate chop' point while you're doing the process . 
Thar point is at the edge of your palm, and one of the EFT tapping 
points. Be sure to not ge t it in your eyes, it stings ! 

• Y ou might need someone else to tap on you, or you may need to use 
the full EFT process. Y ou might want to visit an EFT practitioner to 
get assistance. 
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• Try another power therapy in addition to the EFT, like the Tapas 
A cupressure Technique (TA T) , Be Set Free Fas t (BSFF) , Eye 
Movement Desensitiza tion and Reprocessing (EMDR) , and so on. 

• Y ou might have been ignoring the sensations in your body while tap
ping. EFT won 't work if you don't consciously place your attention 
on your body and emotions that arise. 

• Y ou may have forgotten to tap while doing the process. Just saying 
the phrase, listening to the music , and doing the visualization only 
accesses conception trauma- the EFT tapping is what eliminates it. 

• If your birth language isn 't English , you may have to translate the 
phrase into your birth language. This may not work, as the transla
tion might not be accurate enough. 

• Y ou might have a 'dominant' trauma. In this case, there is some ma
jor issue going on in your !ife thar is holding you out of the state. Fur
ther work with any powerful healing modality to eliminate the issue 
is required. Fortunately, the Inner Peace process that you've clone 
wasn 't was ted, as now thar state will occur when the dominant 
trauma is eliminated . In other words, you will return to the Inner 
Peace state when those major traum as are healed, instead of the 'av
erage ' consciousness that you were used to. 

• Some people still won 't respond to this process. They might need to 
work with a professional who can help them access and heal the 
conception trauma directly. This sometimes works, and gives the 
be tter Beam y W ay state as an added bonus- although usually it's 
something else in their !ife that is blocking the state . As we improve 
the process, we 'll issue updates on the www.PeakStates.com 
website. 

• A variety of organizations have processes thar can induce peak 
states, albeit usually temporarily. If the Inner Peace Process was un
successful, or if you would like to add other peak states, you might 
try these other processes. Our website, www.PeakStates.com, has 
links to the ones that we know work at !eas t for some people. Proba
bly the easiest and simplest one is taught by Jacquelyn Aldana in her 
book The 15 Minute Miracle. ln the future, we will be releas ing more 
peak state processes, and you can find out about these by checking 
in with our website or signing up for our infrequent newsletter. 

Recovering the lnner Peace State If Y ou Lose lt 

For the people who moved into the lnner Peace state during the process , 
most will find thar this state is relatively stable. Others may leave it for 
brief periods when some current stressful situation occurs, but they go 
back into the state as soon as the situation ends or they relax a bit. How
ever, some people leave the state and it doesn 't return. Their calmness 
leaves them, their traumatic pas t returns, and they go back to what they 
had before. This latter case can be a problem as they've had a chance to 
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experience life in a better way and don't fee\ very good about living as t~ey 
used to. For this group, we have some advtce that wtll help most to ,et 

their state back: 
• Do EFT or WHH or a hybrid combination on wharever issue drove 

you out of the state. Y ou will generally pop back into the stare once 
this issue is resolved. 

• Repeat the Inner Peace process. If the process again works, you've 
probably \eft the state bec a use the healing effects of the EFT became 
undone, or you didn't run the process long enough. Thts may be be
cause your breathing was clone in a way thar reverses the ~ffect of 
EFT. Y ou can read about the correct way to breathe by readmg Gay 
Hendricks At The Speed of Li fe . Another way to reverse the effec ts of 
EFT is by encountering a substance your body reacts to, calle~ an 
'energy toxin'. Review Gary Craig's manual or see an EFT practmo
ner for he lp in these areas . 

• Foc us on any negative judgments against self or others thar occurred 
when you [ost the state. Focusing on lening them go, or usmg a 
power therapy to help you do it , generally will pop you back mto the 
Inner Peace state quire quickly. Thts 1s the most successful method of 
returning ro the Inner Peace state. 

Suggested Reading 

• Grant McFetridge, Peak States ofConsciousness , (Volumes 1 and 2), 
lnstitute for the Study of Peak States Press, 2004. 

• Gary Craig, Emotional Freedom T echniques: The !Joorway ro the ew 
Healing Highrise: The Manual (tlmd edmon), 1999. See 
www.emofree.com for a copy. 
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Chapter 10 

A 'Choice' Approach: Aligning with Peak States 
Via The 15-Minute Miracle Process 

by ] acquelyn A lda na 

Foreword by Grant McFetridge 

I've had the delight to have first met Jacquelyn severa[ years ago, and feel 
extremely fortunate to have her contribution in this book. Her work is the 
best example of what we cal\ the 'conscious choice ' approach for acquiring 
peak states that 1 know of. ln it, you deliberately choose to fee! the quali
ties of the state you desire, and continue to make that choice. From our 
perspective, we suspect her process combines severa! states- at a mini
mum, the 'Underlying Happiness' state and a solid connection to Gaia, 
vvhich she includes in the term 'Life' . 

ln this chapter she briefly talks about her process for how to choose to 
have a peak state of consciousness, and to keep it by using simple mainte
nance steps. The name of the process, The 15-Minute Miracle, accurate ly 
describes how little time is required per day. Her process is generally so 
successful that her workshop offers a money-back guarantee. And she 
doesn't stop with just feeling wonderful- she shows how to use the state 
to manifes t dreams and desires in the physical world. In fact, the ability to 
manifest is woven into her method for having peak states. Jacquelyn 
clearly shows thar the right state of consciousness (or equivalently, the 
right feeling sensations) is required to manifes t your desires. 

Jacquelyn is a pioneer whose work shows a simple, easily used method 
to live 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in states of consciousness that make 
this world a heaven on earth. Her process has come to incorpora te the lat
es t therapies, like EFT, to help people gain and maintain the state she 
lives in even more easily. This is an incredibly exciting time to be involved 
with this work, as new discoveries and synthesis between approaches are 
just starting to take place . 

Of course, in this chapter we don 't have the space to fully explore her 
process- for that, I refer you to her well-written and easily followed books 
such as The 15-Minute Miracle Revealed, Miracle Manifestation Manual II , 
and the short Shortcuts ro Miracles. I also highly recommend her wonderful 
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'Piayshops' as she so delightfully calls them, which can be enrolled in 
through ww\v .15MinuteMiracle.com. 

About the Author: 
How The 15-Minute Miracle Came to Be 

Jacquelyn Aldan a is one of the happies t people you'll ever mee t, and it 
isn't because her !ife was always picture-perfect. H er biological parents 
abandoned her at an earl y age; she had a pretty poor se lf-image most ofher 
!ife; and she had lots of ups and clowns like most everyone else. O ddly 
enough , however, he r greatest blessing came when she had to face the 
three biggest challenges of her en tire !ife ali at once. 

• Her husband Ron was dying of a virulent cancer. 
• Their 20-year marriage was falling apart at the seams. 
• Their family business was on the brink of fi nancial disaster. 
As she completely surrendered and re leased ali attachment to possible 

outcomes, she felt an inexplicable sense of peace and well-being come 
over her. That same day she was inspired to write something on a piece of 
paper, and then it h appened ! Something shifted! A li of a sudden, she 
began to experience a series of incredible events - one right after the 
other! It was as though she had tapped into an inexhaustible reservoir of 
amazing miracles. 

• Ron complete! y regained his weil ness (he is now radianrly healthy). 
• Their marriage on the rocks became a marriage made in H eaven . 
• The family business suddenly took a 180° rurn and began to flourish. 
Not only did Jacquelyn discover ways to access amazing miracles in her 

own !ife, but she also fou nd ways to make it easy fo r the res t of us to attract 
and create major miracles in our lives as weil. She is convinced that the 
process she affectionately refers to as The 15-Minute Miracle was given to 
her as a Divine gift to be shared on a global basis. She was inspired to cali ir 
The 15-Minute Miracle because it takes only about 15 minutes a day to 
do; it seems to work wonders for most anyone who merely experiments 
with it ; and the results are often so dramatic and life-changing that most 
people refer to them as MIRACLES! 

How Every Day Can Be a Great Day 

H ave you ever had one of those EXTRAORDINARY days that made you 
wish it would never end ? Y ou know, one of th ose da ys wh en everything 
just magically feil into place no matter what you did or how you did it ? 
W ouldn't it be wonderful if only there were a way to experience days like 
these more often ? Just imagine how glorious that would be. What usually 
happens, however, is that we go through our lives thinking we have no 
control over such things-that some days are just be tter than others. 
Right ? WRONG! 
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You' ll be glad to know that you have the power to cali these miraculous 
days mto bemg as often as you choose. The book The 15-Minute Miracle 
Revealed promises to show you how to create remarkable days, one right 
af~er t~e other. In fact, you will be able to do "these and even GREA TER 
thmgs by merely applying a few simple principles. Ali you have to do is 
~nde rs tandhow certain universallaws operate so you can enjoy the bene
ftts of workmg m harmony with them. Y es, we know, this ali sounds tao 
good to betrue, so please don 't take our ward for it. Just follow the instruc
tions m this book and see what happens. Don 't be tao surprised , however, 
when people begm to ask why you are happier, more energetic , and more 
pr.oductive than usual. Next, they will want to know how they can accom
phsh these things! 

. The next few pages will give you a better idea of what The 15-Minute 
Miracle IS ali abo~t. We invite you ~o discover how you can deliberately 
attract and consc10usly crea te a desirable quality of Life on a consistent 
bas is .. Learn how every day can be a wonderful day and how you can eas ily 
expenenc~ your highes t purpose for being. Prepare for an adventure that 
wdl very hkely inspire you to view Life through the eyes of awe and won
der. .G: t ready to fall in love-in love \Vith Life and everything in it (in
cludmo yourself). Life absolutely adores you and is eager to res pond to 
your every deSire. Ali you have to ?o is figure out what truly makes you 
happy-the res t IS relative! y easy. Life wants you to thoroughly enjoy your 
expenence here on earth, because you are the Divine Creation in whom 
your Creator is weil pleased ! 

A Brief Overview of The 15-Minute Miracle 

Ifyou can answer "yes" to the seven ques tions below, you are a prime 
candida te to benefit from The 15-Minute Miracle . Doing this simple pro
cess m wntmg usually takes less than 1% or your day (about 15 minutes) 
and It seems to work wonders for most anyone who playfully experiments 
With It. See how many ques tions inspire you to say "yes"! 
1. Is there anything you are grateful for today? 
2. Can you identify how you love to fee! and why? 
3. Would you like to strengthen your intuitive abil ities? 
4. Are you willing to allow your higher power to ass ist your? 
5. Are you willing to release and let go of negative emotions? 
6. Are you willing to take time out to be kind to yourself and o thers? 
7. Can you daydream and play in your imagination (even if only for a few 

moments) until it feels like you are already living the !ife of your 
dreams? 

The quickes t and easiest way to mas ter this simple process is to utilize 
the easy-to-read books and gifts in the Delu xe Miracle Starter Kit. See 
www. 15mmutemiracle.com for details. 
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How to Know When Y ou Are in the Flow 

The following statements represent what people often say when they f~e l 
in the flow of Life. Please check off the statements below thar descnbe 
how you fee\ most of the time. 

• My work feels \ike play! 
• I have boundless energy! 
• I fee! "on top of the world"! 
• l am unaware of rime passing! 
• l fee! authentic and true to myself! 
• I fee! impelled to pursue my dreams! 
• Life is fun , exhilarating, and rewarding! 
• I rhink about positive possibilities 24/7! 
• I fee! n1uch happier than l have ever felt before! 
• Things seem to fall into place for me more easily! 
• I am eaoer to make a positive diffe rence in the world! 
• I live in° a state of constant gratitude and appreciation! 
• I have a sense of just "knowing" that l am on the right track! 
• 1 now perceive so-called challenges as opportunities in disguise! 

1 • 1 fee! strong, confident , clear, and u nstoppable about my mtsston . 
1 

• I fee! as though I have Divine Asststance m a l\ that l choose to d~. 
• I am able to make decisions more qmckly wtth greater confidence . 
• I am so excited and extremely passionate about what l have to offe r! 
• I have never felt more confident or committed to anything in my en

tire li fe! 
• I always seem to be in the right place at the right rime. lt 's just the 

story of my \ife! . 
• I am able to fee! happy and stay in the flow of Life, regardless of Clr-

cumstances! 

T ota! umber of Check Marks: ". 
The more statements you were able to check off, the more you are m 

the flow of Life" at this time. 

With Regard to the Word, "Li fe" ... 
When I use the word "Life" in this chapter, l am refe rring to that which l 
consider to be The Infinite , Divine Oneness, and The Creator of Al\ That 
Is. T 0 me, Li fe is synonymous with God, H oly Spirit, Gaia, the Alpha, and 
the Omega . In my opinion, there is nothing bigger, grea ter, or more pow-

erful than LIFE! 
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Joining the Flow of Life 

Three years prior to discovering The 15-Minute Miracle, my !ife was like 
watching reruns of a bad movie on a TV with poor reception. Just about 
the time when I thought things couldn 't possibly get any worse, THEY 
DIO! When l stumbled om o a simple way to manifes t miracles into my \ife 
th rough the power of thought and prayer, l was sure l had found Aladdin 's 
Lamp. As l spent just 15 minutes each day simply writing a love letter to 
Life, everything began to fa ll into place for me easi\y, effortlessly, and mag
ically! lt wasn 't until much later that l realized thar ail of the amazing 
manifestations that surprisingly showed up were merely byproducts of 
seeking "sustained joy." As I made it my ongoing intention to find ways to 
become "The H appiest Persan I Knew," everything else took care of itself 
with little or no effort on my part. 

Although this intriguing process often results in manifesting desirable 
circumstances and wonderful material things, the real value of The 
15-Minute Miracle is thar it creates a divine connec tion between you and 
your Higher Power, you and your magnificence, and you and Life (in other 
words, you and Y ou) ! W hen this happens, things begin to align perfectly 
and fa ll into place easily. This is probably why so many people associate 
what they begin to experience with miracles. The bes t partis that miracles 
can happen to YOU (when, thar is, you are ready and willing to experi
ence them) . 

Allow us to save you a lo t of rime and energy thar you might otherwise 
spend pushing, pu lling, struggling, swimming upstream, running uphill, 
and trying to control the ou tcome of circumstances. Simply surrender 
your worries, doubts, and fears to your Higher Power and trust thar Life 
will reveal l ts grandes t plan to you in just the perfect time. The difference 
between trusting and controlling is this: trusting is equivalent to hiring a 
team of experts to ge t the job done, whereas controlling is equal to trying 
to do ail of the work yourself. Un til I let go of my need to control every
thing in my !ife, everything in my \ife continued to control me ! l finally 
had to resign as "CEO of the Uni verse" in a rder to transform my stress into 
peace of mind. We hope the success stories on the following pages will in
spire, uplift, and encourage YOU to do the same. 

Why "What We THINK and SAY" Really Matters 

Although there are many languages throughout the world, the one thar 
can enhance our lives the most is the "Universal Language of Life." T o 
mas ter it, we must choose purely positive words as we speak. lt is equally 
important for us to think purely positive thoughts even when engaging in 
"self-talk" in the privacy of our own minds. This purely positive language 
is based upon a uni versa! law called the Law ofM agnetic Attraction thar is 
at work every second of every day, whether we are aware of it or not. 
W hen we understand how to work in harmony with this immutable law, 
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Life is much easier. \Xlhen we are ignorant of it, however, Life can be 
rather challenging. This law says, "\Xlhat we think abou tis what we bring 
about and what we fil! our minds with our lives are full of." In o ther words, 
whatever we think abou t, talk about , observe, or even imagine, is the very 
thing vve (knowingly or unknowingly) attract to ourselves ! Furthermore, 
Life interprets everything we think or say quite literally, so we must be 
very aware of our language in a rder to attract what we tru! y desire. T o 
thoroughly learn this language and to be able to speak and write it flu
ently, you may want to consider attending the Leve! I Miracle Mastery 
Playshop. If you prefer to srudy at home on your own, you 'll find the De
luxe Miracle Starter Kit (see the website) to be a great resource. 

What Do Happy People Do? 

• They always see the magnificence in each and every persan they 
meet. 

• They see the beauty and benefits in Life, regardless of circum
stances. 

• They appreciate ali that they already have before asking for any
thing else. 

• They find something to love and admire abou t everything and ev
eryone in every moment. 

• They allow themselves to fee! ali of their feelings so they can choose 
which ones to keep and which ones to release. 

• They view Life through the eyes of awe and wonder like a small child 
who absolutely knows beyond a shadow of a doubt that ali things are 
truly possible. 

• They embrace ali aspects of !ife, both positive and negative, because 
contrast is an extremely valuable rool. By simply knowing what they 
don't want, they can better identify what they prefer instead . \Xlhat 
could be easier than this? 

• They totally release and let go of whatever no longer serves them in 
a positive way: things like resistance, resentment, condemnation of 
themselves and others, fear, and attachment to outcomes. (\Xlhen 
you let go of them, they let go of you!) 

• They hold the space for themselves and others to regain their bal
ance in just the perfect time in ways thar bless and benefit everyone. 
This is one of the most loving and supportive things we can do for 
ourselves or anyone else. 

• They love others even when others are less than loving toward 
them. \Xlhen other people do something that could be considered 
offensive, they just say to themselves, "That 's just them not knowing 
a better way at this rime. If they could do better, they certainly 
would do better." This is what we cali unconditionallove at its ve ry 
be sr. 
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If you make ir your"ongoing intention to pra criee these principles, you may 
v.ery weil become The Happiest Persan Y ou Know," as weil as an "Irre
Sistible Magnet for Miracles!" 

Life 's Best-Kept Secrets 

• Y ou always, always, always ger ro be right! 
• \Xlhat you fill your mind with, your !ife is full of. 
• Y ou always ge t more of wha tever you sincerely appreciate . 
• \Xlhatever you focus upon usually ge ts much bigger in your !ife. 
• Y ou increase the odds of achieving your goals by simply writing them 

clown. 

• Always look where you are going, because you'll always go where 
you are looking. 

• The quickes t way to ge t back into the flow of Life is to find some
thing (anything) to appreciate. 

• Y ou automatically invite more of whatever you rhink about talk 
abou t, observe, or imagine. ' 

• Y ou can fee! good right now by remembering something pleasant 
from the pas t. 

• Y ou can fee! good right now by envisionino somethino you look for-
ward to in the future. o o 

• T o experience joy and sweet inspiration , release and let go of ali 
condemnation. 

• If you want to successfu lly trave l the distance, you have tolet go of 
both fear and resistance. 

• ~ttachment to outcomes evokes fear and doubt, which only results 
111 your doing withou t. 

• If you want to experience peace and contentment, you have tolet go 
of bath ha te and resentment. 

A Closer Look at Step #1 of The 15-Minute Miracle
The Appreciation Step 

"Miracles are happening everywhere ali the time, but only those 
with an 'Attitude of Gratitude' seem to notice them." 

Author Unknown 

The Appreciation Step is the first step in The 15-Minute Miracle process 
for a very speCifie reason. It IS number one because it opens the door for ali 
theoth;r steps to wor~ toour grea test ad van tage. Instead of just making a 
typ!Cal gratitude list, thts step asks us to explain why we are grateful. As 
we ponder our bless ings in this way, we can't help but deepen our sense of 
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appreciation , which makes us realize how very fortunaœ we are already. 
Some people fee! they are able to access a more profound sense of appreci
ation by using the word gratitude . If this is true for you, simply rephrase 
this step as follows: "I am so grateful. .. because .. . " Gratitude is the magic 
bridge to a more sustainable sense of joy, and joy is the key to becoming 
"The Happiest Persan You Know." 

We find that most people who are drawn to The 15-Minute Miracle 
are in a state of longing and yearning for things to be different in their 
lives . As it turns out , most of them either want something they don 't have 
or have something they don' t want (or ba th). Unfortunaœly, in the ir state 
of needing and pleading, they unknowingly attract more of the ve ry things 
they don 't want-more Jack, limitation, and not having! For a more ful
filling !ife, we recommend thar you make it your ongoing intention to 
transform alllonging, yearning, and needing into appreciation , gratitude, 
and succeeding. 

Appreciation Saved Our Marriage 
The stress of struggling to make ends meet and trying to keep Ron alive for 
three years began to completely overwhelm both of us. Everything in our 
lives began to fall apart, including our 20-year marriage ! A health practi
tioner friend of mine suggested that I go to a quiet place and write clown 
everything that I appreciaœd about Ron. lt took me quite some rime to re
lease my resistance and resentment long enough to write anything very 
complimentary. Once I go t started, however, I wrote severa! pages of 
glowing comments about the man I had married 20 years before. Al
though I never showed it to him, nor did he ever read it , the very next 
morning Ron responded tome with enormous warmth and tenderness. A s 
a result, ali hostilities and misgivings completely dissolved . Only 12 hours 
after I did this little writing exercise, our failing relationship was com
pletely healed and our love for each other was greaœr rhan ever before. 
This was truly a miracle when you consider the fact thar we barely spoke 
for nearly eight months. ln my opinion , appreciation is to well-being what 
oxygen is to breathing! 

Gratitude Saved Ron 's Life 
When Ron was suffering from cancer, he found it very difficult to appreci
a te much of ANYTHING. Finally, one day after the doctors said thar he 
might not even make it through the night, he made the decision to do 
something different. Because he wanted to make the most of whatever 
time he had left, he consciously turned his attention from death, dying, 
and devastation to !ife, living, and loving every moment he had left. The 
most amazing thing happened ! He not only made it through the night, but 
he also began to fee! a bit better the fo llowing day. A s he celebrated an
other glorious day, he experienced a little more strength and encourage
ment. After a few more days, he was finally released from the hospital. 
Ron faithfully wro te his 15-Minute Miracle every day for three months 
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then returned for his regular checkup. The doctors were utterly dumb
fo unded ! A fter a plethora of tes ts, they cou id not find even a trace of can
cer anywhere in his body. They pronounced him totally cancer free! 
Although th~ doctors called it a "spontaneous remission, " Ron and I 
K O W thar tt was nothing short of a miracle! 

We Always Get MO RE of Whatever We Appreciate 
Things for which we express LOVE, GRATITUDE, and SI CERE 
APPRECIA TIO naturally expand . Life humorously emulates my be
loved grandmother \~hen sh~ used to serve the evening meal. If I compli
mented he r on a parncular dtsh that she had lovingly prepared , she would 
m~tantl~ provtde me wtth second helpings. Life does exactly the same 
thmg-tt always makes sure we ge t MORE of whatever we LOVE and 
APPRECIA TE! 

Benefits of Appreciation 
• lt only has positive side-effects. 
• lt provides a delightful shortcut to miracles. 
• It fl oods your body with immune-boosring endorphins. 
• lt puts you back in to the flow of Life at the speed of thought. 
• It ts the lantern that shines the brightest light in your darkes t hour. 
• lt provides a totally legal way for you to enjoy a "natural high." 
• It causes you to fee! a wonderful sense of "coming home". 
• lt provides an immediate sense of well-being. 
• It is the primary cause of "sustained joy". 

15-Minute Miracle Success Stories 

The following suc cess stories are .from our readers and Miracle Playshops 
gradua~es. who have apphed the stmple principles ofThe 15-Minute Mira
cle. Thts ts JUS t a small sampling of stories to give you ideas of what YOU 
have to look fo rward to. 

Health 

Ron Aidan~, who was told by his doctors that he had a very poor 
chance of survtval, completely regained his wellness and is now totally 
cancer-free. 

Stephanie Coffin , who suffered the pain, spasms, and fatigue of multi
ple sclerosis for over a year and a ha if, overcame every symptom of MS in 
only three weeks. 

. Debba Boles, who had symptoms of clin ica! depression and intense sui
~t?a l feelmgs for over five years, is now grateful to be alive. She is truly 
ltvmg proof of living tru th". 
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Laney Boyle , who experienced an average of ~8 sev.ere migraine he~d 
aches a month fo r over 32 years, says her migra111e episodes have dumn-
ished dramatically. . . 

Gemma Ba uer, who suffered for over 10 years with chrome p~111 from 
rheumatoid arthritis, reports that she is much happier and healtier

1 
than 

ever before. A s a bonus, she also achieved her Ideal body wetg t , s 1ape, 
and size. 

Vocation d d 
Dr. Kim] ameson , who desired to have her own practice an a cute an 

cozy cottage in the country, was ab le to re alize both of her dreams at the 

same time. d · d 
Carol Gibbons, who be came very discouraged a ft er repeate . episo es 

of unemployment, landed an exciting job thar fa r exceeded her wtldes t ex-

pectations. . . 
1
. . h . d b 

Debbie Voitura, who loved the idea of s111g111g for a t v111g, was 1re Y 
Louise L. H ay to provide musical inspiration for audiences ali over the 
country. 

Weli -Being . 
C heri Carroll , who spent over $ 100,000 and 30 years sea.rch111g fo r p~r

sonal fulfillment , is now ecstatically happy and successful111 every maJOr 
area of her !ife. . . 

Judy and Kenny Dotson , who longed for more h~rmonym thetr.mar
riage, fe ll in love ali over again as a result of domg thetr 15-MII1ute Mtracle 
each morning. . 

Gayle Marie Bradshaw, who was unable to speak in front of groups, IS 
now able w address audiences of any size comfo rtably, conftdently, and 
dynamically. . 

Lisa Racine, who found many areas ofLife extrem ely challeng111g, now 
enjoys abundant prosperi ry, loving family relattonships, and radtant 
health. d 

Brent Carroll , who had complete! y given up on Life , himse lf~ an~ Go , 
is so grateful to be alive, because he now sees that everythmg 111 Ltfe ts a 
precious gift . 

Prosperity . 
Alice Cabral, who asked for exactly $625, won $626 111 the lottery l e~s 

than 24 hours after she attended her first Playshop (the ex tra dollar patd 
for her lottery ticket) . . . 

Glenda Dean, who des ired to set ex traordinary sales re~ords 111 her 111-
surance business, qu ickly exceeded her wildes t expecrat10ns.. ot only 
that , but she also attracted over $ 17 ,000 worth of unexpected 111come. 
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Sheila and A rnold Estep, who des ired grea ter fin ancial freedom, be
came multi-millionaires only days after attending their first Miracle 
Pla ys hop. 

What Do These People Ali Have in Common? 

• Every one of the individuals did their 15-Minute Miracle in writing. 
• They ali said they fe lt better the minute they engaged in the process . 
• They saw themselves already enj oying their desired quality of !ife. 
• They ali had a des ire to experience more JOY in their lives. 
• They were ali willing to experience the goodness of Life. 

How to Become an "Irresistible Magnet for Miracles" 

Magnetizing miracles into your !ife is much easier than you might think. I 
fee ! qualified to say this, because I became an "Irres istible Magnet fo r Mir
acles" at a time in my !ife when my whole world was upside clown. It was 
BECAUSE of the challenges that I d iscovered an incredibly simple way to 
raise my energy and ge t into "the fl ow of Life." Ir was BECA USE my hus
band was dying of cancer, BECA USE our 20-year marriage was "on the 
rocks," and BECAUSE we were nearly bankrupt that I finally surrendered 
and asked for help! It ail started one day when I shou ted right out loud to 
Life, "Either show me a way to experience more joy in my !ife or just come 
and take me right now!" 

In o ther words, I wanted Life to either show me a way or haul me away, 
and I had absolutely no attachment to the outcome! Just moments later, I 
was inspired to write something do;vn on a piece of paper that ultimately 
resu lted in my hus band comple tely regaining his wellness, our relationship 
becoming a "marriage made in heaven ," and our business ge tting back on 
its fee t al most overnight! W hat I wro te clown that day turned out to be the 
forerunner of the magical process we now call The 15-Minute Miracle. 
Lis ted below are the five most important things for you to know in a rder to 
become irresistible when it ca mes to attracting miracles into your !ife: 

l. C larify your dreams and desires by writing them clown. 
Appreciate what you already have before asking for more. 

3. Think abou t, talk about, and envision only what you do want. 
Notice how you fee ! in every moment (feelings of comfo rt or discom
fo rt). 

J. Make it your ongoing intention to be "The Happies t Persan You 
Know." 
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Shortcuts to Manifestation 
The quickest and easies t way to transform your wishes into real}ties is to 
consciously apprecia te what you ALREADY have before askmg or more. 
Herein lies the key to success and persona\ fulftllment. FoCltS upon what 
1S working in your \ife and what 1S right with the world , no ~1atterll1~fi 
sma\1 or seemingly insignificant it may be. Before long, more thmgs wt .~1 into place vvith little or no effort on your part. Because you cannoJ p~sst y 
experience negative emotion when you are expressmg grat~tu e, tt ts a 
wonderful tool to use wh en y ou want to fee\ good m a hurry · 

A Sample Step in Manifesting: 
The "Tell-A-V ision" Step 

"Ali things for which you pray and ask, believe you hav~ already re
ceived them, and they sha\1 be granted you. 

Mark 11:24 

Since 1 can be, do, and have absolutely ANYTH1NG, 1 see myself 

ALREADY enjoying the following: 
• 1 have plenty of time to indulge in the things 1 love to do! . 

1 
• 1 am able to make a prosperous living domg somethmg 1 e~J OY: 

1 
My body is in better shape than it has ever been m my ~nttre hfe. 

H ave fun as you take an a\1-expense-paid "Creation Vacatton" m. your 
imaoination. Allow your mind to p\ayfully explore the posmve posstbtltttes 
of the future. The quickest way to attract miracles into your hfe t~ to s~e 
your dreams already realized and your wishes already granted. Bts \n~ t . e 
feeling of appreciation and contentmem as you cr~ate your per ect t e m 
the playground of your imagination. Thts mnovauve step et:ables you to 
manifest things beyond your wildest expect~,uons, because tt mvttes Fu 
to build your dreams at "the speed of thought . Anythmg youcan vtsua tze 
in your imaoination has the potential to become real m your hfe , so b~,~re 
to take am;le time to ho nor your dreams and desi;,es. Remember . . . ou 
have to have a dream to have a dream come true. . . 

Experiment with the fascinating principles of posmve expectanJ~· Just 
believe in your heart thar your wishes have already been grante h even 
though physical evidence may not yet be apparent). Thts ts truly t . e mos~ 
powerful ingredient in your rec ipe of dehberate creatton, because ~ actu 
ally causes your subconscious mind to carry out your conso ous estres. 
Just rhink-if you can successfully change the programmmg of you~ com-

uter (your subconscious mind), you can successfully ch~nge the pnntout 
~f our \ife . What you can accomplish in just mmutes wtth. thts step often 
ta~es severa\ weeks, months or years of repeating afftrmattons to accom-

plish the same thing! . . d 
Just decide what you want and cal\ it forth by revelmg m how won er-

fui it would FE-E-E-E-EL to experience it. Focus only upon thar whtch 
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makes you smile , laugh, and fee\ full y connec red with Life-those incredi
bly wonderful feelings thar cause the floodgates of well-being to fly wide 
open for you! 

Y our job is to know what you are ready to be, do and have. Life's job is 
to attend to al\ of the details (the who, when, wh y, >vhere, and how). 
Therefore, just focus upon thar which you desire, then leave the rest to 
the discretion of the same magnificent Power thar created al\ thar is. Sin ce 
you are very likely to get whatever you ask for, be sure to invite it to come 
ta you in ways that are in harmony with your we\1-being. For instance, re
quest thar things come to you in just the perfect time and in ways that to
ra\\ y delight you. Otherwise, you may ge t what you wan t, but NOT in the 
appropriate rime or in a way thar is convenient. As Walt Disney often said 
ta those who longed to turn their creative ideas into physical realities, "If 
you can dream it, you can doit!" 

Ron always tells me, "Life is just one big canvas- put as much paint on 
it you like." The American billionaire Donald T rump says, "Since you 
have to think anyway, you might as weil think big!" Since you can be, do, 
and have absolutely anything your mind can conceive, what do you 
choose for yourse lf right now? What does your biggest dream look like? 
W hat do you choose to bring from your past thar you want to carry for 
ward ? Look at things as they CA be- not limited to what they ARE 
right now. Visualization allows you to experience everything you desire in 
the privacy of your own mind . Since al\ amazing manifestations begin in 
the imagination , we recommend that you allow yourself togo the re to play 
as often as you possibly can. According to A lbert Einstein, the ultimate 
oenius of the 20th century, "Imagination is more important than knowl
edge!" 

Let's imagine for a moment thar you are the director, producer, and 
tar of your own television show. Tell me al\ about you rself and what is go

ing on in your \ife. By answe ring the questions below, you can paint a col
orfu l ward picture to describe the \ife of your dreams. Create your 

eclarations to refl ect what you desire to experience as though it were al
ready so. By writing or speaking in the first persan/present tense, you 
QTeatly amplify the effectiveness of this step. 

Examples of Y our Declarations 
• I amby far "The happiest persan I know". 
• I enjoy multiple streams of residual income ! 

Based upon what you desire, answer these questions in the first persan 1 
present tense using complete sentences: 

• What is your ove ra\\ state of being? 
• What degree of prosperity do you enjoy? 
• What are you currently doing vocationally? 
• What is the current sratus of your love !ife? 
• What are you most proud of and excited about ? 
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• What are you doing thar is most rewarding for you? 
• What is your latest and greatest accomplishment ? 
• H ow is your physical, mental , and emotional healrh? 
• What complimentary things are people saying about you? 
• What are you doing to contribute to the well-being of others? 

CONGRATULATIONS! You are now an 
"Irresistible Magnet for Miracles"! 

I absolutely LOVE the Tell-A-Vision Step, because it allows me to create 
a sense of Heaven on earth. By looking at realiry through the lens of my 
imagination, troubles vanish, obstacles fall away, the !os t become found, 
the sick become weil, clark becomes light, and rough places become 
smooth. The imaoination is the power we ali possess in which we are able 
rosee the harmo~y, unity, and beauty in things. lt 's what links us to The 
Divine and brinos into existence an indescribable sense of awe and won
der. Best of ali, i~ enables us to see through "what APPEARS to be" to the 
positive possibilities of "what CAN be". 

"Imaoination is the most POWERFUL word in the dictionary. 
o It's the magic lamp thar lights up the mind. 

It spodights great ideas . Ir banishes darkness. 
Ir is the very he art of creative thinking. " 

\XIilferd A Peterson 

15 Simple Ways to Miracle-ize Y our Life 

1. Focus primarily upon thar which you DO ;vant to experience. 
2. Notice how wonderful you fee! when you express gratitude. 
3. Envision Life as you prefer ir to be for at !east 15 minutes a day. h . 
4. Apprecia te everything you ALREADY have before as king for anyt mg 

else. 
5. Learn ro work in harmony with the naturallaws thar govern the qual-

ity of your !ife. . 
6. Decide what you want to experience; then step aside and allow Ltfe to 

take care of the details. 
7. Understand the Law of Magneric Attraction thar says, "What you 

think aboutis what you bring about." 
8. Release resentments- holding on to them is like drinking poison and 

expecting someone else to die. 
9. Allow Life to consistendy and abundandy fil! your eup so thar you can 

help others to fil! theirs. 
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10.Remember to be proactive; being FOR something greatly strengthens 
you and attracts solutions. 

ll.Accept others just as they are by completely releas ing your desire to 
judge and contro l them. 

12.Commit your goals to paper and you will likely achieve them more 
quickly and easily. 

13. Recognize how you love to fee! and ask to experience more of this feel
ing. 

14. Emulate the positive qualities you admire in highly successful people. 
15.Create a specifie intention prior to taking action on things. 

Common Blocks to Manifesting Your Desires 

Why "Positive Thinking" Just lsn't Enough 

Although success certainly begins with positive THINKING, we must 
eventually take positive ACTION in order to bring about positive 
RESUL TS. The final step to persona! fulfillment, however, is achieving a 
tate of positive BEING. So many of our clients tell us thar they used to 

rhink of themse lves as very positive minded until they began to pay atten
tion to the way in which they expressed themselves. They were quite 
hocked to realize thar they most often talked in terms of: 1) what they 

DIDN'T like , 2) what they DIDN'T want, and 3) what they most 
FEARED. After learning the "Uni ve rsai Language of Life" (a purely posi
tive language), they soon realized thar they had to think and speak more 
about what they DIO want, instead of focusing so much upon what they 
DIDN'T want. Once they began to redirect their attention exclusively 
upon what they PREFERRED to experience, Life suddenly became a 
oame thar was much more fun to play. Not only does positive focus yield 
much higher dividends, but it also provides a way to accomplish more by 
doing less! What could be more ideal than this? 

Why Affirmations Don't Always Work 

Affirmations, although very empowering, often fail to fool the subcon
-cious mind into believing something is true when ali evidence points to 
rhe contrary. Most people require a bridge to believabi li ry before affirma
tions provide much benefit. Although the words, "I am" and "it is" are ex
rremely powerful, they often invite IC (your Inner Critic) to have a regular 
iield day at your expense. For instance, if you were overweight and out of 
-hape and you repeated to yourself over and over and over again, "I am my 

erfect body weight and size," IC would probably mutter, "Oh yeah? H ave 
·ou looked at yourself in the mirror lately? Get real!" If, however, you re
hrased this sta tement and said, "I love it when I am my perfect body 
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weight and size," IT (your lnner Teacher) would likely say, "It is my plea
sure to always give you MORE of whatever you lov~ , Magmftcent One. 
Please allow me to show you how to crea te a fit and mm body m ways thar 
are fun and easy. " As silly as this may sound, it has proven to offer ena r
mous benefit to those who practice it . Without changing anything other 
than prefacino her affirmations with "l love it when . .. " one of our 
Playshop grad~ates released over 35 pounds in Jess than 10 weeks! 

Why Journaling Sometimes Backfires 

Severa! of our reade rs have said, "I have been faithfully journaling for 
years and, if anything, my !ife has become even MORE .challenging!" 
There is actually a very logical reason for this. If you are wntmg about how 
BAD everything is, you are unfortunately attracting the very people, 
places, and things you dread most. The on! y time l fee.! ~omfona~le refer
encing something of a negative nature is when l am wnrmg ~boutlt for the 
sole purpose of releasing and !etting go of it. The act of wnrmg 1s a won
derful power tool when you use it to describe what you destre. When, 
however, you use it to vent your hos tilities , it becomes a self-sabotagmg 
weapon thar is desrined to undermine your joy. In o ther words, anythmg 
you are FOR empowers you; anything you are AG.AI ST weakens you . 
This is why it is essential thar you make wise chmces when tt. cames to 
putting rhings in writing. Ancient people of the t!e were convmced thar 
writing made things real. If this is the case, what do you want to make 
REAL in your life today? 

Why Traditional Therapy lsn't Always Effective 

Althouoh traditional rherapy can be quite valuable, it often invites us to 
focus u~on things rhat are NOT working, things that d~:rress us, and 
thinas that cause us to re-experience fe ar and pam. Smce Whatever we 
FOCUS upon with FEELI G gets BIGGER," focusing too much upon t~e 
negative aspects of Life causes us to attract the very thmgs we DONT 
W ANT! If, for instance, we allow an unhappy childhood to dommate our 
rhouahts in our ad ulthood, we literally rob ourselves of the joy that Ltfe ts 
so ea~er for us ro have. When we dwell upon "what's going wrong in our 
lives,';; we inadvertently invite many more things togo wrong! That's why 
it is 50 important for us to understand the magnitude of the power we pos
sess. When we begin to focus upon our blessings, we attract MORE bless
inos. When we redirect our attention to "what is right with the world," we 
be:in to experience a much higher quality of !ife. If you are ready to live 
th~ !ife you love and love the !ife you live, we invite you to apprecia te _a li 
the goodness of Life thar you already have and then bask m the pos1t1ve 
possibilities thar are awaiting your discovery. T ake on! y 1% of your atten
tion to focus upon what you don't want and 99% to focus upon wh~t you 
prefer instead. H erein lies the key to experiencing a more sustamable 
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ense of joy. As it turns out, love, joy, and laughter are tru! y the best ther
apy, because they make you fee! great and offer only positive side-effects! 

Why Getting What We Want Doesn't Always Make 
Us Happy 

I used to think, "If only I could have everything l want, THEN I wou id be 
happy." lt wasn't untill995 (when Life brought me everything I asked for 
at the speed of thought) that l realized that this was definitely not the 
case! lt was like going to my favorite restaurant and ordering everything 
on the menu and trying to eat it ali at one sitting. Although everything 
was delicious, it was also extremely overwhelming. It was like trying to sat
isfy my thirst by drinking from a fire hydrant! Even though I received ev
erything I wanted, l often didn 't >vant it once l got it. That 's when I was 
inspired to make the following reques t of Life: "Please bring me on! y that 
which serves me bes t at this time, in the most appropriate ways that ex
press the highest good for Ali Life Everywhere. lnstead of always getting 
what l want , please arrange for me to want what l ge t." By allowing Life to 
un veil Its grandest plan this way, I am much happier and far more content. 

Why the Rich Get Richer and the Poor Get Poorer 

Have you ever wondered why some people are very successful in !ife in 
te rms of loving relationships, good health, and prosperity, while others 
seem to have overwhelming challenges in one or more of these areas? 
Coming just a little closer to home , have you ever wondered why YOU 
ometimes fee! absolutely invincible, while a t o ther times you fee! like a 

helpless victim of circumstance ? 
T o unravel this unsolved myste ry, we must first know how we unknow

ingly attract unwanted stuff into our lives in a rder to better understand 
how to consciously attract what we prefer instead. This single awareness 
will provide us with an invaluable gift more precious than ali the gold in 
Fort Knox. When l first became aware ofhow I acquired MY so-called "lo t 
in !ife," I was bath shocked and amazed ! A s you re ad the next paragraph, 
you may be taken aback at first, but >vhen you read a little furrher you'll 
discover how YOU have the power to crea te a happier, more fulfilling !ife 
in ways thar are easier and more rewarding than you have ever dreamed 
possible! 

The shocking news is: WE are the creators of our OWN experience. 
W E are the ones who attract and create bath what we don't want as weil 
as what we do want! Everything we experience is based upon what we 
CHOOSE to think about , talk abou t, observe, and imagine. What we be
lieve also hasan enormous influence over what prevails in our lives . Any
thing we say "yes" to, we automatically invite into our experience (ah yes). 
Likewise, whatever we say "no" to, we A LSO invite into our lives (oh-oh). 
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In other words, whatever we choose to give our attention to (whether it's 
something wanted or unwanted) is wha t we are knowingly or unknow
ingly asking to become real in our lives. When you finally realize thar "en
ergy flows where your attention goes," you will be highly motivared to 
keep your attention exclusively upon thar which you desire! 

It 's truel Our thoughts have the power to create our realiries- both 
good and bad, wanted and unwanted! We are certainly nor implying thar 
anyone intentionally attrac ts and creates undesirable experiences. For 
thar matter, most of us are seldom aware of how we artract positive cir
cumstances into our lives. If we neglect to consciously choose what we 
prefer in !ife, we are doomed to live !ife by default. Whatever we give ou r 
attention to is the very thing we can expect to cali forth into being. There
fore, it is in our best interest to make it a habit to visual ize the positive pos
sibilities of Life instead of dwelling upon things thar worry us. If the state 
of "what is" doesn't appeal to you, rhen consciously shifr your attention 
and clearly envision "the !ife of your dreams." Above ali, it is essential for 
you to imagine thar your requesrs have already been granted. This is the 
golden key thar opens the door to miraculous manifes tations. Since we 
can attract a qualiry of life thar matches the quality of our thoughts, we 
can consciously create favorable conditions in our lives . We can use the 
power of our thoughts, words, feelings and imagination to intentionally 
improve the quality of our lives. This means we are NOT vic tims and thar 
NOTHING can really hold power over us without our consent. 

Ir is so exciting to realize thar most conditions in our lives are usually 
nothing more than expressions of our thoughts, feelings, and beliefs. Once 
again, whatever we think about and talk about is what we are asking to 
bring about ! 

So why is it thar "the rich ger richer ?" Perhaps it 's because they have a 
tendency to focus upon prosperity, and in doing so, they attrac t more 
abundance. And why do "the poor ger poorer"? Maybe it 's due to their 
overwhelming fear of scarcity, which causes them to stay focused upon 
poverty. Unfortunate ly, their limiting beliefs cause them to unknowingly 
attract the very things they fe ar most, which results in even more lack and 
limitation in their lives. It helps to remember when we are feeling over
whelmed thar it 's just temporary and fear is just an acronym for "For
ge tting Everything's Ali Right"! 

When we are positively focused, vve naturally attract an abundance of 
good into our lives. When we are negatively focused, however, we are 
more likely to see abundant evidence of lack and limitation. Both scenar
ios are perfect examples of the Law of Magne tic Attraction in action. Re
member. .. rhis immurable universal law is always at work. H ow you 
experience it is ali based upon how you choose to focus your attention. 
T ake rime today to foc us upon things you desire, su ch as: abundance, bal
ance, health, happiness, harmony, peace, playfulness, prosperity, love, 
beau ty, and sus tained joy. Now notice whar you begin to magically at tract 
and create! 
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Chapter 11 

A 'Resolving Dualism' Approach: Neutralization 
of Opposites Using the PEAT Process 

by Zivorad Slavinski 

Foreword by Grant McFetri dge 

Although there have been a lo t of people looking at how to acquire what 
we now cali 'peak states', there are only a small handful of people who 
have actually developed effective working processes. Zivorad is one of 
those people and has one of the most important of the current processes. 

I fee! very blessed to have this chapter abou t Zivorad's work, because it 
illus trates a very different and important approach to the whole field of 

ak states. His PEA T process not only gives very radical results swift! y, 
ut works on most people thar have used it. In this short chapter, we don't 

oo into the steps of his process . The specifies can be found in his book, 
PEAT and eutralization of Primordial Polarities- Theory and Practice, by 
Zivorad Slavinski. It can be purchased at www.spiritual-technology.com. 

I first became aware ofZivorad's work before his current process came 
out, through a workshop participant of mine, Evertt Edstrom. Evertt had 
been trying to heal a severe physical problem as we ll as change his con
:ciousness for the better. Evertt's comment was that of everything he'd 
rried, Zivorad's and my vvork were the only ones thar had had a dramatic 
effect on his state of consciousness. This caught my attention, and I began 
-o hear similar stories from other people I knew. I have to admit I had a 
momentary feeling of inadequacy wh enI started hearing about his results! 

I suspect that Zivorad has found a way to work with phenomena that 
actually underlie the mechanism of the creation of the separa te spirit from 
me C reator itself, as is reexperienced du ring the first con traction of birth 
or its equivalent in C section babies- see Volume 2). Inves tigating this 

and putting it into an understandable framework, along with other dis
~overies in this field, will keep us busy for years to come. I wouldn 't be sur
:-ri ed if in the future, when various methods become more integrated, 
- EA T or one of its successors will be a first or primary step in acquiring 
~ak states of consciousness. 

Zivorad also has the distinction of being one of the few breakthrough 
~ioneers thar doesn 't live in California, USA, but rather in Yugoslavia. I 
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want to make a special point of honoring the breakthroughs he made 
without the close synergy of nearby colleagues, all during the turmoil that 

his country has been in. 
One of the most wonderful things about this work is the joy of sharing 

exciting discoveries with peers, and then seeing what can grow out of it. 
The computer industry went through this in Silicon Valley in the '70s, 
power and energy psychologies went rhrough that stage while Kate 
Sorensen was nurturing them via her conferences in the '90s, and the field 
of peak states of consciousness is now in a similar state of flux , change, 
growth, and excitement. Zivorad's contribution will spur thar growth on. 

Welcome to these amazing times! 

Zivorad's Story 
A Lifetime of Searching 

l'rn now 65. ln my lifetime (since l was 17), l have practiced many 
different things: from classical yoga and Zen to Scientology, EST, 
thelemic magic, Access, shamanism-you name it. lam also a clin-

ica! psychologist. 

From about 1980, l practiced and led the so-called Enlightenment 
Intensive, developed by Charles Berner (a ka Yogeswar Muni). lts 
goal is direct experience ofTruth or Enlightenment, by mainly fo
cusing on four fundamental questions: Who am l? What am l? 
What is life? and What is another? Fifteen years ago l wrote and 
published a book with the title Encounters with Truth: Enlighten
ment Intensive. For ten years, until about 1990, l practiced just 
that Enlightenment Intensive system. l led many Intensives and 
trained many masters as weiL T oday, there are more masters in 
Yugoslavia than in the rest of the world. I participated in and led 
many 3-day Intensives, sorne 14-day, one 30-day and even one six 

weeks long. 

After 1990 I started developing my own systems but even today I 
hold the Enlightenment Intensive in high esteem. Ten years ago I 
developed it further and five years a go l created the 'Alternative 
Technique of Intensive', which shortened it tremendously and 
made it more efficient at the same time. lt's difficult to say what all 
my material covers, because l developed almost ten different sys
tems, each one coming out of the previous one. 

People still keep those systems l developed in high esteem. How
ever, even with aU those different systems l was not able to solve 
my most fundamentallife problem. Then l created PEAT, which 
probably falls into the category of the Energy Therapies. And I fi
nally solved my crucial problem, which had been with me in many 
of my previous lifetimes, as well as in so many of the people whom 

I process with PEAT. 
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Introduction to the PEA T Processes 

~!~ T is an abbreviatiol_l for 'Psycho Energetic Aura Technology'. lt is 
a therapeuttc techmque and an efficient method of spiritual d 1 ment. eve op-

ch \ crea~ed PEA T four years aga from different sys tems of Eneray Psy 

creoa~~~ br~!~~~~~~datht\S~frtly after its creation l made the e~ential 
. b w tc a o;vs one to transcend dualistic conscious-

n~ss an~ tf efdfecttvely and permanently solve hard core problems· most of 
a ' one s un amen tai !ife problem. The newest PEA T '. Il d 
PEAT-3 (or DP-3 for shor t) . process 1s ca e 

var~~-3 has since evolved into specifie processes that put people into a 
y oft~ak states . o.ne in particular causes people to no lonaer have 

emottona c 1arge on rhe1r past or future-in essence the r o h ~as~ and ·~h~futuredjus t vanish . These processes we 'cali ~-u~~do~:~s~t~~d 
re esen e tmvar s the second half of this chapter. ' 

Definition - PEAT 

~ pdrocl e.ss using an fenergetic deep-diving approach that elimina tes the 
n er ymg cause o a vanety of c d . l'~ PEAT d f, ore an repeatmg problems in one's 

~~A· T stan. s or ~sycho Energetic Aura T echnology. The oriainal 
process 1s cons1dered a 'light' PEA T. b o 

Definition- DP-3 

~~~;h~rd ~EAT process developed after the first version. The DP-3 
s ~r eep PEA T th!rd leve!. lt results in elimina ting the core at

tt~actlün aversllons a persan has, and eliminates many core symptoms 
at express t 11s mner conflict. 

Definition- Rundowns 

r:~ceds~t us~ng :EA T-3, consisting of specifie steps with defini te and 
L- n e en p enomena. Certain kinds of peak states result. 
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Definition- P/F RD 

Short for Past/Future Rundown. This one eliminates the emotional ex
periences of the past, and the future as well , while the memory of the 
past remains intact. Similar to , but possibly not the same as, the lnner 
Peace state described in Chapter 9. 

The Background Problem- Dualism and Unity 

One of the shortcomings of the majority of therapeutic and persona! 
orowth methods is that one should always be at cause, never at effect. ln 
~the r words, rhese methods \Vant to attain just positive polarities. ln fact, 
the habituai way of trying ro solve human problems is by attempting to 
e radicate one of the opposites. As Ken Wilber points out in No Boundary, 
" ... we suppose thar li fe would be perfectly enjoyable if we could only erad
icate ali the neaative and unwanted pales of the pairs of opposites. If we 
could vanquish

0

pain, evil , dea th , suffe ring, sickness, so thar goodness, life, 
joy and health abound-that indeed would be the good !ife, and in fact, 
thar is precisely many people's idea of H eaven. " But in vain ! Modern 
physics, hand in hand with oriental mystic philosophy, points out that re
ali ty can only be considered a union of opposites. Reality is not found m 
the crest nor the trough of the wave, but in their uni ty. 

T rue, some researchers tried to find a better solution to the fundamen
tal problems ofhuman existence . They tried to reconcile fundamental po
larities and they had some success in their endeavor. (l don 't take inra 
account traditional sys tems of Oriental philosophy, which destroy the 
whole of mind stuff, but which also demand the inves tment of one's en tire 
lifetime) . But only in DP-3 (as far as I know) have we so far gotten it into 
an operative method. T o one who knows Perennial Philosophy, the onl_v 
permanent solution in this dual universe is not to try to get JUSt the posl
tive side (it 's impossible , bec a use the negative one follows it as a shadow), 
but ro transcend polar opposites and experience them as two sides of one 
and the same reality. 

Mystical Traditions and the 'Primordial Polarities' 

There is no definite theory about the genesis of 'Primordial Polarities'. 
From an experiential perspective, when a Spiritual Being for the first rime 
enters from the Unmanifested universe (Void, Brahma, Sunyata, T ao) to 
this universe of matter, energy, rime and space, the Spiritual Being pos ts 
two energe tic pillars at its entrance, his/her fi rs t Yin and Yang. They de-
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-- e rhe Being's playground and from that moment on the Being plays 
- - h er fundamental game of !ife between them. 

O riental philosophers of ancient times knew thar we had to under
d )in and yang in a rder to work with the manifes tations of creation. 
en we go back to the T ao or the Source of Ali , yin and yang become 
e and distinctions cease to exist. In the Void balance and imbalance 

œase to exist. When dealing with ali the manifes ted things, we have to 
der tand imbalance (extremes) in a rder to find balance. Ultimate bai
e presupposes neutraliza tion of ali polarities, where ali that is left is the 

- ' IT:ing ben-veen emptiness (Void, T ao, Q uantum Vacuum) and fullness 
· e rations) in the universe of energy, matter, space and time. 

.-\ Being's 'Primes' are the highest goals a Being wants to attain, again 
- d aoain. They are a Being's most powerful attractors. But the main char-
- --eri tic of a Being's fundamental game oflife is that it is unconscious and 

pu! ive . In endless situations ofli fe, Primordial Polarities make his/her 
· _ee aw back and fo rth unconsciously and compulsively between Pri

rdial Polarities. The Polarities are not fi xed values, rather they are like 
remating elec tric current. For a period of time, one Polarity seems to be 

- e positive goal (Being strives with ali his/her power to a n ain it) and an-
- er the negative (and Being does his/her bes t to a void it). But after some 

e rhe ir values change, and the effort is reversed. Different Beings have 
· ··erent Primordial Polarities, but some Beings share the same ones. 

Definition- Primordial Polarities ('Primes') 

The mos t fundamental paired attraction/avoidance themes in one's 
· e . T hey are called 'primes' fo r short. 

eutralization of the Primordial Polarities 

e can' t solve one's most fundamental problem in !ife until one attains 
urralization of Primordial Polarities. This is the most important goal for 
th a person's spiritual development and their everyday !ife. By practic

:_.. o different spiritual disciplines one can destimulate the problem of the 
_ olarities for a short rime, or in other words truncate it, but sooner or lat
-er it ge ts restimulated again. When one ge ts a Ne utraliza tion of their 
~mes with PEA T Deep Processing, one sees his/her previous !ife as a se
_·e of compulsive and unconscious oscillations from one Primordial Po-

·ry to another. Of course, neu tralization of Primes doesn 't solve ali your 
;--oblems, just the most fundamental one. l 'Il emphasize thar again: It 
so t'es the most fundamental problem in your !ife. 

There are many others problems based on dualities, but they can be 
ily and quickly solved with the same Deep PEA T process. 
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Until recently only a small number of selected p~ople kne>~ about ~his. 
The reason for this is simple. N eutraltzat10n of one s Pnmord1al Polantles 
was a secret for many centuries, from T aoism and T a rot to middle age al
chemy and 19th-century occultism. The whole Kabala is about neu~raltza 
tion of opposites-one must neutralize them and bnng one s own 
consciousness to the central point , encompassing both of them on the 
so-called Middle Pillar. ln its quintessence, alchemy is about the neutral
ization of polarities, which is the bigges t secret of that spiritual science . 
Advaita Vedanta, the most profound system of practical philosophy there 
is, speaks only about non-duality. (" Advaita" means non-dual. ) !~1s se
crecy is why just a few selected individuals knew about the poss1btltty of 
solving the most fundamental problem in their lives. That 's no longer the 

case. 

The O rigins of the PEAT Process 
About 30 years ago, in some paper I read the following words: "If you want 
to creare an efficient system for handling human problems, you must not 
forget that this is a dual uni verse. " I felt as if I got a strong punch mto my 
face. There was some jewel inside those words, but I was not able to take tt 
out from the mass of thoughts I had in my mind. Y et, I never forgo t those 

words. 
Some time later I had a funny experience. Passing by a garden on the 

outskirts of Belgrade, I noticed two men trying to bring clown a large up
standing wooden pillar. lts lower part was buried deeply in the .ground. 
They swung it left and right , fo rward and backwar~ and"m about ftve mm
utes brouoht it clown. A ques tion came to my mmd: How long a t1me 
would the; need if they tried to do it by pushing that pillar in only one dl
rection? Much , much more. H ours or perhaps days." ln that moment I had 
valuable coonition and the whole idea of new, more efficien t methods of 
therapy anci"'spiritual development came to my mind. I called them b~ one 
name, "Aiternate technique", and indeed they proved to be very frunful. 
They later developed into the PEAT process. 

How PEA T Works 
In this section, we' ll describe a bit about the process so you can ge t a fee! 
for what happens. lt would be impractical to caver the detatled procedure 
for the PEAT process in this short chapter. However, we have books o n 
the process that can be purchased by going to our website at www.spm
tual-technology.com. W e also have an email discussion group f~r people 
using the process, which can be joined by also going to our webs1te. 

The re are two levels of PEA T: Shallow and Deep. Shallow resembles 
EFT very much, as it was my starting point , butthat ~rocess is. now anun
interesting part of my work. I use it very rarely, JUSt w1th phobtas and s1m1-
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lar problems. Even in shallow PEAT, the main pointis the "l" point, in the 
middle of chest (as in Granr's W hole-Hearted Healing work) and there is 
no tapping, just putting the fingers on the points. 

Deep PEAT is qu i te diffe rent . I give credit to EFT as a starting point, of 
course, but I don 't apply EFT in Deep PEAT (or in DP3 , Pas t/Future Run
down, etc.), which is now my main "forte". I use only three points (around 
an eye) , and if a client 's processing goes smoothly, ali the mi nd stuff co mes 
to the surface on the first point (under an eyebrow). That 's the reason I 
cali this point the "Insight point". The Deep PEA T processes are develop
ing ali the time. 

So fa r, I've developed two levels of deep PEA T: DP-2 and DP-3. I use 
DP-2 in my practice when I have intellectual-type clients, the ones who 
experience difficulties in separating thoughts from emotions and body 
ensations. DP-3 (which is an abbreviation ofDeep PEAT Third Leve!) is 

much more efficient than DP- 2. 
In PEA T Deep Processing you start with a problem and you uncover, 

not new aspects of the same problem, but deeper and quite different con
tents on the chain of problems . This finally leads to the deepes t cause of 
che problem you started with (or if you prefer, the highes t cause of it). In 
ocher words, y ou don 't try to elimina te pain, sickness , distu rbance or other 

roblems directly, but instead you uncover the negative core beliefs, or, if 
you like, roots and metas tructures behind the problems. W hen you work 
\\ith a problem using PEA T , ali kinds of material ca mes up to conscious
nes . In many other therape utic sys tems people usually ignore this mate
Liai. But in PEA T they are the crux of the matter! The PEA T session lasts 
- om 15 minutes to one and one-half hours, the average being 30-50 min
mes. W hen you ge t to the deepes t cause , the problem vanishes for good. 

ow, the fo llowing is very important. In one to three sessions ofPEAT 
eep Processing with a clien t, you uncover, make conscious, and neutral

=.:e his/her Primordial Polarities (" Primes" for short). Neu tralization of 
one's Primes salves one's mos t fundamental problem fo rever! Y ou can 't 
a\·oid it even if you want to. It is an extremely important experience which 
!iberates a human being from the deadly grab of the fundamental forces of 

uality, which the huge majority of people on planet Earth seem to know 
o thing about. Just before that moment there is a short confusion. A per

: n doesn' t unders tand usual questions, and becomes a bit dizzy and dis
~ ·ented. It 's na tura!, of course , because the limits of the playground on 
·hich the ga me of !ife was played have vanished. It is like the walls of the 

u e you lived in as a slave fo r your entire li fe have suddenly evaporated. 
At the moment when one discovers one's own Primes there is a neu-
. ation of opposites . One sees one Primordial Polari ty inside another 

d vice versa. They become ON E. That experience is always different 
..:..om what one expects it to be. 

DP-3 has a number of very good characteristics. lts main strength is the 
- ilicy to directly neutralize specifie pairs of polarities in a very short time. 
-:.: re are some examples of Primes: Creating and Destroying; Potential 
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and Actual; I and not-1 ; Tiny and Endless; Power and Powerlessness; 
Unity and Duality; Consciousness and Unconsciousness; Kn~wled?e and 
Ignorance ; Justice and Injustice; Spiritual uni verse and Matenal umverse; 
I and Another; Giving and Receiving; Advancing and Retreatmg; Ltkmg 
and Oisliking; H appiness ~nd Unhappiness; T ol~rance and Intolerance ;, 1 
want ta smoke and 1 don t want ta smoke; Oestre ta be fatthful ta one s 
panner and desire for exciting adventures with another; Scarcity and 
Abundance; and sa on. Using bath polarities from the begmnmg of the 
process, you destroy the mind stuff (chitta in yoga ter~11ino logy) ~etween 
them very quickly. DP-3 is very fast. A session ta fmtsh neutrahzmg the 
pair rarely takes any longer than 10 ta 30 minutes 

What is the value of such experience, which is no doubt a peak experi
ence? Exaltation doesn't las t long, it 's true. But you see your whole !ife be
come clear. You see through the fundamental game of !ife you 
unconsciously and compulsively used ta play in many different variations. 
Y ou are se t free from your main compulsions. Y ou could still play the same 
games, bu t now you can choose orher games as weil. You have freedom 
ta ... and freedom from ... 

In addition, after uncovering and neutralizing your Primes you become 
more conscious of new and old problems, but ali your problems are solved 
much more qu ickly. Their structure often follows your fundamental game 
of !ife in endless variations. 

Since 1 created PEAT more then 900 people have neu tralized their 
Primes and gotten freedom from the most fundamental, unconscious and 
compulsive problems of the ir who le !ife (and many !ife times before). 
Changes in their lives were profound and substantial. 

Reports of Some Members of My Research Group 
Using DP-3 

Bojana reports: 
Yesterday in the Omega group Zivorad explained the new DP-3 
method and it was a smashing success. Just for one pair of people it 
took a little more than ten minutes to do the process. Everybody 
else did it in just ten minutes. But one woman did it in only four 
and a half minutes. lt is a wonder. What is more interesting, after 
the process, no one can do another process immediately, because 
one gets key-out. lt shows that a large amount of mental masses 
has been removed or destroyed. l'm glad l can tell you that the new 
DP-3 method is a really golden key for spiritual, emotional and 
psychologicalliberation of a human being. It's so simple, efficient 
and quick. lt opens the door to completely new dimensions of 
therapy and emotional freedom. lt's amazing when you watch 
what happens after a neutralization of some polarity. If it was 
some compulsive behavior, and you try intentionally to experience 
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thar compulsion again some time after the neutralization, you 
can't! lt simply slips out in a second. 

Lune reports: 

My wife and I have been members of Zivorad's Omega group for 
severa! years. We had a wonderful experience today and would 
like to share it with other list members. 

First I would like to say thar from my point of view DP-3 is the 
most effective method in dichotomy neutralization we ever prac
ticed. In my case the whole process took about seven minutes to 
complete neutralization. Bath dichotomies dissolved in endless 
space of white light. My body was flooded with energetic sensa
tions and an unforgettable feeling of absolute peace and liberty. 

After the process l realized that ail great things are very simple and 
effective and DP-3 is definitely one of them. With this powerful 
tool any dichotomy problem can be solved in minutes. 
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Recent! y 1 led three workshops in the USA, which were PEA T Proces
sors' training courses. On the first one, in Charleston, WV, 1 had opportu
nity ta "blind" process a lady. What does "blind" mean? Simply, she 
preferred not ta tell what the trauma from her childhood was about. lt was 
a very heavy one, with a lo t of very bad emotional charge. In my es tima
tion it was some bad abuse or incest. But such estimation is not important 
at ali. What is importan t is the following fact: In PEA T you can process a 
client 'blind ', without knowing what the problem is. Y ou just start from 
"Y our problem." Although it was a blind process, it was a most successfu l 
one. ln only 20 minutes she made conscious and neutralized her Primor
dial Polarities. Let's take a look at the process : 

"My problem." There was a lo t of charge. Lady started ta cry and 
screamed terribly, but was able ta follow instructions. 

''I'm shaking and freez ing." Continues crying and actually she is shak-
ing strongly. 

''I'm scared. " She is trembling ali over and cries. 
"1 fee! pressure in my stomach." 
"My heart is beating very hard." 
"1 fee! sinking dawn. " Still she looks a little bit uneasy. 
''I'm becoming very, very small. " 

"Strange thing happens. 1 now fee! very big!" Her expression com-
pletely changes. She looks now positively surprised and she is smiling. 

"From a grea t height I'm looking at myself as very, very small. " 
"My big 'l' and my small 'l' are coming d oser ta each other." 
"They are merging." 
"They are one!" 
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Her Primordial Polarities were Big and Small. There was applause in the 
oroup of participants. When 1 asked her: "What 's the matter with your 
~roblem we started from?", she laughed and said it seemed to her empty, 
stupid and unimportant, not a problem anymore . l had to explam to the 
group thar all processes don't go so quickly. . 

I'll give another example of a man doing a session. l asked hun not to 
oive up on whatever came up, as the day before he'd left before the end of 
~he process . And we had a wonderful session lasting only 19 r:ünutes . Be
law is a transcript of ir. Pa y attention to his experience of the frrst polanza
tion after the beginning problem. 

His problem was: "1 lead therapeutic groups and when everything is 
not as I would like, 1 get attacks of uncontrolled anger" 

"I can't control my anger" 
"1 am angry at myself for not being able to control my anger." Proces-

sor's comment: Polarization begins. 
"T wo angers are moving back and forth ." . 
"There is the anger roward others and the anger tmvard myself movmg 

like two blacks." 
"One black maves forward and the other maves behind and 1 feel torn 

between them." 
"There are rwo parts pulling in the opposite directions and a shade be-

tween them." 
"Now rhese parts are turning around me and I'm shaking." 
"These parts represent me and others and 1 don't know what to do." 
"1 feel ambivalence , don't want to choose ." 
"1 feel being in the column of light , separate from the world . These 

parts are circling around. " 
"Now everything disappeared. There is only me in the huge ball of 

light ." 
His Primordial Polarities (Primes for short) were "Me and Others." 

Long-Term Effects of DP3 
Three years after neutralizing Primes, one persan comments: _"Pi? ra asked 
us to post our experiences we have had after Primes neutrahzauon. ~m
ing this period of time, more than three years, 1 neutrahze? a lot of differ
ent polarities, but recently I became aware of one strange Situatio n . When 
I want something, 1 have nothing against the opposite polanty of that 
thing. 1 do my best to ge t something, but at the same ti me l am not frghtmg 
with its opposite side, it is not opposition it is a complementary thmg. 
Therefore, I have more energy fo r anything l want." 
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Permanent Change and States of Consciousness 

One idea runs like a thread through all sys tems of psychological and spiri
tual development: How to get permanent results? Is it possible to keep our 
wins stable, without losing them after some rime? 

A great majority of system originators state just that. Their sys tems of 
development, they tell us, give permanent results: Good fee lings, positive 
attitudes toward life, ability to cape with problems, a higher leve! of un
derstanding of life and huge expansion of consciousness, etc. The fact is 
they don't. As the old Chinese Book of Change or 1 Ching taught humans 
thousands of years ago- only change is permanent. 

1 was stimulated to post this on our lists because recently one PEA T 
Processor asked me that old question: How to anchor the state, to make 
the satisfaction and happiness of his clients permanent? 

The fact is thar permanency and development are mutually exclusive 
ideas. W ith many systems you can ger relatively permanent states. But if 
you wish to continue developing, spreading in to new dimensions, spaces 
and dynamisms, you encounter new problems and your previous satisfac
tion and happiness disappear. 

Other Outcomes of the PEAT Process: The Great 
Spa ce 

Neutralization of Primordial Polarities is not the end of our adventures 
with PEAT. After neutraliza tion, for a short period of time in front of you 
opens the so-called Great Space (Quantum Vacuum, T ao, Source of All, 
Void, Oneness, Sunyata .. . ) or corridor to the parallel universes. In it one 
becorries huge, omnipresent or limitless, in Union with everything. 1t is 
Non-dual consciousness. But after the first moment of that Non-dualness 
the very threshold of Great Space seems to be the crossroad to the parallei 
realities or parallel worlds, where relations are quite different and hard to 
compare with what exists in our world . 

At first, only a fe w of my associates succeeded entering the Great 
Space. But now, after many months of PEAT research, 1 am able to say 
that there is a simple, easy and quick way of entering the Great Space for 
every diligent practitioner. There are three means for that: 1) Care with 
'unpolluted' language we use in processing; 2) Using metaphors as doors 
or corridors for entering the Great Space; and 3) the PEAT Technique. 

'Unpolluted' language: From much ofNLP research we know that \Ne 

process everything that is said to us by trying to duplicate it. W hen a pro
cessor uses 'polluted language', as they mostly do, he/she forces his/her 
map of the world on the client. For example , in a well-known Scientology 
process (Traumatic Incident Reduction or TIR) we use the command, 
"Go to the beginning of thar incident. .. W h at do y ou see ?" Well , some cli
ents don't see (at leas t at some periods of the ir lives), but they he ar of feel. 
ln such a case a client's true experience has been ignored . W hen one ge ts 
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such a command, one has togo through a 'translation process' to reorient 
to the processor's presuppositions, his school of thought, or his sys tem. 
Thus therapy goes to the direction of the processor's map of the world. ~s 
Abraham Maslow said: "If you on! y have a hammer, everywhere you w1ll 
see only nails ." 

Metaphors: Metaphors are frozen structures in an individual's subjec
tive uni verse; they are frozen ri vers of information and on~e we melt that 
ice , a lot of precious and hidden information comes to the f1eld of our con
sciousness . In contras t to this, 'unpolluted' language must leave the great
est possible freedom for movements of the client's mind, and at the same 
time elucidate his/her metaphors. When durmg a process a client says 
'Tm empry ... ", 'Tm stuck ... " or "There is nothing ... ", we now know that 
there is rich and valuable info rmation in that emptmess, stuckness and 
nothingness. Such metaphors are froze n corridors to the new universes 
behind them. They make a W all ofl ce which we are now able to melt and 
pass th rough to the new dimensions of freedom. 

This sys tem has a tremendous potential for further development. 

Discovering the PEAT 'Rundowns' 

1 made the breakthrough working with my wife Alda Qadranka). 1 applied 
DP-3 for just a couple of minutes on her past rime, and then both Alda 
and 1 had a real shock. T o exp lain, I will give you a short descnpnon of the 
session . When 1 asked her to describe her experience of present time, she 
said : "Nothing, 1 just fee! myself as empty space, like some . lin~: separa ting 
past on the left-hand side and future on the nght-hand s1de. When she 
tried to recall her pas t, she got an emotionally dry memory of some s t~eet 
she had walked on one day. Thar was al!. Her experience of present nme 
stayed the same in al! repeats of the process. Her experience of the past 
chanoed in that the memory of the street bec ame shorter and shorter and 
in he~ fourth attempt it became just a minute point and then vanished. 
For her it was a moment of strong shock, because at that moment the whole past 
vanished. She was stunned, and for a couple of minutes she could not 
speak. The strangest thing of al! was that the future vanished as weil , al
thou oh ;ve did not rouch it in the process! After Alda recovered herself, 
she s~arted to speak fervently and could not stop for almost an hour, dis
charging huge masses of energy. 

What follows is a small part of her communications: "1 have a strong 
impression of not being able to repeat anythin~, eve~ this that r:m.saying 
to you novv. 1 ow 1 understand how past time holds the ~uture m nself. l 
des troyed the past, and the future vanished at the sa me ume. 1 fee! as 1f 1 
untied some knot which connected past and future. Now 1 have no place 
in which to put anything ... When 1 t ry to remember, it is more recreating 
the pas t then remembering. Before, when I remembered somethmg, 1 had 
an impression of entering the room of memory and takmg some memory 
with me. Now, 1 can 't; it is like entering into an empty room. 1 fee! that 1 
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have to reconstruct the pas t - like being on an empty stage, fo rcing myself 
o take some elements and reconstruct the scenery." 

arieties of PEA T Rundown Processes 

.-\fter this breakth rough, 1 started creating a series of Rundowns (that is, 
_ rocesses consisting of specifie steps and with definite and intended end 

henomena) which have as the final goal the greater liberation from the 
• hysical uni verse. As eve rybody knows, the four main components of the 
. hysical universe are matter, energy, space and time. The process which I 
cal! Pas tiFuture Rundown pretty much handles time. The Space Run
down seems promising, although just a few people have experienced it. 
. ·ext come Energy and Matter Rundowns which seem to me to be more 
difficult to develop. Since 1 recently started leading DP-3 workshops, 
more people are equipped with simple and effic ient methods for develop
ino next-level processes, so it 's reasonable to expect that we are at the 
Yerge of a new expansion of consciousness. 

My idea behind the PastiFuture Rundown (PIF Rd for short) was as fol
lows: In his/her !ife a human being has experienced innumerable traumas 
and unpleasant incidents. T rying to resolve them one afte r another is a 
~i yphean task. The highes t goal a researcher can have is to eradicate al! 
negative charge from one's whole past with just one shot, in one session. 

erhaps it 's hard to believe, but it seems 1 got just that. Thus, in a nutshell 
P'F Rd is a holographie process. The smalles t is in the biggest and by eradi
cating the charge in the smallest part of the person 's pas t we eradicate it in 

e who le of his/her pas t as we iL A very old dream final! y came true! 
Experimenting with this method, 1 have noticed one thing which is im-

rtant for the development and perfection of the methodology: after the 
• ast vanishes with this rundown, some people will discover just one inci
dent in their pas t which attracts their attention. lt is usually a very 
-harged one. lt 's like a nail having its head out of the otherwise smooth 
and empty surface of the pas t. W hen the PIF Rundown is applied once 
more to the specifie incident, it ge ts fl attened very, very quickly and the 
person ge ts an additional sense of psychological and spiritual freedom. 

Although we're enthusias tic about the results of our experimental 
work here, we must be cautious as weil ! These Rundowns are not fo r ev
erybody, especially not for emotionally uns table people!!! 

aturally, 1 will have to do a lot of experiments with this sys tem and 
_ rocedure. For example, 1 need to check if the freedom from the past phe
nomena will be permanent , or could it become weaker and weaker after 
: me time? But, to my knowledge, there is nothing so simple, so easy to 
learn and with such far-reaching consequences as DP-3 . 1 can 't help re
membering my endless hours of other kinds of processing with some of the 
much advertised sys tems. Now, it seems, they belong to history. 
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lndividual Experiences with the Past and Future 
Rundown 

Alhor writes: 
ln everyday !ife, like before the process, l work, read my books, 
practice my sport, live with my family, but ail is somehow clear, es
pecially the past. l checked myself by recalling memories of the 
worst events in my !ife, and l was able to recall them fully >Vith 
many details but there was not a bad emotion in them. That is a 
strange thing: now they are not unpleasant events! They are just 
events like pictures from the dust disseminated by the wind of ab
solute acceptance. No charge, no feelings. 

How nice to be free from any charge th at co mes from the past!!! 

Bogdan, an electronic engineer describes his experience with PastiFuture 
Rundown this way: 

Y esterday we had a meeting of the Omega experimental group. l 
was one of severa! clients that were processed by Zivorad using his 
new technique. The process was very short, not longer than 15 
minutes. However, it will probably make deep changes in my per
sonality and the way of my thinking generally. 

During those 15 minutes, visions and feelings were changing fre
quently. From ''l'm sitting in the chair" to ''l'm the top of the 
mountain" and "There isn't anything." Finally, l forgot literally 
everything. l wasn't able to talk for moments. On Zivorad's ques
tions of who are my mother, father, or cats, l wasn' t able to an
swer. Even now, severa! hours later, l can hardly recall what was 
going on in the process, so l can't tell much about details. Further
more, l've mixed my memories with visions, sensations and feel
ings of other members of the group who were processed. 

So, the process was fascina ting, but what came after was really un
believable. l'm able to remember all facts from my past, but facts 
look just like some data from a database. No charge, no feelings. 
All the time l'm wondering was something really happened oris it 
just my imagination? l can recall good and bad experiences, but ail 
charges about negative experiences just faded away. lt's hard to 
believe, but now l haven't any unpleasant experience in my life
time. Happily, memories about pleasant experiences are intact, 
only without any charge. 

l've tried to compare my current feelings with those that l had af
ter Primes neutralization, but l can't remember how it was. lt's a 
little bit tricky because l'm not able to compare anything with sim
ilar events that happened before. 

Also, there isn't any fear or doubt that may come from the future. 
Freedom is complete, l enjoy in endless pleasant emptiness. 
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e, another member of the Omega Group, wrote after PIF Rundown: 
When thinking on past or future, l fee! now like a movie director 
able to create things by my own free-will. Past doesn't influence 
me in the same way as before the process. l always had a feeling 
that past influenced my !ife in some way, now it's gone. When 
Zivorad asked me to remember something from my past it was an 
unbelievably strange question for me. l had some idea of past but 
no contents at ali. lt looks to me that all my past data are now reas
sembled in some different way and have no charge- just pure 
facts . This gives me freedom to search through my new database 
whenever l decide it's necessary, without being connected ail the 
ti me. 

l ow l can change my past, getting completely different influences 
in my present and future !ife. There is no feeling of time track as l 
had before , it looks like the present point got bigger and past and 
future tracks vanished. l am pretty amazed that the whole process 
took only 25 minutes. By the way, l was a slow one compared to 
some other Omega Group members. People used to say for some
body in deep trouble: 'He is a persan without future.' After my ex
perience today, l think having no future is excellent. 

.-\frer experiencing end phenomena of PIF Rd , Jerry Pegden, famous 
eacher of the Light Language system, said: 

Ten days aga my wife Olga and l visited Zivorad and Alda in Bel
grade for PEAT processor's training, DP-3 training and PastiFu
ture Rundown and some surprises. lt was a wonderful experience 
on many fronts and we look forward to returning to Yugoslavia in 
the coming months. l wanted to wait a few da ys before posting my 
observations. 

ln a nutshell, l found his methods astonishingly simple, elegant, 
powerful and practical. They are easy to use with others and with 
yourself. Zivorad is a master teacher. He doesn't quit until he is 
satisfied that the student got it. Zivorad and Alda opened their 
hearts and home tous. lt is obvious that they use the ir tools. If you 
forgot or never knew what nurturing and support means in a rela
tionship, just spend five minutes in their presence. 

After Zivorad neutralized my Primes (a set of core polarities) l felt 
a new lightness and l couldn't readily distinguish between me and 
outside of me. l instantly understood how l have moved between 
these two poles ali my life but mostly out of body. Now instead of 
bouncing between them l have choice and l feell am a part of the 
universe rather than separate from it. 

Deep PEAT 

Zivorad has processed thousands with his tools over the years so 
watching him do real "demos" was a treat. Ail the pieces from the 
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PEA T manual and more came together a ft er the demos and a bit 
of practice. He taught many nuances and cleared up many ques
tions l had from the manual. He also covered things not in the 
manual and expanded on some of the overlooked gems in the 
man ua!. The most obvious one was the simple method for working 
with a group of people at the same time. 

DP-3 

After learning DP-3 l thought, "This is so simple and obvious (in 
hindsight) why did no one ever think of it before?" There are 
many uses for DP-3. One of my favorites is to clear false dichoto
mies such as scarcity/abundance, clark/bright, and drown
ing/breathing. l have a list of hundreds of these which l am 
selectively going through with myself and others. 

PIF Rundown 

If you remove the charges from the past and don't focus on the fu
ture what is left? Only now. And that is what l heard and read hap
pens with the PIF rundown. And so l was prepared for just 
that- so l thought. l was not prepared to see events and images 
meld together and literally vanish and be left with a feeling of only 
the void and a big smile. lt has been 10 days and l can say the past 
rarely comes up for me now. lt almost feels like there is an energy 
barrier keeping it out. l talked to a gentleman in Belgrade who had 
his PIF Rundown five months ago and it is still holding. 

Ali my push-buttons are not gone but there are fewer and a clarity 
about those that remain. They don't seem to be part of the physi
cal me but the energy me just waiting for release. 

Bottom line-we will be returning soon to learn more (and we 
miss Alda's unbelievable sauces!). The uni verse continuously 
feeds Zivorad ideas for testing. He is continuously expanding his 
tool kit with simpler and more powerful technologies. Find a way 
to take his classes and be transformed. 

Make no mistake though. While there are major benefits during 
the classes, to receive further big results and be able to help others 
you need to practice. 

Questions and Answers on the Past/Future Rundown 

Question: When the past vanishes, what happens to acquired data in the 
memory? One might suppose (I assume erroneously) thar Bojana couldn't 
remember how to make dinner after ' losing her past'. Or how to write her 
name. But because there is no mention of any such disabiliry, and indeed, 
your wife wrote a message to the lists, I assume that such data is OT !os t 
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along with the pas t. Therefore am I to assume that ali pas r data and 
knowledge have moved into present time in some manner? 

Answer: Y ou are right in your assumption that data from the past is NOT 
!ost. Yes, ail past data and knowledge have moved into the present in 
ome way. Which way? I really don't know. Perhaps we will know that 
oon, or someone else will search it ou t. I will not, I'm not interested in it. 

I'm satisfied wirh what happens in this Past/Future Rundown. If Bojana 
had not been able to make dinner or write her name, it wouldn't have 
been a Pas t/Fu ture Rundown, it would be a process of some terrible brain
washing, or for making people into idiots. 

Question: H as there been any Joss of acquired motor skills, like the ability 
to drive a car or use a typewriter afte r the process? Y ou are an old-timer 
like me , and I am sure you recall the early Clearing Course 'clears' who 
had to reteach their bodies complex skills which had vanished along with 
their reactive minds. 

Answer: No, nothing has been !ost. I was involved with Scientology in 
London in 1977. That time I did only dianetics. Seven years later, at Da
.,;d Mayo AAC in Santa Barbara, I discovered that I was a dianetic 'clear'. 

o, I did not have any bad experiences which happened on the early 
Clearing Course, neither I ever heard about it until I read this post of 
·ours. But neither Bojana nor Alda Oadranka) !os t any motor abilities, or 

any other kinds of abilities. There was shock in Alda's process because we 
did not expec t what happened, especially so quickly and suddenly, but af
te r a short time of communication with me she calmed dawn completely. 
W ith Bojana, I expected the same phenomenon, so it was less shocking for 
her. But bath were quite amazed with that experience. Bojana was a 
dianetic clear as well and she remembers long processing, clearing 
engrams, implants and all such stuff. And now she removed all her past in 
less than 20 minutes! If I try to explain what happens with the past, it is 
this: Y ou are free ta choose from it whatever you want. In choosing some
thing, you have a very strong impression that you recreate it. There is no 
compulsive stuff coming up. I guess someone could be able to recreate 
even some bad experience , but it's not probable. What is important is this: 
O ne has the freedom FOR the past and the freedom from the past. A new, 
higher leve t of freedom. The same as the Six th Patriarch of Zen experi
enced-there is no place for dust! 

Preliminary Results Using the Space Rundown 
Process 

After some time I started experimenting with space. I have clone it with 
only three persans so far (this is written on February lOth, 2003). Here is 
one sample experience: 
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Recently Zivorad got the ide a to apply the DP3 method on four ba
sic elements of this physical universe: matter, energy, space and 
time. As you know, he started with time. Few days ago he starte.d 
experimenting with space. l was his second client, after Alda. Th1s 

is what happened to me: 

ln some 10 minutes the process was over. l started with sorne defi
nite and specifie space but very saon it started to be transparent 
and blurred and at the end it vanished completely. 

Severa! days passed and from time to time l tried to find out what 
was happening with space. For this what happened t~ n~e! am not 
able to find a single attribute, it is not empty space or m~m1te space 
nor anything else, not even emptiness. Simply there 1s not any-

thing. 

Now with open eyes 1 experience the space around m~ as unreal. 
Physical abjects that should occupy some space l expenence .as d~f 
signs on sorne transparent matter and l see through tl:em. lt 1s as 1 
I have created them. l simply see through them. !he 1lluso~ ~xpe
riencing of things creates certainty and peace m me. Th1s 1s the 
best 1 can say about the whole thing in this moment." 

Now it becomes evident that past and future are impersonal, gen
eral, cosmic polarities, which can't exist one without othe;. Thde 
same with "here and there." We create them from the vmd an 
they go back to the void when we apply DP-3 on one of them. 

Long-Term Results of the Rundown Process 

Five weeks after 1 processed members of O mega Group wit
7
h PIF Run

down 1 checked with them on the results. W hat could be satd. Separa non 
from ~he past seems to be permanent. Their p~s t is avatlable, but has los t 
all its attractive power. It is uninteresting, bonng mamly, and one has to 
force oneself to think aboutit , to remember tt, or to enter tt . O ne persan 
compares it to a soap bubble. Her past somehow evades her mtentton to 
enter it and if she forces herself to, thar part of the past just burs ts hke a 
bubble and disappears. Another says, "1 uied to enter t~to some modents 
from my past, but they don't touch me at all and 1 can t fmd an explana
tion for thar." Still another keeps the knowledge o~ the past , but when ·h~ 
tries to think aboutit or to remember it , he hasan tmpresston of watchm"' 
pale photos of someone else's life. . . 

The majority of oroup members (almost all) have started to ltve m the 
present ("here and "'now") full y. O ne says: "Before .rhe Pas r/Future Run
down 1 used to spend a lot of time rhmkmg compulstvely about what 1 dt? , 
what 1 said , what I should not have clone, what others did to me ~t;d 1 dtd 
to them, ,..vhat could happen tomorrovv or what could not .. . N ow tt s over, 

1live absolurely here and now." 
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One member from our discussion list pos ted the question: "It's weil 
known thar many sicknesses are caused by traumas, etc. Do they vanish 
now since the traumas are empty of charge?" I have not noticed that hap
pen. My opinion is thar health concerns are mostly about genetic entity 
material and this Rundown doesn't handle it in this period of my work (or, 
if it does, I have not noticed it). One can tu rn the question upside clown 
and ask: "One's good health is a result of past positive influences; now 
when the pastis empty, does the health deteriorate?" 

1 noticed some mild problems which seem to be a result of this Run
down. Sometimes a persan gives a phone cal! and for a couple of seconds 
can' t remember their own name. lt 's as if the persan, being previously 
widely spread arou nd , has to make some efforts to pull oneself together 
into the 'l' position. 

A couple of members have the strong feeling thar the lives of other 
people are their own without any effort in identification. lt's like " ... van
i hing limits between other people and myself." 

One persan says: "I used to say, destiny is what cards you get on the 
card table and your free will is how you play them. Now I have the feeling 
thar 1 choose cards as 1 want to." 

Dreams have changed as weil. Some people dream a continuation of 
rheir day's activities, some mee t many dead people (perhaps the compen-
ation for losing one's past in the awake state?) , some have the feeling thar 

a separating line be tween the dream and awake state has become very 
thin. Some started having lucid dreams in which they know they are 
dreaming. 

Changes to the Time-Line From P/F Rundown 

ome of the group members have fo und their time-line has substantially 
changed. lt is not a line leading backward-forward any more. lt is like a 
olobal net, with many !ines crossing each other. For example, one member 
of our group just changed only one unpleasant and humiliating experience 
from her pas t. After thar moment, a completely new parallel or alternative 
\vorld (or !ife or his tory) has come into existence and started to develop on 
it own without the person's interfe rence. W hat is strange , but perhaps 
logical in some way, is thar it is a completely new history, with happy and 
unhappy incidents, some other inhabitants, etc. In thar alternative his to ry 

lobodan Milosevic never existed, neither did the NATO bombing ofBel
!!rade happen, there are no ruins of des troyed buildings in Belgrade, and so 
on. What is also strange is that in that world , rime is passing more quickly, 
o that the "present moment" in thar world is more in the future . That 

persan is a couple of years olde r than in "this our reality" and her children 
a weil. 

Another persan has a strong feeling that this 'parallel happening' effect 
· caused just by one thought. In the middle of some activity if she has a 
thought "it could happen this way," it stan s to happen thar way in her 
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consciousness as a parallel happening. Reality seems like a fan with count
less possibilities. W hat will become dominant depends only on one's at
tention. But there is no problem in normal fu nctioning. To the persan 1t 
doesn't matter what happens "in reality," because everything happens si
multaneously in ali and every chain of happenings. 

ln Conclusion 
W hat to say at the end of this chapter? A lot of serious work is waiting for 
us toaether with a lot of pleasant surprises. That's for sure . As one re
se;rcher once said, we are just standing on the ocean shore trying to see 
what is waiting fo r us over there. 

It seems to me that although Primordial Polarities neutralization is the 
important step toward spiri tual freedom, the next grea t step fonva~d to 
new and hiaher freedom could be the neu tralization of bas1c polarmes of 
time, space~ energy and mat te r. In this kind of processing there is a lot of 
amazement, fee lings of shock, followed many minutes after the process by 
as tate of disbelief and awe . W hat is also important is that this method has 
a tremendous capacity for increased perfec tion and advancement, and 
such work is a real pleasure. We can now serve people in a much, much 
better way. I hardly can believe what has happened in these las t days. We 
ail feel that Providence leaned clown, hugged us and gave us a warm and 
loving kiss . I'm sure that in the fu ture you will hear a lot of fascinating 
news from this part of our plane t. 

Zivorad M.Slavinski 
zivorad@spiritual-technology.com 
www.spiritual-technology.com 
+ + 381 11 32 40 888 
Y ugoslavia 
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Chapter 12 

A 'Meditative' Approach: Learning and 
ldentifying Peak States Using Brain 

Biofeedback at the Biocybernaut lnstitute 
by Dr. ]ames Hardt 

Foreword by Grant McFetridge 

I firs t heard of] im via articles he wrote back in the '70s. At that time, I was 
in college but fasc inated with the potentials of the human brain. Jim was 
in the thick of it, cl oing exciting work with the then obscure spiritual paths 
of Zen and Yoga. My life took another direction, and so we didn 't ge t to 
meet till 1996 du ring one of the T ranspersonal Psychology conferences in 
Asilomar, Califo rnia. Jim was giving a talk about brain biofeedback, and 
afte rwards we spoke. H e mentioned that he'd seen a phenomenon com
ple tely outside of our cultural beliefs-the merging of people's 
consciousnesses and memories when brain waves were synchronized 1• 

This effect of merging consciousnesses was something that I had been 
raught as part of shamanic t raining, but had never hoped to understand 
from a Western hard science cu ltural perspective. I was fill ed with excite
ment at the promise that the work I was attempting cou ld be unders tood 
from a Wes tern viewpoint. l'Il always treasure that moment. 

We met briefly only a few more times over the course of the next de
cade. The encounters were briefbut each time something useful and fasci
nating wou ld come up from our qu ite diffe rent approaches to achieving 
exceptional mental and physical health. Las t year I had the opportunity to 
meet with a number of brain biofeedback experts, when our Institute at
tempted to find ways to iden tify peak states using brain wave signais. T o 
my surprise, these other experts had no idea what I was referring to, nor 
any be lief that it was possible. This really brought home how 
around-breaking and exceptional Jim's work was. 

Or. Hardt ca lis it "shared feedback "'" which is when two or more people do 
brain wave feedback training at the same rime and in the same chamber, rhus 
hem·ing their own AND each other's tones and seeing their own scores and the 
scores of the 'orhers '. 
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We're very honored to have him contribute to this book. More infor
mation than can be put in this chapter, and the opportunity to have train
ing experiences, can be found on the Web at www.biocybernaur.com. 

Introduction 
ln this chapter, we shall examine the connection benveen peak states of 
consciousness and brain waves, known as the electroencephalogram or 
EEG. ln addition , we will consider the extremely important ropic of the 
cultural context in which we do our work of studying peak states and the 
exceptional skills and abilities that peak states confer. For most of West
ern his tory, th ose people gifted with the skills and abilities available in 
peak states, and the people who have studied peak states, have been a 
small minoriry in the mainstream cultures in which they lived. Also, good 
techniques for inducing peak states simply were not available. Thus, few 
people ever heard about peak states and even fevver h ad the opportunity 
to try to gain them. lt has been rare for people with peak state abilities to 
become more than a tiny percenrage of the people in a given culture. This 
means thar, in the pas t, the benefits of peak states have not been available 
to make significant contributions to solving problems and contributing to 
the growth of individuals and their cultures . This is about to change . 

ow we have an important new player on the scene in our modern 
times- science and technology for studying brain waves. Brain wave mea
surement technology can now validate the differences between peak 
states and ordinary states, by showing the underlying differences in the 
brainwaves. Brain wave feedback technology can help people who do not 
have the brain waves of giftedness to quickly develop those brain waves, 
and the peak states assoc iated with those altered brain waves. H aving a 
science and a technology to both validate and to induce peak states uses the 
beliefs of the dominant culture in science and technology to bypass some 

of its resistance to change . 
Peak states of consciousness can be mapped by measuring the brain 

wave patterns of adepts with appropriately complex brain wave measure
ment techniques. This is something not widely appreciated by many peo
ple interes red in peak states. ln general, simple measurements are 
inadequate to this task, because the brain is so highly complex that our ef
forts to understand ir from a scientific perspective must also be complex. 
Some of this datais based on techniques and technologies that are unique 
to our work at the Biocybernaut lnstitute , and are not being used by other 
researchers. We have conducred long-term studies here in the USA and 
in lndia with exceptional people who demonstrate brain wave patterns 
thar would cause alarm among many researchers and licensed and certi
fied experts. Such unusual brain wave patterns would often lead to imme
diate diagnoses of pathology, when in fact advanced spiritual states are at 

the roo t of these exceptional brain wave patterns . 
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We will also describe how brain w b. ~ can be successfully used r . ave to eedback (neurofeedback) 
r cor ac ttve mter t" w· h 

neuro reedback trainino one can ven ton . tt appropriate 
access to peak states ofoc,ons . access and heal the traumas thar black 

o ousness· or spe 'f 
ce ed using the biofeedback p .d ,d h ct tc states can be direct! y ac-
Th B. b , rovt e t ere are n b . e !Oey ernaut technolooy and meth d l o o structmg traumas. 
:-e t of the field are descrt.beod d o o dogy and those avatlable in the 

an contraste . 

T~~h~~o~~umptions of Brain Wave Biofeedback 

O ne of the key insiohts to brain b. ~ db 
. ee.n specifie bra~ wave patte:~s ee d ack \~~rk is .that the reis a link be-
link lS central to ali brain wave tech ar spetflC sktlls and abilities. This 
peak states. The most fundame no ogtes ~r measuring and training for 
·p ychophysiolooical Principle' hntlal pnnctple of this link I cali the 

"A . 0 w 1C 1 states: 
. ny expenence (conscious or unconscio ) 1 h 
mg, you have ONLY because Y' 1 us t wt you ave as a living human 

:md l . b ou wve a specifie alb . l er ymg min activity." ' eu camp ex, pattem of 

- Everything else flows from this. As a corolla 
hange your experience or your abilities is if h :V•. the only w.ay you can 
erlymg bram ac tivity And if yo b . . t eie IS a change m your un-

aa f h . ur ram actlvtty ceases th 
ve any o t e experiences or abilit" f l. . , en you cease to 

death is the accepted medical d f .. tes ~da tvmg human being. Brain 
- even be removed as in a he mltlon o l eath. Y our heart can stop or 
m ere are machines ro'oxyoenat:artdtransp ant operation, and so lon; as 
-o t· d l o an move your blood .o tve an to 1ave experiences B t 1 , you can commue 
"'U stop having the experiences.and t~e1=~i ?:~ur b?\n ceases to function , 
. Operating under this Ps cho h . a· eso a tvmg human being. 

."'\..x ioms of Biofeedback Thy f pAys!Oloo!Cal. Pnnctple are what I cali the 

. b . . · e trst xtom ofB10feedb k · "A 
- r mm, mmd, or body about which ac ts: ny process in 
.md reasonabl)> aesthetic feedback , youlcan be given accurate, immediate, 

Th p h h . . ' y ou can ean1 to control. " 
e sye op ys10loo1Cal Princip! d h F' ean, of course, thar o e an t e mt A xiom ofBiofeedback 

- · Brain EEG activity is correlated with ali ex . . . 
n the negative side and with b f . l kpenences, mcludmg trauma 

lt also means that ene teta pea states on the positive side. 

=: Changing brain ac tivity, especiall the EEG .. 
ence of trauma and peak states . y acttv1ty, changes the expe-

Expanding upon this second point we can h . 
- bram activity allow a person to 1 l see t a t appropnate changes 

are healed, the persan then h 1ea ~ast traumas, and once these trau
- tivity that chanoe the persan' as eb-s1er. access to those changes in brain 

hat many are cadino a peak stars suf Jelc~tvhe hstate (phenomenology) into 
- d·fT 0 e,o W11C t erearev d ery 1 rerent properties and ver d ' f~ h ery many, an with , y 1 erent p enomenologies. 
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Other Axioms of Biofeedback follow quickly, including those that 
specify that the control might take a lot of practice to develop-and m1ght 
be limited in the amplitude or magnitude of effects by the needs of the 
body. For example, decreasing y our he art rate ro one beat per day 1s proba
bly not consistent with keeping your body .ahve and healthy, m most cases. 
When we talk about the PsychophysiologKal Pnnople and the Ax10ms of 
Biofeedback, vve must understand that they apply full y to ordinary human 
beings, even human beings in many peak states. They may not, however, 
apply to enlightened beings who have transcended the laws of phys10logy 
and the Psychophysiological Principle. For example, Ra~1 Dass descnbe.d 
an event where his guru, eem Karoli Baba, once a te a b1g lump of arsemc 
that would have killed ten men, and all the women devorees around the 
guru started ro wail and cry, "Oh Babaji, don't leave us." The guru JUSt 
laughed and said, "Where could l go? " And rhen nothing harmful hap
pened ro him. His consciousness had transcended the 

Psychophysiological Principle. 

jim's Story 
My Passion for Brain Wave Biofeedback Work 

l'cl like to take a moment to give you some persona! background 
about my discovery of the relationship between this brain wave 
technology and peak states. ln 1968 l had been a subject in Joe 
Kamiya's"' alpha feedback lab on three prior occasions .when our 
story begins. The three prior sessions (part of an ongomg study) 
bad been on three days earlier in the week, and each day had fea
tured about 50 minutes of actual feedback time. A laboratory tech
nician bad affixed the scalp, ear, and ground electrodes, escorted 
me into the sound and light reduced chamber, and monitored the 
equipment from an adjacent room. When instructions were ~i~en 
or the end of the session was to be announced, the techme1an 

spoke over an intercom. 

But this fourth session was to be different. Having been intrigued 
in the formai experimental sessions by the warbling tone. said to 
reflect my brain's activity, l returned to the laboratory to fn~d t~at 
no experiments were scheduled, so l asked the lab dtrector s gtrl
friend that l be "hooked up for feedback" and allowed to explore, 
on my own, with the feedback signais. This .lab technicia~ was 
agreeable, affixed the electrodes, escorted me mto the ex.'Penmen
tal chamber, and then left, closing the door. She then start.ed the 
electronic equipment, and, unbeknownst tome, went upstatrs a.nd 
became involved on another project, since l was not generatmg 
data for any of the lab's ongoing studies. 

Forgetting the trainee in the experimenta~ chamber, she went out 
to lunch with the rest of the lab crew. Whtle she was at lunch, she 
suddenly realized, 3 hours la ter, that she had not checked on her 
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subject. Everyone left the restaurant in a rush, and hurried back to 
the laboratory. Then the technician and eight to twelve others 
came bursting into the feedback chamber in some alarm and inter
rupted the last stages of an incredible adventure. 

l was sitting in a clark, soundproof room, and there was little to do 
besicles listen to the tone. The tone would start one of its bursts, 
and l would try to ignore it, but l could only do so for a fraction of a 
econd before my attention would swing around and focus on the 

tone. When it did, the tone would shrink like a balloon being 
queezed by my conscious attention. But that fraction of a second 

was a wedge for my understanding. By slightly prolonging each 
burst, l noticed that my scores were getting larger, sol persevered. 
l didn't know it then, but l was practicing the Witness, distancing 
myself from the processes of my consciousness, and there was no 
mistaking success for failure. If l failed to keep my attention from 
focusing on the event of atone burst, that burst would be dramati
cally and immediately squelched. 

That kind of almost instantaneous feedback accelerated a most 
difficult self-awareness learning process which might have gone on 
or years with less success if it had lacked the feedback. As the 
cores got slowly larger and the tone remained loud for a longer 

fraction of each two-minute epoch, l began to notice a strange sen
sation of lightness. Where my body had pressed against the chair 
and the floor, the pressure began to give way to the sensation of 
ju t a gentle touching. When l "noticed" this and focused on it 
an~ began to reflect upon it, l was at once alerted by the tone, 
wh1ch got quieter, softer. And l had another clue: Reflective or an
al 'tical thinking got in the way of alpha enhancement. 

That clue helped enormously, because l hadn't fully realized up to 
en that by adopting an attitude of "not-noticing," l was sus

- nding rational and analytic thinking. l realized that l had, in 
~ct, been aware of tone bursts even when l didn't focus my atten

on on them. The real work was in being aware of, but not focus-
ing on the tone bursts with the egaie, analytic modes of 
on ciousness. A certain part of me, that ego center which was 

- ncerned with DOl G things, with success or failure, suddenly 
:elaxed, and l watched myself floating above the chair, which was 
Ï!l the middle of a little room, which was filled with the loud alpha 
reedback sound. Floating above the chair? Floating!?? My relaxed 

etachment evaporated, and l awoke back into rational and ana
' cal consciousness almost as from a dream. Of course, as I did 

- the tone volume decreased sharply from its loud intensity, soI 
ew l had been awake and not drowsy or asleep while experienc

ino this "floating". If l had be en asleep or drowsy the re would not 
ha,·e been a loud tone (indicating lots of alpha) to vanish as I 
awoke" to rational awareness. 
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"l was floatino above the chair," l marveled to myself. l realized at 
once that m/mental focusing on what had been happening had 
terminated the happening, so as quickly as possible l readopted 
the detached attitude and the tone again started to increase. Be
fore long, I was again looking clown on my body from a position 
near the ceiling of the room, although how l could see anything in 
the total darkness l cannot explain. lt wasn't a normal kind of see
ing. 

I was almost afraid to deal with the fascinating situation because l 
had learned that conceptualizing the situation l was in would 
catch me and pull me clown, and reduce the tone and my scores. So 
I merely floated and observed, and tried to fend off the constant 
temptation to evaluate, speculate, analyze, reason, congratulate. 
This last one was especially troublesome. After a particularly siz
able series of increases in the scores, which left me feeling inde
scribably high, light, mellow, clear and pure, l slipped on a fleeting 
prideful rhought. l permitted a conceptual thought to flash 
through my mind, "Gee, l'm doing pretty good." And crash! l was 
tumbling back into my normal consciousness. The conceptualiza
tion caught me and pulled me clown. While l was struggling tore
gain the disinterested composure of the high alpha state and its 
loud tone, I noticed the graduai intrusion of the demand of my 
body for air. I wasn't breathing. l was living sufficiently detached 
from my physical body that there was not enough consciousness 
left to run my respiration processes. 

I felt poised for a plunge of prolonged ecstasy. My gaze followed 
the tracks clown ward eager to see the succession of clips and bills l 
imagined would follow the initial plunge. But l was startled to see 
that the tracks, instead of veering upward again near the ground, 
bore relentlessly downward, entered, and were swallowed by the 
blackest hole l had ever seen. The blackness lapped like a liquid at 
the tracks and at the edges of its pool. 

As l started downward toward this engulfing, enveloping black
ness, l, my ego, understood through a flash of intuition that if it 
entered this place, ego dissolution would occur and it would no 
longer Be ln Control. So my ego to!d me the Big Lie and filled my 
minci with the warning thought that if l entered this place, that l 
would never emerge, and l would cease to be. Since l was a Physics 
major with a Protestant fundamentalist religious background, l 
was totally ignorant of mystical experiences, ego dissolution, tran
scendence, etc., ... and l foolishly believed my ego's self-serving 
warning ... and l panicked. A soundless scream of fear and unwill
ingness filled my minci ... and of course my alpha instantly disap
peared, so the feedback tone disappeared; then the whole scene 
disappeared, and l tumbled back into he-who-was-sit
ting-in-a-chair in Joe Kamiya's feedback laboratory. 
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The rest of the afternoon was spent in telling and retelling the 
tory of my adventure. For two days afterwards, l walked around 

fee ling light and buoyant and not at all sure l was touching the 
!!round, which remained about 2 feet below the soles of my shoes. 
Four months later, still moved by the realness of what had hap
pened, and having heard that similar things can happen in medita
rion, l started Raja Yoga !essons to prepare for another encounter 
\\"Ï th the Unmanifest, which my ignorance and unreadiness had 
led me to fear and to avoid. 

This experience \.vas so profound that l have dedicated my entire 
professionallife to the quest of creating the technology to most ef
fectively transmit this experience to others, and to studying this 
process scientifically so that it can be understood, so that it can be 
evaluated asto suitability of methods and the range ofbenefit out
comes, and so that it can be ultimately accepted by the profes-
ional scientific communities. This quest led me on a course, over 

the last 30 years, to first establish thar individuals do have an in
nate ability to control their own brain waves (contrary to the "con
ventional thought"), and then secondly to develop and to optimize 
a technology and methodology with which to obtain the profound 
and wide-ranging benefits which result from voluntary control of 
central nervous system activity. 

3ackground- A Brief History of Brain Biofeedback 

-:bere have been periods of great excitement about the possibilities of 
5 ch brain training (like in the la te '60s and earl y '70s). However, the re 

also disillusionment when bad technology and ignorance of the re
_uired training pro tocols (which must be rigorous) led to many failures by 

al_ ha researchers. Because of this ignorance, a majority of those early 
rain wave feedback studies failed to produce increases of alpha in the vol
mteer trainees. 

The new science of Biofeedback was actually launched in April 1962 
· ,. a report by Dr. Joe Kamiya (my former teacher, then colleague and 
-o-author) that people could in fact learn voluntary control of their ovvn 
~rain waves. Brain wave feedback training was heralded primarily as pro
moting relaxation and mental creativity. Brain wave studies of meditation 
-rablished that meditators could exert profound control over their brain 
·aves, and brain wave feedback was thought to make possible an "instant 

Zen" experience. Speculations became confused with d aims, and by the 
te 1960s a fires torm of media a ttention ensued. This firestorm of popular 

anention to exaggerated or unsubstantiated d aims disturbed the conser
\'ative authorities of the medical, psychiatrie , and psychological commu
nities. They and other guardians of the status quo were not pleased with 
what they were hearing about neurofeedback. 
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A s a result , a number of eminent scientists began to do alph a brain 
wave feedback studies to rebut the popularized cla ims. Many of these emi
nent scientists were unfamiliar with the vas t classical literature of scien
tific research on b rain waves and psychophysics, especially the work clone 
on the psychophysics of alph a waves. A s a result their stud ies did not em
ploy anything approaching optimal designs or ergonomie feedback tech
nology. 

Without an informed understanding of the causes of the natural wax
ing and waning of alpha rhythms it proved to be quite d ifficult to success
fully train people to increase their a lpha, resu lting in mos t alpha 
researchers in the 1970s fa iling to teach their research subjec ts how to in
crease alpha activity, obvio usly resulting in a fl ood of publications sta ting 
thar alpha feedback did not work. Some of these reports even suggested 
rha t people innately lacked the a bi li ry to le a rn control of rhe ir a lph a activ
iry. Most of these researchers did not know that their incomple te findings 
were caused by non-ergonomie feedback techno logy and inappropriate 
tra ining protocols, and virtually a l! employed too little feedback time. 
Also absent in these reports were any alpha-rela ted benefits. If benefits 
come with increased a lpha, then absence of alpha increase means absence 
of any benefits. 

Some in the cultural establishment may ac tually have been relieved 
thar alpha feedback was be ing shawn not to work, given the d ifficulties 
vvhich were experienced in countering the psychedelic drug movement 
and movement known then as the "counterc ulture." The popular belief 
tha t alpha feedback was an e lectronic technology for consciousness ex
pansion and transformation was now contradicted by the existing consen
sus of so-called experts. So the word went out: "Brain waves can OT be 
voluntarily controlled. " A s a result the a lpha brain wave feedback move
ment went underground by the mid-1 9 70s, and most brain wave training 
fe l! in to obscuri ry as just another co nscio usness fad spawned by the psy
chedelic 1960s. 

H owever, the considerable clinical and popular en th usiasm which had 
bee n genera ted for doing "biofeed back" co uld not be put back into the 
borde. Thar energy and enthusiasm \ve re blocked fro m going into brain 
wave research by the nega tive findings of experts, so a l! thar energy went , 
instead, into doing "biofeedback" with the NON-brain activity of the 
body. Biofeed back came to be synonymous with the peripheral modalities 
of muscle tension (learning to relax the muscles), of skin tempera ture 
(learning to warm the hands and fee t), and elec trode rmal res panse (learn
ing to change the e lectrical responses of the skin which are ind uced by 
shallow or transient emotions) . 

Brain wave feed back had come to be viewed as a fa lse hope, or worse, 
as a fa lse hype , by the rime of my Science paper in 1978 , so tha r rhere was 
a lmos t no interes t in my work fro m within the USA. A lmost everyone had 
bo ught the official line thar brain wave feedback d id not work, and thar 
people could no t increase their alph a activity . The genie remained locked 
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the bo ttle until 1989 when Gene Pe niston (working with Kulkowski) 
;ublished a paper showing tha t the worst of the worst a lcoholics, the un
- eatable dregs of the Veteran Administra tion sys tem, co uld be cured of 
alcoholism in 80% of cases us ing brain wave feedback training for ba th a l
;ha and the ta EEG. This blew the cork out of the bo ttle and the genie es
- ped again. Soon there was a whole Socie ty for N e uronal Reaula tion 
edicated to brain wave feedback. HO\.vever, most of the people rhere 
·ere wanting to use the new technology to treat ailments for which there 
· insurance reimbursemen t and there was not much interes t in peak 

~rates or the paranormal abilities tha t a ttend some peak sta tes. 

nderstanding Standard Brain Biofeedback and lts 
imitations 

_-\l though there will sa on be major changes as people rediscover the power 
d the range of brain wave feedback training, mos t of the work clone to

da · by biofeedback clinicians is still clone with the peripheral modalities of 
: ·n tempera ture, muscle tension , and electrical conductivity (or resis
- ce) of the skin. Peripheral modalities of feedback are generally only ef
:ecrive in working wi th some peripheral symptoms. The peripheral 
modalities are la rge ly ineffective in working centra lly, with the brain itse lf. 
-::bis limits the results to treatment of symptoms rather than treatina their 

de rlying causes. o 

Because would-be brain wave biofeedback prac titioners have been 
tirnited by gross ly inadequate equipment until just the las t few years, and 

cause they continue to be limited by lack of knowledge of proper brain 
wave training pro tocols, biofeed back has been limited to the peripheral 
modalities. Specifically, mos t researchers do not reali ze the critical impor
~nce of a short (less than 350 msec) response time be tween the brain 
·ave sign al and the audio-to ne feedback and the critical need for la na ses

:ions to practice the feed back. Biofeedback has remained, in the offkia l 
ie~v, an interesting curiosity of limited power and limited range of appli

. anons. As a result , biofeedback has no t been highly regarded by the med
ICal profess ions . 

The Difference Between Hardt's Biocybernaut 
Program and Standard Brain Biofeedback 

Biocybernaut Insti tu te intensive Alpha O ne Training uses 
rate -of-the- art amplifiers and filters to analyze EEG to provide real-time 

auditory feedback in conjunctio n with de tailed deb riefing and mood anal
. is . The Biocybernaut lnstit ute offers advanced trainina for a l! brain 

waves and combinations as we il as shared feedbac k and coherence train
ing. 
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1. Biocybernaut Institute has developed training protocols and advanced 
equipment from over 30 years of scientific research. 

2. We use intearation of time and amplitude, not percent time over a 
threshold. Thus our training has depth of feedback, not just a simple 
on-off kind of feedback so common in other systems. 

3. Our training epochs are optimized at two minutes each. Almost ali 
other systems use training epochs thar are too short or too long. 

4. Our training sessions give at !east one, two, or more hours of 
neurofeedback each day. Almost ali other prorocols are too short. 

5. Our training series begins with an intensive seven-day Alpha One 
Training. Other training programs are too short. 

6. Our training programs are very intensive . They consume the better 
part of each day on which they occur. They include dady mtroduc
tions, base line resting, enhancement feedback, mood scale tests, 
post-session debriefing, EEG chan reading, score analysis, and mood 
scale discussion. Other training programs are not nearly as mrens1ve. 

7. Our trainings are conducted by train ers with gradua te educations, Bio
feedback Society Certification, and specifie Biocybernaut Certifica
tion. Other systems do not provide as highly qualified biofeedback 
train ers. 

8. Biocybernaut EEG amplifiers and filters are state-of-the-an. They are 
the most accurate filrers in existence. Other sys tems can' t match our 
specifications. 

9. Some systems depend on brain wave entrainment (frequency following 
response, FFR, binaural beats) instead of feedbac k. This is not as effec
tive nor is ir as natural as the Biocybernaut process because entram
me~t is enforcina external frequencies. This is fascism imposed on the 
brain. In the Bi;cybernaut process you can trust in your own brain's 
processes to find its own frequencies for maxim~m benefit. 
Biocybernaut lnstitute was able to help at !east one trm~ee reverse 
mental difficulties that had been introduced by an entramment sys
tem. 

1 O. Biocybernaut feedback is pleasing (aesthetic) sounding to the ear, us
ina musical instruments with 5.1 Sound Systems. Other systems use b 

simpler audio feedback technology. 
1l.Our feedback is multi-modal and the modes are used in very appropri

ate ways at very appropriate times. Other training systems use single 
mode feedback, or mix modalities in ways that are deletenous to bram 
wave enhancement (most often using eyes-open visual feedback con
tinuously) . 

12. Biocybernaut training makes extensive use of mood scale analysis with 
discussions. Home use systems are purely machine-driven with little 
human interaction. 

13 .Biocybernaut training clearly separates suppression training from en
hancement training for greater effective learning. Some systems and 
trainings intersperse suppression with enhancement. 
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'. Biocybernaut training is clone with eyes closed. When people open 
their eyes, alpha is nearly always suppressed. Some systems depend on 
visu al feedback (eyes open) instead of auditory feedback (eyes closed). 

· 5. Biocybernaut Institute uses individually applied scalp electrodes with 
high-quality gels for maximum sensitivity. Some other systems use in
effective electrode systems such as headbands. 

.6. The Biocybernaut Institute includes hemi-coherent analysis for en
hancement of brain wave coherence in ali trainings. Many other sys
tems miss this entirely. 

: ï. Biocybernaut Institute does not use any subliminal or auto-hypnotic 
messages. Some other systems confound their trainings with these 
messages. BI does not believe in using trickery. Your results from 
Biocybernaut training are deep and fundamental. 

- pecific outcomes of Brain Biofeedback processes include: 
• Improving and enjoying skills and abilities, 
• Improving mental clarity and effectiveness, 
• Restoring youthful brain wave patterns, thereby reversing some ef-

fects of age, 
• Building self esteem and self-confidence, 
• Increas ing emotional and physical well-being, 
• Enhanced spiritual awareness, 
• Greater access to forgiveness and non-attachment, 
• Developing your na tura! intuition and problem-solving capabilities, 
• Staying calm and focused under pressure, 
• Performing more effectively and more creatively with Jess stress, 
• Profiting from increased productivity. 

The trainings help you to first become more avvare of and then to heal 
·our often unconscious negative emotions like sadness, anger, and fear. 

Using Brain Wave Biofeedback to Achieve Peak 
States 

o one chapter, indeed no one book, could begin to caver ali the possible 
tates of consciousness. We should note that the Buddhists describe and 

even have numbered over 150 states along the way to enlightenment. 
Each one of them would, of course, have its own brain activity patterns. 

ome of the brain activity shifts among states are subtle and could not 
ever be noticed by even a skilled clinical electroencephalographer, espe
cially if the changes occ ur primarily in deep subcortical structures. Here 
we would need the power of magnetoe ncephalography (MEG) to detect 
changes in brain activity that occui deep within the brain. MEG can look 
6-7 cm in from each surface of the brain and th us can measure, and pro
vide feedback on, brain activity that occurs deep within the brain in deep 
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cortical and deep subcortical mate rial. In many instances a powerful com
puter is needed ro detect rhese subtle shifts in surface and deep brain ac
tivity. On the other hand some other changes in brain ac tivity associated 
with shifts be tween some other states are quite obvious ro a moderarely 
well-trained observer of the EEG. 

Since we are not born with an "owner's manual" for our brains, we 
pretty much have to figure these things out for ourselves. But given the 
similarity of ali humans, which are so much a single species thar ali hu
mans can interbreed, what is discovered as the partern of a peak state for 
one persan is likely robe qui te similar to the pattern of the same peak sta te 
for another persan. ow we must allow for the very real differences be
tween right- and left-handed people and there are developmental changes 
in children's brain wave ac tivity, and age-related changes in the brain ac
tivity of a ider adults (which can be reversed with appropriate brain wave 
feedback training) . However, if you can give me six highly gifted people of 
the same handedness who can reliably produce the same example of gifted 
behavior, physical, mental, emotional , spiritual, or psychic, I can make ap
propriate measures of their brain activity and extract from abou t 200 pa
rameters enough relevant information to create a hyperdimensional map 
of their brain activity. This map can then be used to train other people to 
produce the same or very similar gifted behaviors by using patent-pending 
algorithms ro train the brain ac tivity of the non-gifted people to close ly 
match the brain activiry of the gifred people. And we need about a half 
dozen masters or experts ro ger a sufficiently reliable data se t to produce 
the hyperdimensional brain maps thar can th en be used for training others 
to produce this giftedness. 

The brain learns a complete pattern faster rhan it learns a piece of a 
partern, so the more fully we can represent the brain state of the masters , 
the fas ter and easier ir will be for orhers to learn to duplicare rhese pat
terns of mastery in some skill or ability, including the ability to enter valu
able peak mind states. The surface EEG is by no means ali there is ro brain 
ac tivity, so some peak states will require more than matching patterns de
rived from the surface EEG. Ir has been shown thar with large montages 
of, say 121 electrodes, and powerful computers doing off-line [not 
real-rime] processing, iris possible to derive the details of elec trical activ
ity rhroughout the entire volume of the brain. While this is useful for diag
nos tic purposes, it wi ll not do for feedback, which must be in real rime. 
The Biocybernaut lnstitute System and Metlwd Patem #4,928,704 on 
brain wave feedback specifies thar feedback must be accurate, immed iate, 
and reasonably aes thetic. And immediacy is defined as less than 350 milli
seconds. Slower than 350 mSec , the learning is impaired and the feedback 
"feels muddy" and disconnected from the phenomenological reality of the 
feedback rrainee. 
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ermanency and Transience in Brain Wave States 

.- n · experience you have requires specifie underlying brain activity. 
oo ing and controlling what you will experience is as easy as choosing 

controlling your brain activity. Most people can control their brain 
.: ·viry sufficiently ro go to sleep and to wake up as needed. Those who 

- ,-e exceptional mental abilities simply have additional subtleties of 
L::'ain self-regulation availab le to them. 

Learning to understand and control the subtleties of one 's own brain 
.:.. crion opens up vas t new areas of skills, abilities, and experiential fulfill

ent. Iris simply learning to opera te one's bio-compu ter more effectively, 
=:n the rewards are beyond your current ability to imagine, just as a 

·o-dimensional persan could not imagine !ife in a three-dimensional 
orld. Y ou first need to make the shift into a new mind perspective, a new 

~ in t of view, ro undersrand the implications of having thar new point of 
<ew. 

We are considered gifted if we can tu rn on the ideal brain waves to deal 
i rh each and every situation. The good news is thar you no longer need 

- be born gifted. There is now a technology and a training method thar 
allows nearly everyone to learn the skills of changing your brain waves as 
:he iruation requires. 

As we will see later in this paper, creative people have the na tura! abil-
L • to adopta different [high alpha] brain state when they are working on a 

• roblem. This ability to step into a different brain state gives them a new 
mind state , one thar is ideal for being creative. Thus they are completely 
interconnected. Without this ability to change the brain activiry, the per
- n is non-creative. The ability for voluntary control of our brain activity 
·-one key. The other key is experiencing the subtle ties and knowing what 
;._rain changes to make for any situation. 

Ethical Purification and Peak States of Consciousness 

h is important to note that there are preconditions for a persan to attain 
uch brain wave states and the associated phenomenological states. There 

must be an ethical purification thar occurs or else the persan will be un
able to sus tain the brain >vaves associated with the advanced sta tes. ln the 
present form of the Biocybernaut lnstitute neurofeedback training the reis 
formai work on forgiveness thar is a key part of the Alpha One and the 
Theta One Brain Wave Training Programs . The computerized mood 
cales identify buried and unconscious negative emotions and then the 

trainer coaches each trainee on how to use the interaction with the 
neurofeedback technology to achieve an ethical cleansing. The trainee is 
instructed to search for his/ber own persona! forgiveness method to deal 
with and heal the wounds of traumas and the negative emotions of anger, 
hos tility, fear, sadness, unhappiness, and depress ion. If a trainee is unable 
or unwilling to undertake this thorough ethical cleansing, or if the trainee 
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h as an attachment to anger or one of the o ther negative emotions, then 
that trainee will OT be able to attain the high amplitude, long sustained 
alpha spindles that are coherent in bath hemispheres. If you are not will
ing to do the ethical cleansing and the purification, then the door to the 
higher states is closed to you. Biocybernaut neurofeedback involves pro
found ethical cleansing which opens the mind and the heart to the possi
bility of peak states. 

Meditation States and Brain Wave Biofeedback 

In one study in Japan by the highly respected scientists Kasamatsu and 
Hirai, they studied Zen monks from bath the Soto and Rimai secrs of Zen. 
Each monk was ra ted for leve! of spiritual development by his Zen mas ter, 
his Roshi. Interestingly no one was rated as "Advanced" in their spiritual 
development if they had less th an 21 years of dai! y practice of zazen medi
tation. Then each of the monks was insrrumented with EEG electrodes 
and his brain waves were measured during his practice of zazen medita
tion. The first finding was thar the higher the rated leve! of a monk's spiri
tual development by his Zen mas ter, the more alpha waves he had in his 
zazen medita tion EEG record. And rhen there were subtleties and nu
ances. As a Zen monk progressed from Beginner roward Intermediate and 
Advanced, his alpha increased in power and also spread forward on his 
head. In the most advanced group, ali of whom had more than 21 years of 
dai! y practice of medita tion, there were ali of these changes plus the emer
gence of the ta waves at frontal sites on the head [FJ and F4 in the Interna
tionaii0-20 system of EEG site location]. 

This exact same pattern of alpha changes and theta changes is pro
duced on a regular basis in the brain waves of Biocybernau t Alpha One 
trainees. However, instead of tak ing 21 or more years, it only takes seven 
days with the Biocybernaut technology and methodology. Using data de
rived from 17 right-handed, non-meditator trainees ranging in age from 
20 to 64 who did the Biocybernaut seven-day Alpha OneT raining, we see 
brain wave patterns virtually identical with advanced Zen. These changes 
are increasing alpha amplitude, alpha spreading forward on the head, al
pha slowing in frequ ency, and the emergence of frontal theta. We know 
thar technology speeds things up , and now we know that Biocybernau t 
technology speeds up the process of medita tion and the attainment of 
brain wave patterns and the associated mind states thar characterize the 
most advanced practitioners of Zen medita tion. 

Psychic Seeing and Psychic Healing 

During one period during my work a t UCSF I studied numerous 
well-known psychics in my laboratory. Some had clairvoyant ability and 
abilities to see inra the future. Orhers had medical diagnostic abilities and 
some could do these diagnoses a t a distance without being physically pres-
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m with the patient. Some of them could do psychic healing for a patient 
":\·ho was present or even, in some cases, for someone many miles away. Ali 
o them had unusual brain wave records, with abundant waking theta and 

\·en de lta activity. And when they were doing their psychic "accessing" 
o r 'seeing" or "healing," the amounts of theta and delta increased, often 
dramatically. If any of them had been studied with the technique now 
mown as QEEG [Quantita tive EEG], in which brain waves are recorded 
and compared with "normative" databases, they would have been 

randed as "deviant" and efforts would have been made to "fix" their devi
ant brains and to make them "normal. " One interesting recent story in
.:_olves a gifted computer programmer who came for Biocybernaut Alpha 

raining. He was an expert in database design and had uncanny gifts and 
ili ties to create powerful new soft\.vare. He was involved in a study 

·here we imported a technician skilled in taking QEEG recordings, so we 
ould look a t the results of the Biocybernaut Alpha Trainina throuoh the 

~views" of the QEEG techniques and analysis methods , by having QEEG 
ecordings clone bath before and after the seven days of the Biocybernaut 

.--\lpha One Training. 

This trainee was initia lly like Star T rek's Mr. Spock. He was very 
hiohly rational and quite invesred in his powerful intellectual abilities, 
\·hich were his bread and butter for himself and his family. But in the 
ourse of his Biocybernau t Alpha Training he began to have powerful ex-

periences thar would be described as mystical experiences. Arthur 
Deikman has described the five hallmarks of the mys tical experience: (1) 
Intense Realness, (2) Unusual Sensa tions , (3) Trans-Sensa te Phenome
na, which come to a persan from beyond the realm of the five senses, (4) 
the Experience ofUnity or Oneness with ali of reality, and (5) Ineffability, 
o r inability to be described in words. This gifted computer database de-
igner began to have powerful experiences that contained elements of ali 

of these five categories of the mystical experience. And at one point he, 
hi rational mind, became alarmed thar these new phenomena might be-
a me so powerful and so commonplace that he would not be able to shut 

them off. So he tried shutting them off. And of course they ali quickly 
went away, and then he was even more disturbed thar he could no t imme
diately cali them bac k. This is one of the powerfullessons ofBiocybernaut 
brain wave training: Y ou only ger as much as you can handle. 

Even though he h ad only begun to invoke some of the aspects of mysti
cal experience, his understanding of the nature of reality was profoundly 
changed , and he was later to come back to do more Alpha Training to 
aain skill in exploring these new-found dimensions of reality. But before 
he did that, he had a follow-up QEEG recording taken the day after he fin-
- hed his seven da ys of Biocybernau t Alpha OneT raining. The QEEG re
cords were then sent off for analysis by those skilled in QEEG 
interpreta tions. About a week la ter I got an alarming phone cali from a 
Yl.edical Doctor who was skilled in reading and interpreting QEEG re
cordings. He said that there was frontal delta activity in the initial QEEG 
record that suggested a brain tumor. And he added in a ve ry alarmed way -
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that this delta activity had increased so much in just one week [the week 
of the Alpha training] thar it must be a very aggressive, dangerous, and 
rapidly growing brain tumor. And this MD QEEG specialist urged me to 
immediate ly contact this persan and tell them they must have a CAT scan 
immediately to see if the brain tumor was operable and if not, then to start 
rad iation and chemotherapy at once. 

This is not the kind of news you want to bring to anyone, but I dutifully 
and as gently as possible transmitted the alarming information, and the 
gifted computer database designer immediately went out and got a senes 
of very thorough CA T scans, which found absolutely OTHI G. 

He was and is completely free of any brain tumors. 
However, this delta activity which increased in his right fron tal brain 

associated with his beginning explorations into profound mystical experi
ences was considered so deviant by this MD QEEG specialise thar he was 
talking abou t having thar pan of the man's brain eut out or destroyed by 
radiation treatment. 

Peak states are routinely misunders tood by a very wide range of tradi
tional professionals and lay people and this is simply one very carefully 
documented example of this common misunderstanding. 

Kundal ini2 Brain W ave Profi le 

This story of discovery begins with a training that was going to include a 
Zen Mas ter and one of his friends QH), who was not a Zen medita tor. The 
Zen Master was unable to attend and JH came alone. JH was a quiet and 
unassuming man . H e was a veritable milquetoast. In a crowd of two you 
wou id not notice him. And ye t he was very highly sought after by IBM. He 
had worked for IBM and was presently on a three-year paid leave of ab
sence, by which IBM was hoping that he might decide to come back and 
work for IBM again. We were curious how such a plain, placid and unas
suming man could be so valuable to IBM. 

Then we heard his story. He had been a mid-leve! functionary in IBM 
and had been vvorking in Marseilles, France. It was summer and he got 
cauoht in one of those horrendous French traffic jams where homs blow 

0 

for hours and the French ge t out of their cars and have fist fights with each 
other. During this ordeal, in the heat, noise, and distress, he had an 
out-of-body experience (OBE). His astral body separated from his physi
cal body and he fl ew around and ended fights and helped people calm 
clown. Thereafter he was profoundly altered. 

Suddenly this mid-leve! functionary had awesome powers that were 
quickly recognized and exploited by IBM. Before JH took his leave of ab
sence he had been performing miracles for IBM. For example, IBM 
wanted to have a factory in an Asian country to make certain IBM prad-

2 For a derailed des cri prion of kundalini, see Gopi Krishna's Kundalini: Tl1e 
Evohaionlll)' Energ)' in Man, Shambhala: 19ï 1. 
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-. ingle -handedly, JH would go to thar country, find the land, negoti
·e for the purchase of the land, find the contractors to construct the 
:illdings, negotiate ali the constructions contrac ts, obtain ali the regula

- . · permits and governmental permiss ions, supervise the construction, 
d then hire and train ali the people needed to run this operation, bring 
ali the necessary equipment, again dealing with ali the regulatory agen
- involved in such imports; then he would ge t the new! y hired people to 

x up the production equipment, while he was finding, hiring and training 
e local management staff to run the operation ; and then he would tu rn 
·er to IBM a complete facility thar was running efficiently producing the 

ucts that IBM desired. No wonder IBM was willing to give JH a 
ee-year paid leave of absence in the hope, and that is ali it was, a hope, 
t at the end of the three years he wou id come back to IBM. He had no 

liga tion to do so. 
OK, so this unremarkable looking and ac ting milquetoas t of a man had 

- me awesome powers. But, initially, in the first severa! days of training, 
· brain waves looked unremarkable. He had some alpha on his occipital 
hannels (01 and 02) but it was fairly small in amplitude, even though he 

-ould stretch out and sus tain the alpha spindles for severa! seconds. But 
Lhe other six channels (C3, C4, T3 , T4, F3 , F4) had very low amplitude al
~ ha and it was intermittent. However, day three was to bring a great sur
• rise. Suddenly, out of nowhere, those other six channels burst forth into 
Yery high amplitude rhythmic delta ac tivity. Sometimes he had a whole 

dy twitch just before the delta emerged or jus t as it went away; some-
·mes not. Si nee he was getting fou r-channel alpha feedback from 01, 02, 

C3, and C4 cortical sites, there was no reflection in his feedback tones of 
thi remarkable delta ac tivity, which did not pass through the alpha filters. 
At the end of the day his interview contained no clue as to the nature of 
this remarkable high ampl itude synchronous delta activity over most of 
hi head. His two occipital sites, 0 1 and 02, continued along with his 
normal modest alpha activity during these phenomenal delta episodes. 
That alone ;vas one for the record books: alpha and delta together in the 
\vaking brain. Most neurologists wou id say this was impossible and if they 
saw the polygraph record they would be alarmed and say it was dangerous 
and surely pathological. (This ac tu ally happened later in this story whe re 
a Harvard neurologist was alarmed by su ch an EEG record) . 

When JH was shawn his polygraph records, which is an important part 
of the debriefing that follows each session of Biocybernau t neurofeedback 
training, he offered no useful information and simply shrugged his shoul
ders and said nothing. I was not prepared to let the most amazing brain 
wave record I had ever seen go into oblivion unexplained so I told my as-
is tant Maureen, "We are going to fix him tomorrow. We have 16 speak

ers in that training chamber and we can se nd any combina tian of brain 
waves to any or ali of those speakers. Normally we only use four speakers 
during the Alpha One Training, bu t tomorrow we are going to turn on six 
more speakers. Each one of those six EEG channels that showed the delta 
activity are going to provide feedback from any delta activity that may oc-
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cur on any of rhose channels romorrow. And if he does what he did roday, 
he's going roger BLASTED in rhere because thar delta acrivity he showed 
roday was really big and ir will rranslare into very LOUD rones if ir occurs 
like rhat tomorrow. And every rime he does thar delta thing he will imme
diately be blasted by the loud tones and he wi ll not be able to shrug his 
shoulders and tell us he does not know what he was doing during those 
events." 

And this vve did. We rold him what we were going to do and asked him 
ro notice and to remember what he was doing IF rhose exrra six speakers 
went off and emitted loud tones. And again on day four, JH made those 
huge delta waves synchronously at six sites on his head while his occipital 
sites 01 and 02 continued ro show their modest alpha acrivity. And 
when he did this the re were very loud blasts of tones from the delta speak
ers. 

When the session was over and I began to interview JH about his ses
sion, my first question was, "OK, what were you doing when those delta 
speakers made loud sound?" JH raised his bird-like voice just a little and 
said, "Oh, rhat was when the kundalini was coming up." I was astonished 
and delighted. I had studied Yoga and practiced Yogananda's meditation 
for seven years and I had heard and read a lot about the powerful energy of 
kundalini. I exclaimed, "Well, why didn't you rel! me you had kundalini?" 
JH shrugged his shoulders diffidently and whispered, "Weil , I didn't know 
if you'd know what that was." He did not say a lot more, but he did tell us 
that the emergence of his remarkable powers that were of such grea t value 
to IBM were coïncident with the emergence of his kundalini energy, all of 
which began after his out-of-body experience during that horrifie six-hour 
traffic jam in Marseilles. 

lt was many years before I presented the data on JH's kundalini brain 
wave record in a scientific conference, and when I did, I chose Rob Kall 's 
annual Winter Brain Conference. After I had told the story and shown 
overheads of the remarkable EEG records, Dr. Gary Schwartz of Harvard 
and Yale and now of Arizona State University came up to whisper in my 
ear. He told of a rime back at Harvard when he was a Professor of Psychol
ogy there, when a studenr came in ro see him. This studenr said he was 
practicing Kundalini Yoga and he insisted that Gary record his brain 
waves. Gary was insightful enough to accede to the student's request. And 
he was revvarded with seeing an EEG record, he whispered in my ear, that 
looked remarkably like the EEG record I had just shown to the Winter 
Brain Conference. I asked Gary what he did wi th thar record. He said he 
was alarmed, knowing rhat the conventional wisdom was that it was not 
possible ro have borh alpha and delta activity in the waking brain. So he 
took the alarming "impossible" EEG record, the paper rracing, to a friend 
of his who was a neurologist at Harvard. The Harvard neurologist was in
deed alarmed and he warned Gary, "Don't let him do that again on Uni
versity property." But the neurologist asked Gary to !end him the 
polygraph record so he could show ir to some of his colleagues in the eu-
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:"Ology Department. Then he promptly !ost the polygraph record. This is 
emblematic of how science often deals with anomalous data. 

After hearing Gary's enrire story, I noticed people gathering near us, 
and I realized thar the las t event of the night was about to take place. This 
was to be a panel discussion and both Gary and I were on this panel. I 
-ked Gary if he would be willing to tell the en tire assembled conference 

rhis same story he had told me. Gary had never spoken of this in any scien-
. ·c setting before and he was a little nervous and reluctant. However, I 

encouraged him and then I was so delighted when he agreed to tell this 
-tory publicly. This did many useful things. First it validated in a powerful 
\Yay the reali ty and the validity of the remarkable polygraph record I had 
just shawn in my preceding talk, and it shed a bright light on the 
all -too-common ways that mainstream science deals with anomalous 
da ta: desrroys it , censors it , classifies it, !oses it. Peak states, even ones that 
are of great value to corporate giants like IBM, nonetheless have the 
power to strike terror into the hearts of neurologists and other Keepers of 
rhe Gares, Arbiters of Reality, and Censors of the Anomalous or Unusual. 
.-\Il of us who are interested in and who study peak states must be aware of 
clüs. We must not pre tend that we can study these phenomena in a pro
rected Garden of Eden. We must be willing ro share wirh each other the 
remarkable phenomena that fascinate all of us who share this common in
rerest, and we must be willing to be open with each other, and with the 
larger audiences thar we want to reach. 

Brain Waves and Personality 

Le t us look at the relationship between EEG changes and changes in per
onality. ln 1973 I completed an analysis of a research study that trained 

two groups of college-age males: Very High Anxiety and Very Low Anxi
ety. In this study I was working with college men who were in the top and 
ottom 10% of the Anxiety Sc ale . I used the Welsh Anxiety Scale, which 

is the first facror of the MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality lnven
tory). What I saw was that when men in the high anxiety group increased 
their EEG alpha, their anxiety wenr clown. Anxiety and alpha were signifi
cantly and negatively correlated, but only in the High Anxiety group. ln 
the Low Anxiety group, alpha increases were associated with a sense of 
being "high" and more conscious. The Low Anxiety men reported al
pha-related feelings of flying, floa ting, light, lightness, and vast space, and 
ome of them got into such bliss states as their alpha increased that they 

experienced spontaneous orgasms, while sitting alone, not moving, in the 
quiet and clark feedback chamber. This was the my first strong evidence 
that brain wave feedback could move people away from dysfunctionality 
toward hyperfunctionality and that there were stages people had to go 
through as they did the work. lt seemed that no one got the bliss states un
til they had resolved their personality dysfunctions, which they could do 
through the Alpha Training that I was developing, tes ting, refining, and 
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improving. ln 1978 l published a paper in Science magazine documenting 
the changes in Anxiety Traits and States that were reliably produced by 
learned changes in EEG alpha activity. 

Some states are complex and are characterized by many different kinds 
of brain activity and many locations of the brain, and others are simple 
enough that changes in EEG alpha ac tivity at one or a few sites of the 
brain can significantly shift those states. By giving people batteries of per
sonality tests twice before the ir Alpha Training and once (at !east) after 
their training, l was compiling the data to begin to determine the correla
tions, maybe even the causal connections, between brain activity indexed 
by the EEG and dimensions of personality as indexed by respec ted and 
widely used persona liry tests, su ch as the MMPl, the Myers-Briggs Type 
Inventory (MBTI), the Personality Orientation ln ven tory (POl), the 
Clyde Mood Scale (CMS), the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List 
(MAA CL), and the Profile of Mood States (POMS). As you may guess 
from this list, some of the tests measured personality traits that were 
thought by most psychiatrists and psychologists to be stable over the adult 
life-span. Other dimensions, called moods or mind states, were under
stood to be temporally variable and subject to sudden changes. lntrigu
ingly, both traits and states were showing changes that were correlated 
with the changes in brain activity that I was producing in my research sub
jects (or they were producing in themselves) with my increasingly effec
tive technology and programs of brain wave feedback training. 

Healing Traumatic Material Using the Biocybernaut 
Training 

One of the developments that made the Biocybernaut training different 
from other systems was a significant change in the computer programs ad
ministering and scoring the mood scales, and a related significant change 
in the way the results of the mood scales were presented to the trainees. 
Response latency timing information on a trainee 's responses to each of 
the mood scale items was already being collected with a precision of 
one-hundredth of a second. T o this software capability I added the calcu
lation of descriptive statistics for each of the different responses . Suddenly 
it became possible for the trainee and the trainer to know subtle details of 
the trainee's response patterns. T o this was added statistical significance 
testing on the responses. I soon recognized that some of these statistical 
patterns were pointers to an alterna te part of the mind that was filled with 
unacknowledged (and thus buried) anger or fear or guilt or sadness or 
whatever else. 

Equipped with rhese new tools I was able to function as though l were 
telepathie or psychic, but ;vith the added advantage that my insights were 
supported by measured data derived scientifically from the trainees' own 
responses. Once the buried emotional blockages of a trainee had been 
identified by the new computerized mood scales, they often came very 
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quickly to consciousness. And once the emotional blockage had come to 
consciousness, it then quickly became possible for the trainee to work 
through the "charge" or valence on the emotion in the next day's Alpha 
Training. 

Bringing to mind some highly-charged emotional topic in the Alpha 
Training would, at first, block or suppress the alpha, and the feedback 
tones would shu t off and the scores >vould drop. But then the challenge for 
the trainees would be to discover new ways of relating to their own experi
ences of that emotion and the events behind it. This is one of the key 
arowth experiences of the Biocybernaut Process, and the trainees would 
grow through their fear or anger or guilt or sadness much faster than be
lieved possible. 

What does it mean to grow through an emotion like anger? We all 
know suppressing anger does not work. That leads to heart attacks, ulcers, 
unhappiness, and occasional violent outbursts of anger. On the other 
hand "expressing" anger does not work very weil either. If someone prac
tices expressing anger, then they usually develop the habit of expressing 
anger, they become too good at it , and it becomes a form of public litter
ing. What is needed is to get to the source of the experience of anger in the 
mind and to learn how to adopt a new point of view about that experi
ence. 

ln the Biocybernaut Process, trainees have daily assessment of their 
emotions by computerized mood scales together with in-depth interviews 
by highly-skilled trainers to help them become aware of hidden, buried, 
and latent emotions . Once the awareness of these emotions has been 
raised to the leve! of conscious self-awareness, then the trainee can begin 
to use the brain wave training process to gain control of his or her emo
tional processes. 

When individu ais receive Brain Activity Feedback, they can change in 
ways thar give them greater objectivity, increased self-hones ty, greater 
elf-responsibility, more choices, and a degree of freedom from cultural 

conditioning, all of which can have surprising and beneficia! conse 
quences. With appropria te Brain Activity Training, individuals can im
prove their skills and their abilities, and they can learn both how to have 
new desirable experiences (happiness, vigor, contentment) and how to 
stop having undesirable old experiences (like anxiety, depression, para
noïa). 

lndeed, people can learn how to change the core dimensions of their 
personality, by changing their brain ac tivity, just as a computer's basic 
characteristics can be changed by loading a new operating system. By 
changing their brain ac tivity, people can change their behavioral charac
teristics and they can learn how to regulate almost any process in their 
minds and their bodies. An individual with such a range of capabilities is 
fa r outside the range of the cultural norms. 
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Suggested Reading and Websites 

An extensive list of milestone papers is available at Dr. H ardt's 
Biocybernaut Instituee website at www.biocybernaut.com. We suggest the 
following publications for interes ted lay people: 

• Doug Boyd, Conversations with a Cybemaut (forthcoming) . 
• Barbara Brown, New Mind, New Body: Bio Feedback: New Directions 

for the Mind, HarperCollins, 1974. An early visionary in the field of 
neurofeedback. One of the first people to recognize the potential of 
biofeedback to transform humanity . 

• James V. H ardt, "Pathways of the Mind: In the Maste r's footsteps 
with technology" in Nous Letter: Studies in oetics , Vol. 2(1), pp. 
26-29, 1975. 

• James V. H ardt, "Alpha EEG Feedback: Closer Parallel with Zen 
Than Yoga" in Proceedings of the Association for Applied 
Ps ychophysiology and Biofeedback, 24th Annual Meeting, Los An
geles, CA, March 25-30, 1993a. 

• James V. H ardt and R. Gale, "Creativity Increases in Scientists 
Through Alpha EEG Feedback Training" in Proceedings of the Asso
ciation for Applied Ps )'clwphysiology and Biofeedback, 24th Annual 
Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, March 25-30, 1993b. 

• James V. H ardt , "An Example of the Kundalini Experience Viewed 
Through Multi-Channel EEG" in Proceedings, FutureHealth's Key 
West Conference, EEG '96, Key West, FL, Feb. 8-13 , 1996. 

• James V. Hardt, "The Ultimate Peak Performers: Alpha Feedback 
Training for US Army Green Bere ts" in the 6th Annual Winter Con
ference on Brain Function/EEG, Modification & Training, sponsored 
by FutureHealth, Vol. 6, Palm Springs, California, February 6-9, 
1998. 

• James V. H ardt , "Brain Energy Training: A T echnology and 
Method for Spiritual Growth [the Biocybernaut Process]" in 
ISSEEEM, Boulder, CO, June , 2000. 

• Peter Russell, The Global Brain Awakens: Our Evolutionary Next 
Scep, HarperCollins, 1983. A visionary who has a modern perspec
tive on Teilhard de Chardin's mys tical world vision about the culmi
nation of hu man development. 

ntrod uction 

Chapter 13 

P ersonal Accounts of Peak States 
of Consciousness 

Our work with peak states of consciousness is about real people living 
- eir lives in amazing and wonderful ways . In this section, we're going to 
=\·e you a small sample- in their own words- of the !ife experience of 
: \·eral people who live or have lived in relatively permanent peak states. 
::::>ue to space limitations, we only caver a small number of the possible 
:rates people have. A couple of the states are from Volume 2, but are in-

luded to give you a cas te for what is to come . 
This chapter tries to answer key questions that our students ask of peo

;-le who are in peak states. Would I want to even have a peak state of con
: iousness ? How important are peak states really, given chat it may require 
a lot of time and effort? Which peak state would I want, or would I want 
..-hem ali? How would the peak states affect my real day-to-day !ife? How 
·ould my new peak stace affect the people around me, especially my inti 

mates? W ould having a peak state affect my physical health? W ould a 
peak state change the way I live my life? 

Some of the people in this section have had a peak state ali their lives . 
-:bey show how different life can be when you grow up this way. These 
t- ople illustrate what giving a peak state to your own children wou ld ac
omplish. Others go t their state la ter in !ife, some by attending one of our 
aining workshops. Some of the people are in relatively minor states , a th

er have radical new perceptions and abilities. 
We hope you become inspired by what you read in this chapter. Enjoy! 

Beauty Way State Acqui red During Col lege 

Rene is a man in his 60s involved in engineering. During his earlier years, 
he searched and fou nd, somewhat by accident, a way to be in a permanent 
Beauty W ay stace. I worked for him for a number of years, and I have to say 
he was the single most inspiring manager I've ever had- it was ac tually 
fu n to come to work in the kind of atmosphere he created. Here 's what he 
had to say: 
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What is a peak state like? lt seems like ordinary reality only less 
cluttered- in the same way that the realized Zen practitioner expe
riences ordinary reality-about a foot off the ground. Li~e is Ü~ere 
with all its aches and pains, problems to solve and dlsappomt
ments to experience-but it just keeps going. There is. always the 
realization, simultaneous with the struggles and fallures, that 
there is another chance, another day to begin; that everything that 
happens in life is not the end but part of an ongoing process or ex-

perience. 

Think of li fe in this way ( to use a well worn but well suited meta
phor:) Y ou are set ad rift in a boat in the mi~d~e of a.n infinitely 
wide river with many rapids whose degree of d1fficulty lS unknown 
to you. Y ou may capsize, be cast ashore or drowned. But sup~os.e 
you were given one piece ofknowledge beforehand-.every rap1d lS 
navigable if you trust in yourself. The unknown nver then be
comes only an exercise in attention. 

I do not feel special or isolated but I do know that many-perhaps 
most-people do not look at life the way l do. How did l con:e to 
look at life this way? How did I get this knowledge about the nver? 
I think it took many exlJeriences before I realized two things: first, 
as a condition of living in this Universe, many forces are always 
acting upon us; and, second, there is only one force .we can learn to 
direct - ourselves. l say learn because l had to d1scard all those 
ideas we are brought up with about getting help from others when 
we are in trouble: (when else do we ask for help?) from parents, 
friends, angels, God. Not that they can't give advice or that we 
shouldn't listen to advice. But it's up to each of us to make the 
choices and move on. And the next logical conclusion was simply 
that if I couldn't be helped by them, l certainly couldn't blame 
them for anything that happened tome either. 

The problem with being in a peak state (if there is a problem) ~s 
that you accept ultimately that you yourself are the one respo~sl
ble for you. The up side is that now that you've stopped blanung 
others for your life, you can get on with living it the way you want 

to. 

Gaining a Connection to Gaia and the Creator Later in 
Li fe 
Wayne Ngan is a well known porter who lives on an island in British Co
lumbia, Canada. He's taught in Canada and Chma, and 1s a dehghtful el
der who enjoys talking with people. He was willing to speak about his ow~ 
peak state, which he acquired as a young man, and how it has effected h1s 
!ife. He didn't always have this state. In fact, his early years were qUite 
painful and difficult, growing up in poverty in China. He never finished 
school, he struggled with English when his father ummgrated to Canada, 
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his finger is twisted from beatings he received, and he barely knew his fa
ther. A~ a boy, he was shamed in !ife and in school for his inability to 'mea
sure up. 

His story is particularly important because the state he has and the way 
he got there nmror what Jacquelyn Aldana says in Chapter 10. And his 
advice is similar. 

The following is a transcript of a conversation 1 had with him at his 
home. 1 hope you will enjoy this brief meetina with Wayne as much as I 
d~. b 

Wha t would ) 'OU want the people reading this article to learn from you? 

When l started here on this land, l sat in this bare parking lot and 
asked myself, how could l transform this into a living? lt's not the 
p~rk!ng lot only.lt's you and what you know and what you possess 
w1thm you, and hard work to bring out the harmony in you. Now, 
l have gardens, a pond, a home. 

The garden be.com~s your painting. Looking at the pond, you can 
see t~e refl~c~10ns m the ':a ter. Y ou can see the bugs swimming, 
the hght sh1ftmg. lts amazmg to see all that. Beina in the present 
being he re loo king at the pond. Y ou can look close~ look for the al~ 
chemy of transformation. The sounds of the birds, the wind-it's 
a natural music. Y ou could compose music, paint, recreate abstract 
painting. lt's infinite when you feel comfort and no stress. Y our 
being. has to be free to have the natural environment help you. Ev
erythmg becomes a part of you, and that's exciting. 

See the little white dot on that bug? ln memory, you know it has 
eyes and wings, but in this moment, this flash, you just see it's 
pure .mov.eme~t-it is like a star in space. Y ou can capture its 
amazmg !mes n:to art. lts shadow can be transformed into sculp
ture, the water mto a layer of glass. Everywhere is art, is sculpture. 
Y ou can do so much, even writing a child's story. 

What is your inner experience , so we cottld identify your stace? 

1 was not well for a few days a while ago. Somehow, I asked the 
highest being to dean my blood system internally. My whole being 
felt good after a few days. When you are ready to ask, in the most 
honest and needed way, the highest being comes in. 

~. had open. h~art su:gery a few years ago. Through that, I had an 
1~ner Chns~ ex'Penence. lt was beyond time, space-you could

n t measure 1t. 

1 weigh 125 pounds. 1 could be turned into a small pile of ash. Y et 
what l am is s?mething else. If you break clown this pile of ash, i~ 
becomes nothmgness, which you cannot see or a scale can't mea
sure. How could you measure your sou!, spirit, and love? Ali this is 
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what holds everything together, breathing, being, the essentials of 
life. Science can only go so far. 

For example, if someone calls in the middle of the night, you tum
ble around in a daze. Then you can pull yourself together from 
where ever you were and respond-that is magic to be able to see 
that awareness, how our own inner being operates. 

Would you speak about the Inner Christ experience? 

lt aave tome an inner security. The physical surroundings can b.e a 
bu~den, too much a descriptive part of life. ln the lnn~r C~n~t, 
you find the inner heart, who you are, that holds all th111gs 111 1t. 
Beyond substance. You're connected to all of people, natur~, 
plants, ocean, flowers, stars, the galaxy. And that s what makes 1t 
exciting. 

Would you recommend w others that they shouldseek o_ut wh~r yoa have? 
Is ir 50 important that they should look for zr no martel whar. 

Some people go through the education system. After. they go 
through it, afterwards the job they worked so hard to get 1s no lon
ger there, or for other reasons everything collapses. They are .not 
in touch with who they are . When you find your own passwn, 
your gift in life-when you find it, you can work_towards ~xpand
ing it. ln the end, you have more, an inner secunty, your hfe feels 
more comfortable in the universe, because you come from the cen
ter of who you are. 

Knowledge is a cold, unsatisfying side oflife, ~n_d that's what mod
ern life is like. Also, man is a vast computer, 1t ~s all there, you are 
connected to the universe. Y ou don't need a p1ece of eqmpment, 
your connection is direct. There is more mystery, more beauty, 
more wholeness. 

Today is about business, controllike in the govern_ment, comput
ers torun things. People forget their own body, the1r own soul and 

spirit. 

Where you always like this? 

1 don't have much education. Though grade nine, with aD in art 
(chuckle). Not good for the n?r.mal_system, l di~n't f~t, sol had to 
find my own direction. Surv1v111g 111 a tough s1tuauon as a boy, 
catching fish by hand to eat. l can transcend and .tr~nsform that 
now into harmony. It's internai, because l had to d1g 111to a deeper 

level. 

Kids in tough situations might commit suicide. We're not_born to 
die, we're born to live. Choosing to live transcends sorrow 111to art, 
into life, mystery, drama. 
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When you have the financial opportunity, you don't need to hang 
onto the ide a that li fe is hard. Y ou can shi ft it to li fe is easy, fi nd 
the lnner Christ, shift into harmony with all things. 

l think harmony is connected with being connected to our inner 
being. When you don't connect with that inner warmth, harmony 
is too far out. When you are in touch with yourself, the concept of 
harmony becomes meaningful. 

Westerners are more into Christ, the skinny body that was cruci
fied. Buddhist revere the fatter Buddha, but the real spirit, the real 
soul and spirit is beyond fat or thin. Y ou don't die, like a star, like 
the water we drink, the air we breath, a kind of timeless thing. 
W ork can dis tract you from what is real. 

Y ou cannat kill 'Christ', because it's a way of being. The physical 
body can be killed, but what's real is beyond that. What's behind 
the Christ body is light. lt holds everything together. lt doesn't dis
appear with death. 

When you close your eyes, are you bright imide? 

Oh, yeah. When you close the physical eye, l see all is energy. Y ou 
turn the 'TV' off, and the inner vision continues in a sub
stance-less, weightless way. That kind of vision excites me. Y ou 
close your eyes, your other senses become intensified. When that 
happens, your awareness shifts. Then you can transmit it into 
your art. Y ou transmit it into that inner harmony.lt's another way 
to see. Sometimes our physical eyes can be distracting. 

Is the re anything y ou would like ta say ta the people reading this? 

l feel it's good to know your passion early, especially children. 
When you discover your passion, you can work towards that area. 
The parents don't know how to guide the children, they' re work
ing so hard. Then the schools take over, and you get stuffed like a 
turkey. Your being gets choked into nothing, you lose your own 
being and passion. lt's hard to escape the box that the school puts 
you in, and that box gets stuck in your subconscious. 

l think it takes courage to do what you like to do, because usually it 
doesn't pay-that's why l do so many things (chuckle). 

l had so much humiliation and drama in my life. lt forced me to 
find my own inner truth. Given enough time, l can discover my 
own universe-what fits me. 
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A Workshop Participant Goes into the lnner Peace 
State by Healing an Issue Using Whole-Hearted 
Healing 

Jenny Heegel attended a Whole-Hearted Healing therapy training a few 
years ago. Using the WHH process, she healed an issue that caused her to 
enter into a relative ly permanent peak state. At first, she was quite con
cerned because she couldn't fee! any past traumas to work on during the 
WHH practice sessions, but was relieved to find ou t thar this was normal 
for someone in the state she had just entered. lt 's been a couple of years 
since the workshop, and her state continues unchanged. 

Thanks Mary, 

... . l was talking to some friends after my Course in Miracles meet
ing about my new found "freedom" and wonderfullife, love, etc. l 
described how l 'got it' that we are creating our own play of !ife 
from Pam's Radical Forgiveness workshop. Toward the end of our 
lunch, my lower back began to ache. (l have periodic intense back 
pain about every 3 months orso since last April). l was scheduled 
to go the Indigo Girls concert that evening and was desperate for 
that pain to go away. l called Alan to do a surrogate Reiki healing 
and started to cry when he began it. l got off the phone and did 
WHH, EFT, and worked through some traumas but my back was 
still hurting. l went to the concert and met with the WHH group 
the next day and Alan and l supported each other with WHH but 
the pain didn't quit. 

l don't get images but lam able to feel and move through thoughts 
and feelings of various traumas. The one l was working on re: back 
pain ended up being labor and birth pain stuff. ls it weird that l am 
able to easily access the emotion? Pamela mentioned that lam vis
iting various different peak states. lam not sure where lam work
ing out of at this point. 

Also, Alan wanted me to tell you that my ADD appears to be 
gone, l can concentrate at work even with noise going on around 
me (cubicle hell). lam not irritated by noise like l used to be. l re
cently played the piano and was able to read the music and play 
and even ENJOY playing (it sounded beautiful). lt was such a 
chore when l was taking !essons. l can stay on task at work, am 
calm and patient. l still chew my cuticles some but haven't bled 
since the workshop. 

Thanks, 
Jenny 
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(A few days later. .. ) 

Thanks Mary, 

l don't know what happened about the ADD stuff. l had a lot of 
anxiety along with it. l currently do not experience intense fear, 
anger, or sadness unless l "go there" with WHH. 

l went with friends to dinner and one person verbally attacked the 
other. ln the past, l would have cringed and tried to smooth thing 
over. l did not feel responsible, l just watched them and realized 
they were both in pain-and loved them. 

l can hardly remember being the person l was 3 weeks ago. This 
state is so liberating. l'Il watch for the "chewing" emotions and let 
you know what happens . 

Light and love, 
Jenny 

A Lifelong Hollow and lnner Brightness State 
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usanne is a 22 year old woman who has been in the Hollow and lnner 
Brightness state since she was born. This is the target state of the process 
in Chapter 8 and the simpler one in Volume 2. lt 's possible that she has 
other states also. From our perspective, she's an exceptionally well bal
anced, joyful persan who lives a !ife that can only be described from the 
outside as magical. Her creativity, sense of service , grace, and ability to 
manifest her desires has to be seen to be believed. As an adult, she notes 
that she rarely if ever experiences pain or injury, even so much as a paper 
eut. 

Her account of how she experiences !ife is particularly important as it 
shows how a person's personality develops with this state as its basis. Since 
this state is relatively rare, this account is particularly unusual. Most of the 
data we have on it is from people who have acquired it la ter in !ife from our 
workshops or by other means. 

ln particular, we asked her what potential drawbacks there might be 
with having such an exceptional state, so that people who might be con
sidering moving into this state themselves could judge the impact it might 
have in their persona! lives. I was curious myselfhow she found living in a 
world filled with people in average consciousness, in such ac tivities as 
find ing a loving panner, and so on . 

She has been kind enough to write about her everyday experience in 
her own words below: 
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Bad)' experience 

As far as my body experience in general... when I sit and simply ex
perience the quietude of my body ... there's light .. . and there's emp
tiness or vast space ... depending on which way someone would 
interpret my experience .. . 

Ph)•sical health 

My health is healthy ... my body is physically strong ... my immune 
system is amazingly strong (even amidst continuous travels in 
third world countries, I have maintained good health) ... and I am 
beautiful... 

l've had very few experiences of injuries, sickness, or pain- 1 did 
get ear infections from ages 2-6 (3 to 5 times a year). I do remem
ber a few typical skinned knees, cuts, and bumps as a child ... and I 
had strep throat from ages 7-14 ( 2 or 3 times a year) ... all of which 
hurt some in the moment, but healed quickly. I feel that I respond 
quite mellowly to pain ... and l actually enjoyed the frozen popsicles 
and special treatment that l received during my sick mo-
ments ... other than that .. l probably have a cold once every 3 years 
maybe ... if that ... and that's about it. 

]udgment 

l love seeing myself as containing the same inner essence as the 
next soul. l don 't see myself as different from others. l am often 
unaware if others are judging me. l believe that there are only a 
few people that would even confront me with the judgments that 
they do have of me. When someone does communicate, I love 
journeying into the reflections that they are experiencing. l love 
being available for growth that one is willing to share with me .. .l 
feel very little judgment of others. 

Challenges 

I love challenges .. . Challenges offer me a moment to reveal what 
was once concealed. l enjoy the growth that l experience upon un
dergoing challenge. l often feel more beautiful and shining after 
confronting myself and seizing the opportunity to deepen the real
ness within ... Personally, I have had far and few challenges in my 
life. The challenges that do arrive seem so finite in respect to the 
infinite blessings in this life. 

Materia l Aspects 

I love the material aspects of life .. .l have everything, yet nothing. 
The material visions that arrive into my consciousness, seem to 
magically appear into physical reality. At this point, what I own is 
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· al. My material desires miraculously appear on a fun, fabu
platter right before me if I am both ready and available for a 

• 'cular vision to manifest. I feel that the material aspects oflife 
arrive in a natural progress ion for me .. . 

_ fane)' 

love money .. . Again, I have everything, yet nothing at this point 
in my life. Financially speaking, funds seem to arrive in perfect 
timing and to fulfill their purpose in the now. l'm conscious of 
·eeping financial balance and of keeping priorities straight when 

ending money. I tend not to invest in something new un til I am 
lear that more cash income is on its way. l enjoy and feel deserv

ing of the monetary abundance that is available for me this life ... 

Work 

I love work. l don't know if my work arrives to me or if I arrive to 
my work. It seems to happen simultaneously. I simply am a soul 
tepping forth and right when l am available for work, work is 

available for me. My work seems to fulfill the links that others are 
miss ing in order to manifest their personal visions. I often make 
things happen ... and happen in a pleasant way. I am led to an array 
of work experiences ... all of which contain a creative, spiritual, or 
hospitable aspect. Even if I personally cannot be available in my 
body, I can usually have a contact or suggestion of assistance. My 
way of living is my work. The creative work that does ignite mone
tary gain seems minuscule compared to the greater work that is 
happening each moment of this life ... 

Drawbacks to the state I'm in 

So ... the downside of being this way of being ... it's not a downside 
for me ... while others may feellack of connection with me .. .l feel 
connection with them ... while others have there own journeys to 
experience (and some may be harmful or negative through some 
eyes) ... I don't feel confusion for their way of being. I trust that 
what they are experiencing is what they need to be experienc
ing ... and that the experience is valid for the whole ... appearances 
and judgments can be deceiving. I feel that there is something 
mu ch bigger happening .. . and we all have to make the full journey 
in arder to fully arrive to our understandings. 

I feel that I become like everyone else the moment that I start 
thinking that I'm different ... 
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Gaining the Hollow State and Peak Abilities Using the 
Process in Volume 2. 

Pamela Black attended our workshop severa! years ago. She went through 
the Hollow state process described in Volume 2, and had dramatic shifts 
in her state of consciousness and awareness abilities . Although some of 
the changes involving abilities that we were not targeting for faded after a 
while, others remained as of this writing severa! years later. (We've ex
plained why this sometimes occurs when doing the trauma healing ap
proach for peak states in Chapter 9.) She also found that she could pull 
the state back at will if it faded. 

One of the important reasons to acquire the Hollow state is how it 
dras tically increases one's abilities to rapidly and effo rtlessly heal trau
matic material. Pamela gives some examples of this, healing things that a 
person in average consciousness would not be able to do at ali, or at best 
with great difficulty. 

The following is a copy of emails sent at the time to Dr. Mary Pellicer 
along with some foll ow-up material. 

Hi, guys, 

Here 's some bits of real feedback about my last 24 hours and at
tempt to get used to this new landscape. Mary, in answer to your 
question, yes, I am diffused. I don't stop at my own body/skin, l 
spread out pretty far but differing distances (from house-sized to 
Mars), and it will move at will when l shift my attention but l 
think l pretty much stay house-sized if l'rn not thinking aboutit. 
Regarding skin, sometimes l fee! it more than others (like hollow
ness) but it seems to be a separate thing from the diffusion. Diffu
sion feels like 100% of the time, but hollowness and skinless fee! 
partial, and now that l think of it, l'm going to play with whether 
they come and go simultaneously (connected to each other). 

Driving home, 'sensed' the living energy of pavement, as differen
tiated from the energy of the median or berm. Experimented with 
predicting (based on sensing the strand of pavement) which way 
the road would next curve-left or right. Simple, and l had a 50/50 
shot at it, but I thought it pretty amazing that I did it more than 40 
times and was only wrong 3 times. In all3 cases I was "trying really 
hard" to focus/sense the pavement; when I backed off and became 
more casual aboutit, or forgot until a spur of the moment check, l 
was 100 percent. 

Also on the drive I went in/out of Hollow but was very aware of 
passing trucks, felt them in my field, felt when someone was inat
tentive and making sharp/dangerous moves. But not by sensing 
the other drivers , as I would have e".'pected. lt was more sensing 
the energy field, and the sharp movement in the field as a big ob
ject tloated through it, commanded by an energy that was inhar-
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monious (the driver's intention or carelessness or something}. 
Very odd. lt makes me understand what the planet must sense in 
us (humans) as we are inattentive and angry and careless. 

Felt the pavement, molded my car into the pavement as "we" 
drove (because I drive very fast and like the sense of extra trac
tion). Very aware of the almost-full moon and amazing clouds in 
this big, big, and bright sky (definitely the Big Sky state). I could 
reach out and fee! the fuzzy treetops. When 1 arrived in Atlanta 
and drove along my favorite streets l could sense (hear?} the trees 
welcoming me home- they definitely know me!-and it was so 
lovely and unexpected l almost had tears of joy. l drove very slowly 
and admired their being washed in moonlight. I was also aware of 
small creatures in the underbrush. 

Came home to an email from a 'gentleman friend' which could 
have been considered pretty negative. Responded at scale 3 
(would have been 8 a week ago-he won't let me kiss him, can you 
imagine?? -but 1 had worked on that space over the weekend), so 
l still felt CPL (calm, peace, and lightness) underneath the mo
ment. l did a 'standard TA T' th en flipped back through the gener
ations (with the 'deck of cards' and inducing Hollow trick) and got 
clown to a 1/2 (l know it wasn't 0 but it was 4 a. m. and l was in the 
Crusades, okay?}. Slept 4 hours, got up, felt great, went back into 
WHH to finish the half, went into the egg state just prior to con
ception, worked that "oh, god, only 24 hours, hurry, hurry" appre
hension then jumped automatically back to a preconception "little 
speck" state with a muted sense of some fear (still some CPL 
(calm, peace, and lightness} under ali this). Worked the speck by 
surrounding it (while l was also in it, like surrounding me with 
me} and inducing holiowness, and then starting growing until l 
was out in the Infinite, definitely regained full Hollow myself, as 
strongly as when we first finished the exercises and I went to Mars. 

Decided to check for any difference in brightness, so I not only 
closed and covered my eyes with my hands, but stuck my face into 
the pillow, to be certain I was reading correctly, but careful not to 
touch my eyes as pressure changes the brightness, too. Found that 
if l gave myself the time-say 5 minutes, instead of 30 sec
onds-things actualiy got a bit brighter behind the lids. l think l 
had been tluctuating somewhat, around the 5-6 leve!, but l think 
it' s go ne up a no teh, now 6-7. The scale on brightness is hard for 
me; l think we ali have a different numeric sense, so I want to get 
some photographie gray scales to work with and send you, so you 
can tell me your idea of 7 or 10 or 3. l'Il keep checking but 1 think 
waiting a bit really gives a truer read, than just doing the quick 
look. 

l have an eye appointment on Monday and l'Il let you know. 1 
awoke this morning and panicked for a moment because l thought 
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l'cl slept in my contacts; things were not completely clear, but 
much clearer with naked eyes than l remember them being. But 
when l put my industrial strength contacts in they're also clear, so 
l'm confused (and probably healing) ." 

(The next day, she is laughing about one of the most common effects of re
moving the shell-the urge to dean and throw old stuff away: ) 

"Mary, this is truly a warped reality. 

l got home last night, and this morning, after only 4 hours sleep, 
l'm up cleaning my stave (of ali things) and l realize l'm humming. 

This is sick. 

ls there more? 

Twirls, 
Pamela 

(Two weeks later:) 

"Feedback on my Hollow state: l'm not sure l'm holding Hollow 
weil, and have gone in/out of some of the permeability (l fee! some 
skin, though l'm still diffused) as l've had emotion come up 
around some things. l know the next trauma is coming up to heal 
and am very grateful, as l wanted a state from which l could con
tinue to do legitimate dean-out. And very grateful as weil that the 
emotion is much lighter than l know it would have been even a 
week ago, and there is a layer of CPL (calm, peace, and lightness) 
underneath. Perhaps this is what you mean by emotions wh ile in a 
peak state being different, so perhaps I am truly retaining the peak 
wh ile bringing up traumas to heal, and will pop back into full peak 
state when l resolve. 

I also used once more the TAT/flipping back intime for the gener
ational thing (like flipping through a picture book, or deck of 
cards) and also used sim ply a "visioning the image then filling with 
light" technique and quickly resolved a couple of things. 

The last piece is just feedback for you and Mary to do some sort of 
handout on the states and what to expect, for those of us who hit 
them and are walking around in "holy shit!" land wh ile stumbling 
over our own feet. lt might help you not to have to answer 6 mil
lion individual questions. 

l'm not holding my states completely or ali the time, but it is 
hugely different, yet at the same time feels like the logical next step 
from where I was. Thank you, truly; language is so inadequate 
here. 
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The biggest piece l healed during the workshop was around 
:ear/safety; l know there is more to go (lots of trauma stacks 

ound fear, l think) but the difference in today vs . before is 
HUGE. lt's not that llived with fear every day or that l felt fear of
·en, but there was an underlying guardedness about !ife and 

undaries that l just don't fee! anymore. And an underlying joy 
at was beginning to be present more often, is now al ways there. 

- wo weeks later, and l still fee! gratitude beyond words, for the 
work you've shared. 

Pamela 

- ~ollow State and an Awareness Extended Past the 
- ·n after lndividual Work 
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--id Burnet is a volunteer living in the eas tern US. He had already ac
·se the lnner Brightness state to some degree, and with Dr. Pellicer's 
~ moved into the Hollow state using the regression process in Chapter 
_ illink you'll find this abridged version of his email fascinating. 

. ae 14 or 15 - Light and brightness, for a couple of weeks. 

had been studying books by Alan Watts, and trying to learn how 
o develop a photographie memory. l'd intend to take mental 

napshots" of what l saw, and try to see exact duplicates of that, 
la ter. Learning to notice and recall in more and more detail, ac ross 
a \vider field of awareness. 

uddenly everything became very bright, and very easy. My men
ml abilities seemed to jump. T aking mental "pictures" and recall
ing them was easy. Learning and studying in school was suddenly 
ea y, as weiL There was a connectedness to everything and every
one, though l didn't particularly stress this .. . it was more as if the 
FIELD of my awareness had shifted, and hence everything in it. 

l could recall, easily, anything l set my mind to recall. 

l had a strong sense- this is a bit hard to put into words- that the 
key was in "not saying no", which allowed "yes" to happen. Like 
not reacting with the ego/reactive mind ... just !etting things BE. 

Life was bright, easy, joyful...and so was l. 

This lasted for a couple of weeks, th en be gan to wear off and dissi
pate. 

(Material omitted. Account takes up in 2003.) Through the help 
of Mary (Pellicer) l've come to appreciate a little bit about the 
"Hollow state", and experience it in various degrees. The break-
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through came, ifl recall correctly, with some generational trauma 
healing, which apparently went in a very classical way. 

My sense of body is now often (maybe even usually) larger or more 
extended than my physical body, my skin. 1t's pretty easy, easier 
than before, to extend even further. 1 can frequently take in other 
people and circumstances to within my "space", with varying de
grees of intuitive knowing ... and sometimes doing ... that seems 
joined with them. 

Warm regards and blessings, 
David Burnet 

Acquiring the Wholeness State Using Rebirth ing 

Nemi ath is an Australian rebirther whose account below is of her dis
covery of what makes the Wholeness state occur. Her story is from an arti
cle focused on placenta! trauma, which can be found via her website at 
www.breathconnection.com.au. My thanks toMs. ath for her permis-

sion to use her work. 

Wholly Whole: A Persona! Case History 

The first time 1 encountered my 'placenta trauma' was during my 
very first rebirthing session, which happened to be about my birth. 
1 saw something being thrown into a white ename! bucket and was 
not sure what it was. At the time 1 wondered if it was the placenta, 
but because 1 felt so close to it, and the pain of it landing in the 
bucket was so immense, 1 interpreted it to be a dead twin that was 
removed without mention. 

The bucket appeared many times in later sessions and each time 
caused the same amount of separation pain that stayed unre
solved. 1 frequently considered whether the content could be the 
placenta, but discarded the thought/feeling because 1 believed that 
the placenta was a part of the mother, after all in German it is 
called the Mutterkuchen (mother-cake). The intensity of feeling 
towards this 'being' in the bucket confirmed my belief that this 
must be more than an afterbirth, which in 194 7 was not much 
more than a discardable leftover from the birth. 

M)' Placenta Trauma Sympwms 

For about half a day after the talk [by Shivam Rachana, author of 
Lotus Birth], 1 wandered around pondering what the symptoms of 
my cord cutting/placenta trauma might be. 1 was sure that 1 would 
have the symptoms because 1 know my cord was eut immediately, 
and 1 realized that 1 must be attributing the symptoms to some
thing else. During these hours a quite familiar feeling of dread de-
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veloped in my belly, right in the pit of my stomach. 1t intensified to 
the point that 1 knew 1 needed to give myself a quiet space to ex
plore ~his eJo..~erienc~. Using conscious connected breathing, 1 was 
there nnmedrately, m the womb, feeling my placenta and me as 
on~ . 1 reinstated my placenta as a part of me, an external organ, 
whrch had a very specifie function during the passaae from the 
universe via my father and through my mother's body"into my in
dependent existence .. .. 1 felt who le and complete, re ally whole, 
how 1 had never felt before ... And 1 thought my session was com
plete . 

However, the feeling of dread returned within minutes this time 
slightly to th.e right of where it had appeared first. Wh~n 1let my 
whole conscrousness slide into it 1 became aware of two parts of 
me. One was the me that 1 usually identified with, and the other 
was a slightly smaller me that 1 also sometimes identified with but 
never recognized its separateness as distinctly as now. 1 was abÎe to 
slide from one to the other easily. The smaller one appeared not to 
be embodied and its feeling was that of dreamina in an awake 
state. The bigger one was the one 1 usually identi~ with and live 
through in my awake consciousness. 

The Placenta has Feelings Tao 

1 noticed that the returned feeling of dread came from the smaller 
part and decided to stay in there to full y experience it. 1 discovered 
that my placenta was afraid. This feeling of fear was different from 
experiencing fear in a part of my body. 1t is difficult to describe. 1t 
was as if my placenta had been a separate being with an intelli
gence of its own (my earlier thinking that it was a twin), and that it 
~ad feelings separate from those of the baby. 1t had its own separa
tion trauma from me, hence the dread came back after 1 had inte
grated 'mine'. l also noticed that the location of these feelings of 
dread had been in two different places in my belly, as 1 described 
above. 

The Birth of the Etheric Bod)' 

ow 1 remembered parts of Rachana's talk about the function of 
the placenta, after the cord had completely dried up and severa! 
da ys afte.r the birth, .... that the etheric body of the baby is still en
compassmg the placenta for much longer than the time of the 
physical transfer between placenta and baby, and that the etheric 
transfer is also interrupted and incomplete when the cord is eut 
before it disconnects naturally, by itself, from the nave!. The 
eth~ric body, invisible to the normal physical eye, is a major part of 
us lrke the Earth atmosphere is to the Earth. 1 could feel that 1 still 
had two separa te parts to my etheric body here in current time as a 
result of the early cord cutting. One was inside the other, like a lit-
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tle balloon inside a big one, and now my task was to have them 
merge into one. 

Merging M)' Etheric and Ph)•sical Bodies 

This part of the session took a long time, more than an hour before 
I was able to get up. I assisted myselfby holding a little soft cushion 
to feel the small part easier. The merging process was nothing I 
could consciously 'do' . l had sent out a prayer to ask for this to 
happen and it began. The sensations of this process were quite 
physical. Heat built up in my belly and extended up to my neck. 
Both parts of me had to give up their separate identity. I talked to 
the smaller part and encouraged it, that it would be bigger after
wards , a lot bigger and l encouraged myself in the same way. lt was 
a loving and divine melting into Me, the real me, I was making love 
to myself. 

There were very funny moments too. I had the sensation of my 
head sticking out above the two bubbles that were engaged in the 
merging process. Every now and then my head would slip into the 
hubble alchemy and the process would stop until my head was 
above 'water' again. This sensation ofhaving my head above water 
is still with me today as I am writing the article. lt helped me to 
continue the merging process, which continued even after I had 
got up from the session. 

Wlwt lleamed 

The effects of the session continued and are still in progress ( three 
month after the event, when I wrote this article). Daily l notice 
that my perception of reality is different, as l perceive my environ
ment and myself from a Whole Self. This is impossible to describe 
to someone who has not gone through the process of placenta re
unification. Because we have called something whole, that is not 
whole, our language does not have a word for a 'better than 
whole'. l will call it wholly who le. 'Who le' sim ply feels different 
from before. My energy body feels clearer, more aligned and less 
cluttered, as if l had exchanged a few pieces of furniture for one 
piece that serves the purpose of ail of the previous ones. l am in a 
permanent state of joy and my heart feels warm and I am con
stantly in love with myself. l be lieve this is the state of cosmic joy 
referred to in eastern philosophies as being our natural state of be
ing. ow, one year after the experience that umbilical cord to my 
joy is still intact, even in intense and emotional situations. l have 
some grief for what I missed and sad ness for all the people who are 
still missing being wholly whole. 

As a rebirther/trainer l have a new ability to perceive the real 
cause of separation and abandonment trauma started by the cut
ting of the cord, and how the effects ripple through all we do and 
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effect our ability to relate. To let go naturally of our placenta is to 
learn how to finish things, how to leave, how to complete in 
wholeness and move on. lt is about knowing vvhen togo and when 
ro start something new. lt is about feeling full and coming to the 
lover in wholeness, and independence with a full heart to give of 
ourselves. 

-pontaneously Removing the Skin Boundary and 
on necti ng to the Creator 
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low is a transcript of a conversation with Kate Sorensen about her ex
;-erience at age 22 of merging into a column of white light, going to the 
'"'::eator, and losing her skin boundary. (These states are covered in Vol
..:me 2.) She vividly describes her experience of how this occurred, and 
·hat the state felt like afterwards. Although Kate returned to everyday 

- nsciousness some weeks later, we've included this transcript because it 
u trates the state quite we il. 

We've also included this account for another reason. Kate's story ill us
tes one of the problems wi th acquiring major peak states-what hap

;-en if for some reason you !ose it? People who !ose a peak state , especially 
a major one, realize what they've !ost and often describe it as "being 
- ·cked out of heaven." They struggle, sometimes in despair and hopeless-

e s, to regain what they've !os t. In Kate's case, she's tried to ge t back to 
rhat state for over twenty years with only sporadic success. This search has 
:haped mu ch of her !ife, and her choice of work and activities ev er since . 

he's the founder of T rauma Relief Services, Oirector of the Trauma tic 
Incident Reduc tion Association, and organized the first energy psychol
ogy conferences. 

l went to Miami from Sarasota to attend an evening program of 
women's Su fi practices. This involved chanting the names of God 
and other things in Arabie (lots of vowel sounds that resonate in 
various chakras), at a higher pitch than l was use cl to. We also did 
some visualizations and meditations-! remember an unfamiliar 
one focusing on Mary, the mother of Jesus. ln the previous two 
months l had fallen on my head on the highway and suffered 
through two bouts of pneumonia, and had clone a cleansing fast as 
part of the cure. The day after the women's group I didn't feel very 
strong, sol stayed alone and ate very lightly. !laid clown in the af
ternoon to rest, and dozed off, going through some dream states 
that I don't remember now. l then found myself in a grayish 
cube-like space . My father was standing quietly in front of me and 
to the left, and my mother stood in front and to the right. 

My mother was talking nonstop, on and on. Essentially, she was 
describing all of the beliefs she held and telling me, in various 
words, 'This is reality, and you just have to huy it, that' s all there is 
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to it. I'm telling you the way it is, everyone knows this and you 
have to accept it, too." As llistened, and listened, l started feeling 
weighed clown. My head was bending forward, and l felt heavier 
and heavier. My consciousness was getting more dull and dimas l 
took on what she was giving me. Then, I somehow found the 
strength to stand up straight. llooked my mother in the eye and 
said "NO". The "NO" was not particularly loud, but it felt huge, 
tangible, powerful, possibly coming from my throat/heart area. lt 
traveled across from me to my mother. When it reached her, she 
froze. l started feeling guilty, thinking "Uh oh, I shouldn't talk to 
my mother like that. What if I hurt her, what if I killed her? But 
before the guilt got too far, I felt energy vibrations, a rush of energy 
coming up through my feet. lt moved through my legs, up through 
my body, and out the top of my head 

As the energy exploded upward, my awareness was lifted out with 
it, out the top of my head. llooked clown at the scene and saw my 
body with my hands crossed over my chest, leaning forward. l 
thought for a moment, "l'cl better stay there and take care of my 
body, it might fall over." Then I thought, "l'Illet my parents take 
care of it, they like to do that sort of thing." With that, I felt re
leased and swept upward in a great whoosh of white light, an ex
tension of the same blast of energy, but all the scenery was gone. 
Ail I was aware of >vas the blazing column of white light moving up 
and clown at the same time. Looking back, I could say that this felt 
like it had something to do with the realm of the Creator. The 
buzzing column was like a God-related phenomenon. l wouldn't 
exactly say this was God, but maybe the closest that l, as a human 
being, could experience God directly. 

Along with the white light the re was an enormous roaring, buzzing 
sound that seemed to be moving in ward from ali directions around 
me. As it reached the center, in the roaring there was a thunderous 
voice that said just three words: "ONLY GOD ETER AL." Then 
the whole thing seemed to move on to something l've never had 
words for; maybe I went into a field of lightness and clarity, I'm 
not sure. 

Eventually, I became aware of my body in the room in Miami and I 
opened my eyes. Everything was different: brighter, quiet, clear, 
very vivid and beautiful. I felt very, very good, with a sense of calm 
joy. My body felt as if it had no density, there were no obstructions 
inside, no barrier at my skin, everything felt unified yet with en
ergy flows. My emotions would bubble up and move freely with no 
attachments. After a while people returned to the house and I no
ticed areas where the energy flowed, areas of turbulence, other 
places where it was stuck. My sense of all this was more kinesthetic 
than visual, but very clear. I felt like I could sense everyone's in
tentions directly, l could sense the energy like looking "behind the 
scenes" to a leve! where true intentions existed. Sometimes these 
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intentions were in alignment with what people were saying and 
doing, other times the intentions seemed different than the ap
pearances people were projecting. Where people were trying to do 
two things at once, I could say a few words to address the conflict 
and they would resolve it, or I could reach out with my intention 
and unjam it. Just by moving my body, it would shift the whole en
ergy in the situation. 

During this state, l knew, to some degree, what was going to hap
pen in the future, l'cl know what people were going to say before 
they said it, know when somebody was going to show up, things 
like that. l felt that my perceptions expanded, like I could sense 
things through walls, I wasn't subject to the usuallimits of sight 
and sound. I was feeling much more present than usual. I got used 
to it quickly and felt a sense of grace. Barrier at skin still gone. l 
was happily connected to my body, but felt light, my body was a 
form in the who le energy field of the world, both the visible world 
and what might be called a world of subtle energies. 

That state lasted for 2 or 3 weeks, during which time I had a lot of 
amazing adventures. Little miracles happened frequently. I de
cided to drop out of school, I had a surprisingly good time with my 
parents over Christmas during which time it looked to me like they 
were acting very differently than they usually did. l ended up back 
in Florida with two former boyfriends, really great guys who I still 
wanted to be friends with, but not lovers. They were resentful ta
ward me and toward each other, and I felt very stuck and guilty. I 
remember looking at both of their unhappy faces and losing the 
lightness, like a balloon coming clown from the sk'Y· With all of my 
programming about sex and being what other people wanted me to 
be, l was very confused. l really felt stuck. I not only !ost the light, 
but I felt really miserable. I had the sense that l put "it"-the shell, 
the fog-back on, even though I struggled and resisted it. My 
guess is that it had to do with a combination of earlier stuff getting 
triggered, and my own judgments on myself. I agreed with my 
mother's reality again: "Oh yeah, I'm not really good, I'm small, 
I'm screwing up, l can't handle power responsibly, look what a 
mess l made." I didn't have the skills to deal with relationship 
problems at that insoluble leve! where people were wanting differ
ent things that just didn't fit together. 

It was probably not just incidental that this breakthrough came af
ter about five months of conscientious daily spiritual practices. 
These involved yoga, conscious breathing, and chanting certain 
names of Godin Arabie, which have drawn out vowel sounds that 
vibrate in the heart, throat, "third eye" and crown chakras. 

293 
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the Christ consciousness sta te . For other states we've tried to use the mo t 

noticeable characteristic as its name. Some have different characteristics 
for men and women, and in thar case we arbitrarily chose the male ver
sion , as for example with the 'Underlying Happiness' state . 

When describing a state made up of two other states, we simply com
bine the names toge ther with the triune brain state name first (if applica
ble) and cali it a combination state. If a combination state already had a 
well-known name we used it. Note thar some states, when combined, give 
qualities thar neither alone possess. In this case we cali it a synergistic 
state. For example, the Beauty Way is a synergistic state thar already has a 
well-known name, and thar has a quality of 'aliveness' that the separate 
states do not. 

Estimates of Occurrence 

In the short descriptive list of peak states below we've included some es ti
mates of the probability of their occurrence in the general population, as 
weil as a probability of how many people have at !east experienced the 
sta te enough to have a conscious memory of it . They are based on Cauca
sian orth American populations. Unfortunately, these es timates may be 
wildly inaccu rate due to measurement problems and tiny sample sizes (see 
Volume 2 for our measurement techniques), but we included them as a 
starting place to give people a fee! for the relative rarity. I wouldn't be sur
prised if the es tima tes are off by a factor of 10 to 100 especially for the ra rer 
sta tes! We suspect thar, if anything, our es timates may be overly optimis
tic, i.e. there are fewer people in the general population in the state than 
given below. Another problem with making these estimates is in defining 
the curoff point for people who are only partially in a state. 

These considerations genera te a list of questions. Many of the se will re
solve themselves with more work and the creation ofbetter measurement 
wols: 

• Do we include people who fall in and out of the state (i.e. the state's 
stability), and if so what average percentage of the time do they have 
to be in the state to be included? 

• W here is the cutoff point for someone who is only partially in the 
state? 

• How do we make externally verifiable and repeatable measurements 
that independent investigators can agree on ? 

• If we use self-reporting to determine percentages, how do we mea
sure the completeness of the state in terms of core characteristics? 

• Do we have an accurate list of core characteristics for each state? 
As we've mentioned in Chapter 4, es timates of occurrence can also be 

generated theoretically based on the probabilities that any given develop
mental event will be encountered with enough trauma to block the peak 
state after birth. At the present time we haven 't run any large -scale tests 
to measure the underlying probabilities thar an average persan will suc-
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-sUlly make it through any particular developmental event unscathed. 
ever, we hypothesize that it may be possible to measure these proba

by us ing a Gaia instruction phrase with galvanic skin response 
·-~) measurement equipment to evalu ate the occurrence and amount 

- ;:rauma. W ith this information, overall estimates of the occurrence of 
Qiven peak state could be calcu lated. This can be used as a crosscheck 
actual measurements of the occurrence of the states in the general 

- ~ulation, and might acrually be used to predict the existence of un
\\n developmental stage traumas if the numbers don't match weil in a 

:ticular case. 
Another problem we have is identifying if a persan actually has experi

- ed or is in any given peak sta te. When we ran ques tionnaires in the 
_ -r we fou nd people who were not in a given sta te put clown that they had 

acteristics of it. This occurred because we were forced to use common 
-=-nolish words to describe aspects of the state, aspects thar they' cl never 
~ erienced before and so incorrectly translated into experiences thar 
~ e · did know. See Volume 2 for more on this problem and the methods 

e've used to measure the states. 
A potentially much more accurate way to solve this problem is to use 

~:ain biofeedback equipment. C hapter 12 and Volume 2 cover the possi
"'ilities of this approach. This would give us an objective and repea table 

easurement technique, and estimates that we could fee! confident 
ut. ln the future, we hope to give much more repeatable and verifiable 

-echniques to make these measurements. 

Dysfunctional States lnvolving the Multiple Brain 
ystem (Volume 1) 

ub-average Consciousness' state 
• Characteristics: Unusually messed up, a sub-normallife. 
• Cause: Body and solar plexus brain are not communicating. No 

other peak states are present. 
• Comment: Fou nd in psychotherapy client populations, and in many 

multiple developmentally challenged clients. 
• Frequency: Not determined. 

Brain Shutdown Sta tes: 
Note: We chose to cali these states by what causes them, rather than 

by their dominant characteristic, as we're not sure that these characteris
tics might also have trauma related causes for some people. Ali possible 
combinations of brain shutdown states exist- we just list ones here thar 
we've had persona! experience with. These are dysfunctional states be
cause they in volve a loss of the associated brain abilities, al though to the 
person they fee! better than normal. 
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'Mind Shutdown' state 
• Characteristics: lnability to form judgments or make choices. There 

is a peace and calmness with the state even with the frustration of 
not being able to weigh choices. 

• Cause: The mind brain is turned 'off' . 
• Comment: No common name that we know of. 
• Frequency: Unknown. 

'Mind-heart Shutdown' state 
• Characteristics: The body feels like it's made of air, without a 

boundary. However, the lovver belly feels 'full ' like we'd eaten a large 
meal. No ability to fee! emotions or form judgments. 

• Cause: The mind and heart brains are turned 'off'. 
• Comment: May also be known as the 'Pearl Beyond Priee' state from 

the Sufi tradition. 
• Frequency: Unknown. 

'Samadhi' (Heart-body Shutdown) state 
• Characteristics: An overwhelming feeling of peace, timelessness, 

and almost no need for oxygen or breathing. 
• Cause: The heart and body brains are turned 'off'. 
• Comment: Could have been called the 'Heart-body Shutdown 

state '. 
• Frequency: Unknown but rare. 

'Heart Shutdown' state 
• Characteristics: lnability to fee! emotions. Feeling that other people 

are just abjects. 
• Cause: The heart brain is shut 'off'. 
• Comment: Probably a major cause of sociopathic behavior. 
• Frequency: Unknown. 

Peak States lnvolving the Multiple Brain System 
(Volume 1) 

'Average Consciousness' state 
• Characteristics: Living in (often subtle) fe ar. T otally at the effect of 

other people's emotions. Reac tivity. 
• Cause: The body and solar plexus brains are connected or at !eas t 

communicating. The triune brains' awarenesses are not communi
cating. The Buddha brain is usually fused with the mind brain. 

• Comment: No peak states of any sort. 
• Frequency: Very common. 
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'lnner Peace' state 
• Characteristics: A continuous feeling of peace even while feeling 

other, even painful emotions. Pas t traumas no longer have any 
charge associated with them. 

• Cause: Mind and heart brains fused together. 
• Comment: A subset of the Beauty Way state. 
• Frequency: Not determined. 

'The Beau ty Way' (also called Walking in Beauty) synergistic state 
• Characteristics: 

Calm, peacefulness, and physical sense of lightness. 
Pas t seems not traumatic-memories are without emotions . 
Fee! totally alive, and everything around you feels alive too 
Everything has a sort of beauty, even garbage 
Spiritual truths obvious. 
No dreaming. 
No underlying sense of fear. 
Live entirely in the present. 
No tension-like on summer vacation as a kid. 
Bird sounds are more vivid . 
Don't take on other people's emotional distress. 
Don't obey 'experts ' automatically by giving up your own 

knowing . 
Can do many shamanic sorts of things with training. 
Silent mind, i.e. no voices or background murmur. 

• Cause: A combination of the lnner Peace state (with the mind and 
heart fused) with a limited connection to the Creator. Creates an 
unconscious decision to make perceptions continuously positive. 
The component states interact synergistically to crea te new charac
teristics. 

• Comment: An important state for shamanism, and physical and 
mental health. A better descriptor for the state might be the ward 
'Aliveness' as used by Harville Hendrix, but we're choosing the 
better known label of the Beauty Way for now. Weil described in 
Eckhart T olle 's The Power of Now. 

• Frequency: Estimated that both this state and the lnner Peace state 
occur in 8% of the general population relatively continuously, with 
an additional 14% who can recognize it. 

Underlying Happiness' state 
• Characteristics: A feeling of happiness underlies all other feelings. lt 

exists simultaneously even with difficult feelings such as sadness or 
anger. ln women, a continuous loving feeling is more dominant, al
though the happiness is still present. 
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• Cause: Heart and body brains fused together. 
• Comment: Doesn 't stop the pas t from feeling emotionaliy trau

matic . 
• Frequency: Estimated 9% relative ly continuously, additional 12% 

recognize it. 

'Big Sky' state 
• Characteristics : The world feels huge . Looking at the sky, it feels gi

gantic. Y our boundaries disappear, especialiy above your head. 
• Cause: Body, mind and Buddha brains fused together. The sensa

tion of the huge sky is from a body sensation of the relative distance 
between abjects and one's body. 

• Comment: I'm not sure if I've accurately analyzed this state. T reat it 
as possibly being due to some other phenomenon . More work needs 
to be clone on it . 

• Frequency: Not determined. 

'Brains Communicate' state 
• Characteristics: The three brains can communicate with each 

other. Brains interact like a dysfunctional family. 
• Cause: Ali the brains' awarenesses are touching and in communica

tion. 
• Comment: A useful intermediate state , bu t not as valuable or dra

matie as a fused one. In a Perry diagram, the circles ali overlap 
slighdy. 

• Frequency: Estimated 12% relatively continuously, additional 23% 
recognize it . 

'Deep Peace' state 
• Characteristics: Deeper peaceful feeling than the Beauty W ay . A 

feeling of being balanced, evenness, no irritation. Feels like the 
physical heart is lmver in the body. Fee! more lightweight. ot ef
fortless, but not as bad as normal consciousness. Brains are aware of 
each other, can communicate directly, and you are aware of each si
m ul taneously. 

• Cause: Brains' awarenesses are superimposed , but not completely 
fused. No holiow sensations in the body. 

• Comment: An intermed iate state that we don 't try to ge t . 
• Frequency: ot determined. 

'Holiow' state 
• C haracteristics: Body fee ls holiow inside the skin. Ali parts of the 

body fee! 'continuous'. Emotions have a cognitive rather than affec
tive quality. 

• Cause : All brains fuse toge ther. 
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• Comment: Chakras are not merged. Bra ins are not connected to the 
Realm of the Shaman. 

• Frequency: Estimated 7% relatively continuously, additional 12% 
recognize it. 

'Wholeness' state 
• Characteristics: The word \vholeness' is the most accurate for this 

state, and is used spontaneously by people acquiring it. A feeling of 
being complete, with nothing missing. Music is especialiy vivid . 

• Cause: A fusion of the placenta! and sperm tai! 'energy' or 
'awarenesses ' with the other triune brains. 

• Comment: The sensation of wholeness exists independently of the 
state of fusion of the other brains. 

• Frequency: Not determined. 

States lnvolving the Creator (Volume 2) 

'Creator Awareness' state 
• C haracte ristics : Can 'speak' to the C reator directly and move 

awareness to that leve! of being at will. 
• Comments: Related to the Creator Light state. 
• Frequency: Very rare (es timated at 0.003% relative ly continuously, 

es timated additional 0.0 1% recognize it). 

'Creator Light ' state 
• Characteristics: An internallight that canin some cases ex tend pas t 

the skin boundary. It has more of an intense white color to it , not a 
broad-spectrum light like sunlight. 

• Cause: A limited connection to the C reator. Probably involves the 
light balls that come into the body from the Creator at certain devel
opmental events. 

• Comments: In the Realm of the Shaman state, the bright white is 
mixed with the fluorescent black. People describe this 'light' as be
ing intense or energy charged. Often fee ls like it comes from above. 
Can be used to regressas in the 'li fe review' of the ear-Dea th Expe
rience. Comes in various brightnesses. 

• Note: (also class ified in the Inner Light category) 
• Frequency: Not de termined. 
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States lnvolving the Body Boundary or 'Shell' 
(Volume 2) 

'No-skin' state 
• Characteristics: No sensation of having a skin boundary. Events in 

general don 't cause one to !ose perspective, and events no longer 
fee! persona!, at !eas t at fi rs t. Generally fou nd with the H ollow state , 
so that the entire body feels like it 's just made of air. 

• Cause: This state is the result of removing the generational ego shell 
at the skin boundary and other Jess substantiallayers. 

• Comments: The most obvious layer is attached to generational trau
mas. W e cali it the 'shell ' because it is usually quite impermeable. 
This layer can become very permeable, which can fee! like it has 
been removed when it really has not been . The boundary feels like it 
'burns' a bit when in the H ollow state. 

• Frequency: Not de termined. 

States lnvolving the Void (Volume 2) 

'Void Connection ' state 
• Characteristics: A sense that the ultimate emptiness of the Void, 

which is pas t all physical existence, is within oneself. W ith a feeling 
of finally knowing who you are . 

• Comment: This is the state we do when merging with the Void dur
ing the removal of the 'shell ' at skin leve!. The void may be called 
the Infinite or the T ao in other traditions, but the ward 'void ' fits 
experientially. 

• Freque ncy: Very rare (es timated 0.005% relatively continuously, es
timated additional 0.02% recognize it) . 

States lnvolving Gaia (Volume 2) 

'Gaia Communication ' state 
• Charac teristics: An abili ty to communicate with Gaia, via one or 

more triune brains (i .e . a body sensation, a feeling or vision, or hear
ing). At it 's best , a clear transmission of information at every leve!. 

• Cause: Full Gaia connection is a natural state. This connection is 
blocked by trauma around misunderstood Gaia messages. 

• Comment: Called the lnner Vision state by T om Brown Jr. , appar
ently because he mostly communicates via images with Gaia. We 
changed it because it was confusing if another brain's primary style 
to communicate was used, and because it sounded like the ability to 
see one's own internai organs. 

• Frequency: Not determined. 
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'Creative Principle' state 

• C haracteristics: Feeling of being the essence of crea tivity oneself. 
• Cause : Becoming completely and wholly merged with Gaia. A 

deeper sta te than just communicating with Gaia. 
• Comment:_ The triune brains can choose to make this connection to 

Gata t_ndtvtdua lly. W hen experienced with ali the triune brains, you 
(Xpenence yourse lf as the ~reative Principle itself, or equivalently 
Brahma, creator of worlds . lt feels qu ite different when clone par

ttally one brain at a time. For example , to the body brain this con
nectwn feels very sexual, as in the crea tivity of reproduction. 

• Frequency: V~ry rare (es timated 0.035% relatively continuously, es
ttmated addtttonal 0.1 7%recognize it .) 

'Unbounded Awareness' state 

• Ch~racte ris tics: Things in the environment fee! like they are inside 
one s own body._ People can experience themselves as anything they 
put thetr attentton to, such as animais or plants. 

• Comments: Descriptions often fo und in shamanic litera ture. May be 
a subse t of the Spactousness state, but most likely is a Gaia aware
ness state . 

• Frequency: Very rare (es timated 0.0 1% relative ly continuously, es ti
mated add tttonal 0.025%recognize it) . 

'Radical Physical Healing' state 

• C~arac teris tic: Gives the ability to heal virtually anything in just 
mm utes . 

• Cause: Blocked by placenta! death, generational traumas, and other 
factors. 

• Comments: Ability to heal due to a strong Gaia connection, we be
heve. 

• Frequency: Not determined, but ve ry rare. 

States lnvolving the Realm of the Shaman and the 
Sacred (Volume 2) 

'Sacred Body' subs tate 

• Characteristics: Part or ali of the body radiates a feelina of sacred-
ness . "' 

• Cause: A partial connection to the Rea lm of the Shaman. Probably 
due to a weakemng of the triune brains 'pre tend' selves. In one per
san the state occurred with solar plexus and heart brain fu sion . 

• Comments: A substate of the full Realm of the Shaman state. 
• Frequency: Not determined. 
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'Realm of the Shaman' state 
• Characteristics: Awareness that each brain is the phys ical expres

sion of huge, sacred beings thar look like totem pole images in the 
Realm of the Shaman, a place fill ed with luminous blackness. Y ou, 
as a collection of these sac red totem pole beings, experience yourself 
in a tiny human body. Fee! extremely sacred. Can have the brains 
fused or separa te, corresponding 'beings ' for each brain in thar place . 

• Cause: Experiencing oneself in the Realm of the Shaman by d rop
ping the brain self identities and shifting the CoA into the ' totem 
pole' beings in the fluorescent black Realm. 

• Comments: A better name might have been 'sacred nothingness' or 
'sacred totem self. However, we chose to use the existing label from 
T om Brown Jr.'s work. There is also the probability that the state is 
called the Akashic Records in the yogic tradition . 

• Frequency: Very ra re (es timated 0.005% relatively continuously, es
timated additional 0.0 1% recognize it) . 

Sacred Body and Brain Light synergistic state 
• Characteristic: The body feels sacred, and with the eyes closed, 

the re is a sense of loo king at bright fluorescent blackness . 
• Cause: Same as the individual states. 
• Comments: The blackness is a partial view into the Realm of the 

Shaman . This synergistic state makes the Brain Light state appear 
differently inside oneself, changing it to a black fluorescence. 

• Frequency: Not determined, but rare. 

Realm of the Shaman and Brain Light synergistic state 
• Cause: Same as individual states. 
• Characteristic: The body feels sacred , one can see oneselflooking as 

if composed of totem pole images, and space inside is a bright fluo
rescent black. 

• Comments: The combination of states makes the Brain Light state 
appear differently inside oneself, changing it to a black fluorescence. 

• Frequency: Not de termined, but very rare. 

The states involving the Realm can all be added to other ones involving 
the triune brains already described. W e create combination state names 
by just adding the individual names toge ther. Below are some examples . 
These occur fair! y regularly with Realm of the Shaman states due to the 
amount of prior work it usually takes to experience the Realm in the first 
place. 

Sacred Body and W holeness combination state 
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• Characteristics: The feeling is "I am of God". All of body feels in
tensely sacred . These qualities are in addition to the feeling of 
wholeness. 

• Cause: Combination of a limited connection to the Realm of the 
Shaman and the triune brain W holeness state. 

• Frequency: ot determined. 

Hollow, Sacred Body and Flow Aware ness combination state. 
• Characteristics: Same as the individual states combined. Effor tless 

without any de liberation. 
• Cause: Brains fuse into a golde n bali. Chakras fuse in to a single disk. 

A limited connection to the Realm of the Shaman. 
• Frequency: ot determined. 

W holeness, Hollow and Sacred Body combination state. 
• Characteristics: The body feels empty, whole and sacred simulta

neously. A limited connec tion to the Realm of the Shaman. 
• Frequency: ot determined. 

Internai and External Awareness States (Volume 2) 

T wo states in this group are obvious peak abilities. W e believe they are a 
result of a particular peak state, but until we can verify what state it might 
be, we' ll leave them called peak abilities. I would expect thar the state 
name and abiliry name will be the same, vvhen we figure out what it is. 

' Inner Vision ' ability 
• Charac teristics: Seeing, feeling and moving within one's own body 

or the bodies of others. 
• Cause: Not de termined. 
• Comment: Is a peak ability. Probably a substate of its own. This is a 

subset of Cell ular Awareness ab ili ty. The name is unfortunately in 
conflict with Tom Brown Jr.'s choice of the communication with 
Gaia ability name. Perhaps 'internai focus ' might be an alternative 
name choice. 

• Frequency: Very rare (es timated 0.025% re latively continuously, es
timated additional 0.03% recognize it) . 

'Cellular Awareness' abili ty 
• Charac teristics: An awareness of every ce l! in the body, but not like 

you're actually in there touching them. 
• Cause : Not determined. 
• Comments: Probably a state on its own. 
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• Frequency: Rare (estimated 0.0 1% relatively continuously, esti
mated additional 0.06% recognize it). 

'Brain Light' state 
• Characteristics: A diffuse, 'soft' clear light inside the body. Can be 

experienced in wharever locarions the triune brains have their 
awarenesses centered in by moving the CoA. Fee ls boundaryless and 
appears similar to sunshine. 

• Cause: Is the light the rriune brains have wirh unobsrructed 
self-awareness . 

• Comments: This state allows people to regress at will. Also useful for 
a variety of other purposes like merging with other people 's con
sciousness. When experienced with the Realm of the Shaman or Sa
cred Body stares, creares a bright fluorescence to the Realm of the 
Shaman black, rather than having a light appearance. Ca mes in 
varying brightness, the fu ll state is exrremely bright. 

• Frequency: Estimares are- 90% are clark 90% of the time, 10% are 
50% bright 50% of the time, 0.5% are fully bright 90% of the time, 
0.5% are fully bright for 100% of the time. 

'Unbounded Awareness' state 
• Characteristics: The mos t noticeable characteristic is that people 

can experience themse lves as anything they put their attention to, 
such as animais or plants. Things in the environment feel like they 
are inside one 's own body. 

• Comments: Descriptions often fou nd in shamanic li rerature. May be 
a subset of the spaciousness state. 

• Frequency: Very rare (estimated 0.0 1% relatively continuously, esti
ma te cl additional 0.025% recognize it). 

'Spaciousness' stare 
• Characteristics: The state has a range of experience from a lack of 

reacrivity and 'spaciousness' emotionally to a deeper experience of 
becoming an observer whose awareness merges with a light gray me
dium that is spread throughout space. In this deeper leve!, abjects, 
like one's body, just rest in the gray medium and are hard to per
ceive. 

• Cause: Appears to be !os t in the first contrac tion of birth. 
• Comments: Very impor tant state for healing (see Volu me 3). 
• Frequency: Not determined. 
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u ood and Evil (Volume 2) 

~ od/evil choice 
• Characteristics: During srressfu l events, an often subtle choice be 

tween choosing to fee! goodness, or to fee ! evil-with the conse 
quent choice in actions or thoughts. 

• Cause: A choice made just before birth by each brain individually. 
• Comments: This is not really a state , but rather a prede termined 

choice. 
• Frequency: Estimates are: accessing evil to some degree- 95% of 

the general population. Only 5% never access evil. Never accessing 
evil or up to a maximum of 1% of the time-only 8% of the general 
popu lation. 

Chris t Consciousness' state 
• Characteristics: Incredible love and strength, fee ls like we imagine 

Jesus must have fe lt. 
• Cause: We suspect it's a choice of ali good in every brain. Still un

verified. 
• Comment: I believe this is what it fee ls like to have ali the brains 

choose good, or love. It feels a lo t like you are love, not just feeling 
love. It may be a combination state or a un ique state of its own. I 
continue to investigate. 

• Frequency: ot determined 

'Yiedicine Area' experience 
• Characteristics: A metaphysical 'place' where awareness can go and 

create anything. 
• Cause: Access is blocked by precellular brain trauma just after the 

infinite rings. 
• Comments: This se t of traumas se t up the conditions that predispose 

the triune brains to choose evil. The choice of this phrase is from 
Tom Brown Jr. 's work. The phrase "creative a rea' fits the experience 
better, but we chose the exis ting labe l. 

• Frequency: Not dere rmined. 

' ln ner Brightness States ' - States lnvolving Internai 
Light (Volume 2) 

There are severa! states that involve an experience of light inside (and 
outside) the body. We know of two presently, and suspec t there are a th
ers. Getting a persan with only one type of inner light to identify which 
one they have is difficu lt, as the verbal descriptions can be hard to apply to 
the inner experience. Th us, to help us diagnose which states a person has, 
we start by asking if they experience themselves as being 'bright inside ', or 
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as having 'inner light'. Then vve can ask more questions to identify the 
particular light state they have. 

ote that people in the Sacred Body or Realm of the Shaman state 
don't always realize they have an inner light state-their interior 'look · 
fluorescent black to them. We fee! the ward 'brightness' captured bath 
this quality of a 'bright clark' and the more typical inner light experience, 
and so often use it when identify ing states in people. Note too that in our 
Whole-Hearted Healing therapy, we often mention the ward 'light' or 
'lightness' to describe one of the end points in healing trauma, when it fee! 
like we've had a weight removed from our bac k. Th us, to avoid confusion 
we tend to use the ward 'brightness' when talking about the inner light ex
perience states. Thus, we cali this group of states the 'Inner Brightness' 
state as a overalllabel. 

In the future, we may change this nomenclature when we find better 
ways to specify the states, but for now we hope this helps minimizes confu
sion. 

These states are already listed in other categories, but are put here in 
one location involving light to aid in finding the states. 

'Brain Light ' state 
• Characteristics: A diffuse, 'soft' clear light inside the body. Can be 

experienced in whatever locations the triune brains have their 
awarenesses centered by moving the CoA. Feels boundaryless and 
appears similar to sunshine. 

• Cause: ls the light the triune brains have with unobstructed 
se lf-awareness. 

• Comments: This state allows people to regress at will. Also useful for 
a variety of other purposes like merging with other people's con
sciousness. When experienced with the Realm of the Shaman or Sa
cred Body states, creates a bright fluorescence to the Realm of the 
Shaman black, rather than having a light appearance. Ca mes in 
varying brightness, the fu ll state is extremely bright .. Also listed un
der the 'Internai and external awareness states' category. 

• Frequency: Estimates are- 90% are clark 90% of the time, 10% are 
50% bright 50% of the time, and 0.5% are fully bright 90% of the 
time. Also 0.5% for 100%. 

'Creator Light' state 
• Characteristics: An internallight that canin some cases extend past 

the skin boundary. lt has more of an intense white color to it, not a 
broad spectrum light like sunlight. 

• Cause: A limited connection to the Creator. Probably involves the 
light balls that come into the body from the Creator at certain devel
opmental events. 

• Comments: In the Realm of the Shaman state, the bright white is 
mixed with the fluorescent black. People describe this 'light' as be-
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ing intense or energy-charged. Often feels like it cames from above. 
Can be used to regressas in the '!ife review' of the Near-Death Expe
rience. Cames in various brightnesses. Also listed in the 'Sta tes in
volving the Creator' category. 

1 Frequency: Not dete rmined. 

. · i cellaneous states 

~ er Harmony' sta te 
1 Charac teristics: The flesh of the body rad iates a sensation of har

mony . 
• Cause : Not yet determined. 
• Frequency: ot determined. 

· tatic' state 
• Characteristics: Feels like a continuous endorphin rush. 
• Comment: This appears to be what the Sufi teacher Rumi was refer

ring to . 
• Frequency: Estimated 1.5% relatively continuously, 3% enough to 

notice it. 

·:nner Gold' state 
• Characteristics: The interior of the body turns a deep bright golden 

co lor to inner vision. If the brains fuse, the resulting bali has a golden 
co lor. 

• Comment: We're not sure what this is for, but the alchemists clearly 
thought it was important. People doing extensive inner develop
ment achieve this eventually. lt may have something to do with past 
lives or our species consciousness. 

• Frequency: ot determined. 

'Pas t Life Access' state 
• Characteristics: Can access pas t (or future) lives, either with diffi

culty or at will. ln the limit, ali pas t and fut ure lifetimes fuse with this 
one. 

• Cause: The ability/state is blocked by ovu lation trauma. 
• Comments: Other lives can access this one also. See Chapter 7. 
• Frequency: Not determined but happens briefly in severa! therapies. 

'Flow Awareness' state 
• Characteristics: A feeling of having energy flow from the back to the 

front of the body, as if coming from moving air from behind. 
• Cause : Fusion of ali chakras into a disk near the solar plexus. 
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• Comments: The characteristics are experienced slightly differently 
by people in the Average or Hollow state. See Chapter 7. 

• Frequency: Not determined. Appendix B 

A Time Line of Developmental Events 

This partial list of developmental events is provided as a help for putting 
the ones used in Volumes 1, 2, and 3 in their chronological arder. For 
more on the developmental events, refer to the books and websites in 
Chapte r 4. ln the events below, the (Vn) coding translates into a refer
ence to Volume n, and the (Cm) to a reference in Chapter m of this vol
ume. A few of the major problems thar can occur at each stage are 
included only for reference. 

About 6 months before mother is born, mother is fetus inside grand
mother's womb. 
Precellular triune brains being formed separately in 'infinite rings'. (V2) 

• Separation trauma as they detach from the ring of other brains. 
Movement th rough infinite ring boundary. (V2) 
Access the 'Medicine Area'. (V3) 
Body bag forms around precellular body consciousness. (V3) 

• Body bag acquires generational traumas. Seen as silver mores float
ing in fluid. 

Coalescence of precellular egg brains, heart then mind enter body at ap
pendix area. (C6) 

• Precondition for 'sou! stealing' se t up here. (V3) 
Meridian 'webbing' grows during coalescence. (C7) 
Chakras anchor into webbing during coalescence. Form single chakra 
bali. (C7) 

A short time later, precellular egg develops further. 
Precellular egg goes into a 'fountain' and becomes golden. (CS) 

Mother is born, from grandmother' s womb. 
• Potential egg trauma during mothers birth. 

T w o months before conception, inside father. 
imilar events for sperm precellular brains as for egg ones as described 

above. 
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• Major differences are additional chakras and different precellular 
shapes. 

Sperm develops. urse cells protect sperm. 
• Often injuries involving being hit by other sperm tails. 

Passage of sperm through ative American patterns in testicular tubes. 
(C7) 

About 1 day before conception, inside mother. 
Egg ripens. 
Cocoon of webbing egg is carried in dissolves. 
Coating of cells over egg (to nourish it) forms. (C7, V2) 
Ovulation- egg ejected from ovary blister. 

• Feels similar to birth and se ts up some later birth trauma. 
Movement clown fallopian tube. 

• Secretion of attraction scent for sperm. 
• Potential mechanical damage during passage . 
• Potential chemical damage from taxie mother. 

Ejaculation by father during sex. 
• Potential damage during ejaculation as sperm collide. 
• Potential conflict with sperm from other fathers. 

Minutes before conception. 
Egg chooses sperm rhat appears bright. 
Untraumatized event feels like a royal wedding. (C6) 

• Trauma can cause chosen sperm to feel in competition with other 
sperm. 

Eaa reaches out >vith its 'arms' to pull sperm in to chest. 
bb 

• Often mechanical injury due to sperm hitting egg too hard or at an 
angle. 

Conception. 
Sperm tai! detaches from what fee ls like the upper back. 

• T rauma as sperm ta il consciousness dies. 
• If the egg hardens the shell too soon, it rips the sperm tai! instead of 

detaching correctly. 
H ead of sperm opens and chromosomes come out. 

• Experienced as a death event. 
Sack around sperm goes to egg wall. 
Chromosomes move across egg like a bundle of copper wires. 

Chakras merge. 
Cellular triune brains from egg and sperm merge. (C6, CS) 
Ball of light enters new zygote. (V2) 

A Time Une of Developmencal Evencs 

12 hours after conception, first cel! division. 
Can be experienced as another death trauma. 

6 days after conception, implantation. 
Entry into uterus. 
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• Feels like falling into a huge void or on roUer coas ter going off edge. 
Loss of laye r of nutrient cells around zygote. (V3) 
Egg 'head' impacts with uterine wall. (C6) 

• Possible trauma around not being able to implant easily or at ali in 
places. 

Belly uncoils and inserts into uterine wall. Fluid ejected into wall from zy
gote . 
Bali of light enters uterine wall then into head of zygote. (V2) 

• Potential trauma if bali of light is he id by mother and doesn't move 
into zygote. 

From conception through birth, during growth of fetus. 
umerous developmental events. Some may be related to peak states. 

A variety of maj or traumas can occur during this period. 
• Traumas crea te conditions for la ter 'sou! stealing'. (V3) 
• T raumas a round trying to escape to the Realm to escape trauma. 

(V2) 

By 6 weeks after conception. 
Most pregnancies confirmed . 

• Often abortion attempts made now. 
• Morning sickness by now. 

'Undiagnosed' twin usually dead by 6 weeks . 
• T win dea th trauma can cause 'divine homesickness' and gets re-cre

ated in relationships. 

7-9 months after conception. 
Baby feels the womb space tightening. Mother starting to fee! discomfort. 
Later wi ll walk around breathless with no room to inhale. 

Birth (see Stanislav Grof's The Adventure of Self- Discove1J for descriptions 
of the Birth Perinatal Matrix [BPM] stages of birth). 
Choice between good and evil just before start of birth sequence. (V2) 
lnitiate birth sequence when the 'separate from the mother' Gaia instruc
tion given. (V2) 

• Generally !ose triune brain fusion states and ability to hear Gaia. 
Baby maves upside clown and puts head into the pelvis. 

• Can cause vertigo and nausea symptoms later in !ife. 
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Contractions start. Some movement engaging head , nestling into bony 
structures. (Start of BPM 2 in Grof s system.) 

• Baby feels helpless, nothing it can do. 
• Intense rage at the mother. 
• Rape and rapist precursor trauma. 
• Grinding teeth a common symptom. 

Firs t Contraction. (V2) 
• Most intense trauma of the birth sequence. Unintentional separa

tion from the Creator, the Realm, the other tri une brains, and every
thing else. Can feellike to tal annihilation. 

• Major trauma around first oxygen starva tion as blood through 
mother's diaphragm is reduced. 

Second contraction . (C7) 
• The life/death choice is made here. Blocks Gaia connection. Choice 

to age and die, and of hmv long to live life.rea lm of the shaman 
More contractions with cervix closed. 

• 'No exit condition' of the first perinatal sequence of Graf. Usually 
intense rage at mother. Rape trauma activated in mother. 

Cervix stan s to open and motion through stan s. (BPM 3 in Grofs system 
starts with the gradua! propulsion of the fetus through the birth canal. ) 

• Feeling of losing connection to mother- abandonment. 
• Mother typically is very upset for 5 to 30 minutes, with feelings of 

panic , wanting to change her mind, doesn 't know what she's doing, 
can 't do it, tears. Called the ' transition stage' in obste trics. 

• Mother is in pain, typically wants drugs. Drugs are a huge shock to 
baby . 

• Joy is common in the baby as it starts through the cervix. Mother 
feels relief. 

Moving through the birth canal. Fetus in descent and head rotation. 
• Trauma around head rotation, and often skull damage as it crosses 

the mother's lower spine . 
• Can cause poor 30 sense and orientation , directional confusion . 

Crowning and birth. (BPM 4 in Grof s system.) 
• Face to spine in most babies . Self-es teem issues as baby is seen for 

the first time. 
• T ypically, doc tor twists the baby's head the wrong way ! 
• In the '50s, lots of grief and volcanic rage vvhen nurse keeps baby 

from being born until doctor arrives. 
• Often severe oxygen starvation as the cord is compressed. 
• Blinding light and pain in eyes as baby is exposed to cold and fluores

cent lights. 
Acquires the skin boundary ('shell') as baby leaves the vagina, like a layer 
of tar. (V2) 

- - le Line of Developmental Evems 

' is out of the mother. 
brea th. 
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• Usually traumatic due to having umbilical cord eut too soon before 
blood leaves placenta. 

mentary 'truth' experience passed through. (V2) 
mentary archetype access passed through . (C7 ) 
-d eut . (Can be before or after first breath. ) 
• Generally clone too soon in Western hospitals. Trauma around 

blood not leaving placenta and into baby before cutting. 
• Shell hardens with cutting of cord. 

·_: ·erus continues to con tract. 
;:} cem al separation and its death trauma. (C6 , CS) 

• Trauma response to placenta! de ath is loss of Wholeness state. 
y often removed from mother and taken to another room. 

• Huge abandonment and loneliness trauma. 
• O ften trauma around being too tightly wrapped in blankets. 
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--\JJPlied kinesiology: Developed for chiropractie, uses changing muscle 
- engrh w test for various problems and sensitiviries to toxins. Mistak-
enly assumes the body isn 't self-aware with its own agenda. Same principle 
~- muscle testing or dowsing. 

A erage consciousness: A persan who has no peak states except for some 
!ITee of solar plexus-body connecrion. The most common state in peo

;-le. 

Body: The reptilian brain, at the base of the skull. Thinks in ges talt body 
sen ations. Experiences itself in the lower belly. Known as the hara in Jap

e e. It is the brain thar we communicate with when doing dowsing or 
uscle testing. 

Breathttuork: Using hyperventilation for extended periods of time ro facili
tate healing. A variety of processes exist. 

BSFF (Be Set Free Fast): Invented by Larry Nims, a spinoff ofTFT in
·olving only 3 meridian points. Also important for the technique called 

stant BSFF, vvhere the process is programmed internally to occur at a 
ue word. 

Buddha brain: The prefrontallobes in the brain. Experientially it feels like 
a huge, mass ive statue of Buddha located above the head. ormally fused 
\\ith the mind brain. 

Buddha brain structures: Looking like cables or containers internai to the 
body, appearing like the movie idea of an alien implant. Created by the 
Buddha brain during trauma. Often cause physical pain. 

Chakras: Energy centers associated with different areas of the body. They 
'look' like white or colored balls with geometrical features. Can be merged 
into one white disk near the center of the body. 
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Cellular brains: The self-aware organelles in the sperm, egg. or zygote cell 
thar later develop into the multicelled brains of the fetus. Equ ivalent to 
saying 'organelle ' or 'subcellular' brains. 

Cellular memories: Memories of the sperm, egg, and zygote. These in
elude sensations, feelings, and thoughts. Also applied in the literature to 

memories of the body consciousness alone . 

CoA (Center of Awareness): Using a finger, you can find your center of 
awareness by painting at where 'you' are in your body. Can be at a particu
lar point, or diffuse, and both internai to the body and external. 

Coalescence: The developmental event where the physically separate 
precellular brains combine into one cellular organism. It occurs for the egg 
about six months before the mother's birth, and for the sperm abou t two 
months before conception. 

Coex (Condensed experience): Coined by Dr. Grof, describes the phenom
enon in regressive healing that sensate related traumas are activated to
ge ther and interrelate . 

Combination state: T wo or more peak states experienced simultaneously. 
The characteristics of the combination are the sum of the individual char
acteristics. 

CPL (Calm, peace, lightness): The endpoint to healing a trauma, caused 
when the client goes into a peak stare, usually temporarily. 

Creator: An experiential 'place' thar people encounter during near-death 
experiences. Ir looks like a plane light thar is se lf-aware. 

Developmental event: A short-duration event ofbiological change or ex
perience thar the developing organism, be it sperm, egg, fetus, baby, child, 
or adult goes through as part of the developmental process . Examples in
elude conception, implantation, the first heartbeat, etc. 

Developmental events mode!: Explains the presence or absence of peak 
states, experiences, and abilities due to pre-birth trauma. 

Dowsing: Using pendulum or rod to communicate with the body con
sciousness. Same mechanism as in muscle testing or app lied kinesiology. 

DP-3 (Third deep PEAT process): Invented by Zivorad Slavinski, it is 
used to dissolve dualism issues and give peak states of consciousness. 
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EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique): A therapy thar uses tapping on 
eridian points to eliminate emotional and physical discomfort. Classi

-. d as a power therapy, in the subcategory of an 'energy' or 'meridian' 
erapy. 

Focusing: Invented by Dr. Gendlin, in volves becoming avvare of the body 
: onsciousness communicating (the 'felt sense') to release held traumatic 

aterial. 

fusion: The most connected thar two or more brain awarenesses can get. 
'hen fused, they are one organism without any separate identity remain

iflo. W hen all the brains fuse, their aware ness can be seen to 'look' like a 
olden bali just below nave!. Smaller and denser and feels more powerful 

.han merged brains. Probable origin of the concept of the 'philosopher's 
_rone' and alchemy. 

Gaia: The biological consciousness of the planet earth. In certain states of 
onsciousness, it looks exte rnally like the flattened side of buge bali or 

building, with vertical and horizontalline structures on it. Our species oc 
upies one band of the structure. 

Gaia Instructions: A ll the steps in developmental events are directed by 
Gaia, and take into account current circumstances. The instructions for 
rhe steps can be translated into spoken language. 

Generational trauma: Problems or beliefs passed clown through the family 
line. Can be healed . 

Heart: The limbic system, or old mammalian brain. Thinks in sequences 
of emotions, experiences itse lf in the center of the chest. 

Holes: 'Look' like black holes in the body, feellike infinite! y deep deficient 
emptiness. Encountered during some therapies . Caused by physical dam
age to the body. 

Infinite ring: The locations where the precellular brains are first created. 
They are experienced as an infinite ring of similar precellular brains. 

Inner Peace state: Astate of consciousness where a person's emotional past 
no longer feels emotionally traumatic. A substate of the Beauty Way state. 

Kundalini: Characterized by the sensation of a small area of beat (abou t 
an inch in diameter) which moves slowly up the spine. Can go on for 
months and in some cases years, stimulates traumas and other unusual 
'spiritual' experiences, creating severe problems for most people. 
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Merging: Two or more people sharing awarenesses and memories. Feels 
like the persan merging gets larger to include the other persan. Can be 
dangerous, as 'soul stealing' can occur. 

Merging of brains: The awarenesses of the biological brains can come to
oether in various combinations. Fusion is a more extreme experience of 
1:> 

merging. 

Meridians: Energy channels thar wind through the body. Used in thera
pies such as acupuncture and EFT. 

Muscle testing: Communicating with the body consciousness by using 
muscle strength as an indicator. Same mechanism as applied kinesiology, 
and the terms are sometimes used interchangeably. 

Mind: The neocortex, or primate brain. Thinks in thoughts, experiences 
itself in the head . 

OBE (Out-of-body experience): An experience where your 'self is outside 
the physical body, ye t able to see. 

Organelle brains: The self-aware organelles in the sperm, egg. or zygote 
cell that later develop into the multicelled brains of the fetus. Equivalent 
to saying 'cellular' or 'subcellular' brains. 

Past lives: Encountered in some therapies, the experience of having lived 
in the past or the future with a different body and personality. 

Peak ability: An ability not possessed in average consciousness. 

Peak experience: A short lived peak state or other unusually good experi
ence. 

Peak state: One of about 15 major states of consciousness that gives expe
riences and abilities that cannat be experienced in average consciousness. 
Felt as vast improvement to the average state. Can be had in combination 
and to various degrees. A number of substates exist also. 

PEAT (Psycho Energetic Aura Technology): lnvented by Zivorad 
Slavinski, a peak state process thar dissolves dualistic conflicts. Results in 
dramatic healings. 

Perry diagram: A diagram using circles to indicate the degree of connec
tian the triune brain awarenesses have. 
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Placenta! brain: The self-aware placenta! consciousness. 

Power therapy: Phrase coined by Dr. Figley, applied to extremely effective 
therapies that remove symptoms from post-traumatic stress disorder and 
other issues. 

Precellular brains: The self-aware brains when they are independent or
oanisms before becoming incorporated into the egg or sperm cell as 
organelle brains. 

Precellular trauma: Trauma thar occurs to the biologie al system thar is 
the prototype of the egg or sperm, before the egg or sperm have formed 
into a cel!. 

Psychological reversai: The individual has a counter-commitment at the 
body consciousness leve! to healing or peak performance. ln energy thera
pies, healing is blocked unless treated. In WHH, it causes the client not to 
want to heal, but does not black the healing directly. 

Radical physical healing: A particular type of physical healing occurring 
in just minutes. Range of healing includes injuries that cannat normally 
heal, such as scars, eut spines, etc. 

Realm of the Shaman: Home of the sacred selves; looks like flu orescent 
black velvet. A sta te that shamans enter in arder to do drastic healing on 
others. See T om Brown Junior's The Vis ion for more description. 

Self: The part of us thar experiences itself as 'I am'. It is etern al. The part 
of us that's in ali of our past lives. Also called spirit. Also called the con
scious a\vareness. 

Self-identity: Each of the biological brains pretends it 's someone or some
thing else. 

Shamanic states: States that are valued in shamanism. T ypically in volve 
the body or a connection to Gaia. 

Shell: A layer right at skin leve! thar gives us the sensation of having skin 
and keeps our awareness confined to our bodies. Can be experienced as 
burning or painful. 

Sperm tail brain: The se lf-aware sperm rail consciousness. 
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Spiritual emergency: An experience usually classified as relating to spiri
tual or mystical trad itions, experienced as traumatic or overwhelming to 
the leve! of being a crisis. 

Stable state: A peak state thar is retained without any maintenance. 

Subcellular brains: The self-aware organelles in the sperm , egg. or zygote 
cell thar la ter develop in to the multicelled brains of the fetus. Equivalent 
to saying 'organelle' or 'cellular' brains. 

SUDS (Subjective units of distress scale): Used to evaluate the degree of 
pain in trauma. Originally from a scale of 1 to 10, common usage is now 
from 0 (no pain) to 10 (as much pain as it's possible to have). 

Synergistic state: T wo or more states experienced simultaneously that 
have characteristics that are new or differe nt from the individual states. 

TAT (Tapas Acupressure Technique): lnvented by T apas Fleming origi
nally to heal allergies, also works on trauma and other issues. Recom
mended for generational traumas. 

TFT (Thought Field Therapy): The original tapping on meridian therapy. 
Also discovered the phenomenon and a fix for 'psychological reversa!'. 

TIR (Traumatic Incident Reduction): A power therapy that uses regres
sion. 

Trauma: A moment intime, or string of moments where the sensations, 
emotions, and thoughts are stored. Causes difficulties for humans as they 
guide behavior inappropriately. Usually painful or difficult experiences, 
although can be pleasurable. Trauma crea tes post-traumatic suess disor
der. 

Triune brain: The brain is built out of three separate biological brains, 
formed through evolution. They are the R-complex (body), the limbic sys
tem (heart), and the neocortex (mind). Each is self-aware, built for differ
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